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FAO YEARBOOKS

YEARBOOK OF FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS 1954

The two volumes of the FAO Yearbook of Food and Agricultural Statistics are an indispensa-
ble reference book of basic statistics to all concerned with the study of agricultural developments

throughout the world.

Part I - Production covers the statistics on land use, crops, livestock numbers and products,
food supplies and their utilization, commercial fertilizers, pesticides and agricultural machinery. In

addition it contains important series of agricultural prices and index numbers, both of prices and
agricultural production. Data are shown for individual countries. Totals are given for individual
regions and the world as a whole.

Part II - Trade gives the quantities of imports and exports of all major food and agricultural
commodities, together with total estimates for regions and the world as a whole. Figures are also
shown for the value of trade for selected countries in food, other agricultural products and farm req-
uisites, according to the Standard International Trade Classification.

Trilingual in English, French and Spanish. Per volume : $3.50 or 175.6d.

YEAR OOK OF FISHERY STATISTICS 1952-53

With the present issue the FAO Yearbook of Fishery Statistics appears for the first time
In two parts.

Part I - Production and Craft contains statistics of catch and landings, utilization, production
of preserved and processed commodities, and fishing craft.

Part II - International Trade presents figures on imports and exports of fishery products.

This division of the Yearbook into two parts allows production statistics to be published fairly
promptly, and, if desired, more frequently than in the past. The aim of the Yearbook is to present
national data in such a fashion as to make global and regional analyses possible, to provide a back-
ground against which national fishery statistics can be viewed and to facilitate international compar-
isons.

Trilingual in English, French and Spanish. Per volume : $3.00 or 15s.

YEARBOOK OF FOREST PRODUCTS STATISTICS 1954

This Yearbook, the eighth in the series, contains official information from more than 100 coun-
tries and territories on production and trade for roundwood, processed wood, wood pulp, newsprint,
paper and paperboard, and fibreboards, as well as a summary of world trade.

Text in English, French and Spanish, tables in English and French. $2.50 or 12s.6d.
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FOREWORD

The year 1955 marks the tenth, annivexsar y of the foundation of FAO. It marks
also the end of th,e first decade of agricultural recovery and expansion after the second
world war. These have been cmwded and eventful years in the history of the world's agri-
culture. They h,ave, seen a dramatic transformation from the devastation, and threat
of famine of the immediate postwar years to a situation when agricultural surpluses in
some countries are once more causing anxiety, even, though millions of the world's people
still remain inadequately fed, clothed and housed.

The same years have seen more rapid and widespread advances in the technical
methods of agriculture, forestry and fisheries than in any previous decade. They have
seen also remar/cable changes in th,e social and economic approach to agriculture. Large-
scale schemes of land reform have been carried through,. A beginning has been made
in many countries towaxds the co-ordinated planning and programming of agricultural
developm,ent and of forest policy. Extensive attempts have been made to limit the fluctua-
tions of farm prices and to give the cultivator a measure of economic security he has never
before enjoyed. The findings of nutrition,a1 science have been more widely applied, particu-
larly to sectwe minimum, levels of nutrition for children and mothers. International
schemes of investment and technical assistance have been put in hand, aimed primarily
in the agricultural field at tackling the deep-seated problems of low productivity, under-
nourishment and rural poverty in the less developed countries of the world. These are
only a few of th,e striking developments of th,e past decade.

It seemed fitting on this occasion to depart from the customary form of the annual
report on the state of food and agriculture. Unlike its predecessors, this issue does not
deal mainly with the current situation and short-term outlook, but instead reviews the
progress and experiences of th,e whole decade. The treatment of this theme has been ana-
lytic rather th,an purely descriptive. An attempt has been made to bring out the underly-
ing causes of the main postwar developments, and to make some appraisal of the results
achieved. Finally, in the last chapter of Part One of this report, some of the main issues
and problems which lie ah,ead are discussed in the light of experie,nce during this first
postwar decade, in the hope, that the lessons gained in some countries may be useful to
other countries faced with similar problems.

P. V. CA RDO N

.Director-General
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Part One of this report examines the recovery
uf agriculture, forestry and :fisheries after the sec-
ond world war, the way in which resources Were
mobilized to that end, the principie difficulties
overcom.e, and the guidance which the develop-
ments of the last ten years can give in dealing with
some of the problems which lie ahead. Part Two
discusses postwar developments and the future out-
look for individual commodities. It is already
highly condensed and is not summarized below.

Chapter II. The Situation at the End of
the War and Some Main Factors Influ-
encing Postwar Developments
Production at the end of the, war. The impact of

th.e war on agricultural production was very un-
even. For the world as a whole, production in
1946/47 was only about 5 'percent less than in 1934-
1938. In Europe, the 'U.S.S.R., and North Africa,
however, production had fallen by one-quarter to
one-third and in the Far East by over 10 percent,
'whereas in North America it had risen by about
on.e-thi rd. Elsewhere changes were 'relatively
small.

Per caput production. 1])ostwar shortages Were
intensified by the continuing growth of world
population whi.ch in 1.946/47 WaS some 10 percent
greater than in 1934-38. Although total agricul-
tural prod.uction fell by only 5 percent, per caput
'production fell by no less than 15 percent.

Food consumption levels. .Alt.h.ough the physical
destruction was more serious and widespread than
after World War I, actual famines were this time
avoided by the international allocation of food
supplies, international help through UNRRA, and
by more effective systems of rationing.

Forestry. Direct war damage to forestry was
serious in Central and Eastern Europe, including
the western areas of the -U.S.S.R., and in some
Asian. countries. Indirect damage WaS ividespread
tluough over-cutting, particularly in Northern

ChapLer I - SIAIMARY

Europe and. the United States, and insufficient
attention to good forest management. In North
America pulp and papel production expanded re-
markably.

Fishe,ries. Fish production was severely reduced
through the destruction and requisition of .fishing
craft and equipment and by manpower losses ; the
decline was greatest in North-West Europe and in
tire Far East.

Factors influencing postwar development. Post-
'war agricultural policies have been largely shaped
by a number of economic and social factors, among
which may be mentioned

Population. The accelera,ted growth of popula-
tion as a result of high birth rates and improved
medical services led to a corresponding growth of
deman.d for agricultural products. This WM espe-
cially marked in some under-developed regions,
'notably Latin America, where population is now
nearly 50 percent above the pre-war level.

Full em,ployment and welfare policie,s. Imple-
mentation of such policies increased the per caput
demand for agricultural products, especially of
the more expensive types. They partly account
for the widespread adoption since the war of price
supports and other measures for stabi.li.zing farm
in.come.

Economic development of under-developed regions.
This has led to a more rapid and better balanced
development of the land and water reSOUree8
Of the under-developed countries and to major
sch.emes of international, technical and financial
assistance. Their growing industrialization has
been another factor in increasing and diversifying
the demand for agricultural products.

Economic and political grou,pings. The emer-
gence of new groupings such as the communist bloc
and th.e OEEC area has had some influence on the
pattern of world trade and resulted in SOMe re-
gional co-ordination of agricultural policies. But



their influence so far has probably been less than
those of the older groupings, such as the Common-
wealth and the French Union.

The dollar gap. War-time changes in the pattern
of agricultural production and trade, in particular
the increased reliance of food importing countries
on North-American supplies, intensified postwar
payment difficulties, and naay have accounted for
as much as one-third of the dollar gap. In their
turn, payments difficulties have been a main cause
of the trend towards greater agricultural self-suf-
ficiency and have contributed to the emergence
of agricultural surpluses in North America. The
Marshall Plan and other loans and grants to war
devastated areas, however, contributed to the rapid
restoration of agriculture.

Chapter IIL The Mobilization of Re-
sources for Agricultural Development

Plans and programs. The urgent need to expand
production led to the establishment in many coun-
tries of plans and programs of agricultural devel-
opment and to a larger measure of international
consultation and co-operation. Programs devel-
oped in earlier years were concerned primaxily
with production. In many countries greater at-
tention to distribution and marketing 110.W seems
necessary.

Investment. The normal sources of capital vere
inadequate for the postwar expansion of agricul-
ture, which necessitated a large investment of
public funds. Public financing vas particularly
important in under-developed countries. Al-
though by far the largest part of the investment
funds came from domestic resources, international
and foreign funds were important for some pur-
poses, e.g. purchase of imported equipment.

Credit. In spite of considerable progress since
the War, inadequacies of short and medium term
credit at reasonable interest rates are still a serious
handicap to agriculture, especially in under-devel-
oped countries. In India, for instance, a recent
report shows that moneylenders supply about 90
percent of the agricultural credit, usually at high

te rest rates.

Land reform and taxation,. Institutional obsta-
cles to a more efficient use of land have been
lessened by the consolidation of fragmented hold-
ings and by the transfer of ownership to culti-
vators. Time scope of such recent legislation in
the Far East has been striking. There has also
been a general trend towards a system of registra-
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tion of title in place of one of registering deeds.
In several countries systems of land taxation
have been rationalized.

Price <supports. The additional security provid-
ed by price supports encouraged farmers to in

their output. Where price support levels
were linked with production costs or parity for-
mulae, they tended to make agricultural production
less flexible. In other countries changes in price
support levels we,re used to influence the direction
of ,production.

.Price stability on intern,ational markets. Long-
term intergovernmental contracts became a fea-
ture o,f international trad.e during- the period of
shortage and gave some measure of price stability
latterly their importan.ce has declined. Efforts to
iinprove price stability through international com-
modity agreements were successful only for wheat
and sugar.

Marketing. With time passing of the period of
shortage, increased attention is being given to the
improvement of marketing methods. For example,
state and co-operative marketing agencies are
being established or strengthened in many less
developed countries to improve time situation of
the peasant farmer.

Extension services. Strengthening farm advi-
sory or extension services in many countries was
a vital factor in postwar expansion. A significant
development, primarily in the Far East, has been
the broadening of extension services into a system
of " community development " covering also edu-
cation; health and other services to rural people.
Extension services for marketing and economic
problems, hith.erto largely confined to North Amer-
ica, are being more widely adopted in Western
Europe.

Agricultural research. 'Progress has been rapid
since the war. Shortages of' research staff and
equipment in under-developed countries are being
overcome by increased facilities for the exchange
of' information and for training abroad. Co-or-
dinated research between countries is being devel-
oped, e. g. on time hybridization of maize in l'iatrope
and of rice in the Far East.

Chapter IV. Progress in Technology
and in the Utilization of Physical
Resources

Water use and control. Programs for better use
and control of' water have been of major impor-
tance in several regions. Most progress nas been



made in the Far :East, particularly in India, 'Paki-
stan, and Thailand, and in Latin America, espe-
cially in Mexico. It is also li.kely that substantial
progress has been made in the U.S.S.R. and China.
In many parts of the world, however, the system-
atic survey of water resources is only now begin-
ning.

Soil .fertility. World consum.ption of commer-
cial fertilizers has almost doubled since before the
war, but consumption remains very uneven.
Europe accounts for one-half of the world total,
North America for one-third, and the under-
developed regions for only 14 percent. Consump-
tion in North America and in the under-devel-
oped regions has risen more than fourfold since the
prewar period. Progress has also been made in
the use of animal manures, composts, etc., and in
basic soil surveys, but is less easy to measure.

Agricultural machinery. World tractor 1111m -

bers show a threefold increase over the prewar
level, thus releasing much land from growing feed
'for draught animals. Here too, however, devel-
opment has been very uneven and machinery is
still very little used in Africa and also in Asia where
they are used mainly in goverrunent tractor pools.
Little has been done in the less spectacular but
important field of improving animal-drawn imple-
m.ents and hand tools.

Plant breeding. Much progress, aided, by intensi-
fied international en-operation, has been made,
though in many countries work on the multipli-
cation and distribution of seeds still lags behind
the breeding of new varieties. Hybrid maize is
giving greatly increased yields in parts of Europe.
In the under-developed countries a notable devel-
opment is the increased attention to basic food
crops.

Control of plant diseases and pests. Internation-
al co-operation in locust control ancl oth,er aspects
of plant .protection has been an important postwar
development. New synthetic pesticides and se-
lective weed-killers have made a considerable con-
tribution to maintaining and increasing yields.

Grassland, and fodder improvement. In the tem-
perate zones there has been substantial improve,
ment in the management of grassland and fodder
crops. In other regions a beginning has been made,
in surveys and investigations.

Livestock husbandry. Considerable progress has
been made in the control of animal diseases,
through new drugs and vaccines, and in many
under-developed countries through th.e establish-
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ment of state veterinary services. Governments
are co-operating in the regional control of epi-
zootic diseases. In the developed countries there
has been much progress in the science of animal
feeding, resulting in more rational feeding prac-
tices. Other outstanding developments have been
the spread of the recording of animal yields and
artificial insemination. In countries with unfavor-
able climates, greater attention is being given
to the improvement of indigenous breeds.

Technical developments and agricultural productiv-
ity. Improvements in technology, reflected in
.increased yields per hectare and per animal, have
played the major part in the postwar expansion
of -production in Europe, North America and Oce-
ania. In the United States, for example, production
per acre of cropland and per breeding unit of live-
stock are both about 30 percent above the 1925-39
average. The developed regions are 1101V reaping
the benefit of a long period of sustained efforts in
research., extension and resource development.
In many under-developed countries such efforts
are only beginning and results, in terms of increased
productivity, will come later. Programs for expand-
ing the area under cultivation or irrigation, how-
ever, have already yielded results.

Fore,9try. Notable progress has been made in
forest exploitation and wood utilization. More
forests have been .rendered accessi.ble, the range
of commercial species has been widened and more
efficient exploitation has reduced waste and
lowered costs. Wood utilization has .improved by
reducing the proportion of the forest crop burnt
as fuel and by the development of new products,
many of which use wood formerly classified as
waste.

Fisheries. The major development has been
in research and in the systematic appraisal of
fishery resources. Improvement has also been made
in fisheries equipment, in th.e preservation of
catches and in the production and utilization of
fish meal.

Chapter V. The Course of Production and
Supplies

Agricultural production. As a result of the
various economic, social and technical measures
adopted, world production, excluding the commu-
nist bloc of countries, was rather over 25 percent
greater in 1954 than in both 1946/47 and 1934/38,
and on a per caput basis was somewhat above
the prewar average. In chiding tentative estimates



for the communist countries, world production
in 1954 was about 30 percent greater than in
1946/47 and about 20 percent greater than before
the war. Rapid as it was, agricultural expansion
lagged far behind industrial development.

Measures to restore agriculture were particularly
successful in Western Europe -where recovery was
considerably faster than after World -NArax I. In
Eastern Europe and the U.S.S.R. progress was slow-
er, largely because of the priority given to industrial-
ization. In the Far East recovery was delayed by
continuing war and unrest, and by lack of capital
and technical knowledge ; production has not yet
caught up with the growth of population.. There
has been a rapid expansion in the Near East and
Africa and somewhat slower progress in Latin AMer-
ica and Oceania,. In North America the remark-
able war-time growth of production was followed
by a quieter period, mainly because of lack of out-
lets and resulting proluction controls.

There has been a trend towards relatively
greater livestock production in h.igher in come
areas, while elsewhere crop production has risen
faster. For the world as a whole, food production
has increased more than that of raw materials
of agricultural origin.

Fisheries. Production is 1:1.0-1V some 20 percent
greater than before the war. Most of the increase
has occurred in the well-established fisheries of
Europe, North America, Japan and the 'U.S.S.R.,
South a,n.d South-West Africa, Angola, -.Peru and
Chile have emerged as significant producers and
exporters since the war.

Forestry. Production of roundwood has in-
creased by some 15 percent since 1946, the largest-,
increases being made in th.e U.S.S.R. The pro-
duction of wood for industrial use has inereased
by over one-third, but the output of fuetwood has
declined.

Trade in agricultural products. The postwar
expansion in th.e volume of international trade
(some 55 percent greater in 1954 th.an before the
war) did not extend to the trade in agricultural
productS, which regained its prewar level in 1950,

but has since shown little change. Trade in
forest products in recent years has been some
Ill percent greater than before the war.

Pattern of world trade. Changes in the balance
of world production have been reflected in striking
changes in the pattern of woiid trade in foodstuffs.
Food exports from North America were maintained
at 3-4 times their prewar level until 1952 when

they began to decline with the :recovery of pro-
duction elsewhere.

At the other extreme, food exports from the
Far East, largely to other countries in the region,
are still less than half their prewar volume an.d the
region has become a net importer of foodstuffs.
Exports fiom the Com.munist countries llave been
small a,nd the U.S.S.R. has recently become a large
importer of livestock products and sugar.

European .food hn.ports seem to have been
stabilized at some :10 percent less than before the
war. Food imports into Noah. America show a
sloivly rising trend, while those into Latin America
and other less-developed regions have increased
sharply but remain .relatively

North American imports of agricultural raw ma-
terials, beverages and tobacco have increased sub-
stantially, lmt, Western European imports have
not greatly exceeded their prewar level.

Agricultural surpluses. The main aceumu la-
tion of surplus stocks has been in the dollar area,.
Current stock levels of wheat are higher than (WM'
before in peace time, but stocks of cotton and
sugar are no larger than in the nineteen-thirties.
United States stocks continued to grow in the first
half of 1955, but appreciably slower than before.
Because the main surplus stocks are held by gov-
ernments, who have followed cautious disposal
policies, they have not so far led to any m.arked
break in world prices.

Food cansumption levels. Food cons.tunption
levels recovered quickly after the :war in Western
Europe and some Latin-American countries, and
this improvement has since been well maintained.
Where initial progress had been slow, e.g. the Far
East, the Near East and Eastern Europe, there
has sin ce been a marked improvement in calorie
levels. Nevertheless, per caput food consump-
tion in many Far--.Eastern and in som.e :Latin-Amer-
ican countries still remains below prewar levels.

In North _America and in a few European coun-
tries rising incomes have been reflected in an in-
creased consumption of livestock products, and
there are indications of some increase in the 'very
small consumption of such foods in under-devel-
oped countries. There Iras been a partial substi-
tution of wheat for rice in the Far East, and it
marked swing from butter to margarine in North_
America and some European countries, largely
reflecting price relations.

The demand for agricultural raw materials. Indus-
trial consumption of Tall' materials of agricultural
and forest origin, although :reduced by the gre,ater



use of substitutes such as m.an-made fibers and
synthetic rubber, has been kept ab ove prewar
levels by the greater expansion of manufacturing
and building industries.

Chapter VI. Price Movements, Farm In-
comes and Consumer Purchases
Price levels on international markets. Prices of

agricultural products on Avorld markets (as meas-
ured by an index of average unit export values)
h.ave kept in line with prices generally during the
postwar period, but have shown a larger rise in
comparison with the immediate prewar years, when
agricultural prices were particularly depressed.
Prices of agricultmal raw materials and forest
products have -fluctuated more sharply than those
of foodstuffs, notably during th.e Korean war.

Because of more effective measures of price
control, agricultural prices rose more gradually
than after World War I ; neith.er reaching the
dizzy heights of 1919 t.m.1 1920, nor :falling catas-
trophically as in 1920 and 1921. From. 1948 to
1954 (i.e. from three to nine years after the end
of World War II) price levels have been remark-
ably close to those at the same interval after World
War I from 1021 to 1927.

Farm, prices. .11.1 spite of price controls, farm
prices in nearly all countries rose m. ore sharply
during the War than prices generally, but much
of these :relative gains have since been lost and
in a few countries the price ratio is now almost
as unfavorable to farmers as in the late nineteen-
thirties. The ratio of prices received by farmers
to those they pay for production requisites, etc.,
has generally followed a similar course.

Farm incomes and expenses. Modernization has
greatly :increased the expenses of agriculture for
machinery, fertilizers, etc. In the 'United States
production expenses (at constant prices) -WOre twice
as high. in 1953 as before the war, and other coun-
tries show a similar though less marked trend.

Because of the increased output and generally
more favorable price ratios, the real inCOITIC of
agriculture has been substantially higher since
the War than during the late nineteen-thirties.
Th.e :increase is still greater on a per caput basis
because of the fall in the farm population. These
:higher earnings provided much of the capital for
postwar expansion.

In many European countries and in Oceania,
farm incomes have been fairly well maintained
since the war, but in North America they have
fallen considerably in the last few :years, mainly

owing to lnwer prices ; this has been rettectecl
a sharp fall in the production and sales of agricul-
tural machinery.

Incomes in (Agriculture in relation to other °CCU-
pation8. Agricultural incomes in most countries
are well below the average in oth.er occupations,
often less than half. Am.ong the few exceptions
are New Zealand, where f.arm incomes are higher
than average, and the United Kingdom, Denmark
and Western Germany where there is almost par-
ity. Agriculture has not as a rule shared in the
general 'rise in real incomes since the war and in
most countries the relative position of the farmer
has recently tended to deteriorate.

Marketing margins. :During the last few years
of falling farm prices the cost of processing and
distributing food in the United States has risen
absolutely as .well as proportionately, chiefly be-
cause of higher labor costs and more elaborate
processing. Marketing margins represented 57

percent of retail :food prices in 1954, compared
with 47 percent in. 1945. More limited data for
several other countries also suggest a recent ten-
dency for marketing costs t(..) rise.

Retail food prices. -.During the post-war shortage
price controls, and in some countries food subsidies,
limited the rise in :retail food prices, though even
SO they usually increased more than retail prices
generally. As supplies became more abundant
controls WerC relaxed and subsidies reduced, ami
in many countries the paradoxical result was a
rise in prices just as supplies became more plenti-
ful. Again, where farm prices have fallen :retail
-prices have often sliown little response, mainly
because of :inflexible marketing costs. Data on
retail food sales and on consumer expenditure
indicate that even in the wealthier countries high.
retail food prices reduce sales, though the effect
is partly offset by the gradual ri.se in real
incomes. The movement of retail food prices has
thus tended to restri.ct food consumption levels.

Chapter VII. Issues Ahead

Among the main. -weaknesses in the agricultural
situation at th.e present time are the failure of
consumption to increase with. production leading
to the emergence of surpluses ; rigidity in pro-
duction patterns by comparison with shifts in
demand, intensified by sorne systems of price
support ; the stagnation of' world trade in agri-
cultural products ; and th.e low level of farm in-
comes in relation to incomes in other occupations,



it part restd of low labor productivity in

.Raisiny comumption 1( V(1'. Gro:wth. :in po-pula-
tion and in real incom.es per caput might lead tu
an increase in the volume of world food consump-
tion of the order of 14 ti) 22 percent over the next
ten years, assuming that price relations do not
alter. But these estimates would be substan-
tially modified by price changes, as price elas-
ticity for food appears to be greater than income
elasticity. Measures to reduce retail prices through
more efficient methods of production or market-
ing could therefore lead tu larger :in creases in
food consumption. There is also scope fin. more
action through special distribution schemes. For
industrial raW materials expansion depends on the
growth of industrial activity and success :in com-
peting with substitutes.

The rigidity of production patterns. Many goy-
ornm.ents are seeking impnived methods of price
support which will permit kiwer prices to C011-

sumers and greater flexibility in adjusting pro-
duction to consume]' de,mand in order to prevent
further accumulations of surplus stocks, and :which.
at the same time will check uneconomic production,
be less costly to the state, and interfere as little
as possible 'with the operation of domestic markets
and :international trade. Tentative conclusions
from experien.ce to date are that systems alined at
maintaining farm incomes as a :whole give greater
production :flexibility than !'ice supports tu :indi-
vidual commodities based on cost of nroduction.
or parity formulae ; that measures to recluce the
costs uf specific product ion reqicisites or farm.
operations and to encourage more efficient produc-
tion may result in a net economy tc.) the state
and also benefit consumers by permitting lower
levels of price support ; that the stabilization
uf farm :incomes by deficiency payments, equaliz-
ation funds, or other measures which do not pie-
elude the operation of the free market reduce the
danger of surpluses ; and that :For commodities
\ Vith low price elasticities special disposal meas-
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ay he necessary to avoid an e xcessive
increase, in stocks after bumper crops.

Trade problems.. The stagnation of world trade
in agricultural products arises largely from the
drive fo greater agricultural self-sufficiency, tho
'preference given to imports of capital goods for
economic development, and the use of substitutes
for agricultural raw materials in industry. Some
obstacles to trade would be reduced with time

relaxation of world tension and the easing uf
international payments difficulties.

Trade in some commodities has expanded and
in others could be expanded if more supplies
were available. Exporting countries might do
much to expand sales by shaping their production
to time trends of -world demand, and by reducing
costs through improved methods of production
and marketing. International consultations, and
wh.ere possi.ble agreed measures to reduce the ex-
treme instability of prices of agricultural products
on world markets, could also assist in the expan-
sion of trad.e. Such consultations are particu.-
larly important on the disposal of surplus stocks
which hold the greatest threat to price stability.

Labor productivity and farm incomes. Farm
incomes depend tt:.) a considerable extent on labor
productivity which can now be rapidly raised by
improved technical methods. In the more advanced
countries agriculture does not appear to be lag-
ging behind other industries in raising productiv-
ity. In less developed countries ceilings on labor
productivity are imposed by the relatively small
non-agricultural population, which limits the mar-
ket :for sales off farms (apart from export outlets),
and also by time density of the rural population
on the land, which restricts the size of farms. In
such countries further economic development and
industrialization is a pie-requisite for any substan-
tial increase in agricultural labor productivity
and farm incomes. The larger suppli.es of food
now available, including surplus stocks, may make
possible increased rates of .investment and eco-
nomic development with less danger of inflation.



Chapter II - THE SITUATION AT THE END OF THE
WAR AND SOME MAIN FACTORS INFLUENCING

POSTWAR DEVELOPMENTS

The main subject of th.is report i.s the recovery
of world agriculture after the second war, the
way in which. resources Were mobilized to that
end, the principal difficulties which had to be
overcome, and the lessons which may be drawn
from the remarkable experiences of the last ten
years for guidance in dealing with the very dif-
ferent problems which now lie allead. This chap-
ter summarizes the food and agricultural situa-
tion when the world emerged from six years of
global war and sketches the general social, eco-
nomic and political background during the period
in which the recovery took place.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION AFTER
THE WAR

The impact of the war on agriculture was strik-
ingly varied in different parts of the -world.

Over large areas of Europe, the U.S.S.R.., the
Far East and North Africa, -where actual warfare
occurred, production decreased very considerably
fTorn its prewar level. The effect of destruction
and requisition on fish production was even
greater ; this had a severe impact on world
fish supplies, four-fifth.s of which were produced
in th.ese areas before th.e war. Drought intensi-
fied the effects of war, striking th.e Danubian coun-
tries and the U.S.S.R. in 1946 and Western Europe
in 1947 ; there Were also a succession of droughts
towards the end of th.e war in North Africa and
later drough.t retarded recovery over large areas
of the Far East.

In the countries of the above 'regions where
there was no fighting on land and no enemy
occupation, and in the areas of Latin America,
Africa, the Near East and Oceania which suffer-
ed only from the indirect effects of war (e.g.
shortage of manpower and production requisites,
or loss of i,mport supplies or export markets),
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production was maintain.ed or stmwed modest
advances, though seldom enough to ikeep pace
with the growth of population. Finally io North.
America, by raising productkm to satisfy the
greatly increased domestic demand and that
of the allies, agriculture experienced a period
of unexampled technical advance, expansion and
prosperity. Although the number of people en-
gaged in agriculture declined sh.arply, the annual
production in North. America increased by more
than 30 percent over th.e pre-war average (compar-
ed .with an increase of about 10 percent in the
first world -war), an expansion almost one-fifth.
faster than its growth in population.

The uneven impact of th.e war on agriculture may
be seen from the maps in Figures II - 1, 2 and 3,
showing for -ea,ch country the percentage changes
in cereal production and livestock numbers dur-
ing the war period. Seen in retrospect, this dis-
tortion of the workl balance of agricultural pro-
duction seems to have given rise to problems
scarcely less formidable than those resulting from
the devastation -itself.

Although. the data for the war-torn areas are
less reliable during the :immediate postwar years
than they were before the War or are 110W, i.t ap-
pears that workl agricultural production outside
the U.S.S.R., 'Eastern Europe and China .WaS

on balance probably somewh.at greater at the end
of the war than in the immediate prewar years.
But despite military and civilian casualties, popu-
lation in this area kept on increasing during the
war, and both agricultural and food production
per caput declined by nearly 10 percent. Estim-
ates for the world as a whole, including the
U.S.S.R., Eastern Europe and China, for which
available data are much less complete, show an
even darker picture. Just after the -war the total
quantity of world agricultural production was
abou.t 5 percent less, a,nd per caput .production
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TABLE TOTAL AND PER CAPUT AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTION- AND PER CAPUT FOOD PRODUCTION
IN THE IMMEDIATE POSTWAR YEARS ; AVERAGE OF

about 15 percent less, than before the war. This
.indicates the over-all base-line from which efforts
towards postwar rehabilitation began.

For the world as a whole the postwar shortages
were due as much to the increased requirements
of a larger population as to the lower agricultural
production in the areas of combat.

Th.is broad picture inevitably conceals important
distinctions within the wider regions. In Europe,

Gros,
ve-

siock

tion

:for example, Germany maintained its level of output
.until shortly before the collapse. France was mainly
hit through th.e mass removal of agricultural
workers. The highly intensive agriculture of the
Netherlands and Belgium suffered most
lack of manure and fertilizers, and from the short-
age of feed and .th.erefore of livestock. Direct
physical damage AVM worst in lEastern 11-l-tiropean
countries, and the forced mass migrations of
population and the transfers of territories brought
:further disorder to the agriculture of these coun-
tries. In Southern. Europe destruction was worst
in Yugoslavia and later in Greece -which suffer-
ed the ravages of civil war. On the other hand
a few countries, Sweden, Switzerland and th.e
"United Kingdom, with better access to the means
of production, .were able to achieve appreciable
increases in total production.

Changes in the Pattern of Agricultural
Production

Not only th.e level but also the pattern of agri-
cultural production was affected by the war (Ta-
ble II-2). With tb.e drying up of many of the
main streams of -world trade, most countries and
reo-ions were forced to become more self-sufficient.
In Europe, there was a sharp decline in livestock
production, partially offset by greater dependence

Except for AO leu, for which data, are is cli i ng, t e osti mates of net output in tile first colu iii discilunt q u ultities
for furtluir agricultural production, e.g.. for seed. os for feeding iiVestoek, and are thus not continuable with the gross pro
figures in the four succeeding columns.

'Ineluding buffaloes.
3Eastern Europe only. Nono or i egh igi iìhe......t myailable

North America 132 118 122
Latin America 112 91 95
Africa 110 95 94
Oceania 101 92 91
Near East 101 89 90
Far East (excluding China

mainland) 90 78 81
Western Europe 81 76 76

ALL AtioyE REGIONS 103 91 92

'WORLD (including esti-
mates for -U.S.S.R.,
E. Europe and China
mainland) 94 86 87

North America 132 126 131 98 133 107 141 132 74 117 100 114 115

Latin America . 112 110 119 89 115 97 103 106 145 116 109 214

Africa 110 111 108 148 107 91 92 102 112 97 193 156 506

Oceania . 101 102 101 101 107 115 107 111 104 103 120 190

Near East 101 100 102 87 106 108 91 84 121 106 100

Far East 90 92 94 80 82 101 90 90 106 96 66 61 66 22

Western Europe. 81 87 87 72 so 79 Si 95 93 58 108 109 92

Eastern Europe
and U.S.S.R . 356 264 ,64 '90 ;350 77 71 92 93 77 40
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on crops for direct human consumption, especial-
'y cereals and potatoes. The output (.4 live-
stock produ.cts in 1946/47 - 1947/48 in Western
Europe was 30 percent below the prewar level,
while crup production fell by only 10 to 15 per-
cent. The fall in numbers was particulaxly dras-
tic for pigs and poultry, which compete directly
with th.e human population for supplies of cereals
and roots, and which in some countries liad depend-
ed largely Oil imported feedingstuffs. For cat-
tle a,nd sheep, -which can be fed mainly on pas-
ture and :roughages, the use of which became more
scientific and intensive, the red.uction was less
severe. The decline in the output of livestock
:products was even greater than the decrease in
animal :numbers because of lower yields per head,
reflecting the generally inferior level of feeding.
In many European countries, however, special
efforts were made to maintain milk production
for nutritional reasons. Military operations Con-
fined fishing to coastal areas ancl prevented fish-
ermen from reaching .most of the principal fish-
ing grounds.

In the ilhir East, livestock husbandry, far less
developed than :in Europe, was also greatly cur-
tailed. Livestock numbers, including draft cat-
tle, fell particularly sharply in Burma and. the
:Philippines which greatly hindered postwar recov-
ery. There vas general diversion of land from
industrial and export crops (including sirgar) to
the production of basic foods. The area under
jute in India at the end of the -war was thus on-
ly 68 percent of its prewar level, while the total
area under cereals increased slightly, despite heavy
war damage to 'paddy land in Burrxia, Java and
th.e countries of Indo-China. The cultivation of
root crops for human :food, including cassava,
potatoes and sweet potatoes, also increased marked-
ly. The great fishing industries of Southeast
Asia suffered disastrous destruction of fishing
craft and serious loss of manpower.

Changes toward dire,ct food crops also occurred
outside the main theaters of :war. In the Near
East the area cultivated increased by nearly
one million hectares, but the area under cotton
declined by more than one-half to mak.e way
for cereals. In spite of the increased international
demand for oilseecis after the Japanese occupation
of Far-Eastern exporting countries, th.eir produc-
tion in West Africa fell, mainly owing to a lack
of " incentive goods ", and a transfer of latid to
food crops. Basic food production in Africa
increased substantially in response to a strength-
ened demand, but in contrast with other :regions,
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industrial crops, notably cotton, sisal and tobacco,
increased faster than food crops.

In Latin America the output of maize, wheat
and linseed declined in Argentina, -where produc-
tion was largely for export, but continued to ex-
pand in most other countries. There was also
a marked increase in the production of such :foods
as rice, bananas and milk for domestic consump-
tion. Fish production increased sharply in Chile
and Peru. Sugar production in the Caribbean
islands expanded considerably to offset losses of
production in Europe and th.e Far East.

In North America too, strenuous and success-
ful efforts were ¡nade both to replace agricultural
products no longer available from abroad, either
by increased farm production as in the case of
oilseeds, or by developing synthetic substitutes,
e.g. for rubber, and to increase greatly the total
output of food for the increased needs abroad.
In grneral, however, the composition of produc-
tion in North America showed no major change,
with both food crop and livestock production
expanding by one-third. In Oceania the total out-
put fluctuated, although there was little change
in the pattern of production, there was some
small shift towards a larger production of arable
crops in New Zealand.

The wartim.e changes in the structure of agri-
culture, have liad lasting effects on postwar agri-
cultural develo pment and also On the pattern
of world trade. Figure-II-4. reflects their influence
on -world productiolA of some major agricultural
prolucts in relation to the growth of world popu-
lation.

Comparison with the Situation after World
War I

There were some striking similarities between
the situation at the end of the second 'world -war
and at the end of World War I (Table II-3). In
North. America both wars stimulated an increase
in cereal and livestock production. The expan-
sion in cereals, however, WaS substantially greater
during the second than dining the first war. in
:Europe crop and livestock production declined
sharply in both. wars, with the reductions of out-
put and the destruction of physical capital far
greater in World War II. In both wars the dam-
age was greater and recovery, except for cereals,
slower in Eastern than in Western Entupe ; and
both times recovery in Eastern Europe was fur-
ther delayed by the dislocation following land re-
forms and major political changes.



FIGURE 11-4. Level of World' Production of Certain Commodities; 1946/47
to 1954/55 (Prewar average = 100)
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TABLE 11-3. CEREAL PRODUCTION, LIVESTOCK NUM-
BERS IN NORTE AMERICA AND CONTINENTAL EUROPE
AFTER. WoRLD WABs F AND JE, IN PROPORTION

TO PRODUCTION BEFORE EACII )/Ar.AR

Fisheries after World War II
In the immediate postwar period the techni-

cally advanced fishery industries were expanding
freely with much of the extra -production going
to the markets of North .America and Europe,
-while only localized progress was being made by
the under-developed fishery industries in many
parts of the Far :East, Africa, the Near East
and Latin AITICTiCa.

Forestry at the End of the War
In forestry too, the effects of the war were un-

CV011. But although some regions fared 'better
than others, the postwar position was nowhere
wholly satisfactory. Direct damage, both to :for-
est industries and to the forests themselves, was
most serious in Central and Eastern Europe,
including the western parts of the 'U.S.S.R. Simi-
lar destruction occurred also in some Asian coun-
tries, e.g. the Philippines. Indirect damage was
much more 'widespread. The cessation of coal
imports led to localized overcutting for fuel near
population centers in Northern Europe, over-
cutting and forest destruction in parts of the
United States, and generally less concern for good
forest management. In North America, inxiduc-
tion of pulp and paper expanded remarkably.
In other regions the forests were not affected,
but forest exploitation continued on primitive
lines.

The needs were greatest in Europe, and the means
of satisfying them most impaired ; overcutting
therefore continued at an average rate of SOMC 30
million cubic meters per year. The tremendous
destruction wrought in Eastern 'Europe and the

U.S.S.R. made it impossible :for this area to
resume the important flow of timber to Western
:Europe, amounting before the -war to over 20
million cubic meters annually. With surprising-
ly little delay, however, exports from. Northern
Europe were resumed in 1945/46, but it took
:four years for shipments of sawn softwood to reach
the scale of 1938. Under the pressure of the
occupying powers, Germany, never a .net exporter
before time wat, ;made useful contributions to the
needs of the rest of :Europe in the early postwar
years, with a net export equivalent to about 7
million cubic meters of roundwood. North .Amer-
:lea, despite its own great domestic needs, shipped
the equivalent of 7 to 11 million cubic meters
roundwood annually to Europe for several years.

There was localized overeating in North Amer-
ica during the war, but for the region as a whole,
:fellings remained below capabilities. 'Forest indus-
tries expanded after the war te) meet the demand
for construction timber, atol in some areas the
establishment of small sawmills made inroads into
farm forests. Though sawnwood consumption
continued to rise, th.e higher prices led :increasing-
ly to replacement of wood by other materials.
The wartime expansion of the North American
pulp and paper industry continued :tmabated
the postwar years, and by 1950 the region's pulp
ontput, 21 million tons, vas twice the pre-war
level. Throughout the period Canada accounted
for over half the total world newsprint output, and
the new sulphate pulp industry in the smith of the
:United States expanded rapidly.

Elsewhere, the rising demand for forest products
and shortage of supplies from traditional sources
led to greater efforts to develop indigenous sup-
plies, but CVCD so all the less developed regions
remained, 011 balance, net iniporters of forest
products despite immense resources. Shipments
of tropical hardwoods tu Europe and North Amer-
ica were resumed, but WCTC offset in value and
volume by the counter-flow of pulp and its pro-
ducts and, in some cases, of sawnwood.

FOOD CONSUMPTION LEVELS DUR-
ING THE EARLY POSTWAR PERIOD

For the world as a whole, the year or two 'im-
mediately following the cessation of' war was a
period of serious food shortages, uneven distri-
bution and widespread hunger. Some countries,
although not actual battlegrounds, suffered al-
most as serious privations as those which had been
engaged in total 'warfare (see Annex Tabl( 3).

Percent of Pre'War

Cereal Producti 118 141 75 66

Bread Grain Pro-
duction . . . .

128 163 77 65

Numbers of Cattle 117 123 90 83

"Numbers of Pigs. 111 118 72 57

PrEm 1920-21
aver-

1946-47
aver-

1920-21
aver-

1946-47
aver-

age age age age

North COUtinent
America Europe



Food consumption levels liad been maintained
or improved during the war in North America
and parts of Latin America. In North America,
despite some rationing, consumption of ani-
mal products, chiefly meat, increased by about
15 percent owing .to strong demand generated
by high incomes, and continued to increase after
the war. In most Latin. American countries, in
spite of rapidly expanding population, there were
substantial increases in per caput consumption
of cereals, starchy roots and sugar.

In Europe low-wartime birth rates and the heavy
loss of life had kept the population increase to
a relatively modest dimension. Partial restora-
tion of agricultural production in the first few
postwar years, plus the heavy 'food imports from
the Western. :Hemisphere, brought calorie intake
in most Western. European countries close .to

prewar levels, and was accompanied by a steep
rise in birth.-rates. Cereal consumption continued
on the whole to be higher than prewar, and the
high -wartime levels of consumption of starchy
i.:oots was reduced. Meat and animal fats, how-
ever, continued in short supply for a longer period.
Consumption of milk and cheese Wati kept above
prewar levels largely by a sharp reduction in but-
ter consumption. Throughout the, early post-
war period prices of animal products (other than
fluid :milk) in relation to other foods were marked-
ly higher than prewar, except where they were
officially controlled. In Central, South and East-
ern Europe .improvement was much slower. Con-
sumption of cereals remained lower in a number
of countries, livestock products continued very
short and in some instances, for example Grer-
many, Austria and Greece, high consumption of
potatoes continued for a .longer period. The
situation was similar in many countries in the
.Near East.

In the:Far East, -where there had been a relative-
ly large expansion in population, the improve-
ment in food. supplies -w;.-ts even slower. Rice,
the staple .food, remained in short supply for a
long period. Consumption of milk, meat and
eggs fell further from the very low levels prevail-
ing before the war. In some countries the declines
were partly compensated by higher consumption
of starchy roots and vegetables, but in general
both the quantity and quality of the diet re.mained
maiRedly worse than in prewar years.

The early postwar years thus witnessed a fur-
ther widening of the gap between the consumption
levels of the advanced and less developed CO1M-
trieS (see .Arelex Table 3).
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Rationing and Food Control during and
after the War

Almost all countries short of supplies retain-
ed or strengthened the rationing systems and
price controls introduced during the war years
to bring about fairer distribution and to keep
prices within reach of the :mass of the population.
The various national systems of food control
and rationing varied widely in scope atid effect-
iveness. A substantial part of the total calorie
intake was covered in some countries with com-
prehensive rationing systems, such as the Nether-
lands, while in others far fewer items were cov-
ered. In Burma, for example, only sugar and
cooking oil were rationed. Food rationing did.
prevent widespread hunger and famine in many
countries. In SOMC countries rationing systems
gave priorities to special population groups. Th.us
in the United Kingdom protective foods were sup-
plied particularly to children and pregnant WO -

men. In several other countries manual workers
received special attention, but the vulnerable
groups frequently did not fare so well and the
rationing systems were less effective from .the
point of view of good nutrition.

Rationing necessitated not only the control of
prices and distribution but also an effective sys-
tem of procurement, the distribution of available
supplies through controlled channels, and some-
times also complicated systems of production
controls, price .incentives or producer or consum-
er subsidies. Control was relatively simple for
imported supplies or for foods processed at a
few central points like margarin.e or sugar. But
when foodstuffs such as meat, eggs or rice, which
could be consumed without further processing,
had to be assembled from .thousands of farms for
.rationed distribution, procurement became far
more difficult. Although many varieties of penal-
ties and incentives were tried, no method of
procurement was watertight in times of serious
shortage.

The disorganization of administrative set:vices
and the reluctance of farmers to part with their
products at low officially controlled prices inten-
sified the distribution problems. Black markets at
exorbitant prices became widespread in Europe,
Latin America and some countries in the Far
East. :Distribution became se.riously 'unequal not
only between farm and country population, but
'between various groups of the urban populatio.n.
In Europe and the Far East, conditions became
especially stringent when supplies were exhaust-
ed before th.e new harvest. The diet of many



people :fell so far below the already low- average
that not even the minimum levels of :nutrition
could be maintained. :However, chiefly 'because
of the larger volume of North. American food
supplies made available for relief purposes, thremgh,
*UNRRA and other ageneies, there were no lam-
ines after the war on the scale comparable to
those in Central Eumpe ;xlid Russia after the 1914-
:1.918 Avar.

Despite the substantial aid received from North.
America, food deficit countries were extremely
vulnerable to ti te threat of crop failures, such. as
th.ose in many parts of Europe and the Near East
in 1947 arUl in India in 1950. The acute balance
of payments position of niany countries and the
shortage of dollars made the situation still
more precarious. :In the early postwar years
the food deficit countries continued tile WaT-

time policies of concentrating on expanding the
output of foodstuffs of high calorie content, espe-
cially cereals, and ensuring that a maximum
amount of these were used for direct 'human
consumption. The use of breadgrains for :feed-
ing animals was generally prohibited., though. not
always effectively, the high lloro r extraction rates
were further raised, and coarse grains were exten-
sively milled for hum.an :food. Great efforts were
made to in crease :fish production, especially in.

Europe, to relieve meat shortages and in Japan
to meet basic needs.

The device of producer or consumer subsidies
on food was adapted widely during the -Nvar in
Europe and. less -widely in the Far East. This
served to encourage an expansion. in farm out put
-without pricing foods out of the :reach of many
consuxners, but in many countries th.ey imposed
heavy strains on :national budgets (see Chapter
in). With the gradual progress of :recovery,
controls over production and collection were relax-
ed, rationing eased or abolished and subsidies to
producers or consumers lowered. Only in the
recent postwar years, however, did many coun-
triestries seriously affected by the war attain_ a nutri-
tional level fully comparable with prewar and some
changes in consumption habits still remain.

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL FACTORS
AFFECTING POSTWAR DEVELOP1VIENT

In contrast to the corresponding period alter
World War I, the recovery after World Wat II
was speeded by the adoption and continued evolu-
tion of more effective national policies for full
employment, maintenance of farm 'prosperity,
social welfare and the economic development of
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the less developed countries. The, creation of
new bilateral and international.machinery to deal
with these and other problems such as relief,
reconstruction, econoinic and financial stability,
reduction of trade barriers and international fi-

nance also contributed la,rgely. While these hope-
ful measures were partially offset by new interna-
tional tensions, local hostilities and upheavals,
extraordinarily heavy peacethne expenditures ent
defence, and an increasing trend towards split-
ting the -world into two political and economic
groupings, the first postwar decade was marked
by more economic and agricultural progress than
the corresponding decade after World War 1,

and Il0 worldwide setbacks occurred such as tlic
sharp recession of 1920-22 or the subsequent
chronic unemployment in :Europe.

War Damage

The effect of -ti ar damage and neglect oil the
'world's productive; resources has often been over-
stressed. Western Europe as a whole emerged
from the .war with an increased industrial capa-
city and the prewar level of industrial production
was passed by 1949. Moreover, the rate of agri-
cultural recovery in Westeni Europe was only
slightly less th.an that of industrial recover.y
(Figure V-4). In Eastern Europe aun the 'U.S.S.R.
the d.amage was more severe and recovery con-
siderably slower. Here too, however, industrial
production rapidly regained its prewar level, and
while agricultural recovery was slawer this must
be partly attributed to the primary emphasis
given to heavy industry, and the comparative
neglect and reduced incentives to agriculture,
coupled with th.e, inevitable dislocations arising
from political changes and land reform. In the
Far East, war damage, to industrial equipment
was largely concentrated in Japan, the :region's
only extensively industrialized country, and was
therefore relatively more serio tus. Continuing con-
ditions of -war or civil disturbance in several
countries of Southeast Asia, together with the
great changes in the political geography of the
region, also slowed down reconstruction. With
cl irect help from :UNRR.A in many countries,
plus unprecedented financia.1 aid from_ th.e allied
powers to speed reconstruction., wat damage
in the non-agricultural sectors of the economy
was rapidly ove come. Agricultural reconstruc-
tion., including the rehabilitation of the soil and the
repla,cement of agricultural capital (livestock, struc-
tures, implements) was more protracted, except
in Western. Europe ; reasons other than WM'



damage, and in some cases 11.14fitvorable weather,
as already mentioned, were also responsible. On
the other hand, :in many eases, e.g. Australia ami
countries in Latin America and Africa, secondary
industries grew substantially (-luring the war and
have continued to expand since th.en, generally
in order to replace imports ; in so:me cases, such
as oilseeds processing in French. West Africa, the
aim was originally to save shipping space.

Inflationary Pressures
in nearly all countries difficulties arose from the

inflationary situation ANdliCh seems to follow
wars because of the strong demand arising- from
high earnings coupled with the shortage of consum.-
er goods. :During the War price controls, ration-
ing, and the general acceptance of common sacri-
fice made it possible to keep inflation within bounds.
After the war, however, the accumulated backlog
of demand and the end of the emergency threat-
ened to release time suppressed :inflationary pres-
sures. Most countries, especially those directly
affected by destruction, th.erefore, maintained war-
time controls for some years after the end of hostil-
ities. Neverth.eless runaway inflations occurred
in Greece and Hungary and in SOMC countries
of Asia, and severe inflations in other countries,
e.g. France and Italy. Less marked inflation-
ary trends were noticeable in a number of coun-
tries in Europe, Latin America and Asia, where
the cost of living liad by 1948 risen to some-
thing like three to five times the pre-war level..
In North. America, 0c,eania, the United Kingdom
and niany other countries, hi)wever, inflation was
kept fairly well under control. In. several coun-
tries, strong measures were eventually taken to
check .inflation ; these included the introduction
of entirely new currency units, or the revaluation
of old ones, both with varyiitg de,grees of suecess.

'Where inflation was uncontrolled, reconstruc-
tion. WaS retarded by the misallocation of economic
resources and a slowing down of capital for-
mation. W.hile decimating fixed incomes and
reducing the real ilICOHle of wage earners, encour-
aging h.oarding and cult-ailing consumption, in-
flation h.as on th.e whole affected agricultural
producers to a less marked extent. All over
the world, moreover, it reduced appreciably the
real indebtedness of :farmers and to that extent
strengthened their economic position.

The Growth of Population
The accelerated growth of the -world's .poptilit-

tion and its implications need only be briefly 111011-

tioned hete. ift arose :from the sharp postwar
increase in births in time :more developed coun-
tries a trend which still persists except in
some Western. European countries and from.
OP steady fall in death. rates accompanying the
spread of medical science and some improvement
in social conditions. The latter Clevelopment seems
likely to be a persistent trenil and ti> neces-
sitate a continuing expan.sion Of -world agriculture.
This is particularly important in th.e, less develop-
ed parts of the -world, where death_ mates are still
much higher than in the 1110Ie advanced countries.

In spite of wartime casualties, the number of
mouths to be fed :in 1946 WaS over 10 percent
greater than 'before thez war. By 1954 the in crease
for the world as a -whole was nearly 25 percent
in Latin America, the region of most rapid growth.,
it WaS approaching 50 percent (Table 11-4).

TABLE 11-4. attow-ra. OF POIPULATION By RifIGIONS
WORLD WHOLEAND FOR F.11113 AS A

Full Employment and Welfare Policies
A major influence since the wat has been the

changed conception of the economic and social
responsibilities of governments. The maintenance
of economic stability has become a Main objec-
tive of govern-meld policy. Attempts to safe-
guard the position of the poorest sections of the
community by establishing Mill'imum wage levels
or by sch.emes of social insurance are now wide-
spread, and income differences are :further reduc-
ed by Hie increased use of differential taxation.
As additional income of lower income :Families is
largely szpent on food, clothes and housing, these
developments have contributed considerably to
the sustained demand for most agricultural prod-
ucts during the postwar period. The same change
in economic; thinking has also had a direct in-
fluence 014 agriculture through. .national schemes,

REGION 4946 1954

1931-,58 average = 100

Latin America 122 147
Oceani 109 133
Afi.ica 115 131
Near East ... . 114 130
North America . . 111 128
Par East (excluding

China mainlan.(1). . . 114 127....... 105 118
Western. Europe . . 106 114
Eastern Europe 94 98

WoaLo (excluding
China mainlan(l). . 111. 124



almost universally adopted, for stabilizing farm
incomes or for supporting farm prices, for eco-
nomic progress in the under-developed coun-
tries, and for aiding the development of other
countries.

Postwar efforts to maintain economic stability
and progress have been successful on the whole.
Except for the short and relatively mild reces-
sions of 1948/49 and 1953/54, there has been a stead-
y expansion of world production and no mass
unemployment such as followed the demobiliza-
tion of armies after the first world war, though
there were some limited exceptions, e.g. in Gel.-
many and Italy. After the first period of recon-
struction, the pent-up demand for consumer goods,
the need to modernize and renew capital equipment,
and the accumulated wartime earnings of the less
developed countries combined to maintain a con-
tinuing high level of economic activity. These
forces lost momentum towards the end of 1948,
when the expansion of production was halted and
unemployment increased somewhat in many parts
of the world. In North America, government
action and built-in stabilizers quickly checked
the downward trend, but the short recession had
far-reaching consequences for the rest of the world.
Raw material exporting countries, particularly in
the sterling area, suffered a sharp fall in dollar
earnings. This, coupled with widespread specu-
lation against sterling, contributed to the devalu-
ation of the pound in September 1949, followed
immediately by most other non-dollar currencies.

The subsequent recovery in world economic
activity was intensified by the outbreak of the
Korean war in mid-1950. Stockpiling and spec-
ulative buying led to a sharp rise in prices of
agricultural and other raw materials, including
forest products. Food prices showed much more
modest increases. The following period of rear-
mament maintained a high level of economic
activity in the industrialized countries, with a
gradual rise in prices of manufactured goods. The
economies of the under-developed countries and
other exporters of primary products, however,
were severely affected by th.e precipitate fall in
raw material prices from boom levels which be-
gan in late 1951. During the boom, capital goods
:fell short of demand and a large part of the high
earnings from exports were spent on luxuries
or saved. By the time industrial goods again
became plentiful, terms of trade had turned
sharply against primary exporters.

Economic conditions have been relatively
stable subsequently. In Europe some industries,
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e.g. textiles, suffered a temporary setback in
1952. In North America t.educed government
spending al-Id the liquidation of stocks led to a
short-lived recession in 1954. This time, however,
the American recession did not affect other re-
gions Or the volume of world trade, anti by the
spring of 1955 the level of economic activity of
1953 had been regained or surpassed.

In recent years the net income of the agricultural
industry has been affected, on the o.ne hand, by
the squeeze between farm prices and the prices
of farm requisites, and on the oth.er by the slow-
ing down of the rate of increase in production in
some countries. In North Anierica these two
factors have operated longest and gone furthest,
resulting in an actual reduction in output, so that
net money incomes, and real incomes even more,
have declined each year since 1951. In most
other parts of the world i.t SOOJTIS likely that, at
least until fairly recently, the price squeeze was
not enough to counter-balance the continuing rise
production; in these regions th.ere was consequent-
ly no general tendency for farmers' money net
income to decline, though there, may have been
some fall in real incomes. Farm incomes have
hardly anywhere, however, kept pace with the
general rise in national :incomes. Judging from
countries for which data are available, the share
of agricultiffal inc.ome accruing to wage earners
has been fairly consistent and, on a per cajun
basis, farm laborers, even :recently, have maintain-
ed their improved position.

The decline would have been greater but for
various measures of farm price and income sup-
port. First developed in North America and tile
United Kingdom after the depression of the 'thir-
ties, these policies have since becoine widespread
and niay be considered the characteristic form
in which postwar ideas of economic stability and
welfare have been applied to agriculture. Th.eir
spread was hastened by the wartime need to give
incentives to farmers to expand production 'while
at the same time controlling prices to avoid in-
flation. In manufacturing industries, sharp reduc-
tions in demand are met by reduced production
and .unemployment. In agriculture, still largely
based on family labor and with little .possibility
of any rapid readjustment in production levels,
the result (in the absence of governmental sup-
ports) is a sharp fall in :prices. Supports for :farm
prices are therefore somewhat analogous to unem-
ployment insurance for industrial workers.

The operation and effectiveness of various meth-
ods of price support are discussed later. Whi.k.



the need for some stabilizing influence on farin.
incomes i.s now 'widely accepted, it may he noted
here that they have imposed a certain rigidity
on postwar agriculture. Moreover, 'unlike other
measures of social welfare, they have tended some-
times to limit rather th.an to 'increase the con-
sumption of agricultural procluets. Trl free mark-
et conditions a bumper crop i.s likely to be follow-
ed by a :fall in price and a temporary inciense in
consumption, varying in extent with th.e price-
elasticity of demand for the particular prodtict.
Some form.s of price support bar this possibility
and at the same time reduce farmers' incentives
to adjust product ion to demand, and th.us increase
the risk of the accumulation of surplus stocks of
agricultural products.

During the .first part of the postwar decade,
low food production and high import demand in
th.e war-damaged countries stirmilated continued
in creases in production. in the exporting countries,
just as after World War I, and this demand was
largely m.et by continued expansion in North
America. Later production in the importing coun-
tries began to recover, and imports to decrease,
just as in the comparable period after World War
I. But whereas in the earlier period this had led to
expanding stocks and a world-wide and long-
continued decline in farm prices, wh.ich ultimately
contributed to the great depression of 1929, the
results this time Were far less disastrous to the gen-
eral world economy. Government price supports
and storage policies 'balanced the declining import
requirements by increasing stocks, without dras-
tic declines in farm incomes. When the surplus
accumulations continued, some steps were taken
in the United States to encourage expanded con-
sumption ; production restrictions are being ap-
plied where the excess of production ala ove nlarket
demand was the greatest, and measures are being
taken to dispose of the surpluses in ways that
wonkl be most helpful and least nitsetting to the
-world ecolonny. Stoc.1;.s are still accumulating,
tImugh. more slowly than before, and so .far their
disposal has caused no disastrous consequences
either for agriculture or industry, but the prcAileni.
is still far from solved.

Agriculture in the Under-developed Coun-
tries
Another potent and continuing influence on

world agriculture in the past decade has been the
new attitude towards the problems of the under-
developed countries and the greatly increaseil
attention to building up their economic resources.

The grolvtli of towns al-id the gradual establish-
ment of industry in earlier periods are beginning
to show a cumulative effect. Still more impor-
tant, the people of the less developed countries
themselves have 'begun to realize that 'better mate-
rial standards are possible, but can be achieved
only through an expanding economy. In coun-
tries with newly secured independence there was
a natural eagerness for accelerated economic and
social progress. 'There was a growing awareness
among the governments 'both of the under-devel-
oped and the wealthier countries of the possi.ble
social and political consequences of a failure to
raise economic and cultural standards. The reali-
zation by 'industrial countries of the growing oppor-
tunities for trade with the under-developed arcas
also played a part. Although it originated from
the aspirations of the peoples of th.e less developed
countries for higher standards of living, an al-
most world-wide effmt i.s beginning to develop,
to which the wealthier countries are increasing-
ly contributing funds for investment and technical
knowledge, both directly and through such inter-
national activities as the International Bank and
the United Nations Expanded Technical Assis-
tance Program.

Tim atost of the under-developed countries the
:first emphasis in this new phase was placed on
power, industries and communications, as well as
oil social servi ces. While this prirnary emph.asis
is likely to remain, :food shortages and rising prices,
and the necessity to m.eet recurrent charges on
non -revenue earning investments, soon showed
that rapid ad.vances in these sectors would be
'impossible if agriculture Were left to stagnate
now agriculture has an important part in nearly
all development programs. The, methods follow-
ed and the results achieved will be discussed in
some following chapters.

Because i.t sprang primarily front the needs of
the under-developed countries th.emselves, the
postwar expansion has resulted in an increasing
emphasis on food production for domestic con-
stunption, in contrast to their major agricultural
advances before,, the war, which were more concern-
ed with production for export. Export crops have
not been neglected, however, and now that the
more serious load shortages have been overcome,
they are receiving 'renewed attention.

The main contribution.s of th.e more developed
countries in th.e agricultural sector has been in
technical aid, through the United Nations Expand-
ed Technical Assistance :Program, the Colombo
Plan and various bilateral programs, of -which



by :far the largest is the Point IV program of the
United States ; and through supplying capital'
funds, both directly and through the Internation.al
Bank. The use of :foreign capital for agricultural
development has been relatively small, however,
and in the private; sector almost negligible, though.
agriculture has benefited indirectly from the much
larger investments of capital from abroad in the
transport, power and related sectors. Dependent
territories, however, have been provided with
relatively large funds for agricultural development,
thou.gh in many cases largely for export crops.
In the main, however, the solid agricultural pro-
gress achieved has come from the domestic capi-
tal resources and labor of the less developed coun-
tries themselves.

Effects of Economic and Political Group-
ings on Agriculture

The postwar trend towards groupings uf coun-
tries on a political, monetary or regional basis
has led to shifts in the pattern of international
trade in agricultural products, which in turn
have had repercussions on farm production. This
influence is difficult to assess, since various group-
ings overlap and there is little information on
tracio between the countries of the communist
bloc, perhaps the most closely integrated of all.
These countries have placed a good deal of ein-
phasis on expanding trade between themselves,
though the results are difficult to assess from the
data available. That expansion may have con-
tributed to the decline in their shipments of grain
and other agricultural products to Central and
Western Europe. Recent grain shortages and
the vigorous efforts 110W being made in .the U.S.S.R.
tu increase cereal production suggest, however,
that lack of exportable supplies may have been
a still more important factor. Moreover, earlier
exports of grain and timber from the U.S.S.R.
and of bacon from Pol.and, the sharp increase in
the U.S.S.R.'s imports of livestock products and
sugar in 1953-54, as well as im.ports uf livestock
products and cereals by other Eastern European
countries, show that extensive " East-West
trade is entirely possi.ble if it is to the mutual
advantage of both sides.

Elsewhere the most advanced example uf re-
gional economic integration is the OEEC group
uf countries, which have made strenuous efforts
to promote " intra-regional " trade through the
removal of import qu.otas (" liberalization ") and
the European Payments Union which makes time
currencies of the member countries and their
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dependent and affiliated currency areas virtually
convertible for current transactions. Liberaliza-
tion has been more difficult .for agricultural than
:for other prod:nets, but at the end of 1954 it cover-
ed some 79 percent of the total agricultural trade
on private account, even though tariffs and some
other obstacles remain. The OEEC countries also
hold regular consultations on economic policy,
including agricultural policy, and co-operate in
improving technical methods through the European
Productivity Agency. Far-reaching proposals for
a European " Green Pool " along the lines of the
Coal and Steel Community were not accepted,
but We OEEC countries did establish. a Ministerial
Committee for Agriculture and Food for the joint
consideration of all aspects of European agricul-
tural development. Th.ese activities have assist-
ed in. increasing th.e spread of agricultural develop-
ment and in raising the volume of intra-regional
trade in agricultural products without much.
change in i.ts earlier pattern.

Some other groupings may be mentioned in
-Western Europe, such as the Benelux system
and the Economic Committee of the Nordic COMA-
cil. Outside Europe, the Organization of Amen-
can States and the Arab League, though original-
ly mainly political in concept, are giving increas-
ing attention to co-operation in economic and
financial matters, which interest also a number of
smaller groupings.

The United Nations and the specialized agencies
have fostered consultation on general economic
problems o.n a WO dd. basis by the Economic and
Social Council, and on a regional basis by the eco-
nomic commissions for Europe, Latin America
and the Far East. FAO fills the same role, for
food and agriculture on a world basis, and on a
regional basis through its co-operation on agricul-
tural matters .with. the United Nations regional
economic commissions, and the recurring FAO re-
gional meetings on agricultural readjustments,
and through such bodies as the regional forestiy
commissions in Asia, :Europe, :Latin America and
the Near East, the regional fisheries councils in
the Indo-Pacific and the Mediterranean, and the
joint, FAO/WHO nutritional. committees.

Along with the expansion of these newer inter-
national and regional influences, the long estab-
lished political and monetary groupings such as
the Commonlvealth, the still wider sterling area,
and the French Union, which had been major
factors in world agricultural development dur-
ing the, past century, continued to exert a power-
ful influence generally in the direction of comple-



mentary developments, e.g. the United Kingdom
lo1g-term contracts, and the subsequent looser
arrangements, e.g. for Australian meat. The
efforts of metropolitan countries ti step up agri-
cultural and forestry development iii their over-
seas territories vere also important. On the
whole, the influence of the lleWer Country group-
ings ou . the world food and agricultural situation
has so far been less marked than the infl.uence of
these older associations, and perhaps less th.an
might h.a,ve been expected. Their main effect may
well lie in the future.

Postwar Difficulties in the World Payments
System
...Before the war the supply of dollars from exports

of goods and services to the dollar area and from
the export of capital from dollar countries .was
insufficient to finance the purchases in the (hollar
area by the rest of the world. The gap WaS closed,
however, by the increasing production of gold in
non-dollar countries (at an enhanced value after
th.e devaluation of the -US dollar in 1934 ) and
th.e shipment of gold to North America.

After the war the inability of European coun-
tries and. Japan to re-establish their export trade,
particularly of capital goods, until reconstruction
was well under way (by which time dollar exporters
had established a firm hold in many of their form-
er markets) and the marked rise :in the import
requirements of the non-dollar countries caused
a sharp widening of the dollar gap. Meantime
th.e wartime expansion liad made the dollar coun-
tries much more self-sufficient for certain raw ma-
terials as well as for many manufactured products,
so that their import purchases did not rise in pro-
portion to their exports. TR addition., shipping
losses and th.e shift of banking and insurance to-
wards the (tolla] area further reduced the dollar
earnings of non-dollar countries and increased their
dollar requirements. The sales of their invest-
ments in the dollar arca during the war had great-
ly reduced their income from this source. Gold
production had declined and the price of gold,
unlike all other prices, had not changed since
1934. Finally, unsettled political and economic
conditions abroad and attractive opportunities
For .investment in the dollar arca itself contributed.
lo a drying up of the flow of private capital.

These fa,ctors would h.ave led inevitably .to a
sharp contraction of trade between the rest of the
world and the dollar area, a more severe devalua-
tion of non-dollar currencies, and a slower rate of
reconstruction, had there not been unprecedented
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inter-governineiital loans and grant,s and active
participation by the new international financing
institutions. Beginning with UNRRA and the
great postwar loan to the United Kingdom, the
United States and Canada have advanced since
th.e war under various sch.emes some $50,000
to non-dollar countries, and the International Mon-
etary Fund and the International Bank of Re-
construction and Development have provided (up
to the end of 1954) an additional $2,500 million.
.Expenditures of United States military personnel
abroad and off-shore purchases added to these
totals.

In view of the magnitude of the gap, the deple-
tion of the gold reserves of the non-dollar coun-
tries, and the level of the debts they had incurred
during and after the war, there uvas no possibility
of even consid.ering returning to an automatically
finictioning gold standard as was attempted after
the first world war. Even the 1947 attempt to
restore convertibility of sterling proved premature.
A certain freedom in exchange rates was widely
conceded to be necessary for the defen.ce of do-
mestic economies, and the International Mone-
tary Fund was designed to assist international
monetary transactions in a world without the gold
standard, and to. help countries in temporary bal-
ance-of-payments difficulties, to avoid excessive
fluctuations in exchange rates. Import restric-
tions, exchange controls, bilateral tracio an.d pay-
ment agreements, and foreign aid provided crutches
to keep the international exchange of goods
going until eventual economic recovery and some
international agreements permitted a gradual re-
laxation. Special auangements like the Euro-
pean Payments Union, the development of large
non-dollar mon.etary areas, and again dollar aid
have made the financing of all international ex-
change of goods and services possible itri suite of
the inconvertibility of most currencies.

In recent years the situation has visibly improv-
ed and for a time a return to a limited converti-
bility (on'current account only) seemed imminent.
Much of the improvement was due, however, not
to a genuine balance in commercial transactions,
but to the continued extraordinary flow of dollars
from the United States, which although it may
well continue i.s never secured beyond the current
fiscal year. The dollar gap, therefore, remains a
major problem for many countries of the world.

The postwar food situation and the dollar gap
reacted strongly impon each other. The change in
the balance of world agricultural production, dis-
cussed earlier in this chapter, was one of the main



reasons :for the increased requirements of the rest
of the world from the dollar area. In their turn,
the efforts of the non-dollar countries to close the
gap have materially influenced their agricultural
policies.

Agricultural Shortages as a Factor in
Widening the Dollar Gap
Supplies of agriculturalliroducts available to

Western Europe, the main importing area, f'n.ini
non-dollar sources at the end of the liar were sharply
reduced'. Food supplies could no longer he im-
ported :from the devastated agricultural regions
of the U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe, and the whole
of the reduced output of timber WaS needed for
reconstruction. The same Wati true of the Far
East, which became on balance a net iniporter
of :foodstuffs, though rubber and other 'an' ma-
terials gro \vn primarily for foreign markets were
still exported. Supplies of agricultural products
from Latin America, the Near East and Africa
were also smaller because production in these
regions had .not kept pace with poi:filiation, while
per caput consumption levels in some countries
were beginning to creep upwards. The only source
from which western Europe could draw larger
supplies to replace losses elsewhere was the dollar
auca.

The trend in some other :regions was similar.
Before the war the Far East (excluding China)
Ivas a net exporter of nearly 3 million tons of
cereals annually. .By 1951 and 1952 this region
liad become a net importer of SOMe 8 million tons,
mainly from the dollar area, and also a substan-
tial iMporter of several other products. In 195]-
1953 imports of basic agricultural pmducts into
Far-Eastern countries averaged some $2,500 :mil-
lion of which. over 40 percent came from the dol-
lar area. There were also sharp rises, though on
a smaller scale, in shipments of dollar grain and
other agricultural products to Latin America and
other .regions.

Wartime efforts in North America to re place
agricultural products no longer available from
abroad also contributed to the widening of the gap.
For example, net imports of oilseeds and vegetable
oils :fell from 900 thousand tons (oil equivalent)
in 1934-38 to 150 thousand tons in 1948-50, a de-
cline equal to some 30 percent of total world ship-
ments in the latter period. Again, although
:world production of natural :rubber was 80MC 75

I See tito special analysis of postwar shifts in the
pattern of world trade in agricultural products in
the State of Food and Agricultu,re, 1953, pp. 23-30.
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percent greater in 1953 than before the 'war,
consumption of rubber had increased 150 percent,
the difference being accounted for by synthetic
production, mainly in the 'United States. The
almost complete substitution of artificial fibers 'for
silk was a further contributing factor.

While no precise estimate is possible, some indi-
cation may be given of the ardor of magnitude
of these developments oil international payments.
The increase in net exports of grains, :fats and oils
and sugar to all destinations from the dollar auca
in 1948 compared with prewar was about $2,050
million in 194,8 prices. At the same time, however,
the dollar area's net earnings from agricultural
exports NI,ere reduced by nearly $600 million of
exports of other agricultural products (mainly
cotton) and by increased imports, mainly of coffee
and rubber, of rather over $300 million. :Deduct-
ing this $900 million from the $2,050 million in-
crease leaves a net increase of' $1,150 niilliciu t (in
1948 prices) in the world's net agricultural imports
from the dollar arca.

The trade situation is somewhat different, how-
ever, for the commodities tending to widen the
dollar gap and th.ose tending to narrow it. 13oth
the decline in world trade in cotton fiber and silk
and the growth of dollar area -imports of' coffee
and rubber have been long-term trends which
would almost certainly have continued even ir
there liad been no second .world war. For cotton
and coffee the trend may have been. accelerated
by the war, but for rubber the expansion of dollar
imports was greatly restricted, at least temporarily,
by synthetic production. These trends may he
regarded as part oh' the normal evolution of world
trade.

On the other hand the sharp in cucases in net
ex pc.»ts of grain, :fats and oils, and soga]' from the
do llar area were due primarily to Avartime dislo-
cations of agriculture, reflecting both the increased
import :requirements and the diminished exporta-
ble supplies of sonic non-clollar countries. When
allowance is made for increased dollar exports of
some other Niunmodities, and for the likelihood
that world prices of special types of fats and oils
and of rubber would have been higher but for the
reduced import ri..quirement of the dollar area,
the earlier estimate of $2,050 million may not
t'xaggerate the ex etil ti> which the dollar require-
ments of the rest of the world were inflated in
1948 by the dislocations and shifts in agriculture
resulting from the wat' . This figure may be con>-
pared with the total cholla>' gap in the same year
1948, which without allowing for special dollar



aid, amounted to almut $6,000 million (U.S. and
Canada only). It thus appears that in that year
about one-third of the dollar sluntage arose from
changes in the world's agricultural situation.

No precise estimate is possible and the above
figures are quoted only by way of .illustration..
They indicate, however, that the shift in the bal-
mace of agricultural production was 0110 important
factor in the difficulties of th.e world payments
system.

The world d.ollar gap is of course a som.ewhat
generalized concept. In practice, th.ere is not one
large, but many smaller dollar gaps for individual
countries or monetary areas. Most countries ran
.into payments difficulties for very concrete rea-
sons, e.g. because among other things they had
to import more wh.eat from dollar S01.111COS 017 earn-
ed fewer dollars from their exports of vegetable
oils. The repercussions of the dollar gap oil post-
-war agricultural policies arose from attempts to
overcome these concrete difficulties.

Repercussions of the Dollar Gap on Agri-
cultural Production
In war-damaged and in .foo(1-deficit countries

the dollar gap became a powerful additional mo-
tive fin' hastening the progress of agricultural re-
covery. This accounts for some of the much greater
interest in agricultural development by govern-
ments in the period since 1945 than after the first
world -war. As an indirect effect, the counterpart
funds from United States economic aid made avail-
able to offset the dollar gap were, sometimes au.

important source of capital 'for agricultural de-
velopment.

Additional agricultural imports put a heavy
1-mrden on the dollar resources of many countries.
These imports, mainly of essential products sucli
as grain and cotton., could not be foregone and could
not be obtained outside the dollar area. Special
attention .11W therefore paid, particularly in West-
ern. :Europe, to the encouragement of the domestic
production of grain. Similarly, the dollar gap
lay behind many schemes fostered by European
capital and technical knowledge for expanding the
production of e.g. cotton, inbber, tobacco, oilseeds
and forest products in overseas countries and de-
pendent territories, and in such cases reinfiueecl.
the drive for more rapid economic progress in the
less developed countries. In Latín America and
Asia, many governments took active steps to en-
courage agriculture, partly because mounting food
imports were a drain on their currency reserves.
A secondary effect may also be note« Many
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countries WelV compelled to limit their dollar
expenditures to the more essential agricultural
products, and to eliminate dollar imports of less
essential foods such as fresh -fruit, dairy products
and canned fruit and fish. Such selective cuts some-
times encouraged a larger -production of these
:foods elsewhere, e.g. of fruit in Western Europe
and North Africa. In all these ways the dollar
gap in the non-dollar areas acted as a stimulus
to agricultural production, which tended to re-
dress the geographical imbalance oh' production
which liad been intensified by the War. Increased
fish production in Europe helped to offset the re-
duction in traditionally heavy imports of meat and
fish from dollar areas ; in countries like Norway,
iDenmark and Iceland .fish exports made a valuable
contribution to dollar earnings.

There were other and less :favorable aspects,
however, of the ga,p's influence on agriculture.
Many governments tried to increase twoduction
through higher yields and greater efficiency, tritt
where expansi.on vas pressed forward under an um-
brella of high incentive prices and protection there
was inevitably some tendency ti) uneconomic and
high cost production. There were cases, though
this was by no means general, where this tended
to encourage the production of crops in areas not
well suited to th.em. Attempts to increase pro-
duction in dependent territories in sume, cases led
to misdirected investment, and substantial losses
of capital. Thus, if the dollar gap stimulated
production in deficit areas where larger supplies
were badly needed, it not infrequently tended to
perpetuate price subsidies and trade restrictions.

The effect on agricultural producers in the dollar
area. itself was for a considerable time obscured
by governmental measures for maintaining prices,
encouraging exports and keeping production on a
generally high level. While the dollar gap cer-
tainly is not the only or even the most important
reason for the growth of sinTlus stocks, its effects
worked in that direction, and also have restricted
outlets for less essential dollar commodities, includ-
ing relatively high-priced perishable foodstuffs
such as :fresh fruits. The recent increased intensity
of efforts to restrict production and to lower sup-
port pri ces in some exporting countries, however,
seem to mark a new stage in the !process of ad-
ustment.

The Broad Lines of Postwar Agricultural
Policies

The developments discussed in the preceding
sections were the main determinants of postwar



agricultural polities. War aild postwar experience
of' inflation and actilal food shortages had foreecl
all governments to recognize the Nrital importance
of adequate supplies of food awl agricultura] raw
materials at more or less stable prices, cnd had
compelled most of them to take control of the
production and distribution of agricultural prod-
ucts. Until the more acute shortages had been
overcome there could be no question of abandoning
these controls. Balance of payments difficulties
beset the countries outside the dollar area and
reinforced this conclusion. Moreover, the new
concepts of full employment and social velfare
inevitably malle the maintenance of a :reasonable
level of farm incomes a matter of public policy.
ft is not surprising therefore that governments
began to concern themselves with food and agri-
cultural problems more than ever before.

The directions in which food and agricultural
policies developed under these influences varied
widely from country to country. In North Amer-
ica the main objective was naturally to maintain
the improved economic position of the agricultural
sector by protecting farm prices and incomes,
and to retain or extend the wider markets which
had been gained. Elsewhere the main emphasis
had to be given to expanding agricultural pro-
duction, first to avoid actual hunger Of runa-
way inflation, but later for a greater variety of
reasons, e.g. to reduce agricultural imports be-
cause of the dollar gap, as in many countries of'
Western Europe, or in order to maximize the for-
eign exchange available for the import of cap-
ital goods as in many of the under-developed
countries of Latin America, the Near East and
the Far East, sometimes Ivith the ultimate goal
of more or less complete self-sufficiency. Many
traditional exporting countries in the non-dollar
areas were anxious to regain lost markets or to
develop new ones.

Later still, as supplies beeame more abundant
and prices lower, greater attention was given,
especially in Western Europe hut also in some non-

European countries such as japan, to improving
and safeguarding the economic position of farm -
ON, often liandicapped in competition with pro-
ducers in exporting countries by lack of capital,
inadequate technical knowledge or uneconomically
small and scattered holdings. Such objectives
often implied protection, various :measures of price
and hicome supports, and in time subsidized exports
of agricultural products Nvhich could not be sold
on domestic markets at support prices. These
various aims of the d:ifferent countries were evi-
dently not always compatible, and the interna-
tional effects of national policies became a more
and more important aspect of the postwar sit-
uation.

In fisheries there were similar developments.
Over-all food shortages, and the increasing recog-
nition of nutritional standards led to increased at-
tention to the fuller exploitation of the seas and
inland waters. They were specially significant in
areas such as Southeast Asia and the Far East
where fish is the main source of animal protein.
As in agriculture, governments became con cerned
to provide active support for production and
trade.

Following shortages of the war and postwar
years, forest consciousness and awareness of' the
need for proper management became more wide-
spread than over before. If it is in Eurcipe
and North America that practice comes nearest to
precept, this is partly the consequence of anxieties
generated during the \val and postwar period. An
undoubted stimulus has been e-iven to the devel-
opment of indigenous forest industries in the less
developed regions, and the coming years are like-
ly ti) see a slow but steady move towards de-
centralization tyf the world forest products in-
dustries, especially pulp and paper. But there
is reason to believe that as these immense reserves
of forest wealth are brought into effective use in the
miming decades, this process will be :relatively free
From the reckless devastation which has character-
ized pioneer forest exploitation in the past.



Chapter III - THE MOBILIZATION OF RESOURCES FOR

AGRICLLTURAL DEVELOPMENT

The postwar recovery and expansion of agri-
culture had two main aspects, on the one hand
technical and on the other economic and social.

On the technical si.de, the improved meth.ods of
:farming opened up by advances in agricultural
science and engineering were put into practice on
a scale never before attempted. In the more indus-
trialized countries, the increased agricultural out-
put resulted primarily ftom the greater productiv-
ity per man and per hectare made possible in
this way, and only to a limited degree from an
extension of the area cultivated. Substantial
progress was also made in many of the less devel-
oped regions in introducing and extending im-
proved methods, nota,bly by the better use of
water resources.

-Unless economic and social conditions had been
favorable, however, such rapid technical progress
would have been impossible. Government action
\vas concerned, therefore, not only to make avail-
able the necessary supplies of agricultural ma-
chinery, fertilizers and other requisites, but also
to provide the necessary conditions for their use.
A considerable degree of planning became neces-
sary in order to make the best use of the limited
resources available, to achieve a :reasonable bal-
Mice between agriculture and other industries
and to steer agricultural production into the di-
rections necessitated by the general economic
circumstances of each country. :Larger supplies
of capital had to be provided for investment in
agriculture, and often in transport and oth.er an-
cillary services as well. Agricultural expansion
implied also the removal of such obstacles to in-
creased production as antiquated systems of land
tenure or inequitable forms of land taxation. A

highly important factor, especially in countries
where farmers still had vivid recollections of the
depression and unsaleable surpluses of the nine-
teen-thirties, wa,s the assurance of outlets at re-
munerative, prices for the additional quantities
they produced. The provision of strengthened
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extension services was also important, not only
to pass on .to farmers the practical teachings of
agricultural research, but also to point out the
directions in which further efforts were needed
and advise them of the requirements of th.e market.

The main economic and social measures adopted
to implement th.e various plans and programs for
agricultural expansion are reviewed in the present
Chapter. Chapter IV discusses the progress made
in agricultural technology and the application of
these advances together with an appraisal of the
results achieved.

NATIONAL AND WORLD PROGRAM-
MING OF AGRICULTURAL DEVELOP-
MENT

After the first world war, supervision of pro-
duction and distribution was dropped almost, as
soon as hostilities ended. Agricultural reconstruc-
tion and recovery were left to individual 'farm-
ers and local communities withi very little plan-
ning on, the national level. On the international
level the only action was some efforts through the
international Red Cross to deal with the imme-
diate famine situations. The concern of govern-
ments for agriculture as a rule extended little fur-
ther than the occasional provision of funds for
research and extension work, until the catastroph-
ic depression of th.e 'thirties compelled the gen-
eral abandonment of " laissez-faire. " Tariff
barriers were built up and in. some countries a be-
ginning made with price support schemes. In-
ternationally, attempts were made to regulate
the market for certain commodities, e.g. sugar.
But most of these mea,sures were piecemeal and
on an ad hoc basis. Over-all national planning
of agriculture, often in the context of general
economic planning, with long-termo and integrated
objectives, was a concept which first became wide-
spread during the last war when combatant
countries planned the mobilization (f. all their



:resources towards the, winning of the W/11'. These
experiences and lessons yore available for use in
overcoming the food shortages and other problems
that followed in the postwar period.

The Beginnings of International Action

International planning Oil food cold agricultural
c[uestions also really began during the war, \vhen
the Combinect ,Food Board \vas esta,blished to
allocate supplies from Canada, the "United King-
dom and the United States. Even long-term inter-
national food problems Were t11111St into promi-
nence, before the end of the war, when in 1943
President Roosevelt summoned the altied tia-
tions to it Food and Agricultural Conference at
Hot Springs, Virginia. As a result of this confer-
ence, a world organization to deal with. food and
agricultural problems, FA( ), was promptly set up
when the war was over. During the immediate post-
war period, the wartime machinery for allocating
fooct supplies through the Combined Food .Board
was enlarged into the International Emergency
Food. Council, which operated under the general
auspices oí FAO. At the same time the United
Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration
(UNRRA) gave direct physical help in war-de-
vastated countries for the relief of famine and the
reconstruction of agriculture and :industry.

Since the First Conference at Quebec in 1945,
the :recurring meetings of FAO have provided a,
forum for nations to discuss their policies in the
i.eroduction and utilization of food and agricultural
products, While SUCh iSSUeS as the maintenance
of a high level of economic activity have been
discussed at the Economic and Social Council
(EC,OSO( ) and other bodies of the United Nations.
As the more immediate postwar problems were
overcome, attention began to be focussed on the
slow rate of progress in the less developed parts
of the world. In 1947, the PA() Preparatory
Commission oil World Food-.1:''roposals had already
recommended, particularly for the under-developed
countries, the early formulation of development
'programs and the establishment of suitable admin-
istrative machinery. In 1951. the Sixth. Session
of the FAO Conference urged the necessity for
a well-balanced increase in worl(l agricultural pro-
duction of at least one to twc.) percent per year
in excess of the rate of population growth., and
recommended that " all Member Countries should
co-operate in the effort to achieve', this over-all
obje,ctive by preparing and carrying out :forward
agricultural development plans suited to the,ir
own circumstances and conditions, covering the
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next five years and designed to provide their con-
tribution to the achievement of the objective.

'17.11e co-ordination of planning has also been con-
sidered on a regional basis by the vari.ous group-
ings such as OEEC and the Colombo Plan coun-
tries and by the regional organizations of the
-Ilnited Nations and the specialized agencies. An
additional example of attempted regional co-ea-
dination .is the ('entral American Integratioil
Program.

Many countries Ilave received assistance from
'United Nations agencies in the formulation or
revision of their development plans. Missions
fro.in. the International Ba/11::: have visited some
twenty col:HU-Ties to prepare proposals for develop-
ment, plans atol (hiere have been many similar
missions arranged Oa a bilateral basis. FAO and
other agencies have provided experts to assist in
programming and hcive conducted seminars and
training centers on time 'formulation and appraisal
of development projects. One of the major ditli-
cuilties in the implementation of plans and pro-
grams in under-developed countries is their short-
age of skilled technicians. Since 1951 the Ex-
panded Technical Assistance Program of the -Unit-
ed Nations has helped to provide trained persorinel.

National Plans and Programs

International discussions and assistance have
been ami important stimulus to the national. plan-
ning of agriculture. However, the main stimulus
:naturally came from within the individual coun-
tries themselves. At the end of the :war each
country was :faced. with a particular set of prob-
lems and, in most cases, wartime experience
made some element of planning ami obvious ingre-
diern, in any policy for attacking these problems.

-In the initial postwar phase of acute :food short-
ages and. :inflation, most countries continued meas-
ures in force during the \Var, such as grow-more-
fOod campaigns, :import control, rationing, the
regulation of farm and retail prices and the allo-
cation of means of production. In the war-darn-
aged countries, first-aid measures of .rehabili-
tation were instituted. Later the more rigid of
the wartime controls 'begait. generally to be rela,xed
and consideration was given, in both war-torn and
relatively undama,ged countries, to th.e broader
and longer-term aspects of planning. Within a
few years of the end of the war, a large majority
of countries had established or were preparing
some form of plan Tfor agriculture. These plans
naturally varied greatly from country to country,
elot only in objectives but also :in the general ap-



proach to planning and in methods of :implementa-
tion. Each country Ims had to learn, often by
trial and error, the type find extent of peace-time
planning best suited to its own economy.

The degree to which agriculture is the subject
of planning has varied from complete supervision
of productimi and distil:m.1Mo'). in all i.ts staues totr, -
the establishment, without any direct control.,
of broad objectives such as the expansion of Two-
duction, and the provision of conditions favorable
to their ti,chievement. -1.1]xtunp1es of completely
planned economies are the 'U.S.S.R. and the coun-
tries of Eastern_ Europe, Wh.arC the 'primary aim.
is to raise productivity in agriculture by tneans
of collectivization and mechanization in order to
:release rural .manpower for the program of rapid.
industrialization. Agriculture vas more complete-
ly devastated in this -region than in any other
and, although recently relaxed., compulsory deliv-
eries are still :in force to provitle adequate sup-
plies of -food for the towns. Compulsory delivery
was also continued in a number of other countries,
especially in the Far East, for sume time alter
t.he war, but has now generally Ifeen. abamloned
iii favor of price incentives.

In time majority of countries, planning implies
much less direct control and ititervention. At the
other extreme from the totally planned economies
are the countries of North America Oceania amad
many of those of Western Europe. The fact that
:formal planning and supervision is not marked,
however, does not imply that the concern of gov-
ernments with agriculture is any less. II eme

tile general aim is to encourta,ze and aid farmers
to expand production by est ablishing suitable
ecotiomic and other coriditions and especially
by maintaining their incomes relative to the rest
of the population. The measures employed are
very wide in scope, not only the specific measures
of price and income supports, subsidies, marketing
reforms, provision of farm requisites at, low prices,
taxation relief, (.;redit, research and time dissemina-
tion of its results, discussed in later sections cd
this report, but also measures of wider impact
to .maintain domestic economic activity and de-
mand for agricultural products. Adjustments :in
production in these countries are generally se-
cured through. the price mechanism. Extensive
use is also made of consultations between govern-
ments and producers' organizations, as for example
in Canada. In the -United States, although there
is no specific long-term planning, the future prob-
lems and prospects of agriculture receive much
consideration, as in the annual Outlook :Reports
of the 'USIDA and the annual Production Goal
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Programs prepared for the guidance of farmers
and the government ; excess output of particular
crops is controlled directly through acreage allot-
ments and marketing quotas. Sometimes these
measures have talen their place in a formal plan,
though. this was rarely more clefinite than, for
example, the United kingdom's broad program for
an over-all expansion of output of GO percent over
the prOWar level. Goals are generally expressed
rather broadly, but the OEEC countries prepared
quantitative targets for production and consump-
tion, import and export forecasts and estimates
of their requirements of machinery and other im-
ports. Examples of more formal planning in
Western Europe are the French Mormet 'Plan and
the new Vanotli Plan ir Italy.

The large majority of countries in the under-
developed regions of the Far East, Near East,
:Latin America and Africa have established spe-
cific development programs :for agriculture. In
somo cases, however, the implementation of plans
has begun oil ly recently because of the necessity
for preliminary surveys, ulule in some countries
political disturbances or thictuatiotis in the avail-
ability of -funds have hindered long-term planning.
Actual production targets and goals are a frequent
feature oh plans hi these ateas. Governments em-
ploy many of the methods menticmod above as
used in the more developed countries. Price
trol measures are used as guides for production.
However, a somewhat greater degree of inter-
vention is implied by the necessity to use public
investment to a considerable extent to make up
for the inability of farmers to invest out of their
own savings. :Planning therefore consists largely in
the establishment of priorities for, and the planned
use of, public investment. In many cases, export
taxes and other levies are used as a means of
raising funds for public investment in agriculture,
while, as described .later in this Chapter, these
and other local resources are supplemented by
other funds raised in many different ways.

Most developnaent programs cover the entire
agricultural industry, attempting to strike a bal-
ance between the different sectors. Often., :in fact, a
major aim is to diversify an economy too heavily
dependent on one principal crop. Some programs,
however, are limited in their coverage to a particu-
lar problem or amen, or to a single commodity or
group of commodities. Some examples are the
anti-erosion program in the -Union of South Africa
a number of programs in different countries deal-
ing with the resettlement of the surplus popula-
tion of a particular rural area, or with a region
whose productivity can be greatly increased by



reclamation or irrigation ; the programs for in-
creasing food production operated in several Lat-
in-American countries ; the programs in Egypt
and 'Turkey to :increase grain production ; and
'Uruguay's plan for the development of the 'live-
stock industry. In many cases, separaté projects
of this nature hav:e .later been integrated within
a plan .for agriculture as a NN,hole.

:Food and agricultural planning is not only cmi-
cerned with production, but also with the con-
sumption of the products of the agricultural indus-
try. The marketing of export products is already
fairly well organized in most countries, but in
-many of the plans little attention has been paid
to internal marketing. MOst countries, however,
have employed measures to maintain the level of
domestic demand., both by attempting to keep
employment at high levels and by price controls
and other anti-inflationary m.easures. In fact,
fully developed planning takes into account and
integrates all aspects of the economy. Planning
does not, however, often reach this stage, and in
many countries there are only semi-related and
autonomous plans in each sector. Apart from the
communist countries, plaiming is most compre-
hensive in some of the under-developed countries.
llore all sectors need developing and it is essential
to preserve a reasonable balance between agricul-
ture and :industry a:nd to e,stablisht priorities for
the use of limited capital resources. Often agri-
culture and industry cannot go forward until an
" infra-stru.cture " of basic services has been pro-
vided, but this can. only be undertaken at a :rate
compatible with the capacity of the reve.nue de-
rived from agricultural and industrial production
to pay the recurrent charges on i.t. Many such
plans, therefore, especially in the Near and IVar
East, in the dependent territories in Africa and in.
some Latin American countries, cover all aspects
of the economy. The French Monnet Plan is in
some respects the most comprehensive of all, iii.

that it covers the entire economy of the 'French
Union including the overseas territories.

In the dependent territories of Africa, the ma-
jor share of capital invested under these plans has
generally gone to the provision of the basic serv-
ices such as transport, which are particularly badly
needed in this region ; in Near and 'Far Eastern coun-
tries agriculture has generally :received the major
emphasis. Un.der India's first comprehensive Pi ve
Year Plan, now nearing completion, two-fifths of
total investment went to agriculture, irrigation
and community development ; the Second Vive
Year Plan will give greater emphasis to industrial.
development. Pakistan's jidan aimed initially at
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semi-industrialization, but crop fitilures enforced.
its revision towards increased attention to cereal
production. Argentina's fi.rst plan also concentrat-
ed mainly on industry but the second_ plan, initi-
ated in 1953, gives greater emphasis to agriculture.
.In Iraq as much as three-quarters of total invest-
ment under the development phui is for agricul-
ture, irrigation afal

Related to the coverage of the programs is the
degree of centralization practised in their formu-
lation and in directing their execution. 'While exe-
cution is usually left in the hands of the govern-
ment departments most directly concerned, there
has been an increasing tendency to establish
central organizations responsible for the co-ordina-
tion and over-al.l direction of the plans for different
industries. European examples are the Commissariat
au Plan in France and the Central Planning Office
in the Netherlands. In the Far East, the Indian
Planning Commission, for instance, was set up in
1950 to integrate and complete the separate plans
already in operation in some of the States. In
addition to such central organizations, there are
also many cases of development boards charged
with time direction of specific projects.

While many agricultural programs, especially
the earlier ones, have been on an annual or bi-an-
nual basis, and still are in e.g. the United States,
the United .Kingdom and Sweden, a majority now
cover longer periods of up to five and occasionally
ten years. Sometimes, as in Japan, annual pro-
grams have later been replaced by a longer-term
plan. In nearly all countries, however, programs
required fairly :frequent revisions in the light of
changing circ-umstances, especially in prices, reve-
nue, and availability of capital and technicians.
There has therefore been some tendency away
from plans covering very long periods, to allow
greater flexibility and. avoid the necessity f-b.r. fre-
quent revisions.

Fisheries Planning

Fisheries and forests have also figured in the
greatly increased degree of planning in the post-
War period. Government planning in fisheries has
been directed towards two main objectives, i. e.
the conservation of fishery resources and the main-
tenance or achievement of a level of production
and trade consistent with over-all social and eco-
nomic policies. Governments have become increas-
ingly aware of the need to define their fishery pol-
icies towards specific objectives and to integrate
fisheries industries more closely into their nation-
al economies. Food shortages and increasing



recognition of the importance of adequate :tuttri-
tional standards have led to growing attention to
the fuller exploitation of the seas and :inland waters,
especially in those countries of Asia where fish is
the main source of animal protein. Fish produc-
tion has also been stimulated for balance of pav-
ment reasons, both to reduce expensive imports
of livestock products and, as in Norway, I)emnarle
and Iceland, to earn dollars. As in agriculture,
governments became concerned te.) provide; more
active support for fish production and trade. Meas-
ures of stabilization and, price support have been
widely adopted, especially in LThrope, North Amer-
ica and Japan, and there has been increased at-
tention to marketing problems. .Another trend
has been the widespread growth of consultative
arrangements to :bring goverfunents iii closer touch
with commercial interests. International co-ordi-
nation has been fostered by FAO through the
establishment of regional fisheries commissions.

Forestry Planning

The need for the development of systematic for-
est policies was apparent before the war, but with
the end of the war it became imperative. In Eu-
rope, postwar requirements were clearly going to
tax the region's forest resources. By contrast, the
rich :forests in many countries, e.g. in 1.,,atin .Amer-
ica, were continuing to be exploited by destine-
Ove :methods with.out any regard for conservation.
ikt the same time, in countries poor in forests,
as in the Near East, there was little effective en-
deavor to protect the sparse remnants of :forests,
and still less to re-e,stablish tile tree cover desirable
for future agricultural and industrial develop-
ment.

The basis of over-all future plaiming in forestry
was established following the first postwar World
ForestiT Conference :when a declaration of the
Principles of Forest Policy was adopted and subse-
quently approved at the 1951 Session of the FAO
Conference. At the regional level, forestry confer-
ences convened 011 the initiative of FAO have
discussed th.e main problems confro.nting the re-
gions and Regional _Forestry Commissions have
been set up. Legislation is the chief means of put-
ting forest policy into effect. Many countries, how-
ever, have intricate forest laws which do not
take into account the basic principles of forest
management. In several cases ETAP experts have
submitted alternative draft laws, but except in
countries where :forestry matters are widely
appreciated, it has been found very difficult to
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have the improved legislation adopted or put
into effect.

In Europe the main problem was how to ensure
th.e adaptation of forest production in quantity
and quality to rising and changing Jieeds. A study
of European Timber Trends and Prospects, car-
ried out by the joint secretariat of the European
:Forestry Commission of :FAO and the Timber

orninittee of ECE, provided the European I'or-
estry Commission arid its member countries with
an economic background against which forest pol-
icies could better be defined and co-ordinated..
Conditions in other regions are different, but the
need for a careful orientation of forest policies is
no le,ss great. In time Far East, especially, timber
needs are likely to rise rapidly in the coming
years. Certain countries possess resources as yet
hardly exploited, and these resources, as -well as
the nature and extent of future needs, must be
studied and assessed. In the :under-developed re-
gions effective national forest policies are in
general still in the :formative stage.

Recent Developments in Planning

The government plans and Ierograms, whose
characteristics have been outlined above, were de-
vised. mainly in the early postwar period of food
shortages. In recent years; :however, the problems
to be faced have becom.e less straightforward.
Now that some commodities are in surplus, it is
no longer a question simply of an over-all expan-
sion of agricultural production, but a more selec-
ti.ve approach has become necessary and increased
attention has to be given tu the international
implications of national policies. Moreover, posi-
tive steps have become necessary to expand con-
sumptio.n as well as production, and to adjust the
autput of individual 'products to bring them Inore
closely into line with market dennands and
nutritional need.s.

This IleW development has emphasized the ur-
gency of the intergovernmental co-ordination of
national programs. In the light of the changing
situation many countries are 110W considering
adjustments in their programs and the re-orien-
tation of their food and agricultural policies, and
have discussed th.em at regional consultations
sponsored by :FAO. The changed situation also
makes it urgent to :integrate national agricultural
programs with the over-all economic programs, so
that measures to encourage production are planned
side by side, with :measures to expand domestic
markets.



FINANCING OF AGRICULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT

The implementation of agricultural development
programs needed a considerable amount of finance.
New development projects like land reclamation,
irrigation, hydro-electric and multi-purpose schemes
require large capital investments maturing over
a long period. Intermediate finance, on the
other hand, %'as required for rehabilitation and
reconstruction of War damages, for expansion
and modernization of existing farms, etc., while
short-term finance was needed to enable farmers
to carry on their current operations \vita efficiency.

In the developed countries the main sources
of these funds have been the farmers' own savings,
together with borrowings from commercial or
specialized agricultural banks, supplemented by
short-term credits from merchants and other agen-
cies. One of the most significant developments of
the postwar financing of agriculture, however, Itas
been the large-scale use of public funds, both
from domestic and international sources, often as
part of an over-all national development program.
Public funds have played an important part in
financing agriculture in many of the developed
countries, but th.ey have been of even greater sig-
nificance in the less developed regions of the world.
Although farm incomes in these arcas are usually
considerably higher than before the war, farmers'
savings are too small and the sources of credit
available to them too inad.equate to play any
important part in financing agricultural develop-
ment, though the contribution of unpaid family
labor should not be overlooked. Moreover, var-
ious institutional defects, such as the system of
land tenure, have often stood in the way of sub-
stantial investments even by farmers who have
had some surplus income. Consequently the main
burden of financing agricultural expansion in
th.ese countries has rested with governments,
drawing their funds through normal budgetary
sources and in some cases through special forms
of taxation, or by borrowing or deficit financing.
Since, however, the govermnents of under-devel-
oped countries have also liad to bear the major
burden of financing the " infra-structure (trans-
portation, communication, and public services) as
well as industrial development, their resour-
ces have usually proved to be insufficient. Do-
mestic public funds have been frequently sup-
plemented by grants and loans from public in-
ternational agencies or from other governments,
another significant postwar development. Such
non-domestic sources of finance have usually rep-
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resented only a small part of the total investment
in agriculture, but they have sometimes been Of
special importance, e.g. in providing the necessary
foreign exchange for the purchase of equipment
from abroad.

The unusual h.azards inherent in fishery undertak-
ings have normally deterred investment except in
certain highly specialized and industrialized un-
derta,kings, e.g. whaling, distant 11,ater trawling,
tuna catching, etc. In the postwar period the
reconstruction and development of fishery indus-
tries have exposed chronic and in many cases
acute shortages of' capital. To remedy these
there has been a widespreeid increase in governm.ent
credit schemes in the developed as well as the under-
developed fishery industries, often coupled with
some form of subsidy, especially for the purchase
uf craft and engines. National and bilateral aid
programs have provided substantial capital for
investment in fishing, processing and transport
equipment, while the reconstruction or improve-
ment of docks, harbors, market premises, roads
and railways have also depended on public funds
in most countries.

Public funds have also played an important
part in promoting improved silviculture and in
developing forest industries. International grants
and loans in the postwar years have enabled many
countries whose domestic financial resources were
insufficient to progress toward a more rational
silviculture and to expand their forest indus-
tries. But international aid in tire main has
only supplemented vigorous efforts, public and
private, at the national level. Most countries
in Europe, Asia, North and Latin America HOW
have government or privately sponsored scheines
for afforestation and for developing forest in-
dustries. These measures WCte most universally
applied and \ vere most varied in character in Europe,
where tire stringency of resources in relation to
needs was most apparent. Assistance was forth-
coming not only for silviculture, but also for for-
est utilization (forest roads, increased mechani-
zation of logging and transport) and for the mod-
ernization and expansion of forest industries.
Financial and other assistance assured the collab-
oration of' fbrest own.ers in carrying out national
afforestation plans.

Domestic Private Investments

Relatively few countries have statistical data
on the magnitude of private domestic investment
in agriculture though this clearly has been the
major source of funds. In Canada, for example,



new investment in agriculture, fishing and for-
estry since 1945 has averaged 480 million dollars
a year and much of it came from the current
earnings of farmers. In the -United States pri-
vate expenditure on durable equipment and con-
struction in agriculture was roughly $ 3,000 mil-
lion per annum (at 1947-49 prices) during 1948-
1953. In Western Germany during the four and
a half years since the currency reform nearly
DM 6,800 ($ 1,619) million has been invested in the
farming sector, of which DM 4,300 ($ 1,024)
million was provided by farmers from current
savings while the balance was met by borrow-
ing. In the -United Kingdom the annual average
of gross fixed capital investment in agriculture,
forestry and fishing, during 1949-1954, amount-
ed to L 87 ($ 243.6) million at current market
prices, and in Denmark gross investment in agri-
culture between 1946-1954 totalled 4,101 ($594.3)
million Danish crowns.

The position has been ver y different in under-
developed countries. Farmers' earnings being
generally extremely low, their 018'11 investments
are restricted to relatively smaller items on the
farm like purchase of cattle, implements, etc.
In many instances, governments have taken the
initiative in mobilizing :idle or under-employed
resources, especially in the rural areas, and in
applying them co-operatively on a larger scale.
The Community Projects and Development ,Filocks
in India are specific examples ; from their incep-
tion in October 1952 to th.e end of 1954 voluntary
contributions in cash, land, labor, materials, cte.
were valued at Rs. 47.7 ($ 10) million or about
47 percent of the total government expenditure
incurred. This is only the beginning of a very
substantial program expected to gain momentum.
in the future. Similar programs are already under
way in other countries, particularly in the Far East.

Domestic Public Funds

In the more developed countries public funds
have been made available to farmers generally
through measures such as subsidies and special
grants (e.g. direct subsidies on animal feeding-
stuffs, fertilizers and white fish, and plowing
grants and payments un(1er the attested herds
scheme in the United kingdom), which either by
providing an additional income to farmers or by
cheapening their means of production have pro-
moted additional investment on the farm level.
Direct public investment usually is confined to
major projects like irrigation, drainage or other
water control projects, local roads, soil conserva-
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tion ancl other public facilities. In under-devel-
oped countries, on the other hand, di.rect invest-
ment from public funds has been relatively more
widespread. Funcls for major development proj-
ects are provided directly by public bodies or
through special development institutions, being
allocated either from regular budgets -- central,
state, local --- or from special developMent bud-
gets. Funds from the surpluses of the statutory
export monopolies, such as the State Agricultural
Marketing 'Boards in Burma and 'Marketing
:Boards in IIIritish African territories, have also
been used for development purposes.

India, under its First Five Year Plan ending
in 1955, has planned to spend Rs. 4,030 ($ 838)
million directly on agriculture and community
development and a ftirther aggregate sum of
:Rs. 15,948 ($ 3,317) million on irrigation and
power, transportation and communications, and
social services, which are directly or indirectly
benefitting agriculture. :During th.e first three
years of the Plan, India actually spent Rs. 1,076
million on the former and a total of Rs. 7,228
million on the .I.atter projects. Similarly, Ceylon
has been spending one-fourth of her puldic invest-
ment on agriculture in recent years and another
40 percent on multi-purpose projects, tra,nspor-
tation and communications. The five members
of the Colombo Plan spent collectively during
1952/5:3 and 1953/54 an average of 13: percent of
their public development expenditure on agricul-
ture, community d.evelopment and resettlement,
28 percent on. irrigation, power and multi-purpose
projects, 24, percent on transport and communi-
cations, and another 24 percent on social welfare.
In Japan public financial investment in agricul-
ture, forestry and fisheri, s over 1948-52 amount-
ed to 141,000 ($ 392) million yen, of which di-
rect government investment was 35,333 ($ 98)
million yen, the balance being governmental sub-
sidies and loans to farmers. Argentina, under its
1953-57 Five Year Plan, has provided for ami ex-
pendittire of nearly 1,287 ($ 172) million pesos
for the agricultural sector and 560 ($ 75) million
pesos for forestry. In Brazil, besides the feder-
al investment program for agricultural develop-
ment, the State of So Paulo (a major agricultural
State) has a four year agricultural plan under
way with an investment program of 212.8 million
cruzeiros (approximately $ 11 million at the offi-
cial rate). The Plan of Economic :Development of
the Amazon Valle.), provides for the spending of
19.5 million cruzeiros (approximately $ 1 million)
in 1955 and 1956 for forest development. Consid-
erable investment expenditures are reported by



other Latin American countries. In Egypt plan-
ned expenditures for agriculture cm uring 1!?rr2/53-
1955/56 amounted to approximately LE 4 ($ 11.4)
million out of a grand total of LE 21.6 ($ (if .8)
million. Jordan's Five Year :Plan for eeono/Tne
development devotes SOIrle $ 2 million to afforest-
ation and improvement :in forest industries and
Iraq speutds yearly over half a million dollars
for the development of forestry. There have bee/
similar plans for financing land reclamatiout, irri-
gation and general agricultural development and
forestry in most other countries of the Near

Public domestic funds have also been the prim:art-
source for financing clevelopment progratns in
many colonial ateas, e.g. approximately 50 permit
ill the British dependent territories as a whole.
Surpluses of statutory export monopolies, thougll
primarily meant for stabilization of prices paid
to farmers, have been either consolidated with
the general revenue of governments and then re-
invested for agricultural and general economic
development, or granted for specific development
projects. For example, the contributions from
the State Agricultural Marketing :Board and the
State Timber Board in Burma from 1947/48 to
1954/55 averaged 286 ($ 60) million Id yats or 42
percent of the annual revenue of the government.
In T.hailand the Rice Bureau contributed more than
10 percent of the annual revenue, while the West
African marketing :boards had at th.e end of .1952
invested more than 25 million pounds sterling
locally and had spent another 1: 5 million on
research and education, in addition to holding
L: 125 million in stabilization reserves.

In spite of this spurt in public domestic invest-
ment, a great many countries have realized that
internal resources alone would not enable them
to reach even relatively moderate targets fi:Tr

development. Considurable expectation was there-
fbre held of possible .funds from international sour-
ces. :But th.e immediate postwar conditions in
most countries were not ver y conducive to large-
scale foreign investme.nts. Various restrictioris
on capital movements combined With political
and economic instability in many countries prov-
ed a serious handicap to the flow of private capital.
With the return of more normal conditions in
an increasing number of countries the situation
eased up somewhat toward the second half of
the period. Restrictions on movements of funds
were relaxed and facilities for foreign capital,
such as guarantees of repatriatio.n of interest
and capital sums, were provided, and double
taxation removed.
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Private International Investment in Agri-
culture

This type of investm.ent :has been relatively
:insignificant except that of certain. United States'
concerns in plantation crops like sugar, bananas,
etc. in Central America and the Caribbean Area
and of some of the more industrially advanced
1.17,uropean countries in overseas countries, includ-
ing their dependent territories. Of the aggregate
net outflow of private capital of $ 5,081 million
from the United States for direct investment
abroad during 1946-1953, barely $ 42 million (net)
or less than one percent, \ vent to agriculture. Of
this amount $ 36 million. ,(net) vas invested in
Latin American countries alone. Of the capital
outstanding (direct investment only) at the end
of 1953 of $ 16,304 million only $ 658 mill ion or
4 percent was invested in agriculture, of which
$ 548 million or 83 percent in Latin Am:erica.

Identifiable outstanding private investment uf
the United :Kingdom in overseas agriculture (rub-
ber, tea and coffee) rose from L 117.6 million
in 1946 to L 119.2 million in 1952 or from. a:bout
eight to ten percent of total private foreign in-
vestment. There has since been a further flow,
especially of private long-term capital, but the
share of agriculture is unlikely to have increased.

The main reason :for the lack of interest of pri-
vate capital in the field of agriculture is the :less
remunerative character of the agri cultural enter-
prises compared with other economic activities.
Any large additions to direct private international
investment iii apiculture in the near future are
thus unlikely, except per.h.aps by metropolitan.
countries in overseas territories. 'flowever, pri-
vate investment funds might find their way into
agriculture and allied enterprises through borrow-
ing by public bodies in foreign or metropolitan
capital markets. Private it/vestment may further
be encouraged by export guarantees such as
granted by the U.S. Export-Im.port Eank or the
Export Credit (luarantee .I)epartment (ECG D) of
the Bank of England.

Public International Funds

The increasing role of public international funds
in financing investment has been another major
development of the postwar era. The most im-
portant institutional source of such funds is the
International Bank for Reconstruction and 1)evel-
opment, but funds have also been obtained through
intergovernmental grants and loans, and partly
also from special :national :financial institutions like



the Export-Import Bank of the rnited States
or the various colonial development -funds in the
UnitedKingdom and France.

Up to 30 June 1955 the International Ranh
liad made loans totalling $ 2,274 million of which
$ 233 million or more than 10 percent, Were directly
aiding agriculture (Table III-1). Agriculture also
benefited indirectly from the loans of $ 1,126 mil-
lion granted for transport and electric power, and
from loans given for reconstruction and general
development. The largest amount directly aid-
ing agriculture was made available to Australia
($ 91 million), and the second biggest amount
($ 53 million) to Western Europe (mainly Italy).

Intergovernmental grants and loans have also
aided investment in many countries during the
postwar years. Agriculture received a relatively
minor share, however. Of the over $ 14,000 million
disbursed under the Alarsh.all Plan to :European
countries only some $ 200 million in. form of
tractors and agricultural maclyines can be clea lv
identified as investment in agriculture. The latter
benefited, of course, considerably from invest-
ments in power and transportation. Another in-
direct benefit came from the ILMOIMIS Made avail-
able from the counterpart funds, about 10 per-

TABI . h NTKRNATIONA.E BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
LOANS GRANTED AS Or 30 ,TTTN I 955'

Loans granteit ((10(11 loans authorized ($2,325 10111101:0 less cancellations.
Including Turkey.
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ce t of which Were allocated to agricultural, fish.-
, atol forestry projects. Similarly the entire Rs.

900 million of the counterpart funds from wheat
loans granted to India were utilized in partially
financing the Five Vea>' :Plan (luring its first three
years (1951 /1952-1953/1954). Grants under the
Colombo Plan have increased the financial -resour-
ces of the recipient countries. The U. S. Export.
:fmport Bank provided up to the end of 1954 a total
of $ 201 million to different countries (including
$ 116 million to Latin America) for purchase of'
agricultural equipment, irrigation and general agri-
cultural development. This represents, however,
only about 4 percent of all credits authorized by
the Export-Import [lank up to that date.

The overseas territories of certain Westerii
European countries form a rather special case awl
in recent years large grants in aid and loans h.ave
gone to them from the metropolitan countries
'Ile United Kingdom has made available L140
million under the Colonial Development and Wel-
fare Acts of 1945 and 1950 and a further L 80
million under the Act of 1955. Apart froin some
provision for research and other central schemes,
these funds are allocated as grants to individual
territories for their development plans, of which

Million LT.S

Gra d Total 2 274 304 75 223 259 818 595

Reconstruction .1.(-)ari5 497 497

General Develop/I-wilt 135 20 40 75

Directly Aiding ...Lg.). ieulture 233 34 91 53 48
Machinery and spare pal' 104 78 2 24-

Irrigation il flOod control 86 24 6 33 20
Land impriivetnent 22 10 7 3 2
Grain storage O 9

Timber equipment 15 I 5

Irtdirectly Aiding A,gricalltp.c 1 126 194 46 183 107 96 500
'Fransport 508 67 95 74 60 191

Power 618 127 88 33 36 309

Other 283 76 61 97 47

Percent

Percentage directly aiding agriculture . 10.4 12.6 9.3 0 35.1, .6.2 8.3

Western
Africa Australia Flurope Hemi-

sphere



In most cases figures are very rudimentary. TI e above figures for investment in the various territories ate not compar-
able, as they differ widely in conteht and niel boda of computation.

2 Provisional figures.
. . Not o valla ble.

SOUree : 0.1flEe 6th Report Vol. II, March, 1935.

they have provided about one-sixth of the total
finance. Annual expenditure of Colonial Devel-
opment and 'Welfare Funds has recently been
about ¡:,1.4 million and in the period 1955-60
should average about Z, 24 million. In addition
to these direct grants there have been substantial
investments by the Overseas Food Corporation
(now taken over by the Tanganyika Agricultural
Corporation) and the Colonial Development Cor-
poration.

The development plans of the French overseas
territories are almost entirely financed by the
metropolitan country. In principle the Fonds
(1' 1-72,vestissements pour le Développement ECOnomique
et Social (11D,E8) are supplied by grants from
France and by contributions from the territories
themselves, but the latter have been almost com-
pletely in the form of long-term loans from the
French Treasury. The Belgian Congo's develop-
ment plan is financed from local resources supple-
mented by loans raised in the :Belgian and foreign
capital markets, though. Ruanda Urundi re-
ceived a long-term loan from the Belgian govern-
ment.

These funds and borrowings have helped to
accelerate the rate of capital formation in the
overseas territories, especially as compared with
the position immediately after the \var. Total
investments, on the other hand, in all overseas
territories are financed to a great extent .from
public and private domestic sources.

Domestic Credit

Domestic credit is a source as well as an instru-
ment of financing development of agriculture,
fisheries, and forestry. In the postwar period the
existing credit institutions in many countries were
found to be unable to meet the expanding needs

TA Bt. [11-2. INDICES 01,' 'FIXED (1',APITA L FORMATION AT CO NST A NT PRICES
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of agriculture. A liberal use of public funds has,
therefore, been made to finance smaller investment
needs, and often also current operating expendi-
tures of farmers, fishermen and foresters through
existing or specially constituted public credit in-
stitutions and also through financial a,ssistance
to co-operative credit societies.

In the more developed countries, which generally
already had extended credit organizations, the
problem has been relatively sim.pler as public
funds could be channelled through such organiza-
tions. However, even in the most advanced of
these countries, including the United Kingdom
and the United. States of America", existing cred-
it facilities did not quite meet the requirements
of the low-income farmers especially with regard
to interm.ediate and long-term credit. Special
arrangem.ents were therefore made in many in-
stances to help such farmers.

In under-developed countries the scarcity of
suitable credit institutions proved to be as serious
a handicap as the lack of' funds .for supplying
adequate credit to agriculture. In most countries
of the ,Ear East virtually the only institution that
provided credit to agriculture until before the war
was the co-operative credit system. But, as a
recent survey of agricultural credit in India has

in the United Kingdom recent investigations by
the Iforace Plunkett feoundation have shown that a,
small producer rarely malees 118C Of the A.g,ticattur-
al 111m4,gage Corporation or of the loans offered by
th.e County.- Councils, as the conditions and terms (.4'
repayment a,re considered rigid and difficult. They,
therefore, frequently iipply for merchants' credit and
hire-purchase facilities for which they pay interests
amounting to 20 or 30 percent or even more. .fn
the United States a recent message of the President
relative to the problems of loW-income farmers
states i. a. that the present supply of intermediate
credit is not adequate and tha.t, th.e respective
govermnent services should be strengthened.

T NIMITORY 1948 .1949 19,511 1951 1952 1953'

United Kingdom Territories. . 100 107 113 121 142 145

French Terri toriec,

Belgian Congo

. . .

. . .

100

, . .

123

100

117

. . .

126

.. .

1H

. 180

Portuguese Territories . . . 100 . .. . . . 160



shown, co-operative institutions alter o x:rations
in that country for about half a century still pro-
vide only 3 percent of the borrowings of cultivators
the government provides another 3 percent and
commercial banks only 1 percent, while private
agencies, including moncy-len,iers, traders and
landlords, supply about 93 percent. The position
in the majority of countries of the region, with the
exception of ,fapan, which has a relatively exten-
sive system of governmental and co-operative
financing institutions, is not much different. In
most countries of the Year Ea,st and of Latin
America, institutional agricultural credit is also
little developed. However, also in very advanced
countries credit mivanced to farmers by individnals
(relatives, merchants, brokers, etc.) plays a sub-
stantial role. In the United States, for instance,
such credits amounted to 23.9, 20.2 and 27.8
percent of total farmers' ind.ebtedness in 1951.
1952 and 1953 respectively. The different levels
of institutional credit in developed and under-
developed countries are evident froln Table Iff-3.

TABLE 1.1.1-3. UTSTA N DINO I NSTITIJTIONAL AGRICULTURAL CREDIT AT EN o 1953
ELATION TO A o RI:CULTURAL A REA i Ni) A CR[CULTO RAL POPULATION

I. A ?JUT ag LOMVi OUtSiandintl Ivo' Hectare of Aavicultural

Above $100
Between $80 and $1.00

» $60 and $80 .
$40 and $60 .
$20 ami $40 .

$10 and $20 .
$ 5 and $10
$ 1 and $

Less as 1

Above $500. . . . .

Between $400 and $500 .
$300 and $400 .
$200 atol $300 .
$100 and $200 .

)) 50 and $100 .
$ 25 and $ 50 .
$ 15 and $ 25 .
$ 5 and $ 15 .

» $ 1 and $ 5 .

Less than $1.

Norway, SMc eden, japan
Israel, Italy, Puerto Eleo
:Finland
Belgium, Western Gerrnany
Austria', Franco, United $tates, Argentin) ( 'nba, New Zealand

Philippines
Canada, 13razi12. Australia
Portugal, Yugoslavia, Turkey. Egypi
Honduras, ',Mexico, India 2, 'Indonesia, Thailand, 'Morocco
Burma, Camboilia, Iran.

Average Loan5 aulsta/art ng ead of Agricultural ovulation"

New Zealand

'Norwa,,y, Sweden, Unitecl Statee. Australia
Argentina
Finland, France, Canada, Israel.
Belginia, Italy, Chile
Austria, West; Gcrirtany, Tapan
Brazil 2, Algeria.
Portugal, 'Yugoslavia, Turkey 2, Ato ), 1

Ceylon, Thailand, Egypt
India

Note : Figures in this table refer to eredits granted by finanial in,titutions (public and semi-public institutium,, ha nks. insurance
companies, ('0-operatives, e.) only and do 310t ttOVII' ad V 11x:es by lOVIVild litS, dealers, private money-lenders, ete. The
latter, of course, Play ;In important role, particularly in i MoVO 1m:1er-developed areas.
Figures for outstanding agricull ural :reilit are from replit:s to FAO cnallit questionnaires and as quoted in A IMCX Table 5.

= Agricultural land covers ant bit' land (including orchards and fallow), permanent pastures and rough grazings 'wherever data
for the latter are available. Uniltiproved pastures and rough grazfims ha ve been converted to " arable land equivalent " by a rough
conversion factor, usually of

2 Loan» outstanding at end 1952.
2 Data of agricultural populai ion for oxee pi Germany are taken from FAO Yearbook of Agricultural Statistics.

For Germany the data are :from tito World tsus of Agriculture 1950,
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Since the end of the war special attempts have
been made in many under-developed countries to
speed up the establishment of or expand credit
institutions, public, semi-public and private. For
example, in Latin America national systems of
agricultural credit have heen set up for the :first
time in a number of countries, e.g. Cuba, Haiti
and Honduras. Throughout Costa Rica, the Na-
tional Bank has set up rural credit committees
covering small areas and managed by local people.
In Brazil, the banking system has been strength-
ened by two new institutions interested in a,gri-
cultural development, the National I3ank of Eco-
nomic Development and the Bank of North-
Eastern Brazil. Further, to ensure productive use
of loans, some countries, e.g. Brazil, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Paraguay and Venezuela, have or-
ganized systems of supervised agricultural cred-
it particularly for small farmers.

In most countries of the Par East, e.g. Burma,
IJambodia, Ceylon, indonesia, ,Iapan, Malaya,
:Pakistan, the Philippines and Viet-Nam, various

Lan4 (Arable Land Equivalent)1

AMOUNT COUNTRY



specialized and semi-specialized agricultural cred-
it institutions ltave been organized. In India,
where no special :institutions for disbursing agri-
cultural credit have been set up, the Reserve flank
has provided increased financial accommodation
to land mortgage and co-operative banks. At-
tempts llave al.so been made in some countries
of the Near East, e.g. Emit, Iran, Iraq, ;Jordan,
Syria and Turkey, to reorganize or strengthen the
position of the existing agricultural banks, and a
new bank WaS recently established in Lebanon.

These measures have slightly augmented the
flow of institutional credit to agriculture (Annex
Table 5) in under-developed ateas. Despite the
improvement, however, such credit available in
these countries .is much lawer than in countries
with developed economies cin both an area and a
population basis (Table TII-3).

Supplementary Facilities

Transport. Necessary investment for agricul-
tural expansion was not of emirs° limited to di-
rect investment in agriculture itself. Many areas
of the war-devastated and :less advanced countries
:lacked the physical means of conserving agricul-
tural products and inovirtg them . to m.arket. Without
roads, railways, waterways and trintsport vehicles,
the movement of goods from the productiohlocality
is :impossible and subsistence remains the objective
of a.11 economic activity. Even where roads and
railways are available, insufficient capacity, as
well as irregularity an.d. inferior types of service,
may lead to serious physical and economiet loss.

Wartime :requirements provided expanded traits-
portation facilities to a certain extent in. ateas like
the Near East and .Africa, which previously had.
you few and rather obsolete transportation means.
Where these remained operative after the wat'
and could easily be converted to peacetime uses,
they provided substantial aid to agricultural de-
velopm.ent.

In other parts of the world the postwar period
saw a tremendous development of transportation
facilities. In the, war-devastated areas, the re-
building of destroyed roads, bridges, ports, rollin.g
stock and railroads provided an opportunity few
the application of great technical improvements.
'Refrigeration in transport in the more advanced
countries widened th.e inarket for perishable food-
stuffs (meat, fish, fruit and :vegetables). Expan-
sion of transportation facilities was given high
priority in th.e development plans of almost all
countries, partly financed by international funds as
mentioned earlier. New roads and railways, im-
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proved unid enlarged ports have for the first time
enabled growers in the :Far East, the Near 'East,
Latin America and Africa to reach urban COlISITITIer8
and export outlets.

Electricity. The increase of electricity output
has been even more spectacular. This expansion
has brought electric light and power into rural
ateas CVC11 where no specific efforts to this }impose
have been .made. The success of the tfhited
States Rural Electrification Administration has
led to similar national efforts or tu international
co-operation in this field, as in Europe under the
auspices of the E.C.E. Where it has been :made
available, electricity on the farm has enabled the
introduction of labor-saving implements and
machinery, in addition to casing the burden of
the farmer's wife in the household. Devices like
deep-freeze storages individual or collective --
are an aid to better marketing. .1urthermore,
electric power in rural ameos has given an impetus
to IleW processing plants in 01' near production
centers, thus providing a ready market and con-
tributing to cheapen the end product. It ltas also
made possible the introduction of rural industries
which are a convenient supply source for rural
consumers, as well as a partial remedy fin' seasonal
et structural farm unemployment.

No quantitative measurement of the expansion
in transportation, power generation, fbod process-
ing or rural industries in the la.st ten years can
be attempted within the scope of this report.
While the progress made is obvious, a wide field
ifor further expansion is still open, subject, however,
to difficulties which. have been partly discussed
in the section on financing agricultural develop-
ment. Other difficulties are associated with the
shortage of trained manpower, the absence of
technical knowledge or the lack of understand-
ing of the importance of many of these auxiliary
services and facilities for agricultural develop-
ment. This is 0110 area where international and
bilateral technical assistance can make a contin-
uously increa,sing contribution to further progress
itt agriculture.

CORRECTION OF INSTITUTIONAL
OBSTACLES TO AGRICULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT

The :need to expand agricultural production,
together with political changes, llave led ti) sub-
stantial institutional changes since the War, e.g.
in systems of land tenure and land taxation.
Institutional factors may hamper development in
many ways. Modernization of agricultural meth-



oils may lie impossible because antiquated
systems of land tenure depress tenant 'farmers'
incomes to all extent which leaves no margin
:for saving or investment. Or because they lack
the minimum security of te,nure which would
encourage the tenant to invest any funds at his
disposal in the improvement of hi.s holding, or
because out-of-date systems of cropping are es-
tablishel by rigid. customs or laws. Excessive
:fragmentation or uneconomically small holdings
may prevent th.e farmer from using his time to
best advantage or ail:opting modern means of
production, e.g. mechanization. Over-large hold-
ings may equally impede progress because the owner
lacks th.e capital, desire or ability to develop his
property. Uncertainty of title may restrict op-
portunities for credit. In spite, however, of th.e
considerable efforts to improve man/land relation-
ships since the war, the agrarian systems in many
countries of Eastern and Southern Europe, the
Near East, the :Far :East and of Latin America
still represent serious obstacles to agricultural
progress.

Agrarian reform measures in the broadest sense
of th.e term have been carried out in more ad-
vanced countries as well as in less developed areas.
They have covered redistribution of land, .land
registration, consolidation of fragmented hold-
ings, improvements in tenancy relations, control of
rents, and changes in land taxation. The organ-
ization of agricultural .investment and credit
has been discussed above.

In the advanced countries the emphasis was
mostly in the field of consolidation of fragmented
holdings while in the under-developed regions
it WaS placed on the distribution of large, exten-
sively cultivated estates or unutilized public or
crown land and the reduction of .intermediaries
between landowner and cultivator. Tenancy re-
itions were itnproved in advanced and .under-

developed countries ; in the latter, however, most-
ly as a supplem.entary or even temporary meas-
ure in preparation for the transfer of ownership
to cultivators. In many countries such specific
land tenure improvem.ents were also accompanied
by complementary measures in the fields of agri-
cultural credit, co-operative activity, education
and extension. ('o-operative types of organiza-
tion were also applied in the field of land consoli-
dation and in a few instances even for joint land
utilization and cultivation. Taxation was also
f'requently used to counteract the accumulation of
land in th.e bands of a few, to break up large estates,
and to promote certain forms of ownership or
types of organization.
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Transfer of Ownership

Measures fui' the transfer uf ownership to wul-
tivators llave been adopted in the, postwar years
in the :Far East by japan, India, Pakistan, Burma,
China and Taiwan ; in Europe by :Finland, Italy,
Spain and the Eastern European countries ;
the Near East, e. g. by Egypt and Turkey; in Latin
America by 1.3olivia. Guatemala and Puerto Rico.
Although these governmental policies all liad. the
common objective of better living standards and
a higher social status for the farm population, they
often stemmed from different socio-economic back-
0-rounds

In Eastern European countries the abolition of
semi-feudal forms of land ownership was regarded
as the most important aspect ; the final ahn was
collectivization of agriculture. In -.Finland land
reform was regarded as the necessary national
response to ami emergency created by the influx of
displaced persons from ceded territory. -In Far-
Eastern countries, reform programs have long
aimed at th.e removal of obsolete :forms of land
ownership. The common feature in recent Asian
legislation is not so much. the abolition of large
estates as the abolition of those property rights
in land which depress the income and social status
of the farm operators, such as zamindari arrange-
ments and variants in India and Pakistan. In
these countries the criteria for expropriation core
not generally the size of the holding nor the
inefficiency of farming, but the forms of tenure.
The beneficiaries in general were the existing
cultivators, who previously occupied holdings
under various forms of tenancies, and (except
in japan) the change in ownership liad little
effect 011 either the size of the faun unit or the
01)e of farming.

The scope of recent legtslation in the Far East is
very striking. In India, for example, about, one-
third of the country has been covered and in ,Japan
the number of persons receiving land represents
more than half of all farm households. In China
about 350 million people have been affected by
land .reform.

Land reform in Western :Europe durit g this te-

riod has generally been on a limited scale. 1ln

:Italy, up to the end of 1954, more than 700,000 ha.
had been expropriated Ivith some payments to
the (Mier and about 350,000 ha., mainly of for-
merly uncultivated or extensively cultivatecl land,
allocated to 65,000 families. In Spain, the Nation-
al Land Settlement Institute had acquired 600,000
ha, up to the end of 1953 and a total area
of 207,000 ha. had been made available for



settlement. In Western Germany 280,000 ha of
land will become available on the basis of the
1948 expropriation decrees. In Yugoslavia about
800,000 ha. were distributed after the war to landless
and poor persons ; farm ownership there is HOW

widely distributed ami co-operative farming was
promoted and increased rapidly up to 1951.

In the Near East, the Euptian law on agrarian
reform of 1952 provides that in general no person
shall OW11 more than 84 ha. of agricultural land,
and at the end of 1953 about 170,000 ha. had
been expropriated or Were scheduled for expro-
priation. Actual land distribution was lagging
behind, however. In Turkey a total of 253,000
ha. were distributed to 52,000 families in accord-
ance with the Land Reform Law of 1945. Sim-
ilar actions have been taken in .Lebanon, Iran,
Iraq and Syria.

In Latin. America the Bolivian decree on Agrar-
ian Reform of 1953 fixing the maximum area of
cultivable land to be held in small, medium and
large holdings in accordance with differences in
conditions of soil and climate is still in the stage
of implementation. Efforts are made to give a
minimum holding to each famil.y w.h.ere sufficient
land is available. In Puerto Rico the land re-
form policy has resulted in three programs : pub-
lic operation of large estates with profit-shar-
ing aiTangements for tile workers, family farm
settlement, and settlement of agricultural workers
in small homesteads. The proportional profits
farm program, remarkable as an example of land
reform carried out in a plantation type of economy,
aims at providing workers on large estates with
the benefits of ownership without division of prop-
erty. In Guatemala an earlier comprehensive
program of latid expropriation and re-distribution
was revised by recent legislaticra. No new expro-
priations are to be carried out and provisions
are made for owners who had been expropriated to
make an application for the revision of their cases.

Improvement of Tenancy Relations

Great progress in this field has been made in
large areas of the world. In Western European
countries recent legislation affords a still
higher degree of security to tenant farmers whose
position on th.e whole was already fairly secure.

The -United :kingdom in 1948, consolidating pre-
vious legislation, established full security of ten-
ure for the efficient tenant farmer, who cannot be
given notice to quit a farm if he is cultivating it
in accordance with th.e rules of good. husbandi.T.
Comprehensive rights to compensation make any
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change in time tenancy of the farro costly to the
landlord. :Belgium's recent legislation has moved
in a similar direction, while new legislation in
Spain puts emphasis on the prevention of sudden_
eviction of tenants at the end of their present
leases.

In the Far East, measures relate generally to
(i) setting a minimum period of tenancy ; (ii) re-
stricting grounds :for eviction ; (iii) establishing
the tenant's right to restoration of lands ; (iv)

elimination of absentee landlordism and encour-
agement of peasant proprietorship ; (v) restrictions
on subletting ; (vi) compensation for improvements.
In India, japan, Pakistan, the :Philippines and
Taiwan, new legislation providing security of
tenancy, including the right to compensation arid
control of rents, has been introduced as part of
the general program of agrarian reform. The new
legislation prohibits labor or personal services or
other onerous conditiorts, as for instance compulsory
sales of produce to the landlord. This legislation,
if successfully enforced, greatly improves security
of tenure and increases the social status of the
cultivator. In Burma, the tenancy disposal law
deprives the owner of land of more than 50 acres
of the right to terminate leases or to evict the
tenant, and vests the powers of the landlord in
the village tenancy committees.

In other regions little or no lleW progress in the
emiditions of tenants was reported during the
period. In Latin America only Uruguay has in-
troduced adequate measures. In the Near East
only the recent agrarian reform law in Egypt
gives some security to the tenant.

The problems of tenancy security and rent con-
trols are evidently very different in the advanced
countries and in the under-developed areas. In
some of the former the problem now is to reconcile
a high degree of security for the tenant-farmer
with the efficiency of th.e farming system, while
in the latter the problem is still a workable pro-
tection For the tenant. Similarly, in some
advanced countries a degree of rent control is
reached which leaves the landowner with but scant
returns on his investment, while in the under-
developed countries the problem remains the re-
duction of exorbitant rents to levels sufficiently
low to enable the cultivator to make a living.

Land Consolidation

Progress in land consolidation has been made in
some countries of Western Europe and Asia.
In Switzerland, where excessive fragmentation is
a problem of :long standing, consolidation opera-



tions between il:)41-11148 affected a total area of
146,000 hectares and have since been energetically
continued. In IVestern Germany a new land con-
solidation law came into effect in 1953 ; between
P145 and 1953 farms comprising 470,000 h.ectares
Ivere consolidated or enlarged and th.ese operations
are continuing 011 a large scale. In Sweden, too,
land consolidation measures are being carried out
on an increasing scale, particularly in forested
areas. Spain and Belgium also have introduced
new legisl.ation.

In the lhar East, inheritance laws as as
the pressure of population encourage sub-division
and fragmentation of agricultural land. Only In-
dia, Japan and Pakistan have carried out an active
policy in the field of land consolidation. In japan,
after the realization of the agrarian reform pro-
gram, large-scale action has started and almost
20 percent of all cultivated land had been consol-
idated at the end of 1954. Some Indian States
have put into effect consolidation legislation with
compulsory features. :But consolidation of hold-
ings is also being carried out on a voluntary basis
through co-operative societies, particularly in the
Punjab. Both in India and :Pakistan extensive
areas of land were involved in consolidation pro-
cedures during the last decade, and programs of
considerable scope are designed for the future.

The consolidation of agricultural holdings can
make a great contribution to th.e increase of' agri-
cultural productivity and the understanding of the
benefits of cmisolidation will rem.ove one of the
main obstacles to further agricultural progress.
Although these benefits are recognized in India,
Japan and :Pakistan and in Western European
countries, th.e larger part of the Far and .Near
East and Latin America .have not yet given enough
attention to this problem. Fragmentation of for-
est holdings creates particular problems since it
prevents sound forest management. Owners of
small or scattered forest holdings are either quite
indifferent towards their property or lack the
technical knowledge and the capital for improve-
ments even where feasible and. profitable. Little
prOgress has been made in consolidating such
:fragmented forest holdings ; the development of
forest co-operatives -- spon.sored by th.e Euro-
pean Forestry Commission -- promises a partial
solution, however.

Land Registration and Agricultural Taxa-
tion
The general trend in land registration is towards

the establishment of a system of registration of
title which is superior to the system of registration
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uf deeds. Considerable progress has been made in
various countries, including Chile, the :Dominican
Republic, India, Morocco, and Turkey. Lack of
properly defined titles has proved to be a serious
obstacle to an efficient forest policy, particularly in
the Arab countries where the property relations
of relatively extensive forested areas have never
really been determined.

Various measures h.ave been taken since the
end of the war to reform the land tax system,
sometimes as a part of the wider reform of agrarian
structures. The main object has been to give
the state a larger share in the increased land in-
come aun to equate the burden of land taxes
among interests in proportion to their ability to
pay ; partly the objective is also to offer incentive
to farmers for greater production.

The principal directions in which tax changes
are effected include : (i) the collection of land
rentals and tax directly from the tenants and cul-
tivators instead of through intermediaries ; (ii)
a progressive surcharge on land tax in the case
of larger holdings ; (iii) special taxes on commer-
cial crops ; (ilr) increasing tendency to bring
agricultural income within the scope of the gen-
eral income tax or to subject it to a separate tax

betterment and development of levies ; and
higher taxation of uncultivated or under-

cultivated land.
Among the countries which have introduced

important measures to bring tenants into direct
relation with the goverment, special mention may
be made of China, Guatemala, India, Italy, japan,
Mexico, Pakistan and Yugoslavia. Where the con-
tact between the government and tenants has
been established, there has been an increase in
the gross revenue without an appreciable change
in the amounts of payments made by the tenant.

Many countries have used taxation of land and
its produce as an instrument for promoting exten-
sion of cultivation and increased production from
land. Newly reclaimed land or fallow land brought
back to cultivation is exempted from taxation,
e.g. in Chile, China, Colombia, 'Korea and Mexico.
Investment in improvement has also been encour-
aged by making the cost of improvement deductible
from taxable income, as, for example, in the Unit-
ed_ Kingdom, where most agricultural equipment is
also free from payment of purchase tax. Exemption
from taxes or custom duties for agricultural equip-
ment is also practised in a number of oth.er coun-
tries. In the U.S.S.R., taxes on private plots
and livestock were reduced in order to increase
the yield from private holdings as well as the
number of livestock. In China, the taxation of



latid is based ou . normal yield and any additional
-produce harvested as a result of good management
or favorable weather conditions is exempted in
order to offer an incentive to increased production.
Some countries, e.g. -.Brazil, 'Panama, India and
Taiwan, have adopted higher taxation of uncul-
tivated or under-cultivated land to ensure better
utilization.

While it is yet too early to pronounce any defin-
itive judgement on the effect of various meas-
ures of land taxation introduced, the postwar pe-
riod ha,s been marked by a growing realization of
both the functional and reve.nue aspects of the
taxation of land and its incom.e.

'however, agricultural taxation is only one sector
of general taxation, and shifts in agricultural taxa-
tion must be related to corresponding shifts in
taxation as a wh.ole. In the less developed coun-
tries, taxation systems have traditionally been
primitive or feudalistic in c.haracter, with most of
the taxation derived from heavy charges on land,
on the movement of farm products to consumers
or to export, or on consumption, and, with rela-
tively little or no direct taxes on incomes or on
commercial or industrial profits or gains from
speculation, which characterize th.e taxation sys-
tems of more highly developed countries. The
taxation system in th.e less developed countries
tends to bear relatively much more heavily on
low-income groups on farms and in cities, and
less on the high-income groups, than do the taxa-
tion system of more developed countries. Dur-
ing th.e past decade some progress in general tax
.ref'orm, to correct this situation, has been started
in a few iii]uropean countries, and a beginning
has been made in India, but in general direct
action on this \\icier reform of taxation still 1..e-
mains for the future. In less developed coun-
tries, where there has been a considerable infla-
tion since th.e prewar period, changes in land.
taxes have often lagged behind changes in farm
price levels, and this has provided some relief
from the tax burden, on agriculture. "Recent trends
in agricultural price levels compared to general
price level.s, however, are tending to cancel this out.

PRICE POLICIES AS 1VIEANS OF
IMPLEMENTING AGRICULTURAL
PROGRAMS
In nearly all countries price policies became one

of the main tools for implementing postwar agri-
cultural programs, and the gradual evolution of
such poli.cies with changing conditions is one of
the most important and instructive chapters of
postwar agricultural history.
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Most countries emerged from the war with more
or less comprehensive systems of price controls,
im.posed originally as a means of combatting in-
flation. Relatively few of these somewhat rigid
systems, however, were able to withstand the im-
pact of postwar sh.ortages. In many countries
black markets began to siphon off ami increasing
proportion of the total output and to diminish
significantly the supplies available for distribution
on the ration. Moreover, price cei.lings could be
more effectively maintained on such commodities
as wheat or sugar, which h.ave to 'be processed Cell-
trally through mills or factories, th.an on products
such as eggs or butter which do not require cen-
tralized processing o:r distribution. Price ceilings
therefore tended to act as a deterrent on the pro-
duction of.' some badly needed basic foods and
to divert productive resources towards less essen-
tial. commodities. It thus became necessary ti)
raise th.e ceiling prices on essential foods and in
many countries there was a fairly rapid transition
from ceiling prices to incentive prices designed to
encourage production.

In some cases, however, the conflict between the
need on the one hand to encourage production and
on the oth.er to minimize inflationary pressures led
ti) elaborate and expensive systems of consumer
subsidies. It :led also to the maintenance of ra-
tioning and to state control of exports and imports,
re-inforced in the latter case by the need to con-
serve foreign currency.

In both the domestic and international spheres,
however, it was recognized that the assurance of
outlets at adequate and stable prices could be
at least as effective ami incentive to production as
high but unstable and fluctuating prices. This
recognition helped to SOrrle extent in reconciling
the incentive and anti-inflationary policies. Many
countries guaranteed 1.yrices to domestic producers
at ami adequate, but not unduly high, level.
Similarly, assurances of outlets made exporting
countries ready to accept, long-term contracts at
prices somewhat 1.0Wer than COUld 11.ave been ob-
tained immediately on the open market.

Later, as supply conditions became easier, the
emphasis in price policy shifted to stabilizing farm
receipts or farm incomes ; to the selective expan-
sion of agricultural output ; and to the limitation
of government fiscal liabilities. In this phase,
incentive prices changed in relative importance
by comparison with other .forms of direct elle011r-
agem.ent to specific branches of production, which
had always been in use as auxiliaries to incentive
prices.

()ver the wol.14 as a whole, during the postwar



period, there have at all times been sc.nne countries
and regions in the first phase and others in the
second. For instance, in the United States and
Canada, the problem of low agricultural output
never arose and the price policy was directed.
towards supplying export requirements or safe-
guarding farm incomes and finding outlets for
expanding production. 1P,y contrast, some Latin
American countries are still attempting to cope
with, th.e problem of combining incentive prices
with anti-inflationary measures. Again, while
nearly all th.e United .1X-ingdom long-term contracts
have now either expired or been rescinded or trans-
formed, a number of countries in the Far East
have only recently entered into long-term contracts
concerning the supply and purchase of rice.

Farm Price and Income Policies

In setting producer prices or in guaranteeing
farm incomes, governments have usually found it
necessary to take account of the prices paid to
farmers, of the prices of other agricultural commod-
ities, and of changes in supply/demand conditions.
According to circumstances these -factors have
varied in relative importance for price determina-
tion and in the methods of implementing policy.

Where these factors could not be taken into ac-
count because of lack of statistical data, farm
prices have been expressed in fixed money terms
somewhat arbitrarily determined 'without reference
to, for example, movements in producers' costs.
In order to find a satisfactory price :level, govern-
ments frequently h.ave been forced to proceed
on a tri.al and error basis, and such . prices have
often had tu be revised in order to _keep them in
line with fluctuating economic conditions. For
example, during the korean export boom, the
purchasing power of fixed producer prices for
stable foods, particularly rice in some Far Eastern
countries, declined sharply in relation to the rap-
idly rising prices of export crops, and later of
farm requisites, and in some instances difficulties
WOrC caused by shifts of hand from foods to export
crops. In such circumstances an arbitrarily fixed
money price can only provide short-term security
to the farmer, and if not revised in time it may
defeat the very purpose for which it was establish-
ed. Again where prices are falling it may involve
the government in heavy deficiency payments, as
1.ecently in Ceylon.

In a number of countries essentially depending
on agricultural exports (Argentina, Burma, Thai-
land., British and French African territories) the
policy adopted Ivas to insulate domestic produ-
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cer prices from world prices. As a rule a central-
ized marketing agency pays the producer a price
related, not so much to world market prices at
which the agency sells, as to domestic prices. Orig-
inally th.e intention WaS mainly to stabilize pro-
ducers' real. returns, but NN,here the product d.omi-
nates the economy the over-all dom.estic price level
can. be largely controlled by its price (e. g. cocoa
on the Gold Coast, rice in. Burma). During the
postwar period of high . prices, large revenues ac-
crued in many cases from export profits which, as
explained elsewhere, were sometimes used for fi-
nancing agricultural development. In some coun-
tries, indeed, the raising of revenue appeared to
become the main COUCCM, as in Argentina during
the first Five Year Plan ami to sonie extent in
iLiminta in respect to rice exports, and producer
prices were kept at a level which in time probably
discouraged production.

One difficulty in fixing producer prices is to
establish price levels for different agricultural
products which will secure the desired balance of
production. This difficulty is increased if prices of
some important commodities are fixed while others
are left to find their ONNTI. level. A second difficulty
is to establish a price level fin r agricultural in rela-
tion to other products vhich will maintain a rea-
sonable relation between incomes in agriculture
and in other sectors of the economy. Many exam-
ples could be quoted of such difficulties arising.

In more developed countries a number of more
complex methods have been adopted for fixing
farm prices. First, there is the parity system,
whereby farm prices are related tu ami index of
prices of commodities and services bought by farm-
ers. The most notable example is to be fbund in
the United States but it is, or has :been, in force
elsewhere, as in 'japan. By the -United States par-
ity system, even fc.r commodities covered by i.t,

farm prices are not tied precisely to the cost uf
goods and services farmers purchase, being free to
vary above the pie-determined percentage of par-
ity ratio. For all comm.odities the ratio of prices
received to paid has in fact varied considerably
during the years since th.e .war. Nor are incomes
stabilized, since they can vary appreciably with
the volume of production. The parity system, based
on supply, demand and price relationships of a much
earlier peri.od, became progressively :less adapted
to th.e needs of the period as world shortages be-
came less acute and exports tended. to decline, and
the 'United States government found itself faced
with heavy price support liabilities. Various mod-
ifications of the parity system, such as progres-
sive reduction and more flexible application of the



parity ratio and the linking of price support with
production restriction through, acreage allotment,
which had in fact been provided for in the original
enactment, have recently tended to obviate some
of its more obvious drawbacks.

A simpler variant of the parity formula, found
in Australia, South Africa, the Philippines, Brazil,
Uruguay, Argentina and Chile, as well as in a num-
ber of European countries, was to relate the farm
price of a commodity to its estimated cost of pro-
duction or to estimated changes in the cost of pro-
duction. This system is relatively easy and cheap
to operate, but all countries basing farm prices on
cost of production calculations have run into
trouble at various times because of movements in
factors not adequately taken care of by the price
formula. For instance in Brazil, the farm price for
cotton based on cost of production estimates got
Out of line with world prices ; and Australia 110 W
has to sol.ve the problem of aligning farm prices
for dairy products, related to production costs,
with those obtainable in domestic and overseas
markets.

In the U.S.S.R. agricultural producers receive
three different prices for their products according
to their disposal : (i) as compulsory delivery, (ii)

as sales to the state, or (iii) on the free market. A
move towards incentive prices was made in 1953
by reducing the compulsory delivery quotas and
sh.arply increasing prices for state purchases and
compulsory deliveries of m.eat, dairy products,
potatoes, vegetables, flax and hemp seeds. The
profits realized by the kolkhozes and the peasants
on account of increased prices both for compul-
sory deliveries and state purch.ases were estimated
in 1953 at 45 percent above those in 1952. But
the total gains may have been smaller as it ap-
pears that increased sales to the state may have
reduced the supplies available for sale on the free
market. Such, reductions might have been an in-
centive for peasants to produce more on their pri-
vate plots, but so far this seems to have been the
case only for hog prod.uction. On the whole it ap-
pears th.at the measures adopted in the U.S.S.R.,
and those on the same lines in associated coun-
tries, have not yet attained their objectives.

The United Kingdom, Sweden, Norway and
Switzerland have by their price policies attempted
to control the level of farm incomes as a whole, as
well as adjusting agricultural production to chang-
ing requirements. Here farm prices are .fixed by
.reference to an advance estimate of total farm in-
come, taking into account the possibility of changes
in the volume of production and estimates of th.e
.volume and cost of farm inputs. This system permits

a highly selective use of incentive prices for the pur-
pose of encouraging a particular branch of pro-
duction with.in the general framework of agricul-
tural policy and the desired limit of subsidy liabil-
ities. Incomes are able to benefit from rising pro-
ductivity but are subject to fluctuations caused
by chance factors such as the weath.er and unfore-
seeable changes in the general price level. The
pm-conditions necessary for income stabilization
in this form are, however, only to be found in coun-
tries where agricultural production is primarily
for domestic consumption, and wh.ere farm income
represents only a small proportion of the national
income, and where the administrative requirement
of extensive statistical services exist. Although
other price support schemes may in the long run
evolve towards a system of over-all farm income
stabilization, it is unlikely that the exact methods
developed by these European countries vill
capable of very widespread application elsewhere.

NloSt schemes of farm price or income control
have seen the growth. of farm pressure groups
designed to influence price policy in directions
favorable to agricultural producers. In the
United Kingdom and Sweden, for instance, ne-
gotiation between the government and producers
is an integral part of price fixing and. producers
may, under some circumstances, be able to obtain
more price and other concessions than the govern-
ment would grant of its own accord. In the cost
of production system, price fixing has not been a
simple matter of applying an agreed formula, but
has necessitated reconciliation of divergent views
by producer groups and the government, as for
example for rice prices in the Philippines and
wool prices in Uruguay. In the United States
producer pressure groups endeavor to influence
the timing, extent and direction of changes in
support prices and attendant provisions. By and
large it seems safe to state that whatever system
of producer price control is adopted, the actual
outcome depends to a large extent on a process
of bargaining.

Problems of Implementing Producer Price
Policies

As already noted, policies of price incentives or
price guarantees to agricultural producers often
.necessitated the maintenance of state control of
distribution and foreign trade, and not infrequently
subsidies to producers or to consumers as well.

In many food deficit countries, for example,
the distribution of both domestic and imported
supplies .was undertaken by the government. In



other countries the govermnent purch.ased enough
of the supplies to be able to control the general
level of prices on an otherwise free domestic mar-
ket. In some cases, as in India, domestic sup-
plies were purchased at a level not requiring
subsidies, though substantial subsidies on import-
ed foodstuffs were then often necessary to bring
the prices down to the domestic level or to keep
them within the reach of low income groups. In
other cases, for example Switzerland, consu.mers
paid the full price corresponding to farm support
level, and the market was maintained by limita-
tions on imports.

In exporting countries too, domestic prices had
frequently to be insulated from th.ose obtain-
ing on world markets. For example in the United
States, the parity system, combined with import
duties and quotas on some products such as but-
ter and cheese, and various measures to assist
exports maintained prices to domestic consumers
well above the levels ruling in international trade.
In many other exporting countries domestic con-
sumer prices were insulated against the inflationary
pressure of high export prices. In some countries,
including Callada, Australia and Denmark, ceil-
ing prices were enforced. In other countries, par-
ticularly where the export commodity is predom-
inant in the national economy, e.g. rice in Burma
and 'Thailand, domestic consumer prices Were
controlled indirectly by diversion of export prof-
its into government revenue through export taxes
or export monopolies, adequate domestic sup-
plies being ensured by quantitative export con-
trol. Similarly in th.e United States in one year
there was an unexpectedly short cotton crop,
and in this case, too, export limitations were used
to keep domestic prices well below international
prices. Export duti.es to recapture some of the
windfall gains for the government, to fight inflation
and prevent too great a diversion from food crops
to export crops were widely used during export
booms, in, among others, Ear Eastern countries,
Egypt and the British African territories. Again,
where the domestic matket was not insulated from
the international, dorn.estic consumer prices c.)f

export commodities were in some cases subsidized,
as for example, dairy products in New Zealand.

Because of the burden of subsidies and the cost
of the elaborate administrative machinery there
Ivas a move towards a restoration of free markets,
but progress was only h.alting and experienced
many setbacks, particularly in the Far East,
where the acute shortage of food grains continued
until the 1952/53 harvest. Distribution an.d con-
sumer price controls have now been adandoned

most countries ; au e-xception for instance is
japan where price incentive policies for producers
are continued. In Latin Am.erica, policies design-
ed to check inflation by consumer price controls
were adopted only in more recent years and are
still in force in a number of countries, e.g. Chile
and Mexico.

:Foreign trade in agricultural products still
remains to a large extent under government con-
trol. Thus many European and Far Eastern
countries continue their import monopolies or
other controls for essential foods, partly for bal-
ance of payments reasons and partly to stabilize
both consumer and farm prices by regulating
supply levels. Schemes to stabilize supplies and
prices in spi.te of crop variations by use of govern-
ment stocks are in fact being increasingly adopted
in Far-Eastern food grain defici.t countries as a
permanent policy. The recent :larger supplies
have provided ami opportunity to start building
up the necessary reserves in some countries. In
many other countries public agencies have been
established under the joint control of representa-
tives of trade aun farm groups with power to pro-
mote orderly marketing, license handlers, control
supplies, and thus stabilize prices. In Western.
Germany, for .instance, imported grains, sugar,
meat and dairy products pass through a public
import agency before they may be traded in do-
mestic markets, so that both timing and volume
of distribution can be controlled.

The burden of subsidies has been gradually
reduced, partly by allowing consumer prices to
rise and partly by the gradual decline in world price
levels. Where they remain, they have increasingly
assumed the character of producer rather than
consumer subsidies. Thus in Japan rice subsidies
have been switched from import to domestically
produced supplies. In the United :kingdom farm
prices and incomes are maintained by deficiency
payments to producers, leaving actual prices to
find their OW11 levels. In this way consumers
receive much of the 'benefit of lower world prices.

But if declining .world prices have eased the
burden of subsidies in importing countries, they
have also led increasingly to export subsidies in
countries where doniestic farm prices have been
auaranteed at levels 110W above the world markett,
price. Such subsidies are not always direct. They
may take the form of trading losses. Again mul-
tiple and variable exchange mate systems, a form
of concealed export subsidy, are practised widely
in Latin America, but also in some countries of
other regions, for example Indonesia and Thailand.
By theSe systems, governments encourage exports



of certain commodities or in certain directions.
The instability of export prices inherent in this
method may at times however be discouraging
to buyers.

Increasing subsidy liabilities have also led to
modifications of producer support policies in export-
ing countries, such as reductions of support :levels,
as in the United States, or complete abandonment
of guarantees, as for example in the case of jute
in Pakistan or of cotton in :Brazil.

Other countries .have limited price guarantees
to part of time total output, e.g. quantities re-
quired for domestic consumption, leaving additional
marginal supplies to feel the 'impact of changing
conditions of siipply and demand. Thus for
wheat in France, and wheat and dairy products
in Australia, price guarantees are limited to a
major portion of the total output, the remainder,
including all or part of the exportable surplus,
being left to find its own price level.

Not all attempts to stabilize export prices imply
the use of subsidies. Another device is the price
stabilization fund, fed by taxes Or levies 014 ex-
ports when export prices are above support levels,
which is used to subsidize prices in time of world
market depressions. Such fvmds are used in
Australia for wheat and dairy products and for
major export crops in most :British and .French
.African territories. This system insulates the
producer price to an extent varying from country
to country from fluctuations in world prices, but
as sometimes operated in recent years, e.g. for
cocoa on the Gold Coast, may ha,ve provided the
producer less incentive to expand production than
would have been justified by world demand.

International Price Stabilization Efforts

Intensive controls of national markets have
led to continued government intervention in in-
ternational trade, partly with a view to support-
ing their national policies, partly to counteract the
effects of national policies elsewhere. Export-
ing countries anxious to secure outlets met itn-
porting countries seeking stability of supplies and
prices. The outcome has been a number of fleW
types of bilateral and multilateral trade agreements.

'During the early postwar period essential agri-
cultural goods in short supply \ vere distributed
in accordance with allocations established by the
International Emergency :Food Council. This
accentuated the trend towards the establishment
of government impolt and export monopolies and
the widespread practice of trading essential goods
tinder government-to-government colitracts.
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their simplest form, these government contracts
Ivere short-term agreements covering delivery of
a determined quantity Nvithin a period of one year
or less at a pie-determined price, 'which was usually
somewhat lower than prices outside the contract.
Under barter agreements, mostly concluded be-
tween two soft currency countries, \ vho exchange
two commodities essential for their economies,
prices usually run considerably above world mar-
ket prices. They are a device to circumvent for-
eign exchange difficulties and are mostly short-
term. Long-term contracts covering more than
one year partly pursued the same objective. The
United :Kingdom contracts with Commonwealth
countries aimed, in aiklition, at providing incentives
to expanding production in the exporting country,
while at the same time the somewhat lower 'prices
ruling under the contracts helped the importing
country to prevent inflation. Under such contracts
importing countries undertake to purchase deter-
mined quantities, or minimum m maximum quan-
tities at prices fixed in advance, either in absolute
terms or according to an agreed method limiting
fluctuations and thus stabilizing prices to some
extent. The 'lower price ruling under many of
these contracts may be considered the premium
paid for guaranteed markets. It also provides
some insu.rance against prices being at non-com-
petitive levels after time expiration of the contract.
While the United .Kingdom gradually terminated
long-term contra,cts after the Korean boom ami
as supplies became more abundant, new long-term
agreements have been concluded in recent years
by Burma with a number of countries in order to
assure markets for h.er rice exports. :Prices were
pie-determined for a number of years on a di-
minishing scale, but Burma has committed herself
to pass on to h.er contract partners any price con-
cession granted to any other country. This
clause may hamper the marketing of additional
surphises or cancel the price guarantee under the
contracts. A long-term 'rubber-rice barter agree-
ment concluded between Ceylon and. China sta-
bilizes the prices for both commodities at levels
above the world market. After termination of
the contract adjustment to world markets may be
difficult. 'Under long-term arrangements proClue-
don and prices tend to develop in response to one
market in insulation from world markets, particu-
larly if all or the major share of the surpluses is
traded under contract.

There was also some progress during the postwar
years in multilateral stabilization efforts. The
new postwar agreements, the International Wheat
Agreement and the International Sugar A.greement,



are more concrete and specific than earlier commod.-
ity agreements and unlike some concluded before
the war (e.g. rubber, tea) include importers as
well as exporters. -Under the International Wheat
Agreement, prices are allowed to fluctuate be-
tween certain limits, exporters being obliged to
offer determined quantities at the maximum
priees and importers to purchase quotas at the
ininimum price. Sales outside the quotas are
safficient to establish an effective world price.
The International Sugar Agreement is based oil
a system of export quintas which vary according
lo fluctuations in the market price.

Direct Inducements to Prociuction

The sometimes inflationary tendency of price
incentives has already been discussed, but there
are a number of other defects which . seem inherent
in this type of policy. For example, unless the
relative prices of different agricultural products
are very carefully adjusted, the increases tend to
be somewhat unselective and Rot necessarily fo-
eussed on the commodities most needed. Where
extensive economic and statistical analyses of
past reactions to price changes are available, as
ill the 'United States, the method may be used
with greater certainty. In some cases, propa-
ganda and even directions liad to be used to steer
production into required channels.

A main argument for price incentives is that
farmers can afford to finance improvements in
their equipment or technical methods out of their
increased profits. 113ut these may not be adequate
in the case of smaller farmers \vim may need it
most, while indifferent farmers may be too re-
sistant to technical change to take advantage of
the opportunity for improvement, offered by higher
profits. Moreover, the policy is extravagant in
that higher prices will merely swell the profits of
those farms already producing profitably at near
maximum capacity at the old price level.

In the early postwar ,vears, the need to expand
production in many countries was so acuite that
these disadvantages had to be disregarded. li,ater,
as the hunden of subsidizing incentive prices be-
came increasingly onerous, attempts were made to
find less expensive and more effective methods.
These primarily took the form of direct inducements
lo farmers to effect improvements in equipment
and technique without raising prices all round.
One method, already discussed, was to improve
credit facilities. Others included measures to
reduce the cost to 'farmers of certain essential
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production requisites, or the provision of direct
grants for specific farming operations.

Many countries, for example, have subsidized
farmers' means of production, the commonest
being fertilizers, machinery and fuel. In some
countries these subsid:y operations h.ave been
rather transitory ; feo' instance, a practice common
to a :number of COUlltrieS in Latin America is .for
the government to arran.ge for a limited number
of farm niachities to be sold at subsidized prices
so as to give an initial impetus to the mechani-
zation of agriculture. In others, as in the 1.1nited
Kingdom (fertilizers) and Italy (fuel or farm
machinery), such subsidies .have become a perma-
nent feature of the programs to raise production
and farm incomes. In India, a fertilizer subsidy
was introduced at a decreasing annual unit rate,
with the intention of encouraging, farmers to step
up production sufficiently to allow them to pay
for later unsubsidized supplies, while at the same
time encouraging a domestic fertilizer industry
at an economic level of output ; this proved so
successful that a considerable inciense in fertilizer
production has already become necessary. Also
to be mentioned in this category are the immerous
instances of subsidy and even free supply of im-
proved seeds and other planting material, or the
provision of improved seed grain in exchange for
an equal quantity of the farmers' OW11. production.
This not only supports directly the general aim
of agricultural expansion, but also serves the pu'-
poses of technical education.

The most elaborate exaMples of subsidies or
grants for specific farming operations are to be
found in the United Kingdom, e.g. the grants
for pkitighing, up grassland which has lucen out
of cultivation for a number of years, or in the
United States for certain soil conservation prac-
tices. In addition, there i.s the more indirect
form cif assistance through subsidized services,
such as machinery pools, artificial insemination,
pest control or 'technical advice. II erC govern-
m.ent expenditure is directly reflected in improved
management methods or a higher technical stand-
ard leading to greater output or higher incomes.

The experience that countries have afready liad
with these direct inducements to expand produc-
tion has shown th.at they are less expensive than
incentive prices and suggests that they are capable
of a good (leal wider adaptation and flexibility.
Th.ey have so far been used in most countries as
supplements to the general policy of incentive
prices, but the changing agricultural situation has
'lent them a greater importance and there is now
better appreciation of' their value for maintaining



farm incomes, e.g. for social reasons, or for the
selective expansion of production in conditions of
relatively abundant supply. They may even offer
a,n acceptable alternative to price incentive policies
in free market conditions when guaranteed prices
can no longer be maintained.

Price Policy and Marketing Problems

Parallel vith the development of price policy in
response to changes in the world agricultural sit-
uation, the attitude to marketing problems has
undergone a marked change. In the early part
of the period, in the face of overwhelming demand
for increased production following the wartime
shortages, improving marketing arrangements re-
ceived relatively little attention. Governments
:preferred to accept and crystallize marketing sy-
stems in th.eir prewar forms rather than seek im-
provements likely to provoke trade resistance,
even though it was realized that price incentives
might sometimes not re,ach the farmer, being
siphoned off into the marketing system. This
is especially true in the under-developed countries
where inefficient marketing practices are frequently
associated with retrogressive land tenure systems
and inadequate sources of credit. Reduction of
marketing margins can help maintain farm in-
comes while allowing consumers to benefit from
the general lowering of relative agricultural prices.
Most countries have recently given more at-
tention to legislation and th.c allocation of more
technical and financial rCSOltrees for the further-
ance of marketing efficiency.

In general there has been a sharp contrast be-
tween the handling of export commodities and of
goods produced f'or domestic markets. The for-
m.er come under the direct influence of buyers
controlled from the destination points and
acutely conscious of competitive, standards and
performance. Whereas the marketing of com-
modities exported to the 'United. States and Western
Europe is influenced by the standards of those
countries, the spread in domestic marketing effi-
ciency is extremely wide.

In the .more advanced countries the last decade
has seen further refinements in labor economy and
retail. salesmanship. In the United States mech-
anized handling and retail self-service have
been associated with the -provision of almost, all
household requirements at single convenient loca-
tions. At the same time there has been a 'marked
increase in the services rendered to consumers by
food retailers in sorting, packing, washing, prepar-
ing for cooking and even pre-cooking. The rapid
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extension of quick-freezing methods and low tem-
perature sales cabinets in the food trade has ex-
tended the marketing life and raised the quality
of perishable meats and vegetables at the consump-
tion point. Because of the increase in services
.rendered, however, the distributive margin has
tended to widen and declines in food prices at
the producer level since 1952 had very little re-
flection in lower prices to United States consumers.
Large volume sales by single enterprises .have per-
mitted direct procurement from producing areas
and by-passing of wholesale .markets and inter-
mediaries. Decentralization is especially evident
in the meat trade. Major grocery chains have
set up th.eir own purchasing departments, notably
for fresh fruit and vegetables. In spite of some
movement to less congested sites, wholesale prod-
lice markets are steadily declining in importance.

In Western Europe some of the economies result-
ing from the wartime rationalization schemes have
been maintained, e.g. the distribution of milk
in the United :Kingdom. Though controls have
been relaxed, no real attempt has been made to
restore the old pattern of duplicatory retail deliv-
ery services. The abandonment of price controls
in favor of deficiency payments at the farm level
has given the market mechanisms freedom to
express shades of consumer preference in terms
of differential returns to producers and handlers.
In this wa,y the nature of consumer demand for
different types of meat, eggs and cereals in the
United Kingdom is clearly identified. With the
termination of rationing and trade allocations,
consumer demand analysis and sales techniques
have been taken up .with renewed in.terest.

In many countries pressure for orderly market-
ing procedures has led to the establishment of
public agencies under the joint control of represen-
tatives of trade and farm groups. They ha,ve
been given full power to regulate marketing pro-
cedures, license handlers, inspect business premises,
control' market flows and divert supplies into al-
ternative uses. In most cases price stabilization
is the primary objective with th.e improvement of
quality standards and marketing efficiency as a
justification to the consumer.

Some of the most interesting developments have
occurred_ in Asia where governments have made
extensive use of state and co-operative organ-
izations to implement governme.nt purchase policies
and are now directing them to the ta,sk of freeing
peasant farmers from financial servitude to local
merchants. The .Kopra Foundation operating in
the outer .isla,nds of Indonesia promotes purchases
from drying co-operatives rather tha,n commercial



intermediaries. The ACCFA marketing organiza-
tion is constructing its own mills and warehouses
in the -.Philippines. In these countries co-operative
credit and warehousing programs are being discuss-
ed or are under way to help relieve needy producers
of the compulsion to sell their crops immediately
after harvest.

Agricultural marketing cc.)-operatives have been
a mainstay of farmer bargaining power in many
parts of the world. Specialized fruit and nut
co-operatives in California frequently include as
many as 85 percent uf the growers. By selling
through a single agency the weakness of the indi-
vidual producer, who controls an insignificant part
uf the crop, is converted unto one of joint semi-
monopolistic strength. Both in the -United States
and Scandinavia marketing co-operatives fre-
quently carry the product through the wholesale
Stages, thus substantially reducing the proportion
uf the consumer price accruing to market interme-
diaries. Under the aegis of benevolent authorities
marketing co-operatives have tnultiplied in Africa,
and the :Far East.

Inability to establish ami maintain recognized
quality standards has been a major cause of high
margins in primitive markets. In setting 'up the
-Bombay Milk Scheme, the government intervened
directly to provide an improved supply ofhigh
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quality milk, together with lower-fat " toned
milk at greatly reduced prices, and to provide low-
cost distribution. In Thailand, an FAO training
center on rice grading taught a staff of local workers
to introduce and enforce improved grades. The
altplication of quality standards to grains has
been most successful wh.ere grade specification is
made a condition of price support and storage
credit.

With the establishment at strategic points of
modern packing, cleaning and storage facilities,
the Near Eastern countries have been able to
develop new export markets for dried fruits and
grains. The new 'meat packing plant for Ethio-
pia is illustrative of the investment and construc-
tion needed if the produce of such countries is
to reach distant markets in good condition. .Both.

the tropical American countries and the rice pro-
ducers of Asia are now embarked upon extensive
constrnction programs. The -Hong Kong fruit and
vegetable, and fish markets are outstanding in-
stances 'where the provision of display and storage
premises, transport 'vehicles and auction methods
of price determination has become the basis of
an e.fficient local marketing machine, with a great-
ly increased proportion of the retail price returned
to the producer.

Apart from time development of market informa-
tion on forestry products and better grading serv-
ices, the improvement of timber marketing condi-
tions and facilities has gone a long step forward.
-Better production methods and storage possibil-
ities have increased the value of the commodities
marketal, and while before the war great quantities
of wood deteriorated as a result of inefficient
or even non-existent storage facilities, new
and rational storage systems today have reduced
the cleterioration and waste to incomparably lower
levels.

IMPROVING PUBLIC SERVICES IN
AGRICULTURE

Extension Services
A 'most significant postwar development, vital

for the progress of' postwar agriculture, :has been
the establishment of independent extension serv-
ices in a large number of' countries. Previously,
with the exception of a few of the more advanced
countries, education work with farmers was of a,
very limited character, and was carried out in
conjunction with regulatory, research or other ac-
tivities. Extension work as a sideline to admin-
istrative duties of departments of agriculture, Or as
a part-time activity of research workers and teach-
ers, (lid not provide the intensity of effort :needed
to bring about change in agricultural practices.
Independent agricultural extension services have
now been established in the majority of countries
and are in various stages of development: The
task ah.cad is to intensify and expand these serv-
ices to the point where every farmer has direct
contact with the service, and where the service
is adequately staffed and financed for providing
technical guidance in all fields of agricultural
development.

A second. significant development, particularly
to be noted in the Far East, has been a broaden-
ing of' orientation of extension systems, with em-
phasis still upon agriculture but allowing for co-or-
dination of agricultural education, health, and
other services to rural people. These systems are
in contrast to the more traditional agricultural ex-
tension services which operate under th.e ministries
of agriculture. This broader approach . has grown
out of: (i) recognition of the need for attacking
simultaneously the problems of food production,
health, literacy, etc ; (ii) the necessity to use
most effectively the limited human aun physical
resources avail.able ; and (iii) the absence of non-
governmental facilities and sources of supply for
rural improvement in. many countries. (-. .ommun-



ity development programs of India, Pakistan, and
a number of other countries are examp.les of this
type of development. In order to reach every
farm and village with agricultural, health and
other services, these countries are forming groups
of multi-purpose workers on the village level.
These are rural people with some education
who are being trained and carefully supervised
to perform selected educational tasks. Thus a
limited number of technically trained workers in
'various fields can impart their knowledge to
th.ousands of :farmers and villagers.

,Lack of technically trained personnel has made
progress much slower in the establishment of'

satisfactory forest services. The few competent
technicians are furthermore mostly centralized in
the big cities. -Under the guidance of :FAO and
aided by its technical assistance program, countries
have 11.01V started to establish schools for :foresters
and fellowships for students from smaller countries.

Another outstanding deVelopment of postwar
extension is art increasing recognition of the role
of women and youth in rural improvement. The
41 Clubs movement in the 'United States and
-Young Farmers' Clubs in the -United King-
dom were forerunners of a world-wide develop-
ment of rural youth work. Since the \ var this
movement has spread to Latin Am.erica and to
countries of the -Far East. Home economics exten-
sion services are, still in their infancy except in
the -United States and a few other countries, but
the need i.s recognized and encouraging results are
being achieved throughout Northern Europe,
and in other regions.

Marketing extension as a consistent public service
is largely confined to North America. In the
United States the 'Research. and Marketing Act of
1946 furnished substantial financial assistance to
marketing research projects which proved of
immediate value in the improvement of agricultur-
al marketing efficiency. By 1954 there were over
300 marketing specialists in the -United States
extension service at tire different colleges of agri-
cultural and home economics, advising on all
aspects of the marketing process.

Elsewhere the organizations entrusted with
education and extension responsibilities have
tended to give less attention to marketing tiran to
other aspects of agriculture. The basic difficulty
has been that marketing services must extend
beyond the farm and cover all the successive in-
termediaries wh,o constitute the channels between
the farmer and the consumer and over whom
the farmer has no control. It is for this reason
that, apart from North. America, marketing exten-
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sion has only developed fully where, as in Denmark,
agricultural co-operatives do in fact control the
later phases of marketing, appreciate the implica-
tions of processing, transportation and merchandiz-
ing problems and are thus able to direct their
members along lines \Oriel' reflect a progressive
balancing of marketing and production interests.

A great (leal oil the stimulus to organizing or im-
proving existing extension services has come froin
technical assistance and has largely been pro-
vided by FAO, ,F0A and various private founda-
tions. FA() has organized regional meetings and
training centers which have stimulated in ember
countries to develop and improve their extension
services. The Inter-American Institute of Agri-
cultural Science has conducted research. in exten-
sion methods and has oroanized trainino- centers
for extension workers throughout the :Latin Amer-
ican republic's. The United States bilateral pro-
grams have provided direct technical assistance
in this field, and in addition have instigated a
project under which individual governments en-
ter into agreements with agricultural colleges in
the 'United States, whereby tire latter provide per-
sonnel for the development and operation of na-
tional schools of agriculture, experiment stations
and extension services. This movement promises
eventually to provide trained staff and research
facilities for continuing agricultural development
in participating countries.

Agricultural Research

'Progress in agricultural research has been ex-
tremely 'rapid since tire war in many countries. In
the less developed regions, however, a shortage
of trained personnel and absence of experimental
facilities have remained formidable obstacles. This
uneven progress has been counteracted in part
by programs for exchanging research literature ano l
the movement of scientists between countries -for
study and training 01t a scale unknown before
the war. Through such exchanges deficiencies
have become more obvious and a number of coun-
tries have taken the first steps to place their agri-
cultural research on, a suitable scientific level
based on systematic work under their specific
conditions.

Immediately following the war Europeart coun-
tries directly affected by hostilities found the
rebuilding of' research facilities a difficult but Ur-
gent task. 'Trained personnel had to be re-as-
sembled, contacts with workers inc other countries
re-established and new equipment obtained. Manir'
of the most important agricultural research insti-



talons in Europe were thus unable to commence
effective work for some time. The vast postwar
rehabilitation programs provided equipment,
technical literature, and in some cases even funds
for the rebuildifig of damaged agricultural research
:facilities in .Europe. In Asia, particularly in China.
Korea and to a lesser extent in ,lapan, much the
same postwar situation was :found. In these
countries too, the rehabilitation program was
instrumental in placing research on a sounder
:footing.

The advanced countries no directly affected by
military operations were in somewhat the same
position. In North America key staff was scatter-
ed, many research programs interrupted in favor
of emergency work, and worn-out eqUipment often
.impossible to replace. :But the research institu-
tions of these countries recovered quickly.

After the \val, numerous new techniques such as
the use of radioactive isotopes opened new fields.
'ftese techniques have advanced so fast that
agricultural researd) workers found it imperative
to develop better ways to facilitate international
co-operation among those engaged in similar field.s
of \void:. As agricultural research grew more
complex and expensive, countries have increasingly
sought was of fostering co-ordination of research
programs both internally and internationally.
This tendency became particularly evident in
Europe where, after discussions extending over
several years, a special sub-committee on a,gricul-
tural research was formed under the FA(.) European
Committee on Agriculture. In Europe there has
also been a rising interest in more extensive inter-
country movement of research scientists and
exchange oh information on projects under way.
In the Far :East th.e FAO International Rice
Commission has fostered the organization of a
broad-scale rice hybridization project which cov-
ers all the rice producing countries. This is an
outstanding example oh a co-ordinated research,
project in a single field bringing benefits to many
countries.

In many less developed countries there has
been. a marked illerCaSe. of interest in agricultural
research as the benefits for each country in foster-
ing Its own agricultural research program have
become better understood. in Iraq, for example,
a completely Ile \V agricultural research admin-
istration has been designed and is now in the
process of coming into operation with the help
of technical assistance experts. In Central Amer-
ica, FAO is calling a meeting of research admin-
istrators to discuss ways of strengthening the
organization of research. As in the case of ex-
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tension work, the technical aid programs of the
ijnited Nations and the specialized agencies, as
well as those of the -United States and the Colombo
Plan, have helped the development of agricultural
research programs. However, the training of
research scientists is still a substantial stum-
bling block in the way of effective research organ-
ization. 'Technical assistance experts have in
many cases filled the gap by providing some
training on the spot, but many countries still
have a long \\ray to go. Fellowship programs can
provide valuable supplementary training abroad
and returned fellows are now beginning to
contribute to agricultural research in their linme
countries.

Agricultural Marketing

Public services in the fie.k1 of agricultural market-
ing have been in existence for many decades in a
number of countries in the -Western Hemisphere,
complementing and facilitating the work of pri.-
vate marketing agencies. In North. America, espe-
cially in the -United States, the provision of official
market 11CWS reports, crop reports, and outlook in-
formation has been developed to a high degree
of perfection. :Recently, as a result of the pres-
sure of surplus disposal problem.s, -United. States
government agencies have given greater emph.asis
to guidance and promotion of technological
research aimed at finding 11CW uses and markets.

In Europe intergovernmental agencies have
initiated programs to facilitate marketing of
agricultural products. In 1950 the Economic
Commission for Europe established a Working
:Party on Standardization of Perishable .Products,
which in collaboration with. FAO has been studYing
proposals for standardization of trade in cheese and
eggs, and standard grades and quality controls for
fruits and vegetables. A draft agreement contain-
ing provisions to be appli.ed. in Europe for th.e com-
mercial standardization and quality control of
fresh fruits a,nd, vegetables moving into internation-
al trade has been submitted to governments, and
:recommendations been made on minimum quality
requirements for potatoes and citrus fruits. The
stand.ardization of conditions of sale for cereals
and. citrus fruit is under study. The ()EEC is
also taking an increasing interest in improving
marketing services in Europe. In the field of
fruits and vegetables the establishment of a Euro-
pean Market Inform.ation Service is of particular
interest.

In the Near East and the :Far East some govern-
ments have become increasingly concerned in



the various public aspects of marketing, includ-
ing the collection, compilation and dissemination
of marketing information and development of
grades and standards. The Turkish government
has established the Office of Standardization in
the Ministry of Economy and Commerce. Prior-
ity is given to export crops and it is hoped that
gradually the present program of standardization.
and inspection will be extended to major domestic
farm products as well.

In .India the Directorate of Marketing and In-
spection has continued the publication of marketing
studies on specific commodities. Grading under the
Agricultural Produce (Grading and Marketing)
Act, of 1937 was extended to a number of com-
modities such as vegeta,ble oils, butter, fruits,
fruit products and eggs. Plans are under way
to improve market information by establishing a
central market inform.ation service.

The, " regulated markets " in India eliminate
the crudest aspects of primitive bargaining. Here
.market authorities supervise weights and mea,sures,
fix charges and sanitary standards and provide in-
formation on prices and the volume of movement
between markets. New legislation will provide
for a decimal currency and unifOrm weights and
measures. In Pakistan, the Ministry of Agricul-
ture has initiated the preparation and publication
of marketing reports and studies. Prior to the
establishment of a grading system for wool, a
handbook for grading of wool was published. In
Thaila,nd the government has recently appointed
a committee to study means of controlling the
quality of Thai export commodities and formulate
grading descriptions. The possibility of establish-
ing an objective system of grading based on writ ten
descriptions is imder study. In CeylOn th.e Market-
ing Departm.ent 11.as expanded its marketing in-
formation services and the advertizing of local
produce ; the chief organ uf information is the
monthly circular " Marketing Intelligence " of
\vhich about fifteen thousand copies are issued.
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:Proposed definitions of uniform standard grades
for rice on an international level were the subject
of discussion at meetings organized by FA() in
1953 and 1954 in Bangkok and Rangoon on the
economic aspects of the rice industry.

In Libya an advisor from RAO has assisted in
introducing a law requiring all citrus exported
to be sorted, cleaned, graded and packed accord-
ing to acceptable export quality standards. As a
result, the 1953/54 crop was sold at approximately
double the previous export price, while only a
relatively small investment was required in pack-
ing and grading equipment. In many African
territories the establishment of grade standards,
with wide premiums paid for quality, for important
export crops has stimulated considerable improve-
ment in quality. In Nigeria for instance, the
proportion of palm oil purchases in the " special
food use grade rose from one percent in 1950 to
50 percent in 1953.

In forestry, marketing information centers and
services have been or are being developed in most
parts of the world, either in connection with the
forest service or sponsored by trade and industrial
organizations. More efficient market information
and better public understanding of its utility
are today essential features of most countries'
forest CCOROnly. This progress has been sitpple-
mented by the creation of marketing organizations
and establishment of adequate graxling rules fcir
species only introduced on the market after the
war, particularly in respect of hardwoods from
Asia, Africa and Latin America. Parallel with
this development old and often obsolete grad-
ing rules for traditional commercial species in
Europe and North America have been revised amo l
improved to correspond better with today's re-
quirements. This work has been undertaken by
experts in either national forest services or by
research institutes or other personnel employed
for the sole purpose of establishing or revising
the grading systems.



AGRICULTURE

Changes in agricultural technology and re-
source development are usually difficult to dis-
cern from year to year and even more difficult to
measure. .For this reason The ,S7ate of Food and

riculture usually provides little information on
this basic subject. The present ten-year review
has provided an opportunity to make good this
deficiency insolar as the data permit. Despite the
inadequacy of the, available information, at lea,st
part of the story can be told.

Water Use and Control
Programs for better Ilse UAW'01 Of water

Lave played a major part in the struggle of the
postwar decade to increase food and agricultural
production. In the arid and semi-arid areas such as
the Near East, parts of Latin America, \Vestern
United States aun inland Australia, the main em-
phasis has been on bringing under cultivation arcas
hitherto devoted to extensive grazing or even des-
ert lands. In Southeast Asia, with abundant but
seasonal monsoon rains, the main objective has
been a controlled water supply system instead of
inundation flooding during th.e traditional crop-
ping period ; some attention has ulso been given
to the provision of irrigation during the dry
season. In the humid and semi-hurnid regions
with year-round rainfall, as in Northwestern
Europe and Eastern United States interest has
centered on supplementary sprinkler irrigation.
-In several areas primary attention has been given
to control of floods, drainage, and problems of
water-logging and salty land.

Progress in developing water resources has been
uneven, but in a number of' important countries
it has been a decade of considerable achievement.
Except in regions where the war ha,d little impact
on economic development, specifically in the Amer-
icas, little progress was visible during the first
half of the decade, but later events have shown
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tliat this was a perio(,l of active preparatary work.
.11)uring the second half of the period the work has
begun to gain momentum in many countries.

Quite the most outstanding progress has been
made in certain countries of the Far East, where
a tremendous im.petus has been given to programs
for utilizing more of' the abundant water supplies
fin the benefit of agriculture. This is important not
only because of the direct effects of irrigation on crop
;viekls, but because a controlled water supply pro-
vides a much sounder economic basis for improve-
ments in farming technique, such as using .fer-
tilizers, improved seeds and better cultural meth-
ods. Development of water resources is thus
the spearhead of the drive for raising crop yields
in India, I'hiere the irrigation program i.s probably
the largest in the world aiming at doubling the
area under irrigation (already nearly 20 million
hectares before the war) within two decades. Prac-
tically no engineering progress was made until
.1951, but in the first three years of the :Five Year
Plan over 3 million hectares were added to the ir-
rigated area and around 5 million hectares
have been brought under irrigation up to March
1955. Pakistan also has undertaken a number of'
ireally large projects. Although it is too early to
obtain precise figures, accomplishments durilig the
decade may approach three-quarters ,of a million.
hectares. A steadily progressing irrigation program
in Thailand has brought over 400,000 hectares under
irrigation between 1947 and 1955, an increase of
nearly 70 percent. In other lEar Eastern coun-
tries programs have been on a much smaller scale
and some have still not reached the construetion
stage, but in the region as a whole probably be-
tween 6 and 7 million hectares have been added to
the irrigated area during the last decade.

In the Near East many countries have large
and medium-scale projects under .way but the rate
of progress has often been rather uneven. It is
possible that by the end of the decade a total of
nearly half a million hectares may have been added

Chapter IV - PROGRESS I\ TECHNOLOGY AND IN THE
UTILIZATION OF PHYSICAL RESOURCES



to the irrigated area of about I I niIIioii hectares.
In the Mediterranean arca of Southern Europe
ctnd the North African littoral, a few large projects
have been executed, but tire further development
of water resources has progressed rather slowly
on the whole.

The refion showing the second greatest advance
is Latin Amen ca, tvhere around 1.5 millhm hec-
tares have been brought under irrigation, an in-
crease of about 25 percent. FIere again the record
is very different from country to country, Mexico
being responsible for about half of the total. As a
result of this progress, irrigation facilities are 110W
available (01 ateas representing about 20 percent
of the cultivated auca in the Far East, about 15
percent in the Near East and about 7 1/, percent
in Latin America.

Jul the Western United States the princij rog-
ress has been in developing ground water. ( ver-
all progress in irrigation has been considerably
below that of some earlier decades. In Australia
reservoirs under construction will more than (lim-
bic the capacity of existing dams, which have pro-
vided irrigation water for about half a million hec-
tares in the southeast, but actual additions to the
irrigated area during the decade are not known.

Information from the 17.S.S.R. and China is of
a piecemeal nature, but does indicate that in these
regions there huts been ver y substantial progress
in irrigation development in th.e second half of the
decade. In the i. '.5.5. five major irrigation proj-
ects announced in 1950, aml schecluled for com-
pletion by 1958, would irrigate an area in OXCC88
Of 6 mill ion hectares, but the rate of' achievement
is unknown. Irrigation programs in China may
be developing at a rate more or less comparable
to that reached in India.'

In several temperate climate ateas where a
more advanced stage of development has already
been reached, irrigation is beginning to be used on
a large scale to provide even more intensified agri-
eultural production, either by preventing moisture
deficiency during vital periods of crop growt}t or by
producing special crops. Supplemental irrigation has
been increasing rapidly during the last decade in
the Eastern "United States and Western Europe.
One of the most important factors has been the
improvement in equipment for sprinkler irrigation,
which has reached a stage of very great suitability
and adaptability at the same time that the
distribution of electric energy and fuel oils in
rural ateas has also been greatly improved.

j Data publis by tin Far Eastern Economic
Review and the Lnlorination 8crvice of ECA.F.E.
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Flowever, the tea progress achieved. in nations
parts of the world during the last decade in the
tuse and control of water resources cannot be ex-
pressed wholly in figures. The work of studying
and surveying, of' planning the actual projects and
building the basic waterworks has occupied SOVer-
al postwar years and is only now beginning to bear
fruit. In many countries, notably in the Near
East, time decade has seen the beginnings of a
syste,matic survey of water resources including
ground water, which has been greatly neglected
in many countries. 'I'he utilization of this growing
body of knowledge is a matter for the future.

As far as the planning of irrigation programs is
concerned, tu ere is still much room for improve-
ment. Too often they have lacked firm 'founda-
tions in the form of thorough suc..veys and a really
comprehensive approach, taking imito account all
factors determining their usefulness. l'fifficulties
IlaVO been experienced in juroviding a regular system
of financing for eonstruction and maintenance, or
in bringing the water to the land, and thus the
heavy investments have not always yielded their
full benefit. Sometimes construction of new ir-
rigatiout systems has been undertaken without
paying sufficient attention to the possibilities of
improving existing ones.

The conservation of ivater by the users and the
efficiency of its use could generally be greatly
improved. Considerable wastage of irrigation
water continues in some ateas, especially in Latin
America. In many ccmatries, where long :irrigation
tradition has made the farmers highly experienc-
ed, particularly ill the Near East, irrigation systems
are sometimes kept from efficient 1180 by the high
duties charged for the water. In this respect no
notable progress Call be reported except -from the
North American continent, where the efforts of
highly developed extension services, aided_ by
the systems of subsidy payments for land improve-
ment, have infituencecl irrigation ifarmers to
mprove their practices. Research on water re-

quirements for various crops has been given moro
attention to assure the most productive use of
the water available. In most arid or semi-arid
regions, real improvement c.';annot be expected on
a considerable scale as long as the countries are
not in a position to establish adequate advisory
services to demonstrate the possibilities of im-
proved irrigation practices.

Another problem of increasing concern is the
deterioration of irrigated latid (libe to soil salinity.
In spite of wide studies, especially during this last
period., annual losses in productive capacity of
irrigated lands continue to exceed greatly the,



gains from preventive measures awl reclamation.
This deterioration of valuable soil affects almost
the whole of the Near East, rnost of :West Pakistan,
a part of India, the western regions of the United
States and finally areas elsewhere. The problem
is now being controlled in the -United States but
at a cost which makes it prcihibitive in most other
countries. Although reclamation of saline soils is
vital, it, has become clear that the only solution
lies in effeetive drainage and good irrigation
practices. The need :for providing irrigated land
with an adequate system of drains has become bet-
ter appreciated during the past, dectule, but the
high costs involved continue to he a deterrent.
Iii the more humid regions, d.rainage of land
has made considerable progress, due mainly to
advancement in knowledge of requirements and
improvements in equipment.

A very important aspect is the control of Hood
Nvater. In numerous major river valleys tremen-
dous quantities of potentially valuable water are
not only periodically wasted hut destroy soil and
crops over wide ateas. Increasing emphasis has
been init on the control of floods, through com-
prehensive programs of watershed protection and
management as \vell as the building of storage
reservoirs. Among countries where important prog-
ress has been made during the last ten years in
flood control are the United States, Greece, China
(for the protection of millions of heetares along
the Yangtze, Pearl and Yellow Rivers) and
Iraq where flood control projects in the \Aradi
Tharthar and. Flabbaniya basins in the Tigris and
Euphrates valles are now nearing completion.

Soil Fertility

Under this heading some attention is paid to
methods of maiaaining soil fertility other than the
use of commercial :fertilizers. However, informa-
tion on the use of the latter is so much -fuller than
that on other aspects of tic subjeet, that they
inevitably l'eCeiVe a disproportionate share of ti te
space.

Before World War EL there were tlwee highly
industrialized regions, Northwestern :Europe, the
Ea,stern 'United Sta,tes and ,laj.ian, which produced
itnd consumed fertilizers on a large scale. The,se
areas had in common a relatively dense popula-
tion, a fairly high intensity of -farming, practices,
and soils which, without, great natural fertility,
but with a reasonably adequate supply of water,
showed a good response to fertilizers. Large
quantities of phosphates were also used in Oceania
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and substantial amounts of nitrogen in Egypt.
Rowever, high. density of population Mid pressure
to increase erOp production have not always re-
5(1 lted in the use of large quantities of conunercial
fertilizers. .For Iltita MT, the Indian suh-cmiti-
nent and China scarcely used commercial fertiliz-
ers, suite in the absence of industrial develop-
ment they could only have been obtailied at ti(i) 11

a cost, to the farmer. in ntany other arcas such
fact-mrs as lack of water, pair transportation and
sparse or inexperienced populations limited the
use of fertilizers.

.ft is this prewar pattern rather than the inune-
diate postwar position whicii provides the starting
point for studying changes during the last decade.
The general decrease in fertilizer consumption in
Europe, Northeast Asia, and Oceania between 1939
and 1945, as a result of dama,cre to fertilizer plants
and isolation from supplies, \vas a temporary phe-
nomenon. It liad, however, a major inliuence on
food supplies for several years in countries accus-
tomed to using fertilizers. ()ne really signif-
icant development during the lyar years \\,:as the
tremendous upsurge in fertilizer use in the United
States where consumption almost doubled within
a brief period. l'his trend continued into the post-
war decade.

l'ostwar recovery in the field of fertilizers was
particularly vigorous crid sustained, supplies
being utilized as soon as they became available.
Prewar levels of consumption were reached every-
where bv I 950. Thereafter world consumption
continued to rise steadily an.d. by 1953/54 liad
almost doubled as compared to prewar.

'Ile most spectacular increase has occiurred in
North Ameriea where consumption is now four
times as high . as before the wat', accounting- :for
one-t,hird oh' the world total of all fertilizers used as
against one-sixth in prewar years. Itt Europe,
Micro levels of consumption were already high,
the inerease compared with the late .19:30's is of the
order id. 50 percent. ('ons11111f)ti011 of plinsphates

in Australia, New Zectlinal and South. Africa
has doubled, but use of other nutricints remains
very low. The other three traditional intensive
users of commercial fertilizers, Japan, Egypt and
coastal Peru, are each. consuming 50 to 6(1 pereent
more than before the war. Thus there has been a
stead-y upward trend in fertilizer consmnption
countries previously accustomed tO itS tuse partly
through more intensive application. More -fa-

vorable prices have undoubtedly been a, Majo'
:factor in this rise, but a growing body of detailed
experimental knowledge and a growing ffirtilizer
consciousness among :famers also underlie the



trend, which shows no signs of changing. One
significa,nt factor has been a rapid rise in the use
of fertilizers on pastures in Europe, in Oceania and
to some extent in North America. .For instance)
in Australia the area of pastures to which arti-
ficial -fertilizer was supplied rose from 71/, million
acres in 1938-39 to 23 million acres in 1953-54.
The greater cortsurnptien of fertilizers has un-
doubtedly ma(le a significant contribution to gen-
erally higher yields in Europe, North America
and Oceania.

\l'e tutti now to the ateas where commercial
Fertilizers were either unknown or used only for
export crops hefore the war. Viewed against
levels of consumption in the regions covered in the
previous paragraph the situation has not changed
much.. These vast areas, covering most of Asia.
Africa and :Latin America, still consumed less than
-I- percent of the world's fertilizers in 1953/54.
Absence of industrial development, high trans-
port costs, low standards of education and exten-
sion services, adverse institutional conditions (e.g.
tenure, credit), inadequate experimental data, all
continue to militate against any rapid expansion
of fertilizer usage. Nevertheless, the picture is
not \ vholly unchanged. fit aggregate the coun-
tries in this group are 'tow consuming around
625,000 tons of fertilizers in terms of nutrient
content compared with 140,000 tons (1.7 percent
of the world's total) in 1938.

TABLE 1V- I. FE; RT I 1.1 Z R NSI PTIO N IN TERMS
Ole T RA D IO N AL iN D N USERS IN CHRTAIN'

11,14:GIONS;
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fa the l'ar East before the war use of chemical
fertilizers was confined to speeialized export crops.
:During recent years most governments in this
region have made special efforts to inculcate the
idea of using fertilizers on rice and oth.er basic
-food crops and have helped farmers obtain fer-
tilizers at economic prices. India, Pakistan and
the Philippines have now established one or more
plants for manufacture of nitrogenous fertilizers
and several governments have set up special organ-
izations for distribution of fertilizers at subsidized
rates and on credit. 'By 1953/54, 160,000 tons of
nitrogen, probably more than half of which on food
crops, were being used in the region (excluding
thipan an(I former territories) compared with a
prewar consumption of about 50,000 tons. Half
of this consumption was in India, -where the first
fertilizer plant to be built in Southern Asia is
now working to capacity. Although the amounts
are negligible in comparison with the crop area,
the significant fact is that a beginning has been
made. The scattering of farmers in India, Pak-
istan, Ceylon, Indonesia, the Philippines and
Thailand who have used fertilizers on rice may prove
a powerful educational influence on their neigh-
bors, -provided tltat the :relationship between
prices of food crops and :fertilizers makes fertilizer
use profitable. In the Near East, '.1'urkey, Israel,
Syria atol Cyprus have begun to use very small
quantities of fertilizers and the saifte is true of
some territories hi Africa. In. Latin America
consumption has reached almost five times the
prewar level, the biggest increases occurring in
Cuba (sugar cane), 'Brazil (cotton and coffee) and
Mexico. Despite the sharp increase, the changes
may be less significant than those in the .Var East,
in the long run, bemuse fertilizers continue to be
mainly used on export crops and because the
increase Itas probably been partly associated with
high prices for these crops. One factor delaying
progress in Southern Asia, in parts of Africa and
Latin America is the sparsity of knowledge of the
-Fertility requirements of various soils. The decade
has seen a steadily increasing volume of experi-
mental data which is gradually laying a better
fOundation for extension work in many countries.

It is interesting to compare these developments
during the last decade with fertilizer " targets
Coi 1960 which -were put forward by :FAO in 1946,
as being the minimum requirements to maintain
the level of nutrition already attained in well-
developed countries and raise nutrition levels in
under-developed areas closer to standards requir-
ed for health. In Europe, North America and
Oceania these objectives veme already attained

REGION OR COUNTRY"

h'etr If as

Prewar i 953/I 951

Thousand
nut r ient

metric tons
monten!

,Jai)ttn told former 1 orri (a.i(--; 760 1 220
()Hier count ries 100 240

Ifja81,

Hgypt French Nm.1,11
A rrica 120 200

t)t her countries 3 80

Un ion of Small Àrrico 5.5 135
(niter comaries and territories 18 36

/0! in America

Ilerti and Chile 60 110
01., her countries ..... 18 270
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Excluding U. S. S. R.
Including U. S. possessions.

3 Excluding China (mainland) and Northam korea.
Non' or negligible.

by L953/54 and ti Le were closely approached in
Latin America and Africa. In Asia, however,
only one-third of the objective th.en thought
necessary has been reached. This is the, other
side to the picture of a promising beginning in
the ll'ar East depicted in the previous paragraph.

Some technological advances have been made
in the fertiEizer industry during the last, decade.
These include the use of acqua or anhydrous am-
monia and ammonia solutions for direct, appli-
cation to soil and irrigation water, the granulation
of' fertilizers to improve their physical contlition,
increasing the concentration of P, 0, in phosphatic
fertilizers, the treatment of phospliate rock with
nitric acid and the increased production of urea
and fertilizer pesticide mixtures. In the United
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19,15/
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1953/
54

1900
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'Pre-
War

194,5/
16

P2 05

1953/
54

States direct application of ammonia now accounts
lo u' 18 percent of the consumption of 'fertilizer
nitrogen and interest in this practice has been
displayed in India and Japan. Experiments :tre
being carried out on the possibility of developine
less expensive equipment. Increased attention
has been given to the placement of fertilizers in
relation to seeds and plants. In japan the placing of
ammonitun sulphate in the reductive layer of the
soil has giveit better rice .vields and is now becom-
ing standard practice. On the other hand there
has been some progre,ss in the broadcasting of
'fertilizer from planes under certain circumstatnies.
lit New Zealand, for instance, the hill pastures are
now quite commonl- treated with phosphatic
fertilizer by aircraft.

All nut rient s---,----

') Targets were prepare I only on a ()online! 1;11 basis. Figures for time Cont'nent i f Asia are si own against the F vr Ea si region
and those for the continent of Africa against the FAO regjon of the same name, which excludes (he Near East countries.
Excluding the O. S. S. It.

2 Including U. S. possessions.
Excluding China (mainland) and. in 1.9.13/51 Northern Korea.
Including French North Africa.

11:111i0n tiwirie ions nutrient content

Europe 1.37 0.67 2.69 2.07 1.18 2.92 2.20 1.29 4.04 5.65 3.14 9.65
North America,2 0 42 0.68 1.55 0.68 1.44 9.92 0.28 0.72 1.60 1.37 2.82 5.37
IFar East 3 0 29 0.65 0.26 0.01 0.36 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.48 0.01 1.01
Near East 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.10 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.05 0.08 0.12
Africa 0.02 0.06 0.06 0.11 - 0.02 0.06 0.11
Oceania 0.02 0.34 0.36 0.55 0.34 0.36 0.56
Latin America 0 25 0.29 0.30 0.02 0.03 0.08 0.01 0.27 0.33 0.38

Wu I'OTA 2.96 1.64 5.23 3.42 3.08 6.38 2.51 2.07 5.67 8.18 6.81 17.21

t wiric Ii as ?tut 'rut eon

Eilropo ..... 1.42 0.81 2.25 2.50 2.13 1.19 2.91 3.00 1.78 1.37 3.04' 2.90 5.32 3.37 8.20 8.40
North America " 0 38 0.64 1.77 1.15 0.71 1.37 2.19 2.80 0.40 0.70 1.73 1.75 1.49 2.72 5.70 5.70
Far East'. 0.43 0.05 0.80 *2.60 0.30 (1.02 0.42 *1.35 0.12 0.01 (1.25 0.40 0.86 0.07 1.46 *4.35
Near :East 0.08 0.05 0.15 0.03 0.02 0.11 0,01 0.01 0.02 * 0.12 0.09 0.28
Africa 0.02 0.01 0.03 *0.20 0.05 0.07 0.12 *0.20 0.01 0.01 1)02 *0((S 0.07 0.08 0.17 *0.45
Oceania 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.35 0.35 0.56 0.50 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.38 0.38 0.61 0.60
Latin America . . 0.04 0.04 0.15 0.20 0.03 0.05 0.16 0.15 0.01 0.02 0.07 0.05 0.08 0.11 0.38 0.40

\VOW' TOTAL . 2.39 1.61 5.17 6.70 3.60 3.07 6.47 8.00 2.35 2.13 5.16 5.20 8.32 6.82 16.80 19.90
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fertility factors other titan inorganic
'fertilizers have to be considered, including partic-
ularly the supply of soil organic matter by the
I iberal use of aninial manures and composts, by
green :manuring and by including legume crops,
pastures and hay in the rotatiott.

Probably the best use of anina1 manure is
made in Western Europe, where supplies were
cTeativ reduced until about 11150 \ vhen cattle
HUM hers reached prewar levels. In Southern Asia,
where the need for increased soil productivity is
so acute, little use had been made before the war
of animal Immures and city Nvastes. Nvhich are
care:fully used in ,fapan, China and 1:'orea. Al-
though steps are being taken by several countries
to stimulate the use of animal manure and com-
posts, little has been achieved in this direction
yet except in India. Nvhere the special effort under
the FiVO Year :Plan has resulted in a several-fold
inerease in the production of composts from city
and village refuse.

The use of good rotati(ms, including de i-rooted
legumes and grasses :for pastures and hay has
received more attention since the war, particularly
in Western -.Europe, Oceania and North America.
However, a great (leal 1/1010 could be done in
regions diere clintatic conditions are suitable.
(lreen manuring is often practised under temper-
ate climates, sowing legumes as catch crops or
by establishing associated cover crops in orchards.
While the growing of such crops for fertilizing and
shade WaS already practised in several countries
of Southern Asia, an increasing amount of experi-
mental work has lately been devoted to the value
of this practice under tropical conditions.

Appreciable progress has been made since the
War in basic knowledge of soils. Until recently,
even in the developed areas, only a few govern-
ments had more than a limited knowledge of their
soils. Ilefore the 'war several coulltriCS iii th.e

new continents, Australia, Canada, New Zealand
and the -United States, liad expanding soil survey
programs aimed at the solution of practica] laud-
use problems. 'In Europe, however, the emphasis
was more on research and .teaching, and institu-
tions received only moderate support from their
governments. A certain amount of soil survey
wart( \ MS also conducted :for several purposes in
a few countries in Asia and Africa. Since the, war
a large number of new soil survey organizations
have sprtmg up all ove>' the world. Important
programs are now being carried out in most Euro-
pean countries, in their overseas territories, in
North America, Oceania and a limited number of
countries in .Latin America and Asia. Large areas
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have now been covered by reconnaissance soil
maps, while lesser areas have been mapped in
greater detail according to their development
requirements. Although the area so far surveyed
is a small fraction of the total land area, the re-
cent progress shows a 11CW appreciation of the vahic
of soil survey in agricultural development recogniz-
ing better land use as the main objective.

Technical assistance programs have contribut-
ed much to th.is change of thinking and also to
th.e establishment of soil survey organizations in
under-developed countries, to the training of
specialists and to the appraisal of soil potentialities
in these areas. The large munber of 11CW soil
specialists who have been trained and the excellent
institutions which have been established in dif-
ferent parts of the world during this decade will
make possible in the near future greater progress
in soil work.

Agricultural Machinery

Improvements in hand and animal drawn im-
plements antl progress in power mechanization
are both important in this field, but the main
changes during the past decade have apparently
occurred in respect of the latter.

Crowth 0/ POWCT Nechanization. The increased
use of tractor power in farming since World War
II provides one of the most striking technical de-
velopments of the period. More favorable prices for
farm products in relation to capital and operational
costs for power machinery, industrialization which
has :raised the cost of labor and. :forced farmers
to look for other sources of power, a greater -variety
of machinery with smaller units and generally
increasing machine consciousness among farmers,
have been among the major :Cactors at work,
particularly in regions where farming is most
commercialized. :However, a major obstacle to
power mechanization, particularly in :less devel-
oped regions, has been the limited availability
of foreign exchange. The situation has become
easier with the return of the European producers
into the export markets, but the exchange prob-
lem often remains a serious one. Special :factors,
which are mentioned below, have operated in ser-
cual regions. As a net result, tractor numbers
have generally doubled or tripled in less than a
decade (1946 to .1953) in regions where they were
already widely used before the war. Elsewhere the
decade marks the beginning of their use for farm-
ing purposes, at least in certain countries, although
actual numbers often remain small.



In Europe the factors enumerated above have
been reinforced by strong government support for
mechanization as part of national policies to pro-
duce more food. Tractors have been looked to
as a means of releasing land from growing feed
for draft animals, of bringing more land under
the plough in some countries by bringing some of
the permanent pasture land into a crop rotation, of
helping to raise yields by more timely operations
and of generally raising the productivity of the
agricultural population. Little change in tractor
oumbers occurred before 1940, except in the
E._"nited Kingdom which accounts for three-quarters
of the regional increase during the war years.
Since 1946 power mechanization has mude rapid
progress everywhere on the continent, except in
the Iberian peninsula. In Western Germany, for
instance, tractor numbers grew from 40,000 to
300,000 in seven years, in France from 50,000 to

TABLE 11V-4. AV 0 it r.,1) TRACTOR NUMBERS, BY
itiECIONS 1

'Includes only tractos of ovei 8 h. p. The figures prob-
ably lend to under-estimate the degree of inechanization
illurope where there is a, greater Irol)ortioll of garden tractors
111;t11 i a other regions.

'MI6, except for Near and Far East for which the figures
refer to 1949.

"Rough estinmte to give general indication of intensity
of mechanization in each major region at the end of the
ITheade under consideration.

aFigures include an allowance for countries where no data.
are available and for privately owned tractors in those coun-
tries where data refer only to government owned tractors.

'In terms of tractors of 15 h. p.
"Does not include soase small countries in the Near and

Far East, dependent territories in al! regions, China and the
Union. of South Africa. For these countries about 150,000
tra.ctors should be added to the 1953 total.

178,000 and in Italy from 40,000 to 101,000. In
the smaller countries, numbers increased from
about 130,000 to 400,000. These developments
have been common to both \Vestern and Eastern
:Europe.

In North America the expansion was very
rapid immediately after the war, but since 1949,
when tire backlog of demand had been satisfied
and the tractor park had already reached nearly
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4 million units, the rate of growth. has slowed
down to around 5 percent per annum. :Produc-
tion, however, remained at a high level and larger
numbers have become available l'o' export. Trac-
tor numbers in Oceania have more than tripled
since before the war and continue to rise rapidly.

The development of mechanized farming has
undoubtedly been a most striking postwar ehange
in Latin-American agriculture. l'erhaps more
significant than the regional total is tire change
in distribution. In 1939 incoe than 70 percent
of tractors in the region were in Argentina, vhile
in 1952 this country accounted fin. 25 percent.
In both Argentina and Mexico tractor munbers
nave grown over the SeVell years ending 1953
from under 20,000 to nearly 50,000, and in Brazil
from 5,000 to 35,000. Rapid rates of increase
have occurred in most of the small countries.
Uruguay had about 20,000 tractors by 1954, with
80 percent of the arable land being farmed, me-
chanically, compared with :3,000 in 1940. In many
respects Latin America has come to occupy an
intermediate position between the mechanically
more advanced countries and the Near and Far
'East. "Nlost of the increase has been in privately
owned tractors, but the establishment of govern-
ment pools has contributed substantially to bring-
ing mechanized farming within the reach of large
grntips of farmers. '[hese pools have been of
considerable importance in several Latin-American
countries, such as Peru, :Brazil, Cuba mid
and are a typical (levelopment of ihe postwar
period although in a few cases they Nvere, starte,d
earlier. A further important develojunent is the
initiation of tractor prod.uction. In Argentina and
.Brazil plants are under construction and 15'i II

make a substantial contribution to mechatfization
in these two countries.

In the Near and l'ar' East on the other hand,
tractors on private farms have been of' minor
importance. Most of the increase has been the
result of governmental schemes to extend the
zone of cultivation (e.g. r.l.'urkey) or plough up
difficult land (e.g. areas affected by kans grass
ISacch,arum spontancum] in India) or provide gov-
ernment tractor pools for special areas (e.g. ( ey-

lon, Indonesia, Burma). In the Near East devel-
opments have been very uneven, since over 00
percent of the tractors are ill Turkey unid 20 percent
in Egypt, mostly in government pools. Neverthe-
less, most countries show a rapid rate of increase,
thougli the part played by mechanized farming
remains generally unimportant or even insignifi-
cant. In the Far East only India (about 9,000),
Pakistan (about 2,000) lid the Philippines possess

I13tirope 275 464 1 414 104
NorT11 Arner i ear . 1 695 2 900 4 650 50
',atilt America . 35 64 189 470
INear 'East 5 52 1 200
Far 1]ast 15 20 8 500
Oceania 57 91 211 100
11. 8. S. R 5 324 450 969 230

TOTAL 6 2 590 4 000 7 505 130

Arable
imme- Area

Ittznox 1938/39 diate 1953 per
Postwkia2 Tractor'

1953
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a significant number of tractors, practically all
of which have been acquired in recent years.
Ilowever, in nearly al] countries the first experi-
ments are being made in the use of power machinery
for farming, mostly through mobile government
owned fleets or smaller pools. In these countries
even a few hundred tractors is a significant, devel-
opment, but it is too early to say to what extent
they may find a useful place in the agricultural
econotny. So far they are used almost wholly
14 ploughing and initial cultural operations atol
mostly confined to ateas presenting special diffi-
culties for animal power, e.g. having deep-rooted
weeds or where higher yields can be obtained :front
earlier Tilanting if the latid is ploughed without
waiting for the seasonal rains. torne countries
have begun purely experimental work on all-
round mechanization of paddy cultivation.

Information from Africa is very scanty. Trac-
tor farming has inereased greatly in South Africa.
In seven dependent territories for which there are
figures, numbers increased from 30,000 to nearly
50,000 in only four years (1949-1953). This in-
crease has occurred in eonneetion with European-
style farming with pri vate ciwnersitip of the ma-
chinery.

Operation and aintenance. The introduction
uf tractors into countries witlt little experience of
machinery has naturally led to major problems
uf training of operators and mechanics, of build-
ing up servicing tuffl maintenance facilities atol
of a supply line for fuel and spare parts. These
problems seem to have been generally under-esti-
mated at first and much effort and money NV aS
wasted in several countries during the initial
,years. With :inexperienced handling breakdowns
occurred quickly and expensive machinery either
lay idle for long periods or, in some cases, was
abandoned, with parts from several machines of-
ten being used to try to make a few serviceable.

'Ihere has been substantial progress indeed in
overcoming these problems, especially in the last
four or five ,vears. Training centers for operators
and workshop personnel have been set up in
:many countries and an increasing number of at
least partially- trained personnel have passed
through. courses ; central and mobile workshop
:facilities are being established and the importance
of maintaining stocks of spare parts is becoming
increasingly recognized. Governments which have
established tractor pools have been led to make
provision for ad:equate care of the machinery.
Technical assistance from FAO, the U.S. bilateral
program and the Colombo Plan has been of the
greatest importance in providing the initial stim-
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ulus and skills and farm machinery suppliers
have frequently assisted in training courses for
drivers. In a number of countries the return of
soldiers from their military training is an important
factor in adding to the mechanical skills of the
rural population. In some cases (e.g. certain de-
velopment authorities in India, :Pakistan, (eylon,
Turkey, Peru, 13razil and Argentina) a sound
technical basis has been laid for expansion of
mechanization if' conditions warrant it, but the
majority of countries are still in the throes of
establishing adequate initial servicing facilities
and this period is likely to last for several years.

inimal-dranw hap1en,e7d8 and Hand Tools.
Much could be done to raise labor productivity and
also provide better results by improving tire
rather primitive hand tools and animal-drawn
implements generally used by farmers in under-de-
veloped regions or Ity introducing more effective
types. This offers possibilities in many parts
of the world which could provide wider benefits
for the time being than power mechanization and
without creating the technical and social problems
that the latter sometimes raises. E VCR the sub-
stitution of the scythe for the sialde raises labor
productivity several times. Ifowever, this is a
much neglected fiekl, because it lacks the glamour
of power mechanization, and relatively little
progress can be reported during the period under
review. A few countries, mostly in the Near
F,ast (e.g. Afghanistan, Egypt, Ethiopia, Iraq
unid Libya) have requested advice from FA()
on this matter and results have shown how great
are the opportunities for progress along this line
and how eager farmers are to accept better tools
and implements if' they are effectively demonstrat-
ed and provided cheaply by local manufacturers.

Plant Breeding and Seed Improvement

Daring time ten-year period under review there
has been substantial progress in many countries
in breeding better varieties of crops and getting
them hAo use, but it is difficult tu stunny...riz: the
advances that have been made because of the mul-
tiplieity of crops involved. Tire production and
distribution of high quality seed of improved va-
rieties is a complex undertaking of which the sev-
eral pirases must be properly balanced and co-
ordinated. Simultaneous progr3ss is necessary on
many fronts breeding, test-lng, multiplication,
certification, distribution, demonstration and ac-
ceptance by farmers and these various aspects
seldom each receive the individual attention that
is needed tu ensure oven-all success. Ft is 'untie-



ularly important that effective provision be made
for the production and distribution of seed, other-
wise the work which goes into the breeding of new
strains and the testing of their range of adapta-
tion is largely wasted. Unfortunately, the seed
producticm and distribution services are the Aveak-
est phase of the crop improveme,nt program of
many countries, including even some which have
relatively highly developed agricultural services,
with the result that research and breeding are of-
ten well ahead of farmer utilization of improved
varieties. This was particularly the case in the
under-developed regions at the beginning of the
period.

Much of the considerable progress that has
been made since then in ma,ny countries may he
attributed to the intensified inOrnational co-oper-
ation among plant breeders which has charac-
terized the postwar years. Not only has there
been much more individual travelling by investi-
gators, but there ha ve also been many privately
and officially organized international plant breed-
ing conferencus, including three series of regular
annual meetings as a part of co-opera,tive projects
under the sponsorship of FAO on rice breeding in
Southeast Asia, wheat and barley breeding in

the Near East and maize breeding in Europe and
the Mediterra,nean area. These opportunities for
exchange of information and breeding material
havd had a marki3dly stimulating effict in strength-
ening natimial services for the breeding and
utilization of improved varieties.

It may be said in general that in. the under-
developed countries more attention has been paid
to basic food crops than before the war, with less
concentration on export and industrial crops.
Thus in Southeast Asia, rice has received major
attention. In that region the situation wa,s com-
plicated by the complete dislocation of the plant
breeding and seed production services that occur-
red during the war. Burma, Thailand, Viet-Nam,
Cambodia, Indonesia, Malaya and the Philippines
all suffered, and in the last two countries even the
nucleus seed stocks of standard varieties were
lost. The war and associated political changes
also depleted technical staff. Nevertheless, ex-
cept in Viet-Nam, Cambodia and Laos, where
unsettled conditions still continue, the strength of
the teclmical services is being gradually restored
to the old level. The progress that has been
made in many countries in the region has there-
fore largely consisted in regaining lost ground.
Thus, in the Philippines, nucleus stocks of several
important standard varieties which Were lost dur-
ing the War have been recovered, multiplied and

again released, and in Burma a satisfactorl, seed
scheme which, was upset during the war has been
resuscitated and improved. In addition, however,
there have also been real advances. In Indone-
sia, for instance, the seed farm organization which
was completely disorganized now considerably
surpasses the prewar establishment, with some
250 seed farms in operation. As a result over
one-third of the rice area is planted with improv-
ed seed. Similarly, in several States of India the
ateo under improved varieties of t.ice has expand-
ed from less than 20 to over 50 percent during the
past few years. Neve,rth.eless, with the major
exceptions of Japan, Taiwan, Indonesia, Ceylon
and some india:n States, only a small fraction of the
rice a,rea of the region as a whole is under im-
proved varieties. Seed schemes throughout the
region still need c(itisiderable strengthening before
the full benefits of breeding programs will he
realized.

In Latin America, active work has been in prog-
ress on maize, the most important erop of the
region ; considerable afivances have Fieen made
in the breeding of rust-resistant and other improv-
ed wheats, and there has been significant prog-
ress it t the breeding of cotton, sugar cane and
some other crops. Flere again, while some coun-
tries such as Argentina, and Brazil are well ad-
vanced with respect to the utlization of improved
varieties, in most there is inadequate provision
for the multiplication and distribution of seed,
though the situation is improving in many, partic-
ularly in Mexico and Colombia. In the Near
East, with the major exceptions of Egypt and
Turkey, little significant progress has been a,chiev-
ed and the greater part of the crops are still sown
with local unimproved seed.

Similar striking differences between adjacent
countries in the utilization of improved varieties
are exhibited even in Europe, as for example
the spread of hybrid maize during the past dec-
ade. The spectacular consequences of this re-
markable plant breeding achievement, in North
America led to much interest in .its potentialities
for European agriculture and, as a result, large
quantities of seed were imported hito various
European countries at the end of the war. Cn-
fortunately, little information was available as
to those hybrids suitable for introduction into
particular countries and consequently there was
often much intial disappointment. However, fol-
lowing extensive trials under FA() sponsorship of
the full range of types available from North
America, specific hybrids adaptable to the various
European countries were identified ; by. 19:54



about (1 percent of the maize area of the region
was under hybrids a,nd the increased grain produc-
tion in that year a,bove that \S'iliCh would have
been obtained :from ordinary open-pollinated field
varieties on the same land was of the order of
(140,000 tons w-ith a value of $ million. Italy
and. France Nvith 19 and 31 percent of their maize
area respectively under hybrids were in the IOre-
front, while the use of hybrids is only just
oommencing in Turkey atol Yugoslavia. Even
within a single country similar regional differences
in the utilization of improved varieties occur.
:For example, in Northern Italy certain provinces
have 60 to 05 percent of their maize area under
hybrids, while in the south, where no adapted
hybrids are available, they cover less than 1 per-
eent. In these cases it is not mainly the organi-
zation of the extension and seed production
services that is at fault ; what is needed is probably
more intensive work on the breeding of varieties
better adapted to the difficult environmental con-
ditions.

One of the most heartening features of the post-
war period is the ever inereasing recognition of
the potentialities of plant breeding as a means
of improving crop yields. This is true even in
countries where crop yields are high and is particu-
larly striking in those countries of Western Europe,
North. America and Oceania, where, pla,nt breed-
ing has already made spectacular progress. In
such countries there is no feeling that the limits
of the achievements of plant breeding have been
reached, but rather that with changing agricul-
tural and economic conditions the genetic mould-
ing of our domesticated crops is a continuing
task. This philosophy .is of particular significance
For the less .intensively developed areas of the
world, for plant breeding and seecl improvement
are relatively inexpensive undertakings in terms
of monetary cost and technical manpower require-
ments aud do not need anything like so heavy a
capital investment as mauy other forms of agri-
cultura] development.

Control of Plant Diseases and Pests

The decade has been marked by significant ad-
vances in the knowledge of plant pests and diseases
and their control, particularly by chemical means.
The new chemicals have made a substantial con-
tribution to maintaining or increasing yields of
many crops in countries where they lave been
generally applied ; in some eases they have been
the major factor in quite sharply increa,sed
These ail v ces ha ve been achieved against
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a background of growing appreciation of the eco-
logical factors which influence the epidemiology
of the pests and diseases and of reaction of
control measures upon the natural balance.

The first major synthetic :insecticides, DDT and
'BFEC,, Were introduced a little more than ten
.years ago. Subsequently, a great range of fur-
ther synthetic pesticides has come into general
use in countries »'hete modern techniques a,re
g,enerally applied by farmers, and several are used
widely even in under-developed regions. They are,
caracterized by extremely high potency and specific
toxicity atol their introduction has made it pos-
sible to reduce greatly the losses caused by many
pests and diseases in both the temperate and
tropical zones. One significant development has
been the extended use of systemic insecticides and
fungicides, which, if' applied to one part of the
plant, will be translocated througli the plant to ren-
der it toxic to insects or organisms causing disease.
Although this method of pest, control shows high
promise, it is still too early to evaluate it fully
from the economic viewpoint.

In the field of weed control great strides have
been made in the development of' a range of hor-
mone-type we,edlcillers and their adoption as a
normal agricultural practice in many countries.
'these chemicals are greatly superior to ordinary
weed 'killers in that they are highly selective in
action, killing certain weeds without injuring
crops and, when applied in very small amounts,
capable of destroying susceptible plants.

Many of the newer and potent pesticides are,
however, highly toxic to man and. their adoption
has stressed the need for the utmost caution in
a,voiding harmful residues on or in harvested
products. The widespread application of those
products has also underlined the dangers arising
from the development of resistant strains of' ittsects,
weeds and other pests and has emphasized the
need for research to keep pace with new problems.

As a eonsequence of' the introduction of the new
highly toxic and concentrated products, the dec-
ade has been marked by many advances in the
modes of application with particular reference to
li:mv-volume application equipment, resulting in
great economy of materials, time and labor. This
includes the increased use of aircraft, of hand and
power ground equipment for the delivery of mist
sprays and fogs, the application of toxic smokes,
the extended use of seed dressings, often combining
insecticidal and fungicidal action, and improved
soil treatments. Greatly increased attention has
also been given to the formulation of pesticides
to fit the .needs of' the neW methods of application



and to gain maximum utilization of the toxic
princi.ples.

Increased interriational co-operation in many
fields of plant protection has been another outstand-
hig development. Regional co-ordination in the
control and study of such pests as locusts and the
establishment of concerted action for other im-
portant plant protection problems have yielded
great benefits. Particularly important progress
has been made in building up an organization for
inter-regional co-ordination of the control of lo-
custs in Central and South America, AVest and
Central Africa and the Near East. Under the
guidance of the International Plant Protection
Convention, which WaS approved by the 'FAO
Conference in 1951, many countries have organiz-
ed or improved their national plant protection
facilities to carry out systematic surveys and to
:intensify efforts in combatting dangerous plant
pests and diseases. In close association with the In-
ternational Convention, Regional Plant Protection
(Irganizations have been set up in Europe, South-
east Asia, Mexico and Central America. Legis-
lative measures designed to prevent the spread of
pests and diseases have been improved in a num-
ber of' countries, providing for more effective
procedures with less :interference to international
trade.

Grassland and Fodder Improvement

Although the world's grasslands cover an acreage
several times that of croplands, grass has always
benefited m.uch _less than crops from the improve-
ment (..4' agricultural methods. :During recent
decades, the management of grass and fodder
crops has improved substantially in countries in
the temperate zones; in other regions their im-
portance has becom.e increasingly recognized and
the means for improving them are being investi-
gated anil a beginning has been made, in many
cases, in applying the results.

During the last decade progress has continued
in Northwestern Europe, where the improvement
and management of grasslands was yell advan-
ced before th.e War. During the war years most
European countries had to increase their grain
production at the expense of pastures and fodder
crops and the desire to minimize the reduction
of livestock resulted in the adoption of methods
of obtaining ami increased yield from the remaining
grass and forage areas. After 1945, the shortage
of hard currencies made these countries feel even
more strongly the :need for producing a higher
proportion of the feed needed by their livestock
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population and they endeavored to apply mom
widely the practice of alternate crop and grassland
husbandiT, a very highly developed form of which.
is found in ley farming in. England. A feature
of this period has been the still closer integration
between livestock and crop farming through the
fuller use in the rotation of fodder crops and
of temporary or aftificial pastures, often laid out
on ploughed-up permanent pastures. A consider-
able proportion of the increase in forage production
m.ay also be ascribed to the marked progress achiev-
ed in the management of permanent pastures,
th.eir fertilization, their upkeep and renovation, 8)0
particularly in the adoption of systems of rotational
and strip-grazing. Much emphasis has also been
given ti) the .mowing of permanent pastures, the
harvesting of green forage, its drying, conservation
and utilization.

Outside Europe, under moist temperate cli.matic
conditions, grassland expansion and improvement
is taking place with a view to aiding soil conserva-
tion aun ensuring the farmer a more stable
income through lessening his dependence on
single or cash crops, as was mainly the case in
the United States, or, as in Australia and New
Zealand, to build up the natural fertility of the
soil through rejuvenation of native pastures by
breaking, fertilizing and reseeding. In countries
with advanced methods, time increase in produc-
tivity of pastures has been greatly aided by high
standards of research, and. by the incessant efforts
of well developed extension services. Control
of rabbits by myxomatosis is a striking exampl.e
of the benefits of long-term research.. In Australia,
where myxomatosis was first introduced, the car-
rying capacity of sheep pastures has already been
notably improved, and. in Europe there is reason
to believe that both cropland and pastures are
more productive where myxomatosis is prevalen t.

The countries of the Mediterranean regicm have
always been characterized by a complete lack
of integration between crop farming --- mostly
cereal monoculture, alternating with fallow --
and animal husbandry, practised in ami extensive
way without any attempt to improve the native
pastures, which often support great numbers of
low standard. stock. With a view to :improv-
ing this sector of agriculture, which is vital for
the -whole economy of the region, ()EEC and FAO
carried out a survey of grassland.s in 1950 and
subsequently a 'Working Party on Mediterranean
Pastures and Fodder Development was set up
by FAO to promote and co-ordinate work in this
region, where there exists a great potential for ¡mi-
creasing fodd.er production in time progressive



erplacement of th.e cereal-fallow rotation by a
cereal-leguminous fodder rotation. In the last
decade, the acreage of grain and 'legumes in
rotation has increased eonsiderably, particularly
in Cyprus, Greece and 'Israel. Iii Alge,ria much is
being done in building up fodder reserves on
irrigated lands. 'Under somewhat similar clima-
tic conditions legumes have been incorporated to
an increasing e.xtent in the wheat farming in
Southern Australia ; in Chile, considerable research
has been conducted on the nutritive value of for-
age crops. Thus important steps have beeo.
taken towards laying a sounder basis for land use.

In the extensive lo \v-rairtfall range lands, which.
cover wide arcas of the world, real improvement
has been limited, with notable exeeptions in Aus-
tralia, the Union of South Africa, Western Canada
and We,stern United States. In many arid and.
semi -arid regions migratory herds overgraze stret-
ches of range close to waterpoints and are decimat-
ed wh.en the grass fails on account of drought or
pests. :however, it is now being more fully real-
ized that natural vegetation has not only to main-
tain the livestock but a.lso to provide maximum con-
servation of soil and water. .Reseeding with more
resistant or better feeding grasses has been found
possible under favorable conditions. 'Alostly on
an experimental basis, tropical range areas have
been fenced off and, protected from gazing to
ascertain the rate of natural regeneration and
.many experiments in deferred and rotation graz-
ing have been ca,rried out. 'FAO has commenced a
survey on the semi-desert and other grazing lands
of the Near East. Several countries have establish-
ed or are studying the establishment of well
distributed waterpoints and in some cases fodder
reserves are stored in centers for use in emergency
periods.

In tropical and sub-tropical areas grassland
management and fodder protection are still in
a very elementary stage of development. Live-
stock have in most cases been restricted to various
types of wasteland between th.e cultivated land
on one side and forest on the other ; the extension
of cultivated land and restriction of forest grazing
is progressively reducing th.e grazing lands. At
the same time, due to soe.ial and rel.igious consider-
ations, excessive numbers of livestock are often
kept on these lands .which, because of their poor
natural fertility, produce grass of such low quality
that as soon as it matures, time animals will not
eat it and are therefore in a state of starva-
tion most of the time. Thus no appreciable ani-
mal product is returned and erosion is rapidly
deteriorating the bare grazing areas. 'During the

past decade there, has been a growing realization
that grass can be made to play a more important
part also in the tropics. India is now conduct-
ing .large-scale surveys of the botanical compo-
sition and ecology of the natural grazing lands
as a basis for improved systems of grassland
management. Ecological surveys, sttch. as the
one already mentioned for India, and the livestock
survey carried out in Central America by FA()
experts within a wider plan of integration under
th.e sponsorship of Et.1LA, are laying the founda-
tion for future improvement. "Because of the
limited value of the grass much attention is also
given to the possibility of increasing production
of fodder crops and research is being devoted to
the nutritive value of various species of grasses
and legumes.

N. conclusion, it is clear that fin' a large part of
the world, chiefly in the tropical and sub-tropical
areas, little progress has been made in actual
application of the principles th.at have been worked
out for the, improved management of grasslands,
but considerable survey and experimental work
has been done which should bear fruit in the future.
In the areas of more intensive use of grasslands
the chief objectives llave been to make pastures
more productive by reseeding and fertilizing and
to integrate crop husbandry and animal husbandry
more closely as the basis for stable farming sys-
tems. Under conditions of extensive grazing the
chief objectives have been to reduce the pressure
on time natural grazing lands during the early
part of the growing season and in some countries
to reseed abandoned croplands and favorable
range areas, where time desirable grasses .have been
destroyed by over-grazing. In the tropics research
has been directed towards studying the existing
grassland resources, finding what systems of man-
agement and fertilizers they require and look-
ing for some nutritive grasses and legumes that
will flourish under tropical conditi 011S.

Animal Health

Th.e last d.ecade has seen. in Europe a vast
epidemic of foot-and-mouth disease and follow-
ing .it the development of international co-operation.
in the control of this most important epizootic.
In 1954, the European Commission for the Control
of Foot-and-Mouth "Disease was established by
FAO and tod.ay eight member countries have
joined the Commission.

In all countries with well developed veterinary
services, increasing attention has been paid to
the control and eradication of tuberculosis and



brucellosis. The application of better methods
of diagnosis and the standardization of biological
products used for diagnosis (e.g. tuberculi.n,
Brucella abortus antiserum, and complement fixa-
tion test for Johnes disease) have helped materially.

In the less developed countries of the Far East
and Africa, where th.e major epizootic disease iS
rinderpest, a mounting attack ou . a very wide
scale has been launched and is steadily achieving
good results. The use of better a,nd cheaper
vaccines has enabled this to be done. Improve-
ment in other vaccines (e.g. anthrax and swine
:fever) has been carried out.

Iri the so-called " sterility " diseases, :research
has resulted in better knowledge of their control.
This has gone hand in hand with improvement
in. the practice and techniques of artificial insemi-
nation, notably the preservation of semen by
deep freezing. FA() has taken a lead.ing part
in co-c.n.dinating this work particularly in regard
to brucellosis and vibriosis and also ill focussing
attention on international trade in semen.

The efficacy of the modern insecticides, e.g.
DDT, Benze.ne hexachloride, fl'ilordane, etc., have
been utilized to good advantage to control exter-
nal skin parasites of livestock, namely scab and
ticks and also to reduce the diseases such as Texas
fever, African coast fever arid .Fleartwater, 'which
these parasites transmit. This period has seen
the successful elimination, of the tsetse fly by
aerial spraying with, insecticid.es of a large area
in Southern Africa.

More attention has been devoted., particularly
in the sheep industry, to the control of internal
parasites both by improved systems of management
(raational use of pasture's) and by the develop-
ment of vermicides, notably phenothiazine. Im-
portant discoveries in therapeutic medicine have
led to great improvement in control, e.g. penicillin
in mastitis, phenanthridinium compounds in trypa-
nosomiasis, aureomycin in dysenteric conditions,
sulpha drugs in septicaemic conditions, etc.

With the world-wide interest developing in the
poultry industry and with th.e international m.ove-
ment of high prod.ucing stock, epizootic diseases
have assumed greater importance th.an in the
past. Control of diseases such as Newcastle dis-
ease has been a pie-requisite to the develop-
ment of the industry and here better vaccines have
played a big part.

Probably the most important animal health
development in many of the 'under-developed
countries has been the start of state veterinary
services and also of laboratories for diagnosis and
research.. In many countries vaccine, production
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is being carried out and the great importance of
animal health to an efficient livestock industry is
becoming recognized. A notable feature too has
been the move towards regional control of epizootic
diseases and :FAO has done much, to foster this,
not only in Europe but also in the Americas,
Near East,. Far East and Africa.

Animal Feeding

'Progress in recent years in the science of animal
nutrition has been most marked in North. America,
Europe and Oceania. In. Europe there has been
a great increase in the use of homegrown feedino--
stuffs, particularly of grass, with a view to repla,c-
ing the, use of im.ported concentrates. The em.-
phasis in the development of homegrown feeding-
stuffs has been on 'varieties and strains of those
plants which have given an improved yield per
unit area of land. At the same time both govern-
ments and private enterprise have shown an in-
creased activity in research and feeding trials
with a view to a more general use of industrial by-
products such as sugar 'beet pulp, yeast concen-
trates, molasses, 'urea, and by-products of the
meat and fish industries.

Concurrently with this progress, due, to the
complexity of modern manufacture of feeding
rations, there has been an increasing use of analyses
of feedingstulfs resulting in more scientifically
prepared rations based upon actual requirements
and production. results, which in turn has resulted
in more rational feeding practices on the farm.

Increased investigation into nutritional diseases
and deficiencies has taken place over ranch greater
areas of the, world., revealing large arcas of potential-
ly good grazing land which heretofore has been
looked 'upon as 'useless. Methods of diagnosis
used in these investigations have progressively
mproved.

The use of antibiotics in animal feeding, especially
pigs and poultry, has received considerable atten-
tion, particularly in the United States and Europe,
and would appear to lend possibilities of improv-
ing the rate of feed conversion into protein for
human consumption. Th.e improved knowledge,
leading to a better use of mineral supplements,
has also played a considerable part in the manufac-
ture of balanced livestock rations.

Finally time improved techniques of conserva-
tion of grass as silage, dried grass, hay, etc., have
been of great importance in providing a good
protein feed during the scarcity period of the
year.



Animal Breeding

Over the past tea years the outstanding develop-
ments in animal breeding include the extensive
use of recording yields of anima,ls. 'These records
have enabled livestock breeders to make a true
evaluation, both in feeding and production, \vhich
in turn has made it possible to plan a more effi-
cient breeding program. Considerable progress in
this direction has been achieved in ,Denmark, the
Netherla,nds, United Kingdom and NM Zealand.

The comparatively extensive use of artificial
insemination, particularly in North. America and
Europe, has considerably accelerated the tech-
nique of progeny testing and mffitiplication of
superior germ plasm. More recently the newer
developments in deep-freezing uf semen have given
an added impetus to this work and have opened
up huge possibilities for introducing artificial in-

semination into areas hitherto denied this faster
breeding technique. At the same time these
developments, though beneficial on the whole,
have given rise, to new problems of disease dis-
semination and the need for its prevention.

In countries with le,ss favorable climates the
consensus of technical opinion is swinging towards
improving indigenous animals through selection
rather than through the introduction of improved
animals from temperate countries. Earlier inves-
tigations have already shown that temperate-zone
animals imported into these areas and their prog-
eny frequently show a marked degeneration both
in production and body conformation after
comparatively short time. 'This appears to be
due to the inability of these animals to adapt
themselves to the completely different envircaiment
with, its coarse feedingstuffs, higher disease in-
cidence, particularly parasitic diseases, and the
considerably higher temperatures. Indigenous live-
stock, although frequently low producers, do
appear to be more adapted to their environment
and, apart from the work on selective breeding
amongst these animals, investigations are under-
way in many parts of the world to find out what
:factors are involved in the problem of unfavora-
ble environments depressing the production ca-
pacity of indigenous livestock.

Effects of Development of Resources and
Technology on Agricultural Productivity

'Both sparse data and limited space impose a
cursory treatment of this subject, the complexity
of which is increased by the difficulty of distill-
gitishing the effects of improvements in technology
and resource utilization from those (hile to longer
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period phases in the weather. There is also a con-
siderable time lag between cause and effect, so
that some of the gains in productivity during the
past decade are due to prewar developments while
the acceleration in the tate of resource develop-
ment and technical application, which. Ave have
noted in the second half of the decade in certain
regions, cannot be expected to show appreciable
results before the second postwar decennium.

With these qualifications in mind, we m.ay take
a brief' look at some examples of changes in crop
and .livestock yields and general levels of produc-
tivity per unit of area during time decade just passed
as compared with the years before the war. These
examples are intended to illustrate for some 'im-
portant commodities a,nd countries th.e results of
the technical innovations witich. we have described
in previous sections. -More general questions of
productivity, in till.0 SOOSe Of flte relationship he-
tueca output and input, as well as changes in
labor productivi.ty are discussed in a later chapter.

In Western Europe, particularly north of the
Alps, it .is clear that there have been permanent
gains in crop and livestock productivity. Aver-
age cereal yield.s in the 0.EEC area (excepting
Mediterranean countries) were 17 to LS percent
higher in 1948-53 than before the war ; potato
yields have increased still more. In Southern
Europe it is probable that hybrid maize, which
has been giving increased yields of 30 percent or
more in Europe, will ma,ke an important difference
as varieties adapted to the Mediterranean area
become available. Tn most countries in the OEEC
area milk yields per cow are now 10 percent Or
more higher than before the war and continue to
rise at a mate of 1.5 to 2 percent per tIAMUM in
.North.western Eurnpe. Over the period 1950-54,
egg production per icen .was about 13 percent above
prewar and the rates of increase of livestock weight
per feed input have improved, especially for pig
production. In addition there has been a consider-
able benefit in terms of livestock products mov-
ing off the farm due to the replacement of :horses
by tractors, m.aking way for increased inumbers of
directly productive livestock.1 As examples mcw

" Horses " refers to horses, imiles and asses.
" Directly productive livestock " refers to cattle,

pigs, sheep mal goa f5. To obtain comparable indi-
ces livestock unit conversion .factors were used as
follows

lEforses 1.00 Cattle 0.75 Sheep 0.15
Mules 0.75 Pigs 0.15 Coats 0.15
Asses 0.70
Except for the USA where the figures are taken

from the Agricultural Outlook Charts 195,5, USDA,
all the references in this section to livestock
numbers are based on these definitions and con-
version :factors.



he mentioned the 'United. .Kingdom. Nvith an in-
crease of about 1.0 percent in prialuctive livestock
between 1939 and 1953/54 while horse numbers
declined by about 70 percent. During the sam.e
period in til.0 Nett].CrlandS productive livestock
increased by about 7 percent while horse numbers
declined 25 percent, and in Denmark productive
livestock IVere up about 4 percent and horse num-
bers down. 40 percent. In Italy, productive live-
stock rose 12 percént and horse numbers de-
cline([ 8 percent between 1939 and 1952/53. In
the OEEC area as a whole, there has been an esti-
mated gain of 30 percent since prewar in net agri-
cultural output which can be credited primarily
to improved techniques and development and
better deployment of resources.

A Valuable body of information is also available
for the United States. As a result of the general
'use of hybrids, along with the intensification of
farming practices which these require,, average
maize yiekts have risen from 1.6 tons per hectare
in 1925-39 to 2.4 tons in 1949-53, a gain of 50
percent. Wh.eat yields were 20 percent higher in
.1949-53 than in the period 1925-39. :Potato
yiekls have about doubled (8 to 16 tons per bee-
tve), disease control being the major con:triba-
l:1.w factor. The over-all result is that the index
of crop production per acre of croplaw.1,1 which.
was stationary from 1910 to 1030, rose to 120 by
1945, 124 in 1950 and 1954 and averaged 127 in
1949-54. Livestock productivity has also Leen
rising steadily and over a much longer period
uf time. 'Production per breeding unit of livestock
was about 81 in 1920, 114 in 1945, 124 in 1950,
132 in 1954 and averaged 128 in 1949-54. Also,
even more markedly than in Europe, there has been
a notable shift away from horses as a source of
farm power, with consequent benefit to numbers of
directly productive livestock. :In the 'United
States in 1954 official figures show that the :num-
ber of directly Productive livestock was 15 percent
above the level of 1939, Mine horses and mules
were some 06 percent below2. FA() estimates
of directly productive livestock and horse numbers
in Canada WCre respectively 9 percent above and
about 40 percent below prewar.

All these developments have m.eant a consider-
able increase in total agricultural production.
.For 'instance in the -United States, despite relative
stability in total crop and pasture latid., the gen-
eral index of agricultural productiort was 147 in

' 1935-39 average 100.
2 From À rfliculturat Outlook Chart8 1955, ITi DA
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1953/54 oil a prewar base of 100. Although. there
were scinte shifts 'within the total area, it is clear
that advances in tech.nology and improved latid.
use .h.ave contributed the major part of this in-
crease in output.

In Australia per hectare yields of cereals, hav,
potatoes, sugar calle and 1:-Itost fruits have been
substantially higher in recent years than. before
the war. ()ver the 'five-year period -1940-53,
wheat yields, probably -partly because of better
weather, 'Were 50 percent above the 1925-39 aver-
age. .But better varieties, heavier .fertilizer ap-
plication, and a movement away from .monocul-
ture have also probably contributed.. Milk yields
have risen. about 7 percent and the long-term
u.pward trencl in yield of W001 per sheep has con-
tinued and has even been accentuated. The aver-
age clip was 8.6 lb. per sh.eep in the five years
ending 1953/54 compared with 7.7 lb. per sheep
during the last five years before the war, along
with_ a risi.ng trend in carrying capacity. Hete
also there has been a considerable increase in the
number of directly productive livestock- (117 in
1953/54 011 base 1039 = 100) associated with a
:rapi(l :red.uction of 110I'Se numbers (in 1053/54
slightly under one-half of the 1939 figure). With
little change in the agricultural area it is clear
that most of the increase in production. between
prewar arid the most recent postwar period must
have been due to gains in crop and livestock
yields consequent on improved technology.

In th.e case of tile under-developed regions th.ere
is no such clear evidence of general increases in
crop yields and, while data on livestock yields are
lacking, it is unlikely that there has been any
appreciable change. In the Far East over-all rice
;vields have been and remain lower than before
the war. ()nly japan, the .Philippines and Malaya
show clearly higher yields. Productivity per 'unit
area of other cereals has also been slightly lower
than before the war and cotton yields show no
change. In summary it may be said that crop
viekls in the Far East were around 10 percent
below the prewar average in the first half of the
decade and are only now approaching the prewar
level. Since comparatively little attention was being
paid before the wat' either to the development of
basic land and water resources, or, outside japan,
to technical innovation, there has not existed any
basis for 'immediate increase in postwar yields. The
irrigation and seed improvement programs, with.
help from :fertilizers and improved control of
diseases, may, however, begin to result in higher
'yields in the second postwar decade. Irrigation
and farm machinery programs, the latter mainly in



India, have, however, made an importwnt contribu-
tion. to an expansion of somewhat under 10 percent
in area, which is reflected in a similar increase in
th.e general index of agricultural production.

In the Near 'East agricultural production is

now running at a level some 40 percent higher
than before the war. Cereal and cotton yields,
however, show little change. There has been no
progress in animal breeding or feeding (though
some in disease control) which would. lead us to
suppose that any appreciable increase could. have
occurred in livestock yields. The explanation
must therefore be sought in expansion of crop
area and, perhaps, of animal numbers. In fact
the crop area increased, by about 40 percent.
A big part of this increase has been in Turkey, but
areas under cultivation have expanded s.harply
in most Near-Eastern countries. :Farm machinery
(Turkey) and water use and control programs have
been important factors in the expansion of area.

In Latin. America there is no evidence of any
general increase in crop yields. However, yields
of certain crops in certain countries have been
appreciably higher during the past decade than
before the Ivar. For instance, Mexico has ob-
tained a general and substantial increase in
yields (maize, wheat, beans, groundnuts and cot-
ton), which rnay be due largely to the rapid prog-
ress in irrigation. Rice yields are higher in :Bra-
zil and Peru, and bean yields increased in a few
countries. Potato yields for the region are up
about 30 percent. :However, yields of many crops,
the most important being maize, are generally
lower, and an examination of yield changes suggests
that they can have made very little contribution
to the over-all increase in agricultural production.

As regards livestock, data on yiel.ds per animal
are scanty. However, there has been an increase
in the number of directly prod.uctive livestock,
though in some countries the number of' horses
has also increased. For instance, in Argentina
the number of' directly produ.ctive livestock rose
one-third between 1939 and 1952/53 and the num-
ber of horses fell by :15 percent, and in Brazil in
the same period the .number of directly productive
:livestock rose by 38 percent and the :number of
horses by 12 percent.

An increase of 25 percent in the Latin-American
crop area and some increase in productive livestock
numbers, compared with an increase of' 30 percent
in total agricultural output, seems to show that
very little of the rise in production can be at-
tributed to improved technology. Some of the
area increase is the result of irrigation and farm
machinery programs, but probably a great (leal
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is due rather to a natural tendency on the part of
farmers to extend the cultivated area in a still
yo.ung and expansive agricultural economy.

In conclusion :ve may note that programs for
improving the technology and ph.ysical resources
of agriculture are :indeed making a major contribu-
tion to production. The more advanced regions
of Europe, .North America and ()ceania have been
'reaping the benefit in crop and livestock yields of
a long period. of sustained work in research., exten-
sion, public resource development and the energy
of an educated farming class, as well as gains to
be attributed to postwar efforts. Most countries
in Latin America, the Far and Near East, and
Africa ¡nave not had this inheritance, or only to a
much lesser extent, and the efforts of the last
decade have been largely devoted to beginning
to build up such a patrimony for the benefit of
the decades ahead. As yet their gains in yields
are slight, but programs for expanding the area
:under cultivation have yielded quicker results.

FORESTRY

Together with the development of regional and
national forest policies and world programming of
forestry development, great progress has been
achieved in improving the physical facilities in
forest .exploitation and in forest and. wood tech.-
nolog3r which, in their turn, have led to a better
and more rational utilization of available forest
resources.

Before the war yak, areas covered by rich forests
remained unexploited because of their inaeces-
sibility or because of lack of adequate means of
transport. Old and inefficient exploitation methods
left much valuable raw material lying in the
forests as logging waste and the :loss and deterior-
ation of wood in the course of transport was often
great. Since the war, however, considerable prog-
ress has been made in all these fields of forest
exploitation almost everywhere in the world.
Improved road building facilities have made it
possible to open many of the :forests which were
previously considered as irtaccessihle and this
development has been accentuated further by
the modernization, of wood transport equipment.
While these improvements have extended the ex-
ploitable forest areas and thus made more wood
available, further increases in the availabilities
have been obtained by ratiortalization of the ex-
ploitation itself. In every part of the \ vorkl
greater attention is being paid to the training of
forest workers in order to establish a high.ly qualified
and profession-conscious cadre of forest labor.



In addition to improved felling techniques more
care is being taken in the maintenance uf the
felling tools, in their standardization wherever
possible and in trying to find the most suitable
tools for all the different uses which are needed in
modern felling and logging operations. The im-
provement of exploitation methods has not only
had a bearing all the volume of Nlood maile avail-
able but particularly mechanization has also liad
a great influence on the cost of wood. Most cate-
gories of forest products, with time possible excep-
tion of pulp prod.ncts, have a very high labor
content and their prices tend to rise faster than
general commodity pri ces. More efficient exploi-
tation has thus helped to limit the extent of the
rise in relative prices. All these efforts today
are not only made on a natio.nal basis, but regional
and world co-operation in this field is increasingly
gaining ground.

Hand in hand .with these efforts aiming at im-
provement of direct exploitation methods and thus
at making more wood available from the forest,
great attention is today being given to the selec-
tion of suitable tree species and to widening the
range of hitherto commercially unknown species in
all the various :fields of wood utilization. World-
ivide exchange of .information between different
research agencies is helping to define the optimum
climatic and soil conditions necessary to different
species, and to achieve the best possible results
from the afforestation or reforestation programs
which today are carried out everywhere in the
world.. Better and more efficient training of
foresters, their international exchange, and a gen-
eral improvement of itational forest services, no-
tably in those parts of the, world where li.ttle or
no attention was given to these problems before
the war, provide increasingly for better forest
management and preservation of the forest .wealth.
Mass education has also made an important con-
tribution in many countries in checking wasteful
forest destruction, especially for fuel.

The progress achieved in forest technology and
in the improvement of the tools of production
would, however, have been in vain if similar prog-
ress had not been achieved in the methods of
wood, utilization itself. Wood technology has in
:fact taken a tremendous step forward during the
postwar period by introducing new and more
rational methods down to the lowest stage of
utilization. This progress has been greatly stim-
ulated by the cost factor mentioned above, and
also in some areas by physical shortages of tim-
ber. The proportion of the forest crop burnt as
fuel has declined and the proportion used indus-

trially has risen. Furthermore, together with
less waste in the exploitation, as well as in aill

stages of manufacture, new uses have been discov-
ered fia. the .waste itself. Greater use is made of
small-sized roundwood --- notably in thinnings so
important to sound silvicultural practices --- and
of 'hardwood species. This trend has been greatly
facilitated by the changing pattern of industry's
:needs from the forests. The ever-growing impor-
tance of the pulp industries calls for 1110re small
dimension wood, while the pulp mills, along with
such n.ew or recent industries as fiberboard and
reSin bonded particle boards, make use of an in-
creasing volume of .wood formerly classified as
waste.

Efforts to use wood more rationally have not
been limited to the primary stage of manufacture,
While IIONV materials have displaced wood in
many of the uses in which it was the traditional
medium, wood has retained its importance over
much of time field, thanks to IlOW con.struction
methods .which have enabled it to be used more
economically. New wood saving or preserving de-
vices, largely unknown 'before the war, are today
widely accepted in every part oh time workl. Th.ese
advances in wood technology, together with time
introduction and marketing of species formerly
unknown commercially, have improved the pos-
sibility of' meeting the steadily growing demand for
wood in its different uses.

FISHERIES

One fundamental difficulty which governments
have encountered in their efforts to maintain or
accelerate the postwar development of fishery
industries has been the variable nature of the
resource, the absence in. many cases of any sys-
tematic record of its exploitation and the extent
to which i.t is shared with other fishing countries.
In some countries such as Norway, :Denmark,
'United Kingdom, 'United States, Canada, U.S.S.R.,
and ,.lapan, there is a long history of research,
with time primary objective of conservation. Fol-
lowing the war there was a re-orientation of bio-
logical research toward th.e concept of rational
utilization of fishery resources based 011 systematic
appraisals. This implied a sharper distinction be-
tween fundamental biological studies and inves-
tigations carried out with dime regard for economic
priorities in the fishery industry.

In the advanced fishing cou.ntries, there has
been a fairly steady intensification of biological
research activities with particular emphasis on
the measurement and behavior of important fish



stocks. The number of research vessels and shore
establishments has increased correspondingly in
:Europe and North America, where the results
of investigations of species of special economic
importance such as cod, herring, halibut, tuna,
salmon, have been used increasingly as the basis
for fishery policy and resource management.
Concern for the rational exploitation of such
important stocks has encouraged the activities of
international scientific councils already established
before the war and promoted. the formation of
such bodies as the international Commission for
the North-West Atlantic Fisheries and the In-
ternational North Pacifi.c Fisheries Commission.
The situation in the North Sea, in. particular,
caused great anxiety among the European fishing
countries, when the stocks, which liad benefited.
from the virtual cessation of fishing during the
war, again showed signs of depletion after the
first few postwar years. The " North Sea Con-
vention, " drawn up in 1946, was eventually
ratified in 1952 and appropriate conservation
measures are 1101V being implemented in that
area. In the under-developed arcas the system.-
atic appraisal of resources has been of even
more critical importance to the development of
the fishery industries. In many parts of South-
east Asia, the Far East, Africa and Latin America
only isolated biological studies had been undertaken
before the war. Since the war there has been a
much stronger demand for investigations to re-
veal the possibilities for the exploitation of hitherto
unknown marine resources, for developing the
huge potential fish production in inland waters by
improved management techniques, and for secur-
ing greater efficiency in the existing operations.

The trend in technological research since the
war has been to expand .investigations of problems of
special importance to the fisheries and to expedite
the application of developments made in related
technological fields, e.g. food preservation, radio
and echo-sounding equipment, diesel engines, nav-
al architecture, etc. The latter was especially
important during the immediate postwar period,
when materials and equipment developed during
th.e war could be put to immediate use in new
fishing vessels. Notable improvements have been
made in fishing vessel construction. In the Euro-
pean distant-water trawling fleets and the
United States tuna vessels, the tendency has been
to build larger and faster ships with ranges of
over 2,000 miles, :fully equipped with modern
navigational aids, electrical fish-finding equip-
ment and fitted out to provide better fish storage
and more comfortable crew accommodation. 'Re-
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cently factory ships capable uf processing at sea
lave been introduced experimentally in the 'North
Atlantic. In smaller vessels, like those of the
Danish seining fleets and the purse-seining fleets
of the United States, Iceland, Callada and Norway,
more efficient engines have been installed and the
use of echo-sounding equipment has become al-
most universal. In the onshore industries greater
use has been made of power. On the question of
utilization, the fundamental problem is that of
overcoming the extreme perishability of fish sup-
plies in order to permit better marketing arrange-
ments. In this field there has been a steady
advance since the wat, particularly withi regard
to deep freezing and canning in Europe and North
America, and al.so in comiection with quality im-
provement and control. Changes in the pattern
of consumer demand, e.g. in favor of more attrac-
tive packs, pre-cooked products, etc., and increas-
ing competition from alternative .foods, e.g. meat,
eggs, has compelled more attention to the quality
and preparation of food products, especially for
the influential 'United States market. The num-
ber of technological research esta,blishments has
increased in Europe to (leal with problems of
handling and preservation of the distant water
catches from the Arctic, and in both North. Amer-
ica and Europe in conn.ection with processing,
especially deep freezing. Internationally there
has been a movement towards co-operation tc.,

achieve standardization in the preparation and
description of fish products. In this period, too,
the strong demand for fish meal and the 'ready
means provided by redu.ction processes for the
absorption of seasonal surpluses have promoted
the rapid advance of fish meal and oil imbistries,
and the development of superior techniques espe-
cially in the United. States, NOrWay, Ice:land and
South Africa. Associated with this was the in-
tensive research On the results of fish. meal .feed.-
ing to livestock and the growing recognition of
the nutritional value of animal feeding stuffs
derived from fi.s.h. More recently, further research
has revealed possibilities in the use of refined fish
m.eals in human :feeding mainly by way of fortify-
ing traditional foods, e.g., bread. In the tinder-
developed arcas, technological problem.s are more
acute, ranging from the training of research and
operational personnel and th.e introduction of
more efficient fishing techniques and equipment
to the problems of transport over long distance
and difficult terrain and preservation. under diffi-
cult climatic conditions. The latter has provided
very considerable scope for technical assistance
to under-developed fishing countries.



the picture. In the Near East, production in-
(Teased by some 40 percent during the years un-
der review, largely because of the increased area
brought under cereals, often by mechanized agri-
culture, e.g. in Turkey and Syria, together With
the spurt in cotton and other non-food crops under
Che stimulus of the KOreall. boom. Progress Avas
erratic, .however, for climatic reasons. In Africa,
a remarkable expansion in export crops con-
tributed largely to an increase of 34 percent in
total production, but the produetion of food Crops
primarily for domestic consumption also showed

mitable advance, easily outstripping th.e growth.
of populatioli.

lExpansion was also uneven fOr climatic reasons
in Oceania, where there :vas :no marked change in
the customary pattern of production, centered
around livestock. Developments in. Latin Amer-
ica, however, turned :increasingly towards food
crops under the pressure of a rapidly ex:panding
population, and livestock production and partic-
ularly export crops tended to lag behind. Food
crops, primarily rice and oth.er cereals, were also
the main preoccupation in the Far East. But,
owing to the need for foreign exchange', some ex,
port crops, notably rubber, were encouraged from
an early date and under the influence of the Ko-
rean boom these crops have out paced food
production. Recovery in the Far 'East WaS great-
ly retarded by continuing conditions of Ivar and
civil disturbance, boundary revisions and by lack
of capital, equipment and teehnical knowledge.
In some countries it is still far from complete, and
i n the region as a whole agricultural production
has not yet caught up with the growth of popu-
lation.

'In North America, where the main expansion
liad come during the war years, the postwar period
was essentially one of consolidation and read-
justment. The total expansion in this latter
period was limited, and at first largely directed
toward cereals in view of the acute shortage in tlw
rest of the world. The output, of cot ton and other
non-food crops fluctuated sh.arply according to the
state of demand and the influence of acreage
restrictions. After a small initial contraction,
however, livestock production, particularly beef
and poultry products, has increased steadily and
in the last year or two has drawn well ahead of
crop production. T n spite of its relatively slow
postwar growth, North. American agriculture, be-
cause of its wartime gains, still showed in 1,954/55

a larger iincrease over the prewar level of pro-
duction than any other region with the possible
exception of Africa. But the disparity between
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production in that region and tue i'csl of Ow
world is being steadily reduced.

Although data on agricultural production in the
'U.S.S.R., Eastern Europe and China are incomplete,
much more information has become available in
the last two years and the general course of
postwar development is fairly well known. Imme-
diately after the war output In the U.S.S.R. tind
Eastern Etirope was lower, relative to the prewar
level, than in any of the other regions. Recovery
has been slow for a, number of reasons, some of
the more .important being perhaps the greater
initial damage and the special emphasis placed on
industry with a consequent lower level of invest-
ment in agriculture and lesser economic incentives
to producers than elsewhere. Cereal production in
Eastern n'Atrope is not yet back to the prewar level
and the region now imports grains. Cattle numbers
are likewise below prewar figures. In the U.S.S.R.
cereal production, althottgli fillehan%.,ed over the
last three years, is a little above the prewar
level but livestock numbers have not yet quite
recovered. The unsatisfactory response of agri-
cultural. production in both regions coupled Avith
a growing demand for :foodstuffs has led to a.

definite change in policy during the last two years
so as to pro vide increased agricultural :raw mate-
rials and. foodstuffs. In th.e meantime large quan-
tities of livestock products iiidi StIgar are being
imported into the U.S.S.R.

In the U.S.S.R. a major effort is 'being made
to in crease cereal output. Coarse grains will eon-
stitute a large proportion of the planned additional
output in order to allow a simultaneous increase
in livestock prochiwtion. .In contrast :with most
other countries more reliance is being placed, at
least initially, on expanding the cultivated areas,
by ploughing .up unused land in Central Asia.
and Siberia; than on raising yields. In both tla,.
U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe more scope has been
given to the economic incentives of higher :product
prices a,nd lower costs to agriculture. At the same
time capital supplies are being made more :readily
available to peasants' holdings as well as to state
farms ancl co-operatives.

Atiricultural productkui in China vi'as not af-
fected significantly by World War Ti, but the
level of output had not recovered from the effects
of War and floods in the 'thirties, when the ext.,en-
sion of civil war in 1948/49 further reta:rded re-
covery. In addition to some physical war damage
there Were the :uncertainties and administrative
difficulties attendant on the subsequent political
changes. These affected a.griculture directly through
the introduction of co-operative farms, the re-



FIGURE V-2. - World and Regional Agricultural Production, 1934-38, 1946-47 and 1954

North America

Africa

Near East

Latin America

Western Europe

Oceania

Far East

vision of land tenure and distribution and the
virtual severance of China from -world markets,
while their main indirect effect may have been
through the greater initial emphasis given to in-
dustry in the over-all economic planning. There
has been some increase in agricultural -produc-
tion since 1949 but not sufficient to restore the
per caput output of .food.stuffs to former levels.
The food situation in 1954, because of continuing
population growth, disastrous flood damage atid
the itee,essity tu maintain agricultural exports
so as to finance capital imports, was the most
critical .for many years. CLITrent production plans
are thus fin a substantial output increase, par-
ticularly o-f cereals, sugar and cotton.

The indices in Table V-1 and A111.1eX can-
notnot take into account, the relative size of the agri-
cultural output in each region. The postwar
recovery of production is shown in Figure V-2,
which takes into account the relative size of the
agricultural output of each region. it is apparent
from this chart that the wartime gains in pro-
duction in North America provided a reservoir
to offset the worst losses in the Far East and
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1946-47 1934-38 1954

Production 1934-38

Gains during war

Gains 1946-47 to 1954

AVestern Europe. Also apparelit is how largely
post-war developments in Western Ell!'ope ha ve
contributed to total world expansion, and how
postwar developments have tended to reduce the
geographic imbalances of production which de-
veloped during the war.

The balance of produetion cannot he properly
considered -without considering also changes in

popnlation, and postwar production developments
are therefore shown 011 a per caput hasis in Figure
AT-3. There has been a steadily rising trend in per
caput produetion since the war in the world as a
whole (the chart, oinits the U.S.S.R., China and
Eastern Europe, owing to the incompleteness of
available data, but, thei r inclusion would not change
the upward trend). Per caput production has also
risen steadily in Western Europe, the Near East,
Africa and the Far East, though in the last-
named -region it has not, yet regaine(I the prewar
level. On the other hand, the trend is slightly
downward in North America, though the per
caput output remains substantially higher than
before the war. in Oceania and Latin America it
has remained fairly static, but at a level rather

Level of World Agricultural Production 1934-38 1946-47 1954



Chapter V - THE COL RSE OF PRODLCTION AND SUPPLIES

Some assessment nlity noW be made of the re-
sults of the .postwar efforts tc..) expand production
in agriculture, forestry and fisheries ; to see how
:far the funds invested, the price and other 'incen-
tives, the changes in land tenure, .the wider use
of science and technology, were successful in pro-
ducing the quantities and kinds of food so badly
needed at the end of the War. Consideration is
tlso given to how progress in agriculture compared
with industry and other sectors of the economy
and with progress after World War I :Finally,
what were the ultimate effects of the gradual. in-
crease in supplies ? HOW far was the preWar
pattern of international trade restored ? 'How
much h.ave the :inadequate levels of nutrition,
clothing and housing in many areas been im.-

proved ? 'What supplies for price or other reasons
could not be used for these purposes, but instead
\vent to swell the surplus stocks of many -farm
products which in time began to pile up in many.
parts of the Ivorld ?

THE RECOVERY OF PRODUCTION

Som.e basic statistics on the development of
agricultural production since the war are set out

'rA111,111 V- I . PERCENTAGE [NC REASE IN NET
AG.iueITLTtrnAL PRODUCTION

'In regions where production fell back somewhat in 1951/55
an earlier peak year has been substituted.

1953/54.
1932/53.

lIncluding rough estimates for the U.S.S.R., fihina and
Eastern Europe.
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in Annex Table 1 and on fishe4es and forestry in
Part if. The main changes for agricultural pro-
duction as a .whole are briefly summarized in
Table V-1 ; the course of production in certain
regions for each m.ain subsector of agriculture
in relation to the growth of population is shown
in Figure AT-1.

Agriculture

]'he progress achieved in some arC-11.1,8 ill re-
building and expanding agricultural production
was in fact remarkable. in Western Europe,
where the most spectacular advances WCre made,
crop pi..oduction had virtually regained its prewar
level by 1948/49, while livestock production did
the same two years later. In the eight years
.froni. 1946/47 ti, 1054/55, the net farm output
AV118 'raised by no less than 60 percent, an average
increase of about 7 percent annually. Such 'rapid
glanvth. over so Wide ktn mi, rea is probably unpre-
cedented and outpaced even the iNorth American
agricultural expansion of 34 percent during the
'war years. Expansion in Western Europe \MS
.facilitated in that during the first half of the
period the p.rocess was essentially one of recovery
ti) a 'previously existing level, 'for which th.e
necessary buildings and other equipment were in
the main already at hand. But altho.ugh later
the pace slackened somewhat, this .was only
partly because of increashig technical difficulties
there was ills() some relaxation of the pressures
making for increased production. A characteristic
of the postwar production in Western Europe has
been the increased attention to pasture and the at-
teinpt to re-establish livestock production without,
the heavy d.ependence on imported feeding stuffs
of the prewar years. The success of these efforts
is evident from the fact that the index of net
agricultural production is consistently higher
:From 1949/50 than the indices of gross crop or of
,,,ross livestock production.

TI-te pace set in Western Europe was approached
in two of the less developed regions of th.e world,
and in these no element of recovery entered into

REGION 1946/17
19 54/55'

1931/38--
1951/55'

Percent

Western Europe . 61 24
;Near East, . . 41 43
A frica 34
Oceania' 99 22
'Ear East 24
Latin America 22 35
North A In erica' . 10 48

J\ I I atuive regions . . 26 27

World .... 30 90



FIGURE V-1. Gross Output of Food Crops, Non-food Crops and Livestock Products in Certain
Regions in Relation to the Growth of Population

(Indices : 1934-38 100)
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FIGURE V-5. Comparison of Development of Cereal Production and Livestock Numbers
after World Wars I and II

(Indices : Average 1909-13 and Average 1934-38 respectively = 100)
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FIGURE V-5. Comparison of Development of Cereal Production and Livestock Numbers
after World Wars I and II

(Indices : Prewar .-------- 100)
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FIGURE y-3. Per Caput Agricultural Production (1934-38 Average = 100)

1954/55

World, including U.S.S.R., China and Eastern Europe

North America

Western Europe

Oceania

lower than before, the war, largelv however be-
cause of the rapid growth of population in these
two regions. This situation is reflected in a low-
er volume of agricultm.al exports from Latin
America.

fn discussing (Chapter II) the influence of the
.war on the pattern of agricultural production,
it was rioted that in the war-damaged areas live-
stock production had fallen more heavily than
crop .production and non-food crops more than food
crops. The production of non-food crops had also
tended to decline in the regions less directly
affected by war, with the notable exception of
Africa. But in these regions livestock production
had tended to increase som.ewhat more rapidly
than crop production as a .whole, though not al-
ways faster than the production of food crops. As
living standards are raised there is a tendency all
VG'r the world to consume more livestock products

and less vegetable foods, though with some excep-
tions such as sugar and fresh_ fruit. The rela-
tively greater increase in livestock production in

the areas less directly affected by the war is thus
in line with the long-term trend of d.emand.

As a result of postwar developments the, trend
towards .increased livestock production seems to
have been strengthened in the countries with more
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advanced 'iuricultures In both North America
and Oceania indices (...rf liveStock production in
1954/55 \yore ahead of indices of crop pmluction,
and while in Europe the two had 'barely achieved
a 'balance, i.t must be remembered that the post-
war starting poi lit for livestock was low and
that a faster rate of expansion was necessary in
order to catch up (Table V-2).

..Data on livestock production in th.e less devel-
oped agricultures are .inadequate and incomplete.
So far as they go available estimates suggest that
in these areas livestock husbandry, which in most
countries was always a small sector of agriculture,
has not kept pace with crop production. In the
Far East .it appears not yet to have regained its
prewar level. The main concern in all of these
regions has been with food crops, which are by far
the most important part of their total output.
Although in .Africa there has been a very sliwaT
advance in the output of non-food crops, mainl/-
for export, and in the Far East a greater expan-
sion of non-food than of food crops, owing mainly
to the rapid growth of rubber production, it should
be rem. embered th.at the non-food crops represent
a relatively small share of the total output though
they loom larg,e in international trade.

1946/47 19 49/5 0 1952/53

Africa

Near East

Latin America

Far East



FIGURE V-4. Relative Growth of Agriculture, Manufacture, Mining and Population (Prewar 100)
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'17A,BLE V-2. PRODITCTION I.N E 1\1 A, T N S -II: CT 0 It
OF AO i I.. Flyri ; 1954/55 IN RELATION TO THE

Pi: WAR AVERAGE

REGION Tot-al
Livestock

Production relatively very small.

Wartime and postwar changes in the pattern
of world production are shown more concretely
in Figure II-4 where the world production of
so me important agricultural and forest products
in 1954/55 is shown in relation to production
at the end of the war in 1946/47 and to the
prewar level. Although some of the more strik-
ing increa,ses, e.g. for rubber and citrus fruit,
largely reflect the growth of world demand,
t.h.is is by no means always the case since priee
supports, price ceilings and other policy measures
have largely influenced the postwar pattern of
production. These national policies, however, have
only a limited influence on international markets
and, as will be shown later, there is some degree
of correlation between prices on world markets
and the relative growth. of production.

The general impression from the data pre-
sented above is that the expectation of market
outlets was probably the most important factor
determining the rate of postwar expansion. Tech-
nical advances contributed largely to th.e rapid
growth of production in Western Europe, but the
loNver levels of agricultural technique and equip-
ment did not preve,nt almost as rapid an expansion
in the Near East and Africa. .Again, there can
be little doubt tliat with the technical facilities
available to them, North American farmers could
have maintained the wartime rate of expansion
had they been confident of profitable outlets for
the increased production. Even before agricul-
tural surpluses became a major problem, however,
there were widespread uncertainties in North
America on the future demand and the .coitrse of
farr prices and i.ncomes ; acreage controls were
introduced to limit the output of certain crops
for which the market seemed inadequate. The
depression of the 'thirties still threw i.ts shadow
over men's minds.

Food
Crops

Non-Food
Crops
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Other factors, already mentioned, were of pri-
mary importance in some areas, e.g. unsettled
conditions in the Far East and drought in Austra-
lia and in some countries of the Near East and
North Africa. A factor of rather general influence
was the greater profitability of investment in other
sectors of the economy which limited the invest-
ment resources available to agriculture. Thus
nuilding and real estate attracted a large share
of investment capital in Latin Amen ca, secondary
industries in Australia, mining and communica-
tions :in Africa. Manufa,cturing was more prof-
itable than agriculture in North America, though
North. .American agri.culture had an ample supply
of capital throughout the period.

.Rapid as it was, therefore, the postwar ex-
pansion of agriculture fell far short of general eco-
nomic progress, and this remains true if allowance
i.s made for the somewhat exceptional conditions
in North America. Excluding North America,
the world output from industry increased about
twice as fast as the output from agriculture during
the period from 1946-1954. For a few years agri-
cultural expansion in Western Europe kept pace
with manufacture, but was outstripped after 1950.
jElsewhere the discrepancy h.as been still more
marked (Figure V-4). Faster progress in sectors
other than agriculture is to be expected in a rapid.-
ly industrializing world, though in some countries
the disparity may have been unduly large.

There can be little doubt, however, that the
recovery and progress of agriculture under the
generally favorable economic conditions since
World War II was considerably faster than after
World Wat' I. So much is evident .from a compar-
ison of the basic data on the growth of e.g. ce-
real production and livestock numbers in the years
after each war (Figure V-5). Broader compari-
sons on time basis of indices of total world agricul-
tural production seem unreliable, and indices pie-
pared before World War II (e.g. by the League
of Nations) do not appear to be comparable
with those of FAO.

Fisheries

It is difficult to estimate the total annual world
fish production at the end of World War TI, but
i.t is certain that i.t had fallen to under 20 million
tons, substantially below the prewar level of about
22 million tons. It now exceeds 27 million tons,
20 percent above the prewar output. Most of the in-
crease has occurred in th.e well established and de-
veloped fisheries of Europe, North America, Japan.
and the U.S.S.R., and has been based on hnown

1984,38 weerrwe

N.,rth moriea, . 148 132 120
OcenniL 121 113 1

Western Europe. 117 118 1

friea, 132 144 235
Near Nast ... 125 145 131
Latin Ameriea . . 131 147 117
:War East (ex. China). 95 112 118
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resources already subject to some exploitation.
With the possible exception of South African pil-
chard, all the major increases have been due to
the more intensive exploitation of these resources.
Norway, for example, has doubled its production
of winter herring since the War, while the United
States has rapidly increased production of me.n-
haden and tuna ; Iceland has doubled its prewar
cod 'production, and the postwar revival of the
United Kingdom fisheries has rested mainly on the
extended exploitation of North Atlantic and Arc-
tic cod. On the other hand, the emergence of
South and South-West Africa, Peru, Angola and
Chile as significant fish producers and exporters is
entirely a postwar development. :During the last
few years the tendency has been for production
in the principal fish-producing countries to

FIGURE V-6. Production and Utilization of Wood
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B. Industrial Wood - Quantity Produced
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stabilize, except Jalan and possibly the U.S.S.R.
For the rest of the world there is li.ttle information,
but it is evident that no major 'increases .have oc-
curred despite the 'pursuit of expansionist policies
in the fisheries of Southeast Asia, the Far East and
:Latin America.

Forestry
Total removals of roundwood from the 'world's

forests rose gradually from some 1,300 to close
on 1,500 million cubic meters (15 percent) over
the period 1946 to 1954. This increase came en-
tirely from a rise of about 35 percent in the pro-
duction of industrial wood (including a rise of
51 percent in pulpwood and pitprops) and the
production of fuelwood declined slightly (Fig-
ure V-6 and Table V-3).

53 54 1937/38 1946 47 48 49 50 511937/38 1946 47 48 49 50 51 52



FIGURE V-6. Production and Utilization
of Wood (Concluded)
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The largest increases occurred in the Soviet
'Union, where production had fallen rather Iteavily
during the war. Figures available :for the postwar
period are, -with the exception of 1950, 'based OH

planned production and they show a :rise of as
much as 75 percent from 1946 to 1054. Because
of war damage to the forests principally exploited
before the war, production has liad to be extended
increasingly into the itorthern part of the country
aitil Siberia. Although the production of fuel-
wood increased, i.t represents a steadily declining
proportion of the total votame of fellin.gs, thus
conforming to the general trend for a more ra-
tional 'utilization of forest resources.

In spite of a larger output of industrial
wood, total fellings in Europe have declined since
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TA. 7-3 PRODUCTION OF ROHNDWOOD IN 1954
IN COMPARISON WITH 1946

1946 because of a shai in the use of fuelwood
as other fuels once more liccame fairly plentiful.
Serious overeating occurred in some countries
during the war a,nd immediate postwar years
since .1.049 the European output has, however, been
more in line with the production capacity of her
forests. The production of fuetwood also declined
somewhat in North America, but total fellings
increased slightly during the years 'under review,
almost entirely because of a rise of 33 percent in
output of the smaller sizes, chie,fly for pulpwood.
The production of sawlogs and oth.er industrial
roundwood TOSe by only 12 percent.

Production in other regions is still mainly of
fuelwood and fellings of industrial wood are rela-
tively small. The forest industries of Latin Amer-
ica and Africa were developed extensively dur-
ing the war, when the output was raised by some
20-25 .percent, but progress has since been slow in
spite of the large untapped resources of these
regions. In Oceania, the expansion started during
the -War has continued steadily. The forest situa-
tion is least satisfactory in Asia. Damage and
over-exploitation were SeVere during the, war in
the main ,producing countries, and in 1954, the
output of roundwood had barely regained the
prewar level and was still insufficient to meet
requirements.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN AGRICUL-
TURAL PRODUCTS

The Prewar Pottern of Trade

Prior to World War II, international tra,de in
ieultural 'products followed a well-defined pat-

. The main geographical movement was

Pereentate change

Europe 14 --- 39 + 12 + 14
+ 74; -h 40 + 108 + 300

North America . +6 -- 14 -1- 12 + 41
.Latin A merica . 3 + 13
Africa . . -- 3 +100
Asia + 16 -I- 4 + 38 + 150
Ocean i a + 29 H- 71

NV ou ) + 15 + 35 + 51

industrial Wood
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from the less industrialized regions uf the Far
East, Africa, the Near East, Latin America, and
Oceania to Western Europe. North America was
the only other region whose imports of agricul-
tural products were greater than exports, but its
gross and especially its net imports were much
smaller than those of Europe. Although exports
from the largely agricultural economies to indus-
trialized Europe formed the largest sector of
world trade, intra-regional trade was important for
Europe, where more than one-fifth of agricultural
imports came from other European countries.
There was also an appreciable volume of trade
within the Far-II3a,stern and other regions.

International trade in forestry products com-
prised mainly exports from the U.S.S.R., the
Scandinavian countries and North America to
Europe, with intra,-regional trade in North America.

The Situation at the End of the War

In 1946, the first complete calendar year after
the end of the war, the voltme of world trade in
agricultural products is estimated to have been
about 20 percent less than before the war. For
food and feeding stuffs the decline was of the order
of 25-30 percent ; trade in other sectors was less
severely reduced, the volume of international ship-
ments in natural fibers and rubber falling by about
13 percent, and in the case of beverages and to-
bacco by only 5 percent.

Apart from a smaller volume of trade, there
were also, as noted in Chapter II, marked changes
in its geographical pattern. In particular, North
America, with a greatly expanded production, was
able to triple her food exports and to increase
her total agricultural exports by some 80 percent
above the prewar level in replacement of supplies
no longer available elsewhere. These increased
exports comprised principally cereals, vegetable
oils and livestock products.

At the other extreme, exports of agricultural
products from the Far East liad' fallen to 40 per-
cent of their prewar level (foodstuffs to only 16
percent) and exports from Europe to li.ttle more
than 30 percent. Exports from Eastern to West-
ern, Europe almost ceased because of the sever-
ity of war damage to production and general
shortages. There was also a considerably lower
volume of agricultural exports from the Near East
than before the war, but those from Latin America
and Oceania were well maintained. The main
changes in the volume of trade are summarized
in Table V-4.
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TAB LE V-4. VoLumm os' C ROSS EXPO RTS AND
IMPORTS 0 1' A(titC1,:mar.itAl. .13 RO 1)1 TOTS IN I 9411

n Bever-

The Volume of International Trade Since
World War II

The most striking feature of .international trade
in agricultural products in the period since Workt
War II has perhaps been its relative stagnation.
This was in marked contrast to international trade
as a whole which developed fairly rapidly during
this period, exceeding the prewar level by some
25 percent as early as 1950, and by 55 percent in
1954 (Ta,ble V-5). Trade in food and feeding
stuffs, the largest sector of trade in agricultural
products, regained its prewar level only in 1951,
and since haS not moved up Or down from the
prewar level by more than one or two percent.
After a peak in 1950 at the, time-3 of the Korean
boom, world trade in natural fibers and rubber
has settled down at a level some 3-5 percent higher
than before the war. The beverages and tobacco
group shows a rising trend, though much less
steep than that for world trade generally. For
agricultural products as a whole the level of world
trade has varied between 100 and 105 percent of the
1934-38 level in each year since 1950. Forest
products, not included in this index, have also
shown a relatively modest rate of expansion.

This lack of growth, particularly in the food
and .feeding stuffs sector, largely reflects the strong
move toward a greater degree of self-sufficiency
in agric,ultural products, whether for security,
balance of payments, or oth.er reasons, already
discussed in Chapter II. In the case of natural
fibers and rubber and forest products it reflects also
the increasin.g use of substitute materials. It
means that trade in agricultural products is be-

. 19,3d-38 average 100

1Vorld 'l'inde . . 80 73 87

Exports
North. America . . 180 313 164 153
Far East, (excl. China) 44 16 63 69
Western Ettro[)e. . . 32 28 4,0 42
All other areas 91 67 137 [07

Inports
'Western Europe. . . 72 69 78 70'
Far East, (excl. ('hina) 44 Si) 38 48
North America . . 126 68 144 144
All other areas . . 114 130 119 93
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FIGURE V-7. Comparative Growth of the Volume of World Trade Generally
and of Trade in Agricultural Products (Prewar 100)

coming a gradually decreasing7 part of world
trade. Moreover, since the stagnant eondition
of trade contrasts with the stea,dy expansion of
agricultural production, it follows that production
'for export is becoming- a smaller sector of agri-
cultural production as a whole. The proportion of
the world's agricultural output moving into inter-
national trade was of the order of 20 percent be-
fore the war and is 1101V nearer 1.5 pexcent.

Regional Trends in International Trade in
Agricultural Products

Food and Animal Feraiing8lufls. The over-
all figures in Figure V-7 and Table V-5, however,
naturally conceal important national, regional and
commodity trends. From the regional indices in

ee

1948 1950

,S5

1

1952

All items (agricultural and non-
110.

agricultural)

1954

Beverages and tobacco

Natural fibers and rubber
Food and feeding stuffs

Figure V-8 it is evident that the wartime distor-
tions of the general pattern of world trade in agri-
cultural products persisted through much of the
postwar period and to a large extent still rem.ain.
The most dramatic changes occurred in the food
sector. For most of the postwar period food ex-
ports from North America were maintained at
som.e 3-4 times the prewar level and only began to
decline sharply after 1952. In view of the recov-
ery of production elsewhere, this downward trend
seems likely to continue though it may be consid-
erably retarded by surplus disposal operations,
particularly if means can be found of utilizing
surplus food stocks more extensively for general
economic developm.ent in the less industrialized
regions of the world.
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In the regions most afrected by war, Europe,
and the Far East; exports of foodstuffs go largely
to other countries of the region. This is especial-
ly so in Europe, the main foods exported being
fruit, vegetables and livestock products. Recov-
ery from the low postwar level of exports in
Europe was delayed for some time by currency
restrictions and by the -wartime fall in livestock
pixaluction in European exporting countries. r.fhe
prewar level -WaS regained by 1950, and though
further expansion Ivas slow for some years a re-
newed Upward trend has become evident in the
laSt ONO years, aided by the operation S ol the
European Payments Union and trade liberaliza-
tion.

Recovery iii the Far East has been SIOWOV arid
.food expoas, largely of rice an.d other foods to
countries .within the :region, seem to have become
stabifized at rather less than half the prewar level.
.At first, lack of exportable supplies was the main
limiting factor, while in the last few years when
supplies have been abundant, exports have been

TAB LE V-5. V OBI ) .NN'o 1[1,D r LA II E [N A icLCTJIJUIJRAI. P 0 1)140TS; 1946-1954

Africa

FIGURE V-8 (concluded)

E. Gross Exports of Beverages and Tobacco F. Gross I mports of Beverages and Tobacco

North America
Latin America

Far East (excluding
China)

restricted by such factors as the high price of rice
in relation to wheat, increased rice production in
importing, countries which has reduced their import
requirements, and the shrinking world market
for vegetable oils, discussed else-where. The pro-
duction of sugar for export is still well below the
prewar level, but the former markets are 1101V fully
supplied, mainly from the Caribbean countries. In
vi.ew of the growing domestic requirements in
Far Eastern countries it is uncertain whether the
recent level of food exports will be greatly
exceeded in the foreseeable future.

Food exports :from. Oceania have been running
at sorne 10 percent above the prewar level and
those from Latin America at some 10 percent less.
The remarkable increase in food exports froin
the Near East in the last few ,years has been
due mainly to the expansion of cereal production,
notably in Turkey.

Figure V-9 includes exports from other regions
tu the U.S.S.R., Eastern Europe, and China, and
on the iinport side, the quantities received from
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North America
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I TEA, 194 6 1917 1918 1949

1934
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Wood and feeding stuffs . 73 80 87 03 90 103 08 102
1

100
Natural fi hers a ti-cl rub be r 87 90 93 96 116 [05 103 105 102
Beverages and tobacco . . 95 95 98 110 103 110 107 115 109

Al 1 agricu tural prodAicts . . 80 85 90 96 100 105 101 104 102

Irorest products . . . . . 65 84 83 85 103 118 107 112

Al 1. i tenis (agricultural ali d
non -agricultural )1 . . . 100 103 1 1 1 125 140 138 148 155

'tL N. Index uf world exports adj usted to 1937-38 base. . . Not avant, ble
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those countries. Data on trade between the
communist group of countries is lacking a,nd no
indices of th.ei total trade can thexefore be pie-
pared. Their food exports to thc, remainder of
the world, however, have remained at, a fairly.
low level, while the U.S.S.R. has recently become
a substantial importer of li vestock products and
sugar. As already noted the -U.S.S.R. is 11.011,

m.aking a special effort to expand domestic agri-
cultural production.

On the import side the picture is simpler and
largely one of recovery. With her domestic agri-
cultural production expanding more rapidly than
population, imports of food and feeding stuffs into
Western Europe, the largest importing region, have
been stabilized in the last few years at sonie 10
percent less than the prewar average. Food
ports into North America have been rather great-
er than before the war in the last few years, but
the rising trend is very slow. Imports, mainly
of grain, into Far Eastern countries rOSO to a high
level for some years, but are DOW once more de-
clining with the recovery of domestic production.
Imports of foodstuffs into Latin America and other
less developed regio.ns have shown a more consid-
erable in.crease, but are still relatively small in
relation to those of the main importers.

The pattern of trade in fish, not included in the
foodstuffs index, also showed changes in the post-
war period. Th.e United Kingdom redueed its
imports from Ca,nada and relied increasingly on
domestic supplies and imports from Europe. Both
European and Canadian exporters gave increas-
ing attention to the United States market, adapt-
ing their processing and packaging, especially
by deep-freezing, to the requirements of that mar-
ket. Japan, after a slower start, is also increas-
htg shipme.nts of tuna- to the United State-s. These
developments, resulting largely from th.e dolla,r
shortage, were matched by a tendency for tradi-
tional importers of cured fish in Latin America and.
the Mediterrane,an to switch purchases from Call-
arla to non-dollar sources. As other foods became
more plentiful, the demand for fish tended to de-
cline and gre,ater empha,sis on quality, variety
and price became imperative in import markets.
Tliere has recently been a drive to rind Ile 11'

markets, especially for cured herring and deep-
frozen .fish.. An important feature of postwar trade
has been the strong demand for fish meal for
animal feeding, especially in the United States
a,nd the United Kingdom. .

Natural Fibers and Rubber. The indices for
the raw materials group reflect a balance between
a high level of trade in 'rubber, considerably larger
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than before tire war, and a considerably lower
level of trade for fibers. Intern.ational trade in
cotton and especially si.lk has remained wel.1 be-
low the prewar level throughout the postwar
period.

T.he rapid growth of rubber exports, reaching
a peak at nearly twice the prewar level in 1951,
largely accounted for the rapid recovery of exports
of a,gricultural raw materials from the Far Ea,st-
ern region after the war. The large volume uf
Far Eastern exports in 1950 and 1951 was also,
however, swollen by heavy shipments of jute. Cot-
ton exports from this region have ranged from
one-third to one-half of then.' prewar level, and
silk exports still lower.

Variations in cotton exports account for the .very
fluctuating but generally low level of exports of
raw materials from North America a,nd also :from
the Near East. Wool shipments constitute vir-
tually the whole of the Oceanian export, in this
sector and have been maintained at about 50
percent higher than in the 1934-38 period.

The main features of the import trade in agri-
cultural raw materials ha,ve been the greatly in-
creased level of imports into North America and
th.e fai.lure of Western. European imports to ex-
pand above their prewar level. Even so, West-
ern European imports remain t WO t 0 three times
greater than those of North America. The
higher level of North American imports is account-
ed for almost entirely by rubber and wool, and
the decline since 1952 largely to the cessation of
stockpiling of these commodities. Western Euro-
pean imports of natural rubber have also about
doubled since 1934-38, but her imports of cotton
and wool are somewhat, lower. Also noteworthy
is the rapid rise in rain, material imports into
the countries outside Western Europe and North
Arneriea, which reflects their progress in manu-
facturing industry. The two main importing
regions, however, still absorb some 80 percent
of the world's shipments.

Beverages and Tobacco. The shift in the import
balance from Western Europe to-ward North
America and in some mea,sure toward the less
industrialized regions applies also to this group
of commodities. In North .America there has been
a sha,rp rise in imports of coffee, while imports
of tea and tobacco have alsc.) hicreased .to some
extent. Western Europe still imports less cof-
ee than in 1934-38, but somewhat more tea, co-
coa and tobacco. These two regions account for
some 80 percent of world imports of this group of
commodities.



There have been no major shifts in the pattern
of world exports in this commodity group apart
from the steady expansion of shipments :from
Africa, especially of coffee and tobacco.

Commodity Trends

Long-term trends for some individual com-
modities are apparent from the comparisons uf
the volume of world trade after World Wars
and in Fig. V-9. For a few products, e.g.
rubber, coffee and cocoa, the current level uf
tra,de is altogether higher than a quarter cen-
tury earlier. It does not, of course, follow that
past trends will continue. There are indications,
fui example, that international shipments of rub-
ber are tending to decline -with the end of stock-
piling, though this may be only a temporary set-
back, and that the rising curve of COCOU shipments
is 'beginning to flatten out. For some other prod-
ucts, e.g. cotton, world trade seems tu be run-
ning at an appreciably lower level than after the
end of World IArar I and for these international
demand may be declining.

More interesting for prospects in the next dec-
ade are the commodities wh.ere the level of in-
ternational d.emand seems tu be greatly affected
by 'war. Shipments of wheat and sugar, fui e):1:.m-
ple. TOSO steeply after World War T, but subse-
quently declined as production wa,s restared
war da,maged ateas, in some cases under the
influence of special measures to encourage pro-
duction in importing countries. There- are indica-
tions that :RV wheat the postwar rise in exports
came earlier after World. War than after World
War f, and that the decline also started earlier,
though at the peak the volume of shipments was
considerably higher than after the first \var.
Sugar shipments may be fnllowing a similar
trend, though it is by no means certain that the
decline in shipments of this commodity in 1954
'WaS anything move th.an a temporary setback.

The trend for coa,rse grains is aso interesting,
but uncertain. To date the level of world trade
has closely paralleled developm.ents after World
War 1. and it remains tu be seen whether the sharp
rise in exports ívhich occurred later in th.e inter-
war period will be matched by a corresponding
rise in the years immediately ahead. Against
this likelihood are the efforts being made in some
European importing countries towards the im-
proved utilization of pasture and the increased
domestic production of coarse grains as a Meall.S
of saving imports. On the other hand there are
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some indications of an increasing use oh coarse
grains for small livestock, especially poultry.

THE EMERGENCE OF SURPLUSES

The accumulation of large unsold stocks of
grain and other agricultural products, which clear-
ly means that not all the increase in production
has gone to raise the world's inadequate levels
of nutrition and clothing, has been the most
disquieting feature of the food and agricultural
situation in recent years. Although these stocks
are largely concentrated in North America, the
surpluses in that region have inevitably led tu
difficulties elsewhere. The recent course of stocks
of the main commodities and their location are
shown. in Ta,ble V-6. Only broad changes in stock
levels ívill be mentioned heme as the commodity
situation is discussed in more detail in Part 11
of this report,.

Stocks of sume commodities, that have been
:rising OVer th.e past few years, have now begun
to decline, but there are notable exceptions in-
cluding cereals, of which the surplus is largest in
terms of sheer sise, t'ind cotton. In the United
States, investments of the Commodity Credit Cor-
poration nearly doubled in both 1952/53 and 1953/
1954 but the increase at the end of the current
season Nvill be :rather smaller than in previous
years, while elsewhere there should be some decrease
in stocks. The end-of-season wheat stocks of the
:four major exporters more than trebled between
1952 and. 1954, 'when they reached 45 million tons
or more than twice the average level of their ex-
ports in recent yea,rs. At th.e end of the current
season th.ey are likely .to be about th.e same as
a year ago ; the, decrease in Canada, .resulting
:from the 'poor crop of 1954, being largely offset by
a further incienso in the United States. Stocks
of' coarse grains are expected to show a slight in-
crease. Stocks uf rice which began to 'grow in
1952, a,ppear to be falling in the exporting coun-
tries of the Far East now that prices have eased,
but are still rising in the 'United States and .the
Mediterranean exporting countries. Sugar stocks
increased very sharply in Cuba in 1952 and
there was a further sharp and more widespread
increase in 1954. This year th.ey should decrease,
following the recent improvement in exports,
including large sales to Russia,. United States
cotton stocks, which have been rising steadily,
appear likely to increase further, but the 1955
acreage restrictions should bring sorne reduction
by mid-1956. -United States tobacco stocks have



COMMODITY

TABLE 6. '',STIT1 TE u `-iTOC KS OF MAI oe CO:MAIM/VI S 1 95 -55

Month.
1951 1952

Stocks.

1953 1951 1955
prel.

Production

1951-54
average

Gross
Exports

1951-51
average

NOTE : Quantities show,, include I io Hi 1 earry-over stocks.
1Exports relate to July-June and include wheat dour in terms of
7S.1. in 1951.

dicta.

3 0ye, barley, oats, maize. Exports relate to July-June.
Maize 1 OM.
commereial exports only.

7 including s(eds in oil equivalent.
1 Belgium: Bnizil, Denmark:, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Peru, P:bilippines.

Denmark 30 Sept.
' Canada, France, Western CO r nany, Japan, Netherlands, Sweden, United SU

1, Japan 30 June, Germany 30 Die., United States 31 Dee.
" Net imports.
12E111e-cured types 1 July.
1' Exports of home-produced cotton for seasons 1951/52-1953/51 onts,.
'4 Excluding U.S.S.R., China, and Eastern Europe ; and including in stocks estimates of cotton afloat.
"Stocks include estimates of rubber afloat but exclude strategic stockpiles, which are probably now in the re ion of

13/2 million tons.
16 Exports of home-produced rubber only.

, Not available.

WHEAT 1

illion metric tons

-United States 1 ;filly 10.8 7.0 15.3 24.5 27.0 30.0 8.8
Canada 1 Aug. 5.1 5.9 10.0 15.9 12.8 214.7 8.7
Argentina. I Dec. 0.5 0.1 2.0 1.6 5.9 2.1
Australia I Dec. 0.5 0.5 1.0 2.6 2.5 4.9 2.4

Total 4 major exporters 16.9 13.5 8.3 44.6 3.5 22.0
Iticif. (milled equivalent)

Asia 31 Dec. 0.2 0.7 1.4 1.3 21.3 3.1
United States . 31 july 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.7 1.5 0.6
Mediterranean 30 Sept.t 0.2 0.3 1.3 0.4

Total all exporters . . . (.3 0.7 1.5 1.7 2.0 24.2 4.1
COARSE GRAINS

United States 1 .Julyl 25.1 18.2 24.5 28.6 33.5 104.0 3.2
Canada I Aug.. 2.8 3.6 5.0 5.5 3.3 12.8 3.1

Total 2 major exporters 27.9 21.8 34.1 36.8 116.8 6.3
13uTTER

United States Dec. 0.01 0.03 0.13 0.17 0.70
CHEESE

-1-511 ;fed States Dec. 0.10 0.11 0.20 0.25 0.57 0.01
L3JITED SKIM MI LET

-United States . . Dec. 0.04 0.08 0.23 0,07 0.46 .50.01

LINSEED OIL G
United States 1 July 0.42 0.41 0.37 0.29 0.31 11.10
Argentina 1 0.2') 0.30 0.23 0.05 0.14 (1.17

Total 2 countries 0.61 0.71 0.60 0.34 0.45 0.27
LIQUID En [13L1( VEGETABLE

OILS
United States .. 1 Oct. 0.25 0.36 (1.66 0.55 2.07 0.39

Situ/v/1 (raw value)
Cuba 31 Doc. 0.29 2.16 1.51 1.94 5.45 5.05
Other exporters'. 31 Aug.' 0.44 0.54 0.54 0.76 4.96 2.01
United Kingdom . 31 Aug. 0.58 0.56 0.88 1.48 0.67 '[.74
Other i MOO ters 31 Aug.'" 2.37 2.40 2.24- 2.69 7.57 "5.28

Total 3.68 5.66 5.17 6.87 18.65

Touzicco (farm welg
United States 1 Oct." 1.45 1 .54 1.66 1.71 1.78 1.01 11.21-

COTTON (lint)
-United States .. 31 July 0.49 0.60 1.92 2.11 2.4 3.27
Other producers .

:En/porters
1.05
0.77

1.58
0.72

1.45
0.69

1.19
0.68 1.8 3.00

0.03
181.51
"0.01

Total 14 2.31 2.90 3.36 3.98 4.2 6.30 '"2.41

_NAT-F.311AL ReMuER ( World 31 De
Total)" 0.83 0.84 0.84 0.88 1.84 16] .75
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increased. slowly over th.e past few years and should
show a further slight increase. Holdings of dairy
products in the United States are now falling.
Butter a,nd cheese stocks have been decreasing
since the end of last year and with large sales for
'feed purposes dried skim milk stocks fell sharply
from their 1953 peak. United States stocks of
linseed oil and liquid edible vegetable oils were
considerably reduced after mid-1954, while, stocks
uf linseed oil in Argentina were practically liqui-
dated. Commercial stocks of natural rubber have

'risen only slowly, a large surplus having been
prevented by strategic stock-piling, which i.s now
probably in the region of 11/2 million tons. Pur-
chases of rubber for stockpiles have ceased, but
production and consumption appear 110W to be
roughly in balance. Wine is another commodity
in surplus in a limited number of countries, where
it causes special problems because of the heavy
dependence on wine produ.ction of a large part
of' the fanning population.

Surpluses of agricultural products emerged after
the First World War also, only at a rather later
stage in the postwar period. Stocks of some com-
modities grew during the depression of the early
'twenties but a widespread accumulation did not
occur until the end of that decade and the begin-
ning uf the next. Data on the levels of stocks
in that period are rather scanty. Fig.V-10 enables
comparisons with recent levels to be made for a
few commodities, but the figures for the interwar
period are probably less complete than for recent
years and certainly so in the case of' cotton.
Stocks of wh.eat are 110W very much higher than
at any time prior to World War II, and the same
is true for coarse grains though to a much less
marked degree. This is not the case, however,
fin the other commodities. Stocks of sugar and
cotton are currently somewhat below the peak
levels of the 'thirties. For coffee th.ere is a striking
difference between th.e low level of stocks at the
present time and the situation in the nineteen-
thirties when large quantities of coffee had to be
destroy-ed.

Some of the factors causing the present situa-
tion are .very similar to those that gave rise to the
surpluses in the 'thirties. .Now, however, they
have come into play rather earlier in the postwar
'period and have been reinforced by new factors
that have also contributed to the earlier emer-
gence of surpluses. North America and the other
undamaged areas, helped by a succession of ex-
eeptionally favorable seasons, achieved an even
more remarkable expansion to meet shortages
elsewhere than after World War I, while European
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agriculture, in spite of worse damage, recovered
considerably more rapidly. Although Nvar dam.age
extended this time to the Far East, -with its vast
populations, and recovery there is not yet complete,
imports into that region h.ave already fallen C011-
siderably from the high levels reached in the early
postwar years. An important new- feature of the
present postwar period is that policies of organ-
ized agricultural expansion have been almost uni-
versal. Originally designed to overcome post-
war shortages they have been continued for pur-
poses of self-sufficiency, to lessen dependenee
dollar imports, and because of gTowing concern for
the welfare of farmers, with the result that many
countries are still expanding the output of com-
modities, such as cereals and sugar, of which
there are unsold stocks elsewhere. Policies of
price supports, far more widespread and compre-
hensive than in the 'thirties, have reinforeed this
tendency to a certain rigidity in agricultural pro-
duction. In the 'thirties they were applied only
after surpluses had already begun to emerge, while
this time they have been a major influence
throughout the postwar period.

A most important difference froxn the situation
in the 'thirties is that most of the present stocks
are controlled by governments, and there is con-
sequently less danger of an unorganized unload-
ing of supplies on to th.e market. '17he major
example of a government surplus-holding agen.cy
is the United States Commodity Credit Corpora-
tion, whose investments (inventory stocks and
stocks pledged in return for loans) have increased
more than fourfold since 1952 (Table Y-7). Anoth-
er differe,nce i.s th.at in the 'thirties the fall in
prices caused by excess production was greatly
accentuated by the fall in effective dernand re-
sulting from world-wide depression. 011 this oc-
casion a general collapse in prices of commodi-
ties in surplus supply has been averted by farm
price supports, by the avoidance of disorderly dis-
posals of surplus stocks, and by the sustained
demand resulting from full employment poli.cies.

The surplus situation presents a twofold prob-
lem, which will be discussed more fully in a late"
chapter. First, existing surpluses must be (lis-
posed. of with the minimum (lisorganization uf
normal trade channels. This problem is kept
constantly under inter-governmental review by
a special Consultative Sub-Committee of th.e FAO
Committee on Commodity Problems. Second,
and in the long run the more important, is the
problem of avoiding similar accumulations in time
future by stimulating consumption and adjusting
.production, in some cases inevitably by 'restricting
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the production of the commodities affected. Sur-
pluses have not arisen because production is in
excess of the needs of a well-fed world. While
effective, demand is, by definition, always satis-
fied, nutritional needs for food and requirements
for any reasonable standards of clothing in large
areas of the world are still far from being met.
Moreover, populations are increasing rapidly every-
where. The need is still for a continuing increase
in agricultural production. To this end Ti'AO has
promoted regional inter-governmental consulta-
tions on " selective expansion, to discuss how
surpluses of certain commodities can be avoided
without any slackening either in the rate of
agricultural expansion, or in the improvement of
10011 eonsuinption levels.

FOOD CONSUMPT ON AND NUTRI-
TION

Chapter -11.1 summarized the Ki:rly postwar de-
velopinents in the world food situation up to the
time when food rationing and controls Nvere ahol-
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imbed or substantially relaxed in most parts of
the world. 'Ft \'as shown that while most of the
developed countries affected by the war had re-
stored their food consumption levels to something
like prewar levels, progreSS'vas nuteil slower ill
many of the less developed countries, especially
in the Far East. In tire laten part of the post-
war period two features arc discernible. The first
is the consolidation of earlier improvements in
calorie levels in 'Western 14lu1'o1)ean countries arid in
some coulitries ill Latitr America. Increased in(u)mes
accorripanied by a growitig volUMO Of fOOdaird agri-
eultural output even made it possible fu' many of
these countries to satisfy to a considerable 'extent
consumer preferences, especially the growing de-
mand for the more expensive livestock products.
The second featur(:, is the more rapid improvement
iu calorie levels in /1108t of thC countries in which
progress in the early post war years liad been slow,
e.g. in the Far East. the Near East, in Eastern
Europe and i n Germany and Austria. Part of
this improvemmit is ;tttributalqc to more favora-
ble weather, but a largo pat t is clearly due to the
determined efforts 3nade by governments to im-

NV }loaf ,
Rice

ri 100 ! 12
92

890 24

Harloy. 377
()itts 179 250
Aftlizo 10 192 3 373 20
(1rain glroms 199 29 1

riutter 58
Ciweqe. 35
'Dried milk . . 12 84
Linseed 96 96
Linseed oil. 93 86
Cottonseed oil 21 288
Cotton linters 13 178
Cotton, upland . 86 482 1

\\ ni .... -- 49
Tobaceo 179 231

Stocks pledged. for outstanding oans and stock's in pidee iipport inventory.
... Not available. None or neg^

rtounrE Report of 1 10011e1a1 Conditions and Openttions, USDA, Cominodity I i dit orporation, April 1953, 1954 and. 11155 .
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FIGURE V-11. Average Calorie Intake Region by Region, Prewar, 1947/48, 1950/51 and 1953/54
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prove the lot of their people by pliumed agrien!-
total development, increased application of im-
proved methods of. production and better appre-
ciation and application of nutritional principles.

Comprehensive nutrition programs can be very
effective in raising levels of food consumption
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OCEANIA (Australia and New Zealand)

NORTH AMERICA (Canada and U.S.A.)

WESTERN EUROPE (Austria, Belgium, Luxembourg,
Denmark, Finland, France, Western Germany, Greece,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Sweden,
Switzerland, United Kingdom, Yugoslavia)

Turkey

LATIN AMERICA (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Mexico, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela)

Egypt

FAR EAST (Ceylon, India, Japan, Pakistan, Philippines)

an.c1 nutrition. Fortunately inany governments
are showing an increasing awareness of need for
developing satisfactory nutrition programs.

The broad development of the, world food
situation, region by region, is illustrated in Figs.
V-11 to 13 below, showing the trends in average

Prewar 1947/48 1950/51 1953/54
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levels uf intake for calories, total proteins and
animal proteins.

These charts are ba,sed on data from national
food balance sheets only However, some infor-
mation OH food consumption levels is also avail-
able from dietary surveys, which indicate not
only the average levels in the country as a whole,
but also their variation within different sections
of the population. Unfortunately only a fe,w coun-
tries carry out comprehensive surveys of food
consumption regularly on a national scale. Where,
such surveys have been made they have proved
much more useful than food balance sheets as a
basis for the development of satisfactory :rood
policies and the improvement thereby of the
nutritional status of the population.
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OCEANIA (Australia and New Zealand)

NORTH AMERICA (Canada and U.S.A.)

Turkey
WESTERN EUROPE (Austria, Belgium, Luxembourg,

Denmark, Finland, France, Western Germany, Greece,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Sweden.
Switzerland, United Kingdom, Yugoslavia)

Egypt

LATIN AMERICA (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Mexico, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela)

FAR EAST (Ceylon, India, Japan, Pakistan, Philippines)

In Western Europe the most important develop-
ment has been the rising consumption of livestock
products, including until recently fluid milk,
and a noticeable expansion in the consumption
of soga]'. The, tendency toward lower consump-
tion of starchy roots has continued and there are
indica,tions that cereal consumption, too, is declin-
ing with the greater abundance of other foods.
Lower consumption of cere,als and a marked rise in
the consumption of livestock products are, of course,
outstanding features of postwar food patterns
in North America. Levels of food consumption
higher than prewar have been maintained in Latin
America, where population continues its rapid rise.

In the Far East, cereal consumption is ap-
proaching prewar levels. On the, other hand, con-

FIGURE V-12. Average Total Protein Intake Region by Region, Prewar, 1947/48, 1950/51 and 1953/54
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FIGURE V-13. Average Animal Protein Intake Region by Region, Prewar, 1947/48,
1950/51 and 1953/54
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sumption of animal 'products does not generally
appear to have even regained the markedly low
levels existing hefcyre the War. However, in Japan
animal protein consumption, which nearly dou-
bled since the low level of 1946, now surpasses
prewar levels. Statistics relating to food consump-
tion levels are not readily available for manrcoun-
tries in the Near East, but average levels are gen-
erally better than prewar, especially in Turkey.
..fleavy population pressure in Egypt, however, is
a serious obstacle to any rapid impro-vement in
i: o:1-isumption levels in that country. Notalile
features in Africa are the outstanding rise in re-
cent years in average :fiiod :intakes in the Unian
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OCEANIA (Australia and New Zealand)

NORTH AMERICA (Canada and U.S.A.)

WESTERN EUROPE (Austria, Belgium, Luxembourg,
Denmark, Finland, France, Western Germany, Greece,
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Sweden,
Switzerland, United Kingdom, Yugoslavia)

LATIN AMERICA-(Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Mexico, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela)

Turkey

EgYPIL

FAR EAST (Ceylon, India, Japan, Pakistan, Philippines

uf South. Africa, and th.e enormous increase in
sugar consumption in the whole reg,ion.

Wartime dislocation, recurrent postwar food
shortages, the effects of the Korean war and its
aftermath, anel finally the re-emergence of food
surpluses in soine arcas, have largely dictated the,
:rood policies of governments and the adjust-
ments made in these policies in the light of the
changing world food situatimi. Many of these
policies and the measures taken to iniplement them
llave [wen briefly described in earlier chapters.
In dealing with the trends in the world food situa-
tion, Inywever, it is of vital importance that the
powerful knig-term factors at work should be

Prewar 1947/48 1950/51 1953/54



properly appreciated. The rapid changes in the
postwar situation have perhaps tended to obscure
the significance of these forces. With the abolition
of most types of food oontrols and the gradual
re-emergence of free markets, the impact of these
forces, especially on the side of demand, has be-
come more evident. One of these factors is the
growth of population and the changes that are
occurring or will occur in its cómposition, espe-
cially as regards age and occupational gronps.
Even more important i.s the rise in national income
and its distribution among different classes of
the population, for these will greatly influence th.e
level of effective demand fo food as a whole as
well as different t:ypes of food. Associated with this
are the relative price levels of different food groups
to consumers. as determined largely by trends
in costs of production and other factors on the
supply side. Finally, there is the slow ehange in
consumer tastes and preferences. These are com-
plex factors whose possible effects cannot, how-
ever, be fully assessed without far more data
than are currently available.'

It seems fairly certain that some of the
changed patterns of food consumption in different
parts of the world compared with prewar are, to
a large extent, the result of the interplay of vary-
ing trends in consumers' income and consumers'
.prices. The development in the consumption of
livestock products in North America and Western
Europe strikingly shows the eft'ects of such trends.
For example, in the United States the spec-
tacular rise from prewar in per caput disposable
national income (about 60 percent in terms of
constant dollars) has resulted in a consumers'
response which has more than offset the effect of
the sharp advance in the price of livestock prod-
ucts. Per caput consumption of meat, and milk
products other than butter (in terms of liquid
milk) has increa,sed by 20 ,percent. The situation
is similar in Canada. In Western Europe, how-
ever, the expansion in real per caput income
has not been so marked. Prices of livestock -prod-

:Research into consumers' response to changes in
income and prices is still at an early stage. Enough
is known from country averages and such compre-
hensive dietary surveys as have been made to show
that, as per eaput income rises, the per calla
intake of animal protein is likely to increase and
that the proportion of income spent on high enerp-
foods will in the long run fall even in countries
Where average calorie intake is now extremely low.
(See State of Food and .A.grieulture 19,54, pp. 35-7).
But much more detailed studies will be needed
in different parts of the world before any final
conclusions can be reached on the extent of such
changes for a given increment in income.
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ucts in Western Europe are, on th.e other hand,
still very much higher in relation to other foods
and the general increase in the cost of living.
Consequently, despite the upward trend in meat
consuniption in nearly all countries, the present;
levels are still some 10-20 percent lower than pre-
war (Fig. V-14). Other factors have, of course,

FIGURE V-14. Meat Consumption after
World War II
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also contributed to this position. In some coun-
tries meat inaports have been subject to control
in view of balance of payments difficulties, while
in the case of '.Denmark constimption has been re-
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stricted in order to maintain exports and foreign
exchange earnings.

It is, of course, possible that a permanent
ehange in food habits may ha,ve contributed to
a lower effective demand for meat. For example,
the consumption of fruits, milk and cheese
higher than before the war in many Western Eu-
ropean countries. This, however, does not seem
very likely. More probably, the full restoration
to prewar levels awa,its a further expansion in con-
sumers' income or some reduction in the level of
meat prices.

The historic trend towards lower consumption
of eereals in .high and medium income countries,
interrupted and reversed by the war in many
countries, is once again beginning to reassert it-
self (Figure V-15).

The connection between this phenomenon and
rising national income was discussed in the State
of Food and Agriculture 1954, p. 36. The notice-
a,ble decline in this proportion in Western
European diets is a striking' confirmation of
this inter-relation. On the other hand, the con-
tinuing heavy proportion of cereals in the diet
uf countries like India and Egypt shows th.at
where income, and therefore total calorie intake,
is low, no substantial improvement in the quality
of th.e diet can be envisaged until the entire scale
of' income is raised. Changes in price relation-
ships between different types of -food are likely
to be as important a factor as income changes.
For example, th.e partial displacement of rice by
wheat and other grains in postwar years in
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India, Ceylon, japan, the Philippines and other
countries in the Far East was mainly due to the
shortage of rice supplies and consequent, sharp
upward trend in rice prices :relative to those of
wheat and other grain.s. How far such displace-
ments cause any significant permanent change
in the traditional preference for rice among the
mass of the population in the Far East is some-
wha.t difficult to assess. It appears that earlier
efforts of the govortunents tu promote -wheat
consumption during the period of acute rice short-
age have :resulted in some shifts in consumption
pattenm which_ 11lay become permanent. For in-
stance, in Ceylon the recently acquired habit of
wheat consumption, which i.s mostly conlim-!d to
urban areas, appears to persist even after rice
supplies have 'become plentiful enough to permit
doubling of the rice ra,tion recently-. .1.n japan
too, th.e i::,:onsumption of rice and barley has de-
creased since the war in rural as Ive11 as urban
areas, with a significan! :increase in the consump-
tion uf -wheat. Despite the more recent tendency
for rice consumption to increase, it seems that
the use of wheat is spreading strikingly, partic-
ularly in rural arcas.

If iprotective foods Can be provided at kiwer
prices, the possibilities for expanding consumption
even of less familiar types of food are appre.ciable.
Thus the recent :impressive increase in the con-
sumption of dried skim milk in Bombay and
other cities in India has been largely due to the
relatively low price at which it could be sold.

Milk consumption is still very low in many
countries, main1i: because ntilk is perhaps one of the
most expensive .foods, in terms of calories as well
as proteins. Nevertheless, a greater demand for
the more expensive protective foods is likely to
result from the steady progress of industrialization
and urbanization accompanied by :increasing in-
comes. For example, contrary to -what is SOMO -

times assumed, it has loeen found in Japan that
the average diets in urban districts are better
than those in the rural districts except for cereals
and other staple foods. Animal protein intakes,
which are perhaps the best available indi-
cations of the quality of diets, have been con-
sistently higher in the urban districts. A similar
picture is :revealed by an analysis of :various die-
tary surveys undertaken in different parts of
India during th.e period 1945-48. It was found that
the percenta,ge of the total calorie intake derived
from protective foods (pulses, fruits, vegetables,
milk and milk products) was appreciably higher
for industrial workers thaii for agricultural
workers.

too

An outstanding example of changed patterns
in consumption due to :price ch.anges is to be finind
in the really substantial displacem.ent c.)-f 'ranter by
margariiie and other vegetable :fats. Table V-8
sets out !he figures for some of the principal
countries coricerned.

TABLE V-8. ANNUAL (VI,: ,SUMPTICE,N; Olo P/11"I`Elt
MAII E AN D OTHER FATS

Co UNTRY1 'rewar 1947/ 1950/ 1952/ 1953/
48 a I 53 54,

Kilayram per eapul, pule fat equivalen/

Netherland8

Calendar year.

It would be unsafe to assume that butter will
never reectver even a part of the, ground it has
lost, in view of the recent general in crease in total
butter consumption, especially iii the United
States, France and -United Kingdom. On th.e other
hand, the conversion of feed into animal products
is an expensive operation. In the case of fats,
the advantage is therefore likely to lie with the
cheaper forms produced from oilseeds whose out-
put is steadily growing. Moreover, th.e quality
of margarine and other vegetable :fat products
is steadily improving. For these reasons, it would
seem that the shift in consumption compared
-with prewar may have an enduring basis.

CHANGES IN THE DEMAND FOR RAW
MATERIALS OF AGRICULTURAL
AND FOREST ORIGIN
Non -fooditems which are use( as raw materials

in industry, chiefly fibers, rubber and certain veg-
etable oils, represent by value about one-tenth of
-world agricultural production. Their importance is
much greater in world trade in agricultural prod-
ucts, of -which they account for about one-third.
In addition, over half the output of the Avorld's
forests is used as a TaW material by manufactur-
ing or building industry. Certain by-products of

Butter.
iliarg;1 lilla 111-1(1

5.2 4.4 2.3 9.1 2.2

Ill 'I Jli i. . 15.4 11.3 24.1 24.9 24.1

I 7, hi t e d Iin,a(I n

But I er 9.2 4.3 6.1 4.1 5.3
3,1 argil . . 3.4 6.4 6.9 7.4 6.9
Other f4tu . . .

ted 81010,s

8.7 5.8 8.5 8.7 9.0

Butter 6.1 4.1 3.9 13.2 13.2
Mart4arine . . . 1.1 2.2 2.3 12.8 12.9
Othe-r rats . . 13.2 13.0 14.0 113.7 112.4



agriculture, such as tallow and hides and shins,
and of fisheries also have industrial oses.

\Arline the demand for all agricultural products
is linked Nvitil the level of 'industrial activity, the,
demand for materials is naturally very closely
dependent, on the output of the industries using
them. Forestry is in fact becoming increasingly
dependent, on industrial demand, as removals
of wood fc.ir hiel have remained 'fairly static and
the-proportion of total output going to manufa,c-
Luring and construct ion has steadily increased. The,
output, of :manufacturing industrr as a whole has
increased %,ery rapidly since the wat', the annual
increase being some 5 percent ahead of popula-
t iongrowth. No world index is vailable of build-
ing construction, an important consumer of
forestry products, but this reached a very high
level in the period of reconstruction immedia,tely
after the War which 'in many cases has sii ice been
_maintained. Output of newsprint has also in-
creased, with rising populations and the spread.
of Reran', while with improvements 'in market-
ing, espeeially of ,food, the demand for packag-
ing materials has increased.

the production figures in Table V-9 ;for agri-
cultural raw materials and industrial wood are
taken as reflecting the demand, it would appear
that this has grown much less rapidly than the

TA01.r, V-0, WO II I, D imp u(' 'ioN TOTAL, A,N 0

1) E 12 CAPUT, OF I-1*00D, AGRTCIT U NON- WOOD
ITEMS, IN i) i At 1VoOD AND N. 'su FACTO RES

' Exel iding USSR., E,, si i.ru Eurone it itt C Mill: far hi-
Mistrial wood exclud'ug ttlip

Fiber:4, lint-nrul rubber atol in i] -vethtitl le oils. The
index excludes noti-fo.id products Unit tire not industrial raw
materials, i.e. coffee, tea and tobacco.

" UN I WICK of Ina Difacturing production.
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FIGURE V-16. World (excluding U.S.S.R.,
China and Eastern Europe) Manufacturing Pro-
duction and Consumption of some Major Raw
Materials of Agricultura! and Forest Origin
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demand for manufactured products. For some
agricultural raw materials the demand has in fact
been less than the production figures suggest, as
large stocks of e.g. cotton and rubber, have ac-
cumulated. Although the production of raW ma-
terials of agricultural and forest origin continues
to grow, the proportional content-, of these ,raW
materials in the output of manufacture has
steadily declined. Figure V-16 indicates this clearly
:for some of the majo]' agricultural raW materials.

This trend reflects to some extent increasing
efficiency in the use of ra-w materials, such as im-
proved processing of oilseeds and the use of more
'finished wood products like plywood and fiber-
board for non-supporting surfaces in construc-
tion. Still more, it reflects the development, of
new end-products with little or no agricultural
and forest raw material content and the increas-
ing use of substitutes. The latter factor direct-
ly affects the demand for raw materials of agri-
cultural and forest origin.

N`
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Increasing Use of Substitutes

The difficulty of obtaining many conventional
rall' materials during the war was a powerful stim-
ulus to the use of substitutes, and their use and
range has increased further since then. Some-
times, availability of supplies has continued t,o
be a factor ; synthetic rubber 1»..oduction has been
maintained for seeurity reasons, and the substi-
tution of other materials for wood has been
stimulated by the increasing competitioil for
supplies between the sawmills and the rapidly
growing wood pulp in.dustry, while th.c dollar gap
has also been a stimulus. Generally, however,
substitutes have continued to gain ground because
their prices h.ave been lower and more stable
than those of the competing agricultural produets
(agricultural raw materials were particularly
affected by the Korean boom), and because of
technical superiority and often greater versatility
of use and more constant quality.

T.he chief examples of substitutes have been syn-
thetic detergents for soaps based on tallow and
vegetable oils ; paints using less or no .vegetable
oils ; a large variety of man-made fibers; synthet-
ic rubber ; concrete, plastics, steel and other met-
als for wood ; and plastics for leather. Almost
all these substitutes come from outside agriculture;
within agriculture and forestry themselves an ex-
ample is the increasing use of paper instca,d of ;jute
an.d cotton in packaging.

Production of synthetic detergents in the lInited
States has increased from less than 0.1 million
tons in 1945 to about 1 million in 1954, while
soap production has fallen from 1.7 to 0.8 million
tons (Table V-10). In many other countries there
has been the same trend, .though less marked.
Synthetic detergents have been successfiil largely

TABLE V-10. TED STATES; SOAPS. SYNTHETIC
DETERGEN'TS AND INEDIBLE TALLOW AND GREASES

YEAR
Soaps

Syn-
thetic
Deter-
gents

Production

Tallow and Greases

Doll ks
Thousand nutrir kam

Now,: Compiled from "I'lic Fats and Oils Situation,
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
None or negligible.
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because they are superior for use with hard water
and can be made specially for particular uses.
Since 1945, the use of tallow and greases in soap
has declined by one-third in the United States,
alth.ough these fats have almost entirely re-
placed imported vegetable oils, oth.er than coconut
oil, in soap. Tallow ;production, however, has ris-
en steadily and as a result its price has rernained
exceptionally low. This has helped to induce an
nicrease in its domestic use in fatty acids, :fat-
fortified animal feeds a,nd in deterg,ents them-
selves, while there has been a very large increase
in exports. New paints and varnishes have been
developed which use less OT 110 vegetable oils,
but the decline in total direct use of linseed, tung,
dehydrated castor, soybean and other drying oils
in the 'United States has been largely offset by
the use of linseed and soybean oils in the manu-
facture of alkyd resins .for use in the new products.

Competition between man-made a,nd natural
tibe,rs had begun long before the war with the in-
troduction of rayon. More recently a large va-
riety of non cellulosic man-made fibers has been
deve:oped and the pattern of :inter-fiber competi-
tion is now extremely complex. Man-made fibers
are rarely perfect substitutes for one natural
fiber, but arc generally partial substitutes for
several, often h.aving properties not possessed or
possessed to a smaller degree by the natural fi-
bers, while many new fabrics use mixtures or
blends of both natural and man-made fibers.

The growing importance of man-made fibers in
the total market for apparel fibers is shown in
Table V41. Silk is the only fiber the total con-
sumption of which has actually fallen. Its short
supply during and after the war facilitated the
inroads of first rayon and then nylon into the
AVOTHCH'S hosiery market, one of its major outlets
before the wa.r. In the United States 82 per-
cent of women's stockings were silk in .1939, while
in 1953, 99 percent .were nylon ; in the Netherlands
9 perc?ot. '.-ere nylon in 1950 and 62 percent in 1953.

Comitition has not been confined to apparel
uses ; there has also been considerable substitu-
tion in industrial uses, of which the most striking
example is the replacement of cotton by rayon
in the production of tire cord, which in the United
States rose from 47 percent in 1946 to 97 pere,ent
in 1953 and in the United Kingdom from 37 to 85
percent over the same period. The purely industrial
fibers have faced less competition from substi-
tutes, though some nylon is being used for high-
grade cordage, and there has been considerable
replacement of jute (and also cotton) by paper in
bag-making. Textile bags represented 70 per-

11)37-41

1945

1950

1954

1

1

1

495

660

350

790 1

10

70

567

010

1

1

530

795

030

190

438

620

618

411

88

220

200

270

5

242

550

met ton
138

190

194

145

Pro- Use in Ex- Price
duction Soap Other ports Chiet,go



['ABLE V-I : WORM) CONSUMPTION OF APPAREL
FIBERS

Production. Nono or negligible.

cent of total -United States bag output in 1939
and only 30 percent in 1953. The substitution of
synthetic for natural rubber is dealt with in

Part Two.
The tremendous expansion in world production

of wood pulp, 75 percent between 1946 and 1954,
has led to strong competition with the saw mills
for raw materials. This has on the one hand
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caused a search for alternative ma,terials, such
as agricultural residues, for pulping, and on the
other hand has accelerated the trend which began
before the war towards the use of concrete, steel,
other metals and plasti.cs in place of wood in i.ts
traditional uses. The use of steel and concrete i.s
increasing in construction and for pitprops ami
railway ties. At the sarne time, products based
on wood pulp are tending to replace some other
agricultural raw materials, as in the case of rayon
and also the i'eplacem.ent of textile bags by paper
ones.

T.he increasing use of substitutes has been sin-
gled out as a major feature, of the postwar demand
situation for :raw materials of agricultural and
forest origin. It is thi.s trend, rather than the
well-documented short-term effects of the Korean
boom in prices, strategic stockpiling or the dollar
shortage, that has particularly distinguished_ it
from the course of demand for food products.
Nevertheless the importance and irnplications
of th.e trend must not be exaggerated. Silk is
the only product -whose total consumption has
fallen, while many have increased on a per caput
as well as an absolute basis. Often substitutes
have, by their cheapness, tapped new markets
more than they ha,ve curtailed the market for agri.-
cultural products, whi.le the development of sub-
stitutes for wood in its more traditional uses is
releasing supplies for the expanding wood pulp
industry.

Em
1934-38
aver-
age

1948 1954

1934-
38

aver-
age

1948 1954:

Thousand metric tons .. Percent of total. .

Naturot

Cotton . 6 370 6 230 7 600 80 73 69
NArool (clean

basis) . . 935 1 166 1 138 12 14 10
. . . . 50 20 25 1.

TotAL .

an- inicie

7 350 7 420 8 760 92 87 79

Ra you 532 I 111 2 044 8 13 19

()tiler. . 38 216 2

ToTAL 632 1 149 2 260 8 13 91

( AND TOTAL . 8 000 8 570 11 020 100 100 100



Chapter VI - PRICE MOVEMENTS, FARM INCOMES
AND CONSUMER PURCHASES

'fi-Le 1)11 ce situation sin ce ti le war Ras been
extremely complex. In the immediate postwar
years, all countries felt to a greater or less extent
the inflationary pressures caused on the one .hand
by the shortage of food and other consumer goods
and, on the other, by the high purchasing power
generated by the war (see Chapter II). The
success with which inflation was combatted -varied
widely from country to country, according to the
degree of shortage and the effectiveness of the
.machinery of price control. The same fitctors also
influenced both the relative increases in prices of
agricultural products compared with non-agri-
cultural products and the relative rises in prices
of different agricultural products ; and these, too,
varied greatly in different countries.

Even on international markets there was little
niformity of prices or price movements. The same

commodities were sold at different prices under
long-term or other government-to-government
contracts, and on the free market. .W.heat was sold
at substantially different prices inside and outside
the International Wheat Agreement. Again, while
payments problems were acute many importers
were ready to pay :higher prices for supplies from
soft currency than :from dollar countries ; higher
that is to say if converted at official. exchange
:rates, thought at times the differences may have
reflected the over-valuation of some soft currencies.

From the welter of conflicting price movements
and policies, it .is difficult to disentangle any
general or consistent trends, and con.clusions which.
seem valid for one group of countries do not always
apply to others where circumstances were di.fferent.
It would be impossible in the space available to
examine the course of prices in. all countries or for
all main agricultural commodities. The:ie are some
general questions, however, which seem of partic-
ular importance for the present study.

Have prices of agricultural products as a whole
risen More or less than prices in general OD inter-
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tuitional :markets ? HOW (10 the relative inctieases
.in prices of agricultural commodities compare with
each other ?

Etas the rise in priceS of agricultural products at
[loe farm level been greater or less than the rise
in. prices generally anti, in particular, of the produc-
tion requisites and other items which farmers
have to buy ? :How have these price trends affect-
ed :farm incomes ? Ha-ve the gains in farm
income levels compare,d with prewar years been
maintained, and how d.oes the -trend of farm in-
comes comparocompare with those in other occupations ?

:Has the rise in food prices at the retail .level
keen greater or less than the rise in farm. prices ?
:Flavo marketing margins widened or narrowed ?
How does the rise in retail food prices c,ompare
with the increase in consumers' incomes ? Aro
consumers spending a larger or smaller proportion
oh' their incomes than before on food and other
agricultural. produ.cts ? Have these factors led to
an increase or a decrease in retail sales of food ?

Available data do not always enable a categori-
cal answer to be given to these questions. Nor
will the answer necessarily be the same for a,11.

countries. The information available, however, is
reviewed below.

PRICE MOVEMENTS ON INTER-
NATIONAL MARKETS

The workl market fin' agricultural products is
only now being graduaffy re-established after its
breakdown during the war and immediate postwar
years. For some years after the war, therefore,
market quotations of time qualities and types of
foodstuffs and other commodities moving in inter-
national trade lost much of their normal signifi-
cance. Price controls meant that sales on domestic
and export markets were often -made at different
price levels. Moreover, export sales of the same
qualities of e.g. North American wheat, South-



east Asian rice, ',Danish butter Or Southern 'Hemis-
phere meat were frequently made simultaneously
at widely differing prices under various contracts
or agreements and, on the open :market. During
a large part of the postwar period, many :market
quotations therefore represent the prices at which
only part of the supply vas traded, often a rela-
tively small part, and in many ciases were not very
closely related either to the average returns receiv
ed by sellers or the average prices paid by buyers.

.An attempt has therefore been made to obtain
a more representative measurement of the average
values at .which international sales of the main
agricultural products were made, on the basis of
the average export and average import unit values
in. national trade accounts. Such estimates have
been .made .for 40 commodities, on the basis of
samples which as a rule covered some 75-95
percent of the total quatttities moving in world
trade. These average values., ctonverted at official
exchange rates to US dollars'', have been weighted
in accordance with the relative importance of th.c

:Indices .were also made using sterling values
Coy commodities normally traded in that currency,
but for simplicity have hewn omitted from the pres-
ent discussion. A more complete report of the
study is to be published separat(dy.

1.05

various commodities in world trade in order ti,
compute indices of average export unit values and
:import unit values for agricultural commodities
as a whole. Apart from sortie time lag between
export and import, values, evident at times of
sharply rising or sharply falling prices, (be two
indices run very close together ci,nd .for practical
purposes appear to be virtually interchangeable.
The index of export, unit values has been carriect
back (in terms of post-1934 'US dollars) as
as 1929, and the index of unit import values on a
somewhat smaller sample to 1913, in order to
make possible a comparison of the broad movement
of prices alter World War T. and World War
In neither ease do the indices cover .the actual
war years.

Changes in Average Unit Vet/1.1es for Agri-
cultural Products and for All Products
in International Trade
The index of average export unit values fcir

a,gricultural products (1952-53 == 100) is shown in
comparison with. the UN :index of export imit
values for all products in Figure VI-1 (a). Both
indices run fairly close 'together during the postwar
years, though. the rise during the period of the

FIGURE VI-la. Indices of World Average Export Unit Values
(Average 1952-53 100 ; semi-logarithmic scale)

1937 1938 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954

FAO All agricultural commodities

In,. 'Tr:" MAO UN - All items
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FIGURE VI-1b. Indices of World Average Import Unit Values, in Post-1934 U.S.$,
of Agricultural Commodities

(Average 1952-53 100 ; semi-logarithmic scale)

1913

1938

1920/
1947

Norean boom was greater in the case of the index
for agricultural products. Using a 1952-53 base,
average values before the war are seen to have
been lower for agricultural products than for
international trade as a whole. reflecting correctly
the depressed conditions of agricultural prices
during the 'thirties.

Looked at the other way, the rise in prices of
agricultural products on world markets since the
late 'thirties has been considerably greater than
the rise in prices generally. Thus on a prewar
base (1937-38 100) average unit values of
a,gricultural products in 1952-53 become 299 and
.for world trade generally 237.

Comparison with World War I

in Figure V1-1 (b), a comparison is made of the
trend of unit values of agricultural products after
World War I asid World War II. The influence
of the more effective measures of price control
taken after the second war is clearly evident in
that prices rose more gradually and never reached
the dizzy heights attained in 1919 and 1920.
Equally, there was no sudden fall after the second
war of the kind which occurred between 1920 and
1921. From 1948 to 1954, however, (i.e. from
three to nine years after the end of World War II)
the level of uni.t values of agricultural products
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1954

4".
.0

1938

1955
(1928) (1930) (1932) (1934) (1936) (1938)

as a whole WaS remarkably close to the level in
the same interval after World War I, from 1921
to 1927. The catastrophic fall in values which
coincided with th.e world depression of the nine-
teen-thirties began only in. 1920, or some eleven
years after the end of hostilities.

The close coincidence in the level of unit values
in recent years with those ruling at the same
period after the first war must be largely fortu-
itous, and it is not suggested that the collapse
of agricultural prices from 1929 to 1932 is likely
to be paralleled by a similar fall in the years
immediately ahead. Some of the essential differ-
ences in economic conditions between the two
periods, which render such a development unlikely,
were discussed in the section on stocks in Chapter
V. Nevertheless the experience of' the inter-war
period is there to show what might occur if market
supplies seriously out-ran market demand, if
governments abandoned all price supports and if
the stocks recently accumulated were unloaded
haphazardly on to world markets.

Changes in Average Values of Different
Classes of Agricultural Products

Figure VI-2 shows the trend of average unit
values in international trade for foodstuffs, natural
fibers and rubber, and beverages and tobacco
respectively. For foodstuffs as a whole, the peak

1938 1947 1949 1951 1953
(1913) (1920) (1922) (1924) (1926)
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1937-38 - 100

NOTE: For all agricultural products taken together, the coriesponding index is 299, and for all items In international trade
(agricultural and non-agricultural) 237. The latter figure is based on the UN index of average values re-calculated
to the base 1937-38 100.

level after World War iiwas reached in 1947
and 1948 when t.he shortage WRE most acute. Since
then there has been a gradual downward drift
as supplies gradu.ally became more plentiful,
interrupted to a limited extent by the outbreak
of the Korean war. In spite of the heavy accu-
mulation of surpluses in recent years, there has
been no sudden break in prices, a fact which rnust
be primarily attributed to price supports and the
cautiou.s stocks disposal policie,s of the 'United
States government. As is shown later, however,

TABLE I- I . RELATIVE INCREASE I N AVERAGE VALU SS IN INTERN ATIO N TRADE OF
CERTAIN A.C.IRICULTURAL PRODUCTS ; 1937-38 TO 1952-53

ugar 282
Coarse, grains 307
Wool 314
Cotton 354

Cocoa 504
13, ice 568
Coffee 645

the timing and extent of the p1-ice movement
varied considerably between different foodstuffs.

Average unit values of natural fibers and rubber
llave shown wider fluctuations than those of food.-
stuffs. Although the initial .rise in values for ra,w
materials, especially rubber, was slower, they
showed a remarkably sharp rise during the Ko-
rean boom, when they reached their postwar
peak, followed by an almost equally sudden
fall. Similarly-, between the two wars the rise in
prices during th.e boom period of the later nineteen-

FIGURE VI-2. Indices of World Average Import Unit Values, in Post-1934 U.S.$, of
Agricultural Commodities by Major Groups

(Average 1952-53 =- 100 ; semi-logarithmic scale)

1913 1920 1922 1924 1926 1928 1930 1932

Food and feeding stuffs

Beverages and tobacco

Raw:materials of agricultural origin
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1934 1936 1938 1947 1949 1951 1953 1955

Natural rubber .. 164 'Dairy products . . 194
Citrus fruit . . . 165 Toba'eco 212
Meat 186 Wheat 215
Tea 192 Edible oils 267



twenties and the fall during the depression of the
'thirties were,.muelt sharper for the raw materials
group than fo foodstuffs..

Values of the ' beverage and tobacco group
of commodities have shown a !Fairly steady rise
throughout the, period since World War 11, chiefly
because of the continuing strong demand for,
and limited supplies of, coffee, and cocoa. rn 1954
they were at a higher level than in any year
since 1913.

Changes in Average Values of Selected
Commodities

Finally in Figure VI -3 the trend of average unit
values in international trade after World War II
.for a number of individual commodities or com-
modity groups is shown in relation to average
vtilues after World War T. For a surprisingly
large number of commodities average unit values
since the second \\,ar have been remarkably close
to those ruling at the same interval after World
\Var I.. Wheat, coarse grains, edible oils, cotton
and tobacco :hall into this category. Average
unit values of sugar were initially lower after the
scoond 'hail after the .first war, but in the last
fe\v years have been about the same. Until
recently, meat was moving in international trad.e
at lower unit \Tallies than at the comparable pe-
riod after the first war, but the difference has now
)creativ narrowed.

On the other hand, up to 1954 average unit
values of rice, \vool, coffee and cocoa have been
substantially higher than those ruling after the
first wat, and those of dairy products substantially
lower. At first values of dairy products, and also
those of meat, \vere largely influenced by the long-
term lInited 'Kingdom contracts, but these now
((perate in only a restricted field and price levels
aro primarily determined by normal market in-
fluencies. In the smile \\,ay, values of rice might
have been somewhat higher through much of the
postwar period but for the government-to-govern-
ment contracts operated in Southeast Asia. Values
oh coffee, COCOa and \vool on international markets
have been mainly determined by supply and de-
mand.

The general movement of average unit values
of individual commodities is seen to have been
generally as described above for the broader com-
modity groups. This applies particularly tu) the
main foodstuffs traded internationally, including
cereals, sugar and edible oils. For sugar and
edible oils, however, the highest values were reach-
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ed not in the immAiate postwar years but during
the Korean boom. :For coarse grains and rice the
sag in values before the Korean boom vas partic-
ularly marked, and :for rice .the high levels subse-
quently reached only began tu break at the end
of 1953. For livestock products, as already not-
ed, the movement of prices was somewhat differ-
ent from that of oth.er foodstuffs.

Cotton and wool followed fairly closely Op
general trend of prices f..or raw materials already
described and th.is applies also to rubber and jute
which are not included in Figure VI-3 Similarly,
coffee and cocoa exhibit the general rising trend for
the beverages and tobacco grou.p, but this is much.
1.ess marked for tobacco, ulule values of tea declin-
ed somewhat after 1948 and did :not reCOVer Un-
til 1954, when they showed a marked but tempo-
rary rise.

Rise in Average Values Compared with
the Immediate Prewar Years

The immediate prewar period was in rucitty
respects abnormal as pri ces of agricultural products
had scarcely recovered from the effects of the de-
pression. 'Nevertheless, it has been so widely
used as a baseline that a good deal of interest
attaches tu) the :tTelative rise in imit values of indi-
vidual commodities on international markets since
that time. Some of the :main commodities are
therefore shown in Table 'VE-1 in. relation to the
:increase in average unit, values in international trade
from 1937-38 to 1952-53, when postwar pitees :first
took on some element of stability. sit should be
pointed out, however, that a steep increase over
this period may- reflect either a high price level
in 1952-53, or a -particularly ilow price level in
1937-38. The longer-term series in Figure VI-3
therefore give a mare balanced indication of
changes.

Forest Products

Similar indices of average values in internation.al
trade are not available for :forest products, but
their prices have in fact risen more steeply than
those of most other materials since the prewar
period. This applies particularly to roundwood
and sawnwood. Prices of processed products,
such as wood pulp and paper, have followed more
closely the general course of prices.

The higher levels of prices for forest products
established in 1946 and 1947 remained fairly stable
until the outbreak of the Korean war in mid-
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1950, which led to an unprecedented rise in prices
followed by a steep fall in 1952. Since then,
prices of wood pulp and its products have shown
more stability than those of less finished forest
products, and prices in North America (where even
the influence of th.e Korean boom was effectively
controlled) more stability than prices in Europe
and other regions. The general course of prices of
forest products since the second world war is

8hOlial. in Figure V1-4.

111

Newsprint (1948 --, 100)

PRICE MOVEMENTS AND THE
PRODUCER

The higher level of prices of agricultural pro-
ducts on .world markets was naturally paralleled.
by higher prices on the domestic markets of the
various countries. There is little value in assess-
ing the extent of the rise as such, since this depend-
ed largely On the degree of inflation in the country
concerned. What, :is more important is to consid.e,r
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FIGURE VI-5. Ratio of Indices of Farm Prices of Agricultural Products to Indices of General
Wholesale Prices (1938 100)
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how the ri.se in farm prices, and also in the whole-
sale and retail prices of agricultural products,
compared with the rise in prices generally.

An indication of th.e movement of farm ]rices
in relation to the general level of wholesale laicos
is given for a number of countries in Figure VI-5.
In most countries, Germany, Denmark and :Brazil
are exceptions, the ratio .was considerably higher
after than immediately before the war. This i.s
not unexpected in view of the food shortage and
of the depressed state of agricultural prices in the
nineteen-thirties. But for the operation of price
controls, which Were more generally imposed on
foodstuffs than on any other products, the rela-
tive rise in the level of agricultural prices would
often have been still greater.

In most countries there has since been a consid-
erable fall in the ratio from the high level of
the early postwar years and in some (e.g. Canada
and the United-Kingdom) it was in 1954 little or
no higher than before the war. There are indi-
cations in some countries, however, of a partial
recovery in the last few years.

The peak period for farm prices in relation to
wholesale prices generally was not the same in
all countries. In .North America it came imme-
diately after the war, in some European countries
one or two, years later, amd in countries export-
ing agricultural raw materials, e.g. Australia and
South Africa for wool, at the time of the .1. .orean

boom.
On the wlwle it may be co chided that while

farm prices gained ground in relation to prices
generally in the immediate postwar period, much
of that advantage has since been lost, and in

TABLE VI-2. .RATto oF PRTOES RECEIVED AND PRICES PAID BY FARMERS ; PREWAR AND 1947-54

... Not available. 1935-39. 2 1937. 2 1938. 4 1937-38.

some countries the ratio is almost as unfavorable
to farmers as in the late nineteen-thirties.

Ratio of Prices Paid and Received by
Farmers

il.±-'rom the point of view of farrn incomes, a stilt
more significant indicator is the ratio of the prices
farmers receive for their products to those of the
goods and services they customarily buy. Rather
few countries publish such. ratios and they are not
all entirely comparable. From the data avail-
able (Table VI-2) there are indications that in
European countries this price relationship .was

most favorable to farmers in the period 1947-49.
Since then there has been a persistent decline,
though. in some cases there are signs of a halt
about 1953.

In Canada the ratio of prices received and paid
by farmers was rather stable at a much more
favorable level than before the war from 1946-1952,
but there has since been a marked decline. In
the United States, too, the ratio has declined steepl
in recent yOarS. Australia showed a steady rise in
favor of farm prices, culminating in 1951 with the
Korean boom. Thereafter there .was a rapid fal.1
of about one-third in a year, but since the middle
of 1952 the price relationship has been fairly
stable.

In most countries the movements of the more
precise ratio of prices paid and received by farmers
thus tells the same story as the movement of the
relation between farm and general wholesale prices
that the gains of the early postwar years llave
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COUNTRY Prewav 1917 1948 1949

195'

1959

loo

1951 1952 1953 1954

Canada '84 115 117 1112 111 114 100 93
United 8tates '85 114 109 99 101 107 100 92 85

Austria 2113 .. . . . . 100 101 101 100 96
Belgnim 112 110 118 107 101 99 100 90 87
Germany, Westeril ,107 . . . 112 121 108 105 100 102

Netherlands 110 106 103 1107 101 100 97
Norway 284 123 125 123 105 1.01 100 96

Australia 479 1(10 118 111 138 134 100 103 95

Japan 94 94 91 100 106



been largely lost, and that in many countries
price relations llave become no more favorable to
farmers than before the war.

Farm Incomes and Expenses

Price ratios alone do not of course determine
the level of farm incomes, .which are affected
by the volume of the input items (i.e. th.e goods
and services farmers buy for th.e puipose of
production) and by the volume of sales. The
increased production achieved since the war in
itself is a factor tending to raise farm incomes.
In some countries subsidies and other state pay-
ments have also become a significant part of farm
receipts.

The modernization of agriculture since the war
has led to marlced increases in the essential expenses
of farming. Mechanization and the greater use

TA BLE VI-3. INDICES OF FARM PRODUCTION EXPENSES (EXCLUDING WAGES) ADJUST:ED TO 1ELIMINATE THE
EFFECT OF PRICE CHANGES ; PREWAR AND 1947-1953

... Not available.

TABLE VI-4. INDICES OF INCOME DE:RIVED FROM AGRICULTURE DEFLATED BY COST- OF-LIVING INDICES
PauwAR AND 1947-1954

... Not available.

of fertilizers are only two increased expenses HOW
essential to efficient production. Estimates are
given in Table VI-3 of the trend of purchases for
farm production frdm other sectors of the economy,
i.e. after excluding .wages to hired workers. They
are based 011 natio:nal statistics and have been
deflated by appropriate price :indices. Even after
eliminating price changes it will be noted that the
expenses of farmers in the United States have
approximatety doubled since before the %MT.
Other countries show a marked trend in the same
direction. The data between countries are not
fully comparable, however, and the table needs
to be interpreted with caution. Thus the swif't
rise in production costs in the Netherlands and
to some extent in the United Kingdom is partly
due to the resumed use of imported feeding stuffs,
as well as to the trend towards modernization.

Indices o farm incomes themselves, based on
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COUNTRY Prewar 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1951

1152 100

:Denmark 58 78 89 102 105 100 106
Germany, Western 72 71 73 92 108 100 107

Netherlands 51 68 83 102 95 95 100 101
France 118 106 103 101 100 103
United Kingdom 49 . . 89 95 88 104 100 97 90

Canada 33 87 101 95 85 110 100 90 6:3
-United States r 117 122 99 101 109 100 98 88

Australia 115 104 130 194 103 100
New Zealand 93 91 105 155 101 100

japan 122 65 87 96 100 96

COUNTRY Prewar 1947 1948 1949 1959 1951 1952 1953

1952 100

Canada 98 93 97 97 96 100 101

United States 50 75 86 87 94 98 100 100

Australia 87 87 94 95 88 100

New Zealand 77 80 92 96 108 100

-United Kingdom 81 88 94 95 100

Netherlands 103 56 58 71 81 89 WO 113
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national statistics, but deflated by the cost of liv-
ing indices to eliminate major price changes, are
set out in Table VI-4. This table again needs to
be used with caution because of some lack of com-
parability between countries, and because cost of
living indices based mainly on urban conditions
are not ideal deflators for farm incom.e, series.
Nevertheless, it seems clear that in all countries
t.he farming community was substantially better
off in the immediate postwar years than before
the warp which in any case vas a period of .unexam-
pled depression in agriculture. When allowance is
made for the decline in numbers engaged in agri-
culture in some countries, the per caput gain be-
comes considerable.

As regards postwar trends, the picture .is rather
confused. Only Denmark and Western Germany,
which had the smallest war-time increase, have
shown a persistently rising trend. In the United
States and Canada there has been a very rapid
decline from the postwar peak, while the Nether-
lands, France and the -United Kingdom appear
to have achieved a certain degree of stabilit,y
about the 1949 level. In all countries for which
comparable data are avail.able, however, farm in-
comes on a real basis remained substantially
higher in 1953 and 1954 than before the war.

As regards the manner in which the income earn-
ed by the agricultural industry is divided, in every
country for which there is information, farmers'
income rose asid fell more steeply than total agri-
cultura! income. The income of wage earners in
agriculture, on the other hand, lagged behind during

FIGURE VI-6. (Concluded)
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New Zealand

periods when total agricultural income was ris-
ing, and fell more slowly or even rose while it was
falling. Taking the postwar period as a whole,
however, there does not seem to have been any
strong tendency for farm workers or farm operators
to better themselves at the expense of the others.

Farm Incomes in Relation to the Level
of Production

It is instructive to compare the indices of the
real value of farm incomes in Tabl.e with the
-volume of production to form some idea, of .how
the rewards to agriculture have cha.nged in rela-
tion to its output. Indices of flet output in a
number of countries, comparable to those given
on a regional basis in Chapter V, have therefore,
been plotted in Figure VI-6 in relation to indices
of farm 111COMC.

For the countries included in the chart real in-
comes fell less os' rose more during the war than
did the volume of output, reflecting the relatively
greater increase in agricultural prices than in
prices generally. In postwar years there is a strik-
ing contrast between experience in North America
and that in :Europe. In the countries of Europe,
with the possible exception of France, .incomes
and output have more or less kept in line, whether
during rapid expansion (Denmark, Western Ger-
many and the Netherlands up to 1949), or in rel-
ative stability (the United Kingdom and the
Netherlands after 1949). In North America,
on the other hand, incomes have been roughly

1934-38 1946 48 50 52 54 1934-38 1946 48 50 52 54
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stable Mille output, rose (( anada), or declined
while output was stable (United States). In
Oceania the series is greatly disturbed by oseilla-
dons of the Korean boom, but on the whole the Very
high income of 1950 does not secos to have affected
trends which W11110 already visible earlier.

Labor Productivity in Agriculture

In the long run incomes in agriculture as in
all other occupations are likely to depend largely
On the output per man employed. It will. there-
fore be well to examine briefly the trend of
labor productivity since the Wi11', particularly in
view of the technological developments summarized
in Chapter IV. No comparison is attempted of
the level of productivity in agriculture and other
industries, for such comparisons can be made only
by allotting price weightings lo th.e products of
agriculture and manufacture which are bound to
be somewhat arbitrary. A few comparisons are
made, however, of the rate of growth of produc-
tivity in agriculture and in other occupations.

Industrialization leads to a steady decline in the
proportion of the labor force engaged in agriculture.
In the United :Kingdom, tire .first country to indus-
trialize, agriculture employs only 5-9 percent of

TAB1,P. \T 1,5. L i BO Li, OROPL, i N Au a cee ur URE tN (l,111.11TAIN ; 1945-54

Lox- of total employment. 2 1942 (-2-) 100. ... Not ava
Sources : Austria : Austrian Institute fOr EC0110/Ille Research

1)eninark : rar rl brogstal isk..:ii. win, ins lu " Glianges in the :Prod
Journal ()E Proecedin.gs of Agricultural i;

Canada : W. J. A tiderson in " Productivity 01 I.:,
and Political Science, Vol. 21, No. 2, Ma

U.S.A. : Agricultural Outlook Cliarts, 1910, U.S.D
SWOdell : Communication :received from Sir. :tureen
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the Ration's manpower, and there 18 still a slow
drift of labor from the land, attracted by the higher
level of wages and shorter hours in towns. In
the United States, the decline in agricultural man-
power iii recent years has been .much more rapid.
From 1939 to 1954 the number of wor.kers engaged
in agriculture fell from 111A to 81/2 millions, or
fipm 20 to 13 percent of the total labor force.
Most other industrialized countries show a similar
though slower trend. In under-developed coun-
tries the percentage of the population engaged
n agriculture (but not always the actual numbers)

tends to decline slowly.
This shift of manpower from agriculture to

industry is no less necessary for the progress of
agriculture than for the progress of manufacture.
Agricultural incomes and welfare depend ultimate-
ly on the level of labor productivity in agri-
culture, and the output per man in agriculture
cannot :for long be raised beyond the capacity
of urban markets to absorb his surplus production..

Indices of the manpower engaged in. agriculture
(based on. available 'national estimates, official
and unofficial) are set out in Table V1.-5 in man-
years, and where available also in man-hours, to
take account of the tendency to work shorter
hours. Figure VI-7 shows these estimates in

netivity of Labour in British Agricult ure.
rrrirrrries Soeiety, volume X, No, 4, March 1954.
',our in Canadian Agriculture. " Canadian J orirnrml of :Economics

.y.1..1615ctober 1054.
of the Statens Jordbruksna d.

COUNTRY

Austria'

19,1,5 1946 1947 1948

index rrj

l949

Man

1950

ears (1038

88

1951

100)

88

1952

87

1953

87

1954,

Denmark 86 83 84 Si 79 78

United Kingdo - 108 1(18 108 105 103 101 100 .

Canada' 100 .114 105 108 1(14 101 96 88 87

United States 86 88 89 86 80 78 7;5 74 73

Australia 93 94- 94 92 93 93 92

Sweden

Tndex

84

of Map, flours

81

(1018

79

100)

77 74 72

United Kingdom .... 106 103 1(13 102 99 97 94 93

-United States 91 88 84 81 79 7') 74 72 72 70
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FIGURE VI-7. Growth of Labor Productivity in Agriculture
(Indices : Prewar 100 ; semi-logarithmic scale)
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Source : FAO estimates of output and Table VI-5 ; Belgium : L'agriculture beige; évolution-situation actuef/e (October 1954).
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relation to FAO estimates of net output in the
countries concerned to give an indication of changes
in output per rnan. The steady rise in productivity
apparent in these countries may be due to some
extent to favorable weather, but there can be little
doubt th.at it comes mainly from improved me-
thods of farming and the more efficient utilization
of labor.

The estimates in Figure VI-7 show changes in
the gross productivity of labor in agriculture, and
for any comparison with other industries, allow-
ance must also be made for the increase in " input
expenses, " i.e. the cost of the additional fertilizers
etc., which contributed to the increase in produc-
tion. Such estimates, with comparable estimates
of productivity in industry, are available only
for a few of the more advanced countries (Table
VI-6). Output in agriculture remains very de-
pendent on the weather, and the indices of produc-
tivity in agriculture therefore fluctuate from year

TABLE VI- G. RATE OE GROWT EL OF PROD [Tufty IT Y IN AGRICULTURE AND IND USTRY ; 1946-53
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to year more than Ir industry. Those for Canada
in particular are considerably raised by the very
favorable harvests of 1951 and 1952. It should
be noted also that the indices for Canada are esti-
mated at current prices, and the rise would be
appreciably slower if they had been computed at
constant prices like those of the other countries.
The indices for the United States are affected in
some years by acreage restrictions an.d other lim-
itations on agricultural production.

On the whole, however, the general indicatimis
of Table VI-6 are that over the wh.ole postwar
period the increase in productivity in the countries
included in the table has been at least as fast
and possibly faster in agriculture than in industry.
If this trend continues a gradual narrowing of the
gap between agricultural and non-agricultural
incomes may be expected, barring any sharp
fall in agricultural prices in comparison with
prices generally.

... Not available.
Sources : Callada : Anderson, op. ci

: Bernstein, " A meric;,11 productivity and the S payments Problem " in " ldevtew of 111cononlics and Statistics
May 1955, quoting ligurt:8 used by the Joint, Committee on the Economic Report.

TJ.K. : Agriculture b5sed on \\imams, op. cit.
Industry ; FAO l imares using official data on industrial output and manpower, following methods adopted
by Adams " The I teal Product of the UK, 1916-52, " London and Cambridge Economic Service Bulletin No. 7
(New Series), in Times Rcricw of Intlustry, September 1953.

Sweden : Agriculture : ;Tureen, op. oil.
Industry : Swecti911 ..-7.tatistiein yearbook J.954.

CANADA

(Net output per Mall y(ar Lit
current prices)

agriculture 69 83 99

1949

100

100

1(17 isrs 151 128

other occupations . 81 87 98 100 107 11-I 123 132

-UNITED STATES

(Net output per man hour)
agriculture 87 86 100 100 114 105 108 114

private industry ...... 95 93 96 100 106 107 110 113

'UNITED KINGDOM

(Not output pm Man year)
agriculture 97 101i 101 111 111

industry 96 119) 106 106 104 109

(Not output por man hour)
agriculture 97 100 101 112 113

SWEDEN

(Output per man hour)
agriculture 90 100 102 101 1 10 115

manufacturing industry . 89 99 96 100 104 108 110

ITEM. 1916 1917 1918 19,19 1950 1951 1952 1953



FIGURE VI-8. Incomes in Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries as a Percentage of Incomes in Other
Occupations

(Semi-logarithmic scale)
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Per Caput Incomes in Agriculture in
Relation to Other Industries

:Even in th.e pu: twar period, however, there are fe
countries in which average earnings in agriculture
are in any way comparable with these obtained
in other occupations. In the '(Jnited States, for
example, the average income in 111)38 of all persons
engaged in agriculture (including botu . farin oper-
ators and farm workers) was estimated to be only
about 37 percent of the average earnings of an :in-
dustrial worker. As a result of increased output
and higher farm prices, average per eaput farm in-
comes rose in 1947 to a peak of 80 percent of aver-
age earnings of workers in industry, but by 1953
had again declined to only 50 percent.'

In Figure VI-8 approximate estimates, based. on
:national income data, axe given for a number of
countries of per caput incomes in agriculture,
including forestry and fisheries, as a percentage of
average incomes in all other occupations. '['he
estimates are inevitably subject to a considerable
margin of error, but the trends for each country
are likely to be significant, as well as the wider
differences from country to country. The :follow-
ing seem to be the main con.clusions

Of all countries for \VI Cli estimates are avail-
able, only New Zealand has shown a consist-
ently higher level of incomes in agriculture
than in other occupations. Parity has been
approached since time war in the United
Kingdom, and latterly in Western Germany
and Denmark.

In most countries, however, agricultural
incomes are well below the average in other
pursuits, often less than half.

Per caput incomes in agriculture were sub-
stantially higher in relation to those outside
agriculture in the immediate postwar years
than in 1938 in all countries for :which com-
parable estimates are available.

Postwar trends have not been uniform.
In one group of countries, comprising Ger-
many, Denmark, Austria, Turkey, 'Peru anel
possibly New Zealand, per caput agricultural
incomes have continued to improve in relation
to incomes in other occupations. More often,
however, the relative position of the farmer
has deteriorated, and in four countries (Fin-
land, Greece, Italy and Japan) the decline
from the relatively favorable postwar posi-
tion has been very sharp. IlIut only in two

'1.T.S.D.A. Farm .1ncome 171ittiation, No. 149.
Oct. 1954.
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countries of the seventeen in .Eigure AT1-8
(Finland and Norway) was the relative posi-
tion of the farmer in 1953 (the latest avail-
able estimates) apparently as unf4vorable as
:in 1938.

The greatly increased level of farm incomes in
comparison with, the years before the \var was
art essential :factor in the postwar expansion of
agriculture, since much of the in.ereased receipts
were ploughed back in the :form of new machinery,
moctcilized buildings, increased livestock numbers,
cl e. 'rlthout this injection of capital from within
the farming industry the postwar developnient of
prwhietion would have been much slower.

Althouglu. the rural population remains consid-
erably better off than during the nineteen-
thirties, the recent worsening of their position in
many countries, particularly in relation tu other
sectors of the community, cannot be without an
effect on the, economy as a whole. :For example
!purchases of farm equipment and machinery have
declined since 1951 in the United States with the
decline in farm bicornes, and the production of
such equipment in 1954 was about one-third less
than in 1951. Farm purchases of other goods are
likely to be taking the same course. Especially
in countries where the farm population is still
fairly large, the welfare of the whole nation is
closely linked with :the prosperity of the farmer.

PRICE MOVEIVIENTS AND THE CON-
S EIMER

In so far as the level of consumption of food
alid other agricultural products .is affected by prices,
it is the final :retail price to the consumer which
matters. The price paid to the farmer, or the
price at which :food is imported, is only one
constituent and not always the largest one, in
this final price.

:Detailed estimates of the cost of marketing do-
mestically grown foods are prepared regularly in
the -United States and Callada, but not regularly
in other countries. In the -United States, the farm-
er's share of the final retail price has usually
ranged between 40 and 50 percent. It fell as
low as 32 percent in the depression years 1932-35,
rose to a peak at 53 percent in 1945, and has since
declined to 43 percent in 1954 (Figure VI-9).
In general, the cost of marketing, which, covers
both processing and distribution, fluctuates much
less than the farm price. It thus accounts for a
larger part of the retail price when farm prices are



falling and a smaller part when prices are rising.
A comparison of farm and retail prices indicates
that this is also the case in other countries.

FIGURE VI-9. Farmer's Share and Marketing
Margin as Percentages of Retail Cost of U.S.
" Market Basket" of Farm Food Prod ucts

1925-1954
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Recent Trends in Marketing Costs

During the last few years of :falling farm prices,
however, marketing margins in the United States
have risen absolutely as well as propmtionately.
The main factor in this divergence has been the
behavior of labor costs which accounted for 53
percent of the marketing bill in 1953 as compared
with an average of 47 percent in 1935-39. Hourly
earnings of workers in food marketing enterprises
continued to rise, and averaged 4 percent higher in
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1954 than in 1953, even though still greater increases
had been obtained in the previous years. Transport-
ation charges and the prices of other services
and materials bought by marketing firms have
changed little since 1952. Rents asid taxes were
higher in some areas. Labor productivity in
marketing services probably i.ncreased during this
period, but either the rate of increase in produc-
tivity did not match the rise in Nvages or else ad-
ditional services Were provided for CODSUMerS.
Probably both factors played a part.

United States experience also indicates th.at
marketing margins may move in varying direc-
tions for different commodity groups. Over th.e
period 1947-54 gross marketing margins on fruit
and vegetables, fresh and processed, rose by 10
percent, whereas the average increases for all
foods in the "market basket" was 21 percent. It
appears, therefore., that the marketing of :fruits
and vegetables i.s one sector where competitive
increases in efficiency have more than counter-
balanced the general rise in factor costs. In
contrast, it may be noted that bakery and bread
retailers' margins have almost doubled over the
period.1946-54.1 Marketing margins for liquid milk
have also risen substantially, showing an increase
of 20 percent since 1950. At the same time,
however, the margin on mi.l.k sold in containers
holding more than one quart declined in 1953-54,
thus indicating a possible ineans of saving in
distribution costs.

In other countries, direct m.easurement of mar-
keting margins is rare, thouel indications of market-
ing cost trends have been deduced from the rela-
tive movement of farm, wholesale agricultural and
:retail :food price indices. Comparisons of th.is t3rpe
may at times lead to erroneous conclusions since
the component items are generally weighted differ-
ently in each index. In the Canadian -wholesale
price index :for farm products, for example, grains
and feeding stuffs are allocated half the total
weight. Th.e retail food price index, however,
allows them one-tenth of the total weight and gives
one-third to i.tems such as coffee, tea and sugar
which have no bearing on the farm price index.
Nevertheless, where prices for certain commodity
groups can be compared fairly at each marketing

1- Profits of the leading canning companies express-
ed as a percentage of stockholders' equity averaged
6.6 percent in 1953, as compared with 12.5 percent
for leading 'baking compan.i.es and an average of
9.1 percent for all food processors combined.

2 L. F. WOOLLA.M, EGOTGOITLiG Annalist, Ottawa,
Aug. 1954 and Feb. 1955.
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stage, it is evident that distributive margins have
videned iii Callada also. The price of dairy
products at retail. rose 2.1 percent :from 1951 to
.1.954 as against 1.3 percent at the farm le,vel.
Prices of animal products fell 17.0 percent at re-
tail as against 20.7 percent at the farm. In Canada,
average ammal marketing margins are also esti-
mated directly for specific commodities. The
margin on fluid milk rose from 7.9 to 9.9 cents
per quart or 25 percent in 1949-53, the margin on
beef from 23.3 to 26.3 cents per lb. or 13 percent
over the same period. The rise in over-all farm-
to-cons:rimer marketing costs during these years
was 16 percent, which compares favorably with
increases in wages and freight rates of over 30
percent during the same period. As in the United
States, the increase in marketing costs was least
significant in comiection with certain canned fruits
arel vegetables.

In :England and Australia marketing costs for
liquid milk have been compared for different time
periods. Rationalization schemes introduced dur-
ring the war reduced these costs substantially.
Part of these economies resulted from the zoning
of distribution routes and large-scale treatment
and handling of milk, part from a reduction in
consumer services such as afternoon deliveries
and a wide choice of suppli.ers. Thus, between
1937/38 and 1948/49, th.e marketing margin for
liquid milk in England and Wales rose only from
12.7 to 15.3 pence per gallon while general prices
:nearly doubled. The limited rise in meat slaughter-
ing and wholesaling costs from 1.0 pence to 1.7
pence per lb. during the same period also reflects
some relative sa,vings.

In most other countries the available information
on marketing margins is much less precise. Some
figures are quoted here to indicate their general
level, but they should not be used to make detailed
comparison between countries. The value added
between farm and consumer to the gross farm
production of. foods, beverages and tobacco in
Italy in 1954 has been estimated recently as
about 30 percent of the retail value." In France
the margin between the bnputed farm and retail
values of farm foods consumed by persons on
farms was estimated at some 50 percent in 1951/52.
This figure probably understates the proportion
applicable to the whole population, since it excludes
bread and other highly processed foods. In both
France and Italy, turnover and sales taxes play

Giuseppe Orlando, kivisla Economia Agraria,
IX, 4, Dee. 1054.
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a considerable part in wideiiing the spread between
farrn and consumer prices.

It is customary to assume that food marketing
margins in the less developed countries are high
because of the large number of small enterprises,
evident inefficiencies and outmoded handling me-
thods. Little statistically acceptable information
is available. However, the total spread between
the farm and retail values of home-produced food
in Ceylon in 1951, as indicated by calculations
made for national :income estimates, was 29
percent of the retail value. These figures suggest
that the comparatively small proportion of highly
processed foods in the diet and the simple retail
services may keep over-all marketing costs clown
to a relatively low proportion of the final price.
These conclusions are also borne out by Table
VI-7, whi.ch gives some indication of the price
spread between producer and consumer for diffe-
rent agricultural commodities in India.

'Uniform conditions do not necessarily obtain
throughoUt the Far East, and margins in some
other countries appear to have been higher. The
improvement in security conditions during the
last five years in countries such .as Burma, as
well as savings on transport costs and business
risks following the improved organization of the
market, ha,ve been reflected recently in reductions
in the marketing margin for rice.

In most countries, attempts have been made,
especially during the 'war a,nd postwar years, to
limit and reduce marketing margins by govern-
mental injunction. However, even the refinements
of administrative intervention attained in the
United Kingdom were offset in many cases by
pressure to maintain margins adequate to keep
the least efficient enterprises in business. Some
success has been achieved where margins are de-

'FABLE V L-7. STaucTuttE oe RETAIL pRICE OF
CERTAIN FOODS IN INDIA

Percentage of consumen price

- Nil.
Source : K. R. Kulkarni, Agricultura Marketing in lvdia,

Bombay 1951.

ITEM
Pota-
toes Rice Sugar Milk

Perceni

Producers' share . 56.0 67.0 65.0 65.0

Frei ght 12.0 7.0 11.0

Miscellaneous charges 7.0 17.0 9 0

Wholesalers' margin . 6.0 3.0 5.0 15.()

Retailers' margin . . 19.0 6.0 10 0 20 0



termined by institutional factors, rather than by
competitive costs. Government sales taxes and
freight charges by state-controlled transport sys-
tems have been manipulated to favor certain
products.

The high proportion of the final cost to con.sumers
of processing and distribution inevitably leads to
.widespread concern because of its restricting effect
on consumption levels, particularly for the poorer
COnSUMerS. There are undoubtedly opportunities
for considerable economies in marketing, partic-
ularly in the less developed countries, for example
by eliminating much, of the spoilage which takes
place because of delays in distribution or ineffec-
tive methods of storage, and by eliminating un-
necessary intermediaries, though this may involve
problems of alternative employment. Th.ese de-
velopments have already taken place to consid-
erable extent in more advanced countries. ,But
there they have had less effect on margins than
might have been expected because of the tendency
to provid.e more elaborate services or greater
refinements of processing, which . the consumer
Often has to accept whether he wants them or not.

Unless marketing costs can be reduced, there
seems to be no means of reconciling the need to
reduce the cost of food to consumers as a means
of raising nutritional levels, with the provision of a
standard of living to the farm population compa-
rable with those in other industries. So far little
progress can be claimed in this field. The most
hopeful sign is perhaps the renewed interest in the
last few years in agricultural producers' co-opera-
tive associations or producers' marketing boards,
both in industrialized countries, such as the United
Kingdom, and in less developed countries, e.g.
in Southeast Asia. The problem is not a neW
one, but it is one of the most important in the
food and agricultural field. ft is, moreover, one
which merits renewed attention nOW that the
postwar scarcities have been overcome and agri-
cultural surpluses are once more emerging in a
world in which a large part of the population re-
mains under-nourished and inadequately clothed
and housed.

Retail Food Prices in Relation to Retail
Prices Generally

As already noted, both domestic farm prices and
prices of agricultural products on world markets had
risen much further above the prewar level by the
end of the war than had prices generally. The
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same relation held also at the retail level, N'hiero

the rise in retail food prices was generally greater
than the general rise in the cost of living. Because
of the relative inflexibility of the cost of distribu-
tion, however, fluctuations in retail food prices
themselves and also in their relation to retail
prices generally, were smal.ler than th.ose of farm
or wholesale prices. For example in. the United
States the ratio of the retail food index to the
general index of retail prices was 20 percent higher
in 1946 than in 1938, while th.e rise in the ratio
of the farm price index to the general index of
wh.olesale, prices was no less than 58 percent.

When a similar comparison is made at the re-
tail level for a number of countries (Figure VI-10)
certain distinctions become evident. For example
in both. the United States and Callada, the retail
food price index has remained some 20-30 per-
cent above the level of the general index of retail
prices throughout the postwar period, and has
shown no tendency to follow the downward
movement of farm prices in relation to prices gen-
erally. The trend in Argentina and to a varying
degree in a number of Far-Eastern countries has
been similar. On the other hand in Southern
liemisph.ere Commonwealth countries retail prices
for food had maintained at the end of the war about
the same relation to retail prices as a whole as
in 1938. This reflected both a rather tight system
of price control and the a,bsence of any very acute
food shortage. Gradually, however, under the
pressure of world shortages the food price index
has risen more rapidly than the general index
until the ratio between the two is now almost as
high as in North. America.

In Europe the, situation is more complicated.
In some countries various measures of protection
before the war prevented the catastrophic fall in
agricultural and food prices which occurred dur-
ing the nineteen-thirties in North America and
other exporting regions. As a result of' the initially
more reasonable balance, together with strict price
controls, the ratio of food to general retail prices
was little different in 1046 from 1938. In some
countries, e.g. France and Italy, this ratio has since
tended to fall slightly. In other countries, e.g.
Germany and Denmark, food prices jumped sud-
denly in relation to prices generally a few years
after the end of the war when price controls or
consumer subsidies were removed. because of their
expense, or because the worst of the food shor-
tage and the main inflationary pressures had
passed.
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Retail Prices in Relation to Farm Prices

The general course of retail food prices has been
somewhat different from the course of farm
prices (Figure VI-11). In itearly all countries they
rose more slowly than farm prices during the war
and early postwar years. Thereafter in countries
where farm prices declined, as in the United
States, Canada and the Netherlands, retail prices
remained stable. In countries where farni prices
levelled out, as in Denmark and Japan, retail food
prices continued to rise with the continuing in-
crease in the cost of marketing. Retail prices in
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all countries have fluctuated less sharply than farm
prices and with a considerable time-lag. Even in
Germany where the farm and retail food price
indices have kept much more closely in step than
in the majority of countries, there was a consid-
erable lag before the price increases of 1950-51
were fully reflected at the retail level. The adjust-
ment of retail prices to a downward, movement of
farm prices is customarily still slower.

Some countries which show exceptions to the
general trend are included in Figure VI-11. In
Japan the initially more rapid rise in the retail
than in the farm price index appears to be due to
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FIGURE VI-11. Indices of Farm Prices and of Retail Prices for Foodstuffs in Selected Countries
(Average 1952-53 100 ; semi-logarithmic scale)
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differences in coverage, the farm price index being
understood to be based wholly on official prices,
while the retail index covers also free market
sales. Again in the conditions of continuing in-
liation in Brazil the exceptional relation between
the two price indices may reflect the different
weighting of coffee at the farm and retail level.

Retail Food Prices and Food Consumption
Levels

During th.e years of greatest shortage, price
controls and in som.e countries food subsidies
considerably limited the rise in the retail cost of
food. As supplies became more abundant, con-
trols were relaxed and finally abandoned while
consumer subsidies on food were reduced or elim-
inated. In many countries the paradoxical re-
sult was a sharp rise in retail food prices just
when supplies were becoming more plentiful.
Again, during the most recent period when sur-
plus stocks were beginning to accumulate, retail
prices failed to follow the downward trend of farm
prices. Moreover the fall in farm prices them-
selves vas limited by policies of farm price and in-
come supports. All these factors tended to lirnit
an expansion of consumption parallel with the
increase in world production and supplies, and
contributed in some measure to the accumulation
of surplus stocks.

Rather :few countries .have sufficiently detailed
statistical information, to permit, even in a rough
way, any estimate of the effect of changes in
retail prices or food consumption levels. In Fig-
ure VI-12, however, an indication is given of the
trend of per caput consumer purchases of food in
several countries based either on estimates of total
consumer expen.diture on food or occasionally on
indices of retail sales. In a.11 cases the estimates
have been deflated by the index of' retail food
prices to eliminate the effect of price fluctuations.

The result is no more than an approximate
measure of the volume of food moving into con-
sumption. In the North American countries in
particular, the sharp rise in consumer expenditure
on food results partly from a higher level of con-
sumption, including a marked swing from cheaper
to more expensive foods, but partly also from more
expensive methods of processing, packaging, and
distribution. The real rise in the per caput con-
sumption of food, in terms either of quantity or
quality, is probably less than the increase in per
caput retail sales at constant -prices. The same
is likely to be true, th.ough to a less extent, of
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the cormsponding estimates for countries outside
North America.

The estimates of per caput consumer purchases
of food at constant prices have been shown in
comparison .with the index of retail food prices,
and also with changes in th.e " real value " of
per caput national income. The influence both.
of price and .income on food purchases is easily
seen in the case of Callada. Although real incomes
increased steadily from 1948 to 1951 per caput
purchases of food tended to decline because of the
rise in retail prices. From 1951 onwards, how-
ever, per caput sales of food again began to rise
as retail. prices were stabilized while incomes con-
tinued to grow. Similarly in the -United States
per caput food purchases fell from 1946 to 1948
Ivheit prices rose and real incomes remained sta-
tionary, but began to rise slowly from 1949 on-
wards as real incomes began to rise and prices
became more stable. In both North American
countries, however, the gradual return of textiles
and other industrial consumer goods to the market
after the war-time shortages tended to divert pur-
chasing power from food.

In :Denmark and Norway the rise in food
prices following the abolition of controls and sub-
sidies in 1949-50 seems to have led to a fall in
per caput food purchases in spite of a continuing
rise in real incomes. In Western Germany rising
incomes and relatively stable p1-ices led to a
steady increase in per caput food purchases, though
here and especially in japan, .where postwar food
shortages .were particularly acute, the improved
level of supplies may until recently h.ave been a
ma,jor factor in the steady rise in per caput food
sales. Where shortages were not acute, price and
income seem to h.a.ve been of comparable impor-
tance in their influence on the volume (.ff food sales.

Expenditure on Food in Relation to Total
Expenditure

One result of the postwar changes in price rela-
tions has been a ten.dency in many countries for
purchases of food to absorb a larger proportion
of total consumer expenditures than before the
war in spite of a considerable rise in the real level
of incomes (Figure VI-13). As a general rule, a
rise in income is accompanied by a decline in the
proportion spent on food, but -the effect .vas some,-
what exaggerated before the war by the unusually
low prices of foodstuffs. In the United. States,
the average proportion of family expenditure de-
voted to food rose from 31 percent in 1938 to



FIGURE VI-12. Per Caput Expenditures on Food at Constant Prices in Relation to Average
Per Caput Real Incomes and Indices of Retail Food Prices
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FIGURE VI-13. Expenditure on Food as a Percentage of Total Personal Expenditure
Percentage

70

40 percent in 1946, when however there was a
shortage of other consumer goods, and in 1953

still stood at 36 percent. This increase must be
mainly ascribed to the sharper rise in retail food
prices than in retail prices generally. In the
United Kingdom the proportion of the income
spent on food fell from 30 percent in 1938 to 26
percent in 1946 when retail food prices were heavi-
ly subsidized, but has since risen steadily to 32

percent in 1953. In an extreme ease the propor-
tion rose from 36 percent in japan in 1938 to
66 percent in 1946, and still stood at about 50
percent in 1953. Where there has been no rise
in the percentage expenditure on food, as in Ire-
land, Norway and Sweden, the balance between
retail food prices and retail prices generally has
shown little change from the prewar relationship.

Price Levels and Further Development

The general conclusion from this brief review
is that purchasing power has once more become
the limiting factor on the sales and consumption
of food. It follows that it is only as purchasing
power is raised by rising incomes or lower retail.
food prices that there can be further substantial
progress towards improved levels of food con-
sumption. Similarly the further expansion of
agricul.tural production will in the long run de-
pend on the same factors since production cannot
for long outrun effective demand.
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It is true that in the more advanced countries
most consumers can now easily afford a nutrition-
ally adequate diet. Nevertheless recent expe-
rience shows that purchases of food are still mar-
kedly influenced by retail price levels ; inflexible
retail prices may therefore contribute materially
to the piling up of surplus stocks. In less :wealthy
countries the ceiling on the sales and consumption
uf :food and other agricultural products imposed by
limited purchasing power is still more rigid. Re-
cent developments in India provide, a striking ex-
ample. Although among the worst nourished
countries of the world, the recent increases in
production in that country have led to sharp
falls in farm prices of grain and other foodstuffs
(Figure VI-14). Unless the fall in the producer's
returns can be checked, e.g. by securing to him
a larger proportion of the final selling price, or
by measures to expand demand for foodstuffs,
the reduced, profitability of food production may
seriously check its further expansion, and in
turn impede the further improvement of food
consumption levels. Some of the implications
of these questions are discussed more fully in the
next Chapter.
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Seen in retrospect, the changes in the food and
agricultural situation over the past decade have
been remarkable. World agricultural production
was raised by nearly 30 percent. In most Coun-
tries the acute postwar food shortages were over-
come in the course of a few years. Serious famines
were averted, and in many countries food consump-
tion raised to a higher level than ever before.
The findings of nutritional science have been widely
adopted in welfare schemes, e.g. of child feeding,
and also to an increasing extent in planning the
broad lines of agricultural development. In the
more advanced countries there has been almost a
revolution in agricultural methods as a result of
mechanization and the widespread adoption of
improved techniques. In the less developed parts
of the world impressive steps have been taken to-
wards the better use of land and water resources.
The productivity of land and farm labor has in-
creased at an unprecedented rate.

In fisheries there have been parallel advances, for
example in the greater use of mechanical power,
and in the better utilization of fisheries products.
New and important prospects are opening up, e.g.
in fish culture, for the more intensive development
of sea and inland fisheries.

In forestry the most important advance of the past
decade perhaps lies in the wider understanding
of the importance of a sound forest policy, not only
to maintain output, but also as an essential element
in soil conservation and proper land utilization.
As a result, measures to preserve, improve and
add to forest capital are more widespread than
ever before. There has, moreover, been consid-
erable progress in forest exploitation so that areas
formerly considered inaccessible now yield a forest,
crop, and also in the better utilization of wood with
a minimum of waste.

Although the balance of the postwar decade
lies heavily on the credit side, there were inevi-
tably some weaknesses. Except perhaps in the
U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe, where investment

Chapter VII - ISSUES AHEAD
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in agriculture was deliberately curtailed in favor
of industrialization, these weaknesses have been
not so much on the side of production as of distri-
bution and marketing. During the most critical
period of shortage, world distribution of food was
boldly a,nd on the whole successfully tackled
through the machinery of the Combined Food
Board, the International Emergency Food Coun-
cil and UNRRA. But these Wel'e emergency organi-
zations whose functions were IleVer intended to
continue after the first crisis had passed. And
with the gradual return of more normal conditions
some of the inherent difficulties and problems of
food and agriculture began to re-assert themselves,
though sometimes in a new guise. Four may be
singled out for special 'mention

The failure of consumption to keep pace
with the expansion of production, in spite
of evident under-nourishment in many
parts of the world, with the consequent
emergence of suiplus stocks of some com-
modities.

A lack of flexibility in adjusting agricul-
tural production to the shifting trends
of demand, often intensified by unduly
rigid systems of farm price supports.
This also largely contributed to the build-
up of surpluses.

The stagnation of world trade in agricul,
tural products in contrast to the rapid
expansion of world trade as a whole, and
the instability of prices of many agricul-
tural products on international markets.
Obstacles to the free movement of agri-
cultural products between countries were
yet another factor contributing to the
eme.rgence of surpluses.

The low level of farm incomes in most
countries in comparison with the incomes
in other occupations, which ultimately
can be overcome only by greatly increased



productivity, and the tendency for the
gains of the immediate postwar years
to be lost in spite of farm price and
in come supports.

These weaknesses and their repercussions have
given rise to some of the main problems of food
and agriculture at the present time, and those
which are likely to be uppermost in the next decade.
It is not suggested that there are no further prob-
lems on the side of technology and production. The
need for higher levels of production and consump-
tion in under-developed countries is almost as
great as ever. Continued advances in technical
methods no less rapid and fundamental than those
of the past decade may be expected in the years
immediately ahead. But the extent to which
they can be utilized will depend to an increasing
extent on the success with which the economic and
social problems of' agriculture can be resolved.

The latter problems are long-standing a,nd in-
tractable, and they will certainly not be filially
solved during the next decade. It is not over-
optimistic, however, to suggest that they can be
tackled with more hope of success in present
world conditions than in the conditions which
obtained between the wars. The remainder of
this chapter is devoted to a review of the four
difficulties set out above in the light-, of the ex-
perience of the last decade.

THE PROBLEM OF UNDER-
CONSUMPTION

It was shown in earlier chapters that over large
areas of the world the level of effective demand
for farm products, rather than the technical or
organizational ability to expand agricultural out-
put, has generally become the limiting factor to
further expansion of production and consumption.
Further increases in production can be justified
therefore only to the extent that they can be
matched by increases in consmnption.

Many examples could be cited from recent expe-
rience in support of this conclusion, e.g. the slow-
ing down of the expansion of agriculture in North
America because of limitations of outlets. Again,
agricultural surpluses have occurred not only in
countries where nutritional requirements are in
general met, as in the 'United States, or in coun-
tries such as Cuba, which specialize in the pro-
duction of particular commodities for export.
Even in countries like India, where there is little
food production for export and where there is no
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question of available supplies exceeding the basic
nutritional needs of the population, surpluses are
beginning to emerge because of insufficient pur-
chasing power, as shown by declining prices, accu-
mulating stocks, and new government support
Measures. Although there are still some coun-
tries where food shortages continue tu contribute
to .inflationary pressures, they are generally coun-
tries where food imports have had to be restricted
for reasons of over-all policy or balance-of-pay-
ments considerations.

This conclusion gives rise to two main questions.
How fast is the future level of demand likely to
rise? What steps might be taken to increase the
demand for farm products?

Rate of Growth of Demand
World demand for agricultural, .fisheries and

fore,st products has risen steadily through the past
decade, and this trend seems likely tu continue,
possibly at an accelerating rate. The rise in de-
mand depends normally first on the growth of
population, and secondly on three inter-related
factors which determine the level of per caput de-
mand : (i) changes in real income per head and
income distribution ; (ii) the effect of changes in
real income on the demand for food ; and (iii)
fluctuations around the long-term trend.

World population is expected to increase be-
tween 10 and 17 percent over the next ten years,

'FABLE V II- 1. EsTINATED PoPuLATiox TM]
WORLD BY REGIONS, 1955 AND 1965

Source. Population Division of the U.N. " Franmwork of
Future Population Estim ttes " (E/Conf.13/126).

Including all Germany.
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World . 2 603 2 853 3 052 110 117

Latin America, . 181 220 230 121 127

U.S.S.R. 215 241 251 112 117

Near East 122 135 143 Ill 117

Africa, 165 176 199 107 121

Far East 1 318 I 436 1 559 109 118

Ocean ia 14 15 16 109 116

North America. 179 197 204 110 114

Eastern Europe. 75 82 85 109 113

Western Europe' 334 351 365 105 109



with the fitstest rise in :Latin America and th.e
slowest in Western Europe. These changes are
in line with those which occurred during the past
decade (Table VII-1).

The factors determining the level of per caput
demand are influenced by so many variables that
any long-term estimate is bound to be largely guess-
work. Th.e most that can be done is to indicate
the direction and order of magnitude of the in-
fluence which each main factor .may exert.

Changes in Per Caput Income. There are no
satisfactory statisti.cs of national income on a
world basis, but the growth of world industrial
production may serve as a rough indicator of
the changes in real income which are likely to
affect the demand for farrn products sold commer-
cially. Information from about a dozen coun-
tries for which data on both are available suggests
th.at real national income increases about two-
thirds as fast as industrial production. In under-
developed countries th.e ratio may be different,
but to the extent that such countries are affected
by the demand for export crops, their level of in-
come would be largely .influenced by the level of
industrial activity in the industrialized countries
as well as by domestic levels of economic activ-
ity.

NArorld industrial production rose sharply from
1946 to 1951 and subsequently moved upward at

TABLE V11-2. PER CAPUT CHANGES IN 1VOILL
INDUSTRIAL AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION 1

Excluding U.S.S.R. China and Eastern Europe.
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a somewhat slower rate (Table VII 2). From
1950 to 1954 the average annual increase on a pet.'
caput basis was about 3 percent for the world as
a whole (excluding the communist group of coun-
tries), or about 4 percent if the United States to is
excluded. These figures would probably be some-
what higher if 1955 were included. If an aver-
age increase of 4 percent annually were main-
tained during the next 10 years there would be
an over-all increase of nearly 50 percent in per
caput industrial production. Applying th.e two-
thirds rule, this would correspond to an increase
of around 30 percent in per caput national in-
comes. This figure should be taken as no more
than an indication of the possible rate of growth
and not as a forecast. It would, of course, be at-
tained ()illy if governments are able to prevent
major depressions as successfully as in the period
since the war.

Income and Expenditure on Food. The influence
of such an increase in per caput incomes on the
demand for agricultural products, and particu-
larly for food, would depend on where the increases
took place. As people or nations have larger
incomes they tend to spend relati.vely more for
other products and relatively less for food, drink
and tobacco, though the total amount so spent
still increases. This i.s clear from the expenditure
.figures for a number of selected countries in
Figure VII-1. From a rough graphical analysis of
these few observations (Figure VII-1 (b)) it appears
that the average proportion of each $100 of the per
caput national income spent on food, drink, and
tobacco declines from 55 percent for the first $100,
and 38 percent for the second, to about 25 percent
for the seventh $100, and to 20 percent at $900 and
above.'

Increases in national income in countries with
very low per caput incomes are therefore likely to
have a much greater effect upon the demand for
farm products than increases of the same amount
in higher-income countries. If the efforts for eco-
nomic development in the less developed countries
Speed up over the coming decade, it will be of great
significance for future incienses in the demand
for farm products.

Consumption levels of food and other agricul-
tural products will depend, .not only un per caput

Analysis of year-to-year changes in the same
countries during this period leads to similar conclu-
sions.

1946 100 90 69 81

1947 110 91. 76 84

1948 117 95 85 88

1949 116 96 93 91

1950 131 97 102 93

1951 140 98 1.11. 94

1952 141 102 112 06

1953 149 103 117 98

1954 147 100 125 97

Industry Excluding U.S.A.
V EA It (Manufac-

turing and
in ining)

A g icultme
Agriculture

Prewar = 10



FIGURE VII-la. Relation between National Income Per Caput and Retail Expenditure for Food,
Drink and Tobacco Per Caput (all in U.S. Dollars)
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mate consumer. It was shown in Chapter VI that
even in the wealthiest countries there is still a con-
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extent at least comparable to changes in income.'
Increases in buying power do not affect all food

products equally. As was shown in an earlier
issue of this report,2 human consumption of
grains and potatoes increases with buying power
at IOW inCOMe levels, but tends to decline again
at higher levels above about $200 per caput nation-
al income. 13y contrast, the consumption of
animal protein, an indicator of the consumption
of meat, dairy -prod.ucts, fish., etc., continues to
increase .up to high levels of per caput national
.income. Higher consumption of livestock prod-
ucts in turn \vicious markets for coarse grains and
other feecting stuffs. A continuing increase in
demand over the period ahoad may thus h.ave

A very rougic idea of the effects of past changes in
the level of world prices and of industrial production
on the volume of consumption may be obtained by
analyzing the interrelations between indices of
agricultural production in Chapter V, of prices in
international trade in Chapter VI and of world in-
dustrial production presented earlier. Such an anal-
ysi.s suggests that for agricultural products as a
whole consumption (assumed for the purpose to be
equivalent to production) declined by about 9 percent
or each 10 percent rise in prices (with the level

of industrial production unchanged), but increased
about 5 percent for each 10 percent rise in industrial
production (with prices unchanged).

Food and feeding stuffs showed a moderate
degree of price elasticity, but a relatively
low elasticity of demand with respect to
changes in industrial production, used as an
indicator of changes in real income. For exam-
ple, if as suggested earlier, industrial production
increased by some 50 percent over the next ton.
years, a rough calculation suggests that world per
caput food consumption might increase by about
4 percent, assuming no change in price levels. Com-
bining this estimate with the population forecasts
in Table VII-1, it appears that if prices remain
unchanged there might ,be an inc,rease of 14 to 22
percent in the total world con.sumption of food
over the next ten years. Similar computations sug-
gest, however, that the increase in .per caput con-
sumption. would be offset if prices. increased by
about 5 percent, or doubled by a fall of about
5 percent in prices. In the first case th.e increase
in the volume of total consumption might be as low
as 10 percent, and in the second it might be as high
as 26 percent according to the population forecast
used. Larger changes in price. levels would lead
to correspondingly larger 'variations in the volume
of consumption.

For agricultural raw materials and for beverages
and tobacco 'price elasticity appeared to be lower
than for foodstuffs, and incoine elasticity consid-
erably higher.

These preliminary analyses, however, make no
allowance for such factors as .the effect of national
price pol.ici.es in modifying changes in world
price, levels, changes in stocks, or chan.ges in the
geographical pattern of industrial production, and
should be taken on.ly as indicating possible orders
of magnitude.

State of Food and Agriculture 1954, pp. 35-37.
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widely different effects on different food products.
The greater nutritional deficiencies in less devel-

oped countries make it particularly important
to increase the consumption of protective foods
such as livestock products, fruit and vegetables.
Nutritional education can contribute to this encl.
It has been estimated, for example, that in ord.er
to meet the modest nutritional levels suggested
in the FAO Second World Food Survey, milk
supplies in the Near East would have to be increas-
ed by nearly twice the percentage necessary in
Europe. In all regions a proportionately greater
increase of supplies of protective foods than of,
e.g., cereals is desirable on nutritional grounds.

Cyclical Changes. The general rising trend
of demand may be considerably disturbed by
cyclical changes in economic activity. Consider-
able progress has been made in smoothing out
such changes, and great depressions now seem
much less likely to OCCUr than formerly. Never-
theless, i.t must be recognized that the relative
stability of the world's economy since the war has
been aided by favorable circumstances as well as
by deliberate policy. It cannot yet be safely as-
sumed that the long-term rise in incomes and
demand will not meet temporary set-backs or
even more protracted difficulties.

Measures to Expand Demand and
Consumption

Certain conclusions appear to follow from th.e
preceding paragraphs :

The most basic means of increasing the demand
for agricultural products would be measures to
raise per caput naticmal incomes.

For foodstuffs in particular, the largest increase
in effective demand would be obtained if the rise
in incomes were concentrated on the poorer groups
of consumers, that is to say in the least developed
countries, and in th.e poorer social groups within
eaeli. country.

Since price elasticity, especially for food, appears
to be comparable with and perhaps greater than
income elasticity, the most effective way of raising
food consumption levels3 would be measures
to reduce reta.il prices to the consume,r.

3 The distinction between .increases in demand
and consumption should perhaps be clarified. An.
increased dernand for foodstuffs caused by higher in-
come may be reflected in higher consumption if prices
remain unchanged, or in higher prices if the vol-
rimo of supplies remains .unchanged. An increased
consumption resulting solely from lower retail prices



The proble ns involved in increasing national
income and in distributing it more widely ha,ve
been considered by the United. Nations Economic
and Social Council, but obviously go far beyond
the terms of reference of FAO and are not discuss-
ed here. Methods of raising food consumption lev-
els were clearly set out in the report of the Sev-
enth Session of the FAO Conference in late 1953.
They fall broadly under three headings

Measures of .nutritional and consumer
education
Special distribution schemes gratis or
at reduced prices to ensure adequate
nutrition to vulnerable groups of con-
sumers ; and
Measures to reduce the cost of food and
other agricultural products to consum.-
ers generally.

Action in these directions was recommended
by the Conference, but recent reports suggest that
in most countries relatively little tangible progress
is being made at the present time.

Nutritional and COMUMer Education. The de-
mand for particular foods can often be stimulated
by measures for educating the public on the nutri-
tional importance of the f'oods in question and on
the ways of preparing them for consumption.
The increased use of liquid milk in many western
countries has been largely brought about by ex-
tensive propaganda on its nutritional importance.
Similarly, propaganda to stimulate th.e use, of
certain foods as substitutes for others in short
supply were adopted during the war with consider-
able sucéess by many countries, and in a few
cases are being continued even 110W.

Nutritional and consumer education would be
of special importance when it is intended to expand
the production of foods which are desirable nutri-
tionally but not very familiar to the population.
'Unless measures are taken at the same time to
familiarize consumers both wi.th the nutritional
value of these foods and the best WayS of preparing
them, all efforts to increase their production are
likely to be fruitless.

Special Distribution Schemes. Free or subsi-
dized milk distribution to children and moth--
does not therefore imply an increase in the demand
for food, except perhaps to the extent that it is
obtained by eliminating over-elaborate methods of
distribution or processing. This might be regarded
as a transfer of demand from services to foodstuffs
as such.
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ers, school lunch programs, food distribution
to the needy, supplementary grants of foodstuffs
to recipients of unemployment insurance or public
relief (food-stamp plans) are methods which have
been tried or used, with advantage both to the
recipients and to the producers of the foodstuffs.
Of course the financial resources of individual gov-
ernments set limits to actions of this kind. Inter-
governmental aid for such programs has been sup-
plied internationally for milk (UNICEF), and
bilaterally (US surplus disposal for special feeding
programs and food packages). There is still ample
scope for governments, individually and in concert,
to further increase food consumption by these or
similar measures.

Reducing Retail Prices. Special schemes of edu-
cation and distribution, however valuable, are
clearly of limited application, and it is in measures
to reduce the cost of food to the consumer that,
the MI X of the problem of under-consumption
seems to lie. The rigidity of retail prices, by im-
posing a similar rigidit3r on consumption levels,
has been one factor tending to the build.-up of sur-
plus stocks.

A reduction in the retail price of foodstuffs can-
not be proposed without considering its effect on
the producer's income, as in most countries farm
incomes are already low in relation to incomes in
other occupations an.d tending to lose ground.
To reduce them further would be undesirable so-
cially ancl might lead to a fall in farm output. In
practice this means that lower retail prices must
be obtained by lower marketing costs, (or by lower
costs of production so th.at the producer can accept
a lower price with no loss of income, or by a com-
bination of both. Increased efficiency and pro-
ductivity, both in .production and distribution,
holds the key to increased sales and consumption
of agricultural products.

Lower Marketing Costs. The 1110S t direct
'methods of .reducing retail prices are those which
narrow the spread between prices to producers and
at retail. As shown earlier, these margins have
tended to -widen in recent years. There are
instances where high profits are a major factor in
making :foodstuffs expensive, but more generally
it is the outmoded and inefficient way of marketing
foodstuffs, with resultant heavy losses through
spoilage, or the small volume of trade and high.
costs per retail unit. This last, is specially preva-
lent in many countries with heavy unemployment
or under-employment, with a resulting tendency
for too many individuals to set up small retail



ShOpS, thus further dividing tite insufficient vol-
ume of business. Again many agricultural pro-
ducers in less advanced countries devote pinch
of their time to retailing, selling th.eir own produce
in local markets.

Attention has already been (lrawii to the in-
creasing interest in producers' marketing organi-
zations, co-operati ves or otherwise, -which if wisely
managed can do much to promote sales and reduce
the cost of marketing and even of production.
The Milk Marketing Board in the 'United Kingdom
is an outstanding exam.ple of such an approach.
Endowecl .with the necessary authority such an
organization may re-direct supply flows, assign.
varying proportions of the supply to different uses
and distribute total .receipts with a view to achiev-
ing a rationalized over-all marketing pattern.
In many countries consumers' co-operatives may
also have an important part to play.

There are also many opportunities to lower
prices by more efficient marketing which do not in-
volve any major re-organization of marketing
methods. Mass retailing and self-service, large-size
retail units,1 well organized wholesale produce
markets, rational distribution of perishable food-
stuffs (milk, fresh fruit and vegetables), are some
of the methods which can be used to improve the
distribution system in great cities and in more
advanced countries. Adequate storage, process-
ing and transport facilities to reduce spoilage,
establishing sound and convenient weights and
measures, and controlled quality standards and
grades are some of the measures more adapted to
less developed marketing systems.

In some countries governments can also con-
tribute substantially by removing such obstacles
to cheaper marketing as retail turnover taxes 017
local tolls on basic foods. The provision of mar-
ket intelligence, crop reporting and forecasting
services, and especially the supply of credit to fi-
nance storage, and to make producers less depend-
ent on local traders are other means by which

A recent comparison of retailing systems in the
'United Kingdom, the -United States and Canada,
shows that in the two latter countries there are fewer
food shops per thousand of population, with a larg-
er turnover in relation to the labor force than in
the -United Kingdom. This is a not unexpected con-
sequence of higher incomes and labor costs. How-
ever, the United States and Canada have more
shops in luxury and semi-luxury trades than the
United Kingdom, so that the total number of shops
per thousand of population was the same in all
three countries. Hall and Knapp, The Economic
Journal, March 1955.
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governments can help in ucing the cost ofmar-
keting.

Lower Retail Prices by More Efficient Production
and Lowered Farm Prices. The price to producers
is as important as the share of the intermediaries
in making up retail food prices. In Chanter IV
of this report the many technological advances in
agriculture, fisheries and fnrestry and their appli-
cation have been reviewed. To the extent that
modern agricultural methods are spread and agri-
cultural efficiency raised, reductions in producer
prices become possible without reducing, and even
increasing farmers' incomes. Left to itself, the
spread of modern methods and technology is sk)w,
particularly in under-developed areas. ln step-
ping up extension work and rural education, gov-
ernments can speed the spread of mm loro technol-
ogy in still backward areas. This should be coupled
with more intensive research, both to evolve
still better methods, and to adapt the findings of
research in other parts of the world to the partic-
ular environmental and human conditions of the
country concerned. The importance of increased
extension services and research facilities is becom-
ing more widely recognized, and it is perhaps on
this side that the most encouraging progress is

being made, as will be evident from the review in
Chapter III.

The Capital Cost ol Improved Methods ol Produc-
tion. In many cases improved methods of pro-
duction in agriculture, forestry and fisheries require
little capital expenditure. Others demand a sub-
stantial increase in operating, or fixed capital, and
attention was drawn in Chapter VI to the steady
rise in the input expenses of agriculture in the
more advanced countries. in view of the low
incomes of most cultivators and fishermen these
increased costs may lx; an insuperable barrier to
greater efficiency, and the provision of additional
sources of finance and credit is often an indispens-
ible condition for substantial improvement.

The provision of readily available agricultural
credit on terms which can be borne even by the
small farmer is a task which in many cases will
have to be performed, at least initially, by
governments or by public financial institutions.
This applies to short-term credit needed for operat-
ing expenses like improved seeds, fertilizers and
small implements or tools, and still more to me-
dium-term credit for the improvement of livestock,
for draft animals, agricultural machinery, build-
ings or soi.1 improvement. In many conditions



eo-operative credit societies may be the most suit-
able medium for organizing an adequate supply
of short- and medium-term credit. Such societies
can in fact perform a dual function, not only in
providing credit, but also by bulk buying in "'e-
ducing the cost of fertilizers, pesticides and equip-
ment to their members. Where the social and
cultural conditions for co-operative action have
not yet developed, however, governments may
themselves need to fill the gap through their own
institutions.

THE PROBLEM OF PRICE SUPPORTS
AND GREATER FLEXIBILITY OF PRO-
DUCTION

Lack of purchasing power was une main reason
fi'or the sudden emergence of surplus agricultural
stocks, ahnost before the last of the postwar short-
ages had been overcome. Another was the rigid-
ity of the pattern of production, intensified by
widespread policies of price support. Adjustments
of production to fluctuations in demand cannot
in the nature of thin.gs be made as quickly in agri-
culture as in industry. Price supports, however,
enabled production to be profitably maintained
or even expanded after effective demand liad been
satisfied, and the unwanted supplies inevitably
went to swell the mounting stockpiles.

Price supports are so much a part of the -world-
wide move towards greater security and welfare
that they are unlikely to be abandoned on any large
scale. They have given a stability and confidence
to .farmin.g never before enjoyed, and have been
an important factor in the rapid recovery of pro-
duction after the War. They are justified by the
weak bargaining position of the farmers, typically
small operators, in relation to the trailers, process-
ors and others with whomthey ha,ve to deal, who
normally command much greater finan cial resour-
ces. This is also the justification for the establish-
ment of producers' marketing organizations .which
to some extent can reduce the need for price sup-
ports.

Moreover, if price supports have contributed
largely to the accumulation of surpluses they have
also been a major factor in preventing the worst
effects which might have resulted. The stocks
have been securely held under governmental con-
trol as .part of the maehinery of price support,
without which .it would have hardly been possible
to a,void a collapse of farm prices and farm in-
comes which might well have had serious reper-
cussions on the world economy as a whole.
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'Lime growth and background of price support
policies Were discussed in Chapter II and the prob-
lems and difficulties of operating them in Chap-
ter III. In this section further consideration is given
to some of the attempts now being made to elimi-
nate the rigidities and other undesirable secondaty
effects of priee supports, without sacrificing
their undoubted benefits. This problem is not-

only an urgent one at the present time, but the
development of the food and agricultural situation
in the years ahead seems likely to depend in no
small measure on time success with it is solved.

Price Supports and Over-production
The possibility that price supports might cause

production to outrun demand was foreseen when
they were first established in the United States.
Provision was made from the beginning for acreage
controls and, for some crops, marketing allotments,
and these measures have been applied .increasingly
strongly in recent years. It is on such measures
rather timan on the somewhat greater de,gree of
flexibility of support prices in recent legislation
that the main reliance must be placed for limiting
further unwanted production. Acreage controls
have been reasonably effective in the past in lim-
iting the over-production of individual commodit-
ies, e.g. cotton and tobacco. If, however, there
is a general over-production of agricultural prod-
ucts, they may merely shift the problem from one
commodity to another. Moreover, they involve
ami elaborate administrative apparatus, are slo-w
to put into effect, and are naturally purely restrict-
ive in their operation.

Ami alternative system., adopted in :recent years
in France for wheat and in the United Kingdom
:for milk, is to limit the amount of production cov-
ered by price supports. In France, price guarantees
cover th.c estimated ti omestic requirement of wheat
for direct human consumption ; in the United
Kingdom the domestic demand for liquid milk.

Any additional production must be sold for what
it will fetch : wheat on the export market or for
animal feeding, and milk for manufacture into
milk products. Such schemes can probably oper-
ate most effectively when the whole, output is
sold through a central agency. Even then the
administration may be complex unless some form
of pool price is in force, particularly if production
or marketing quotas have to be allotted to indi-
vidual growers. Such schemes are appreciably
less restrictive than fixed ceilings on production
and marketings but involved more danger of stimu-
lating unwanted export supplies.



Price Supports and the Pattern o
Prcduction

Price supports may throw the pattern as well
as the volume of production out of line with mar-
ket demand One criticism wlyich has been made
of the United States system is that by limiting
price supports to a nuniber of products, e.g. wheat,
cotton and tobacco, production:is attracted towards
these, commodities and away from others which
do not enjoy price supports, e.g. meat, for which
demand is increasing and the price elasticity fairly
high. Moreover, the price floor under feeding
grains to some extent limits the possi.bility of reduc-
ing the cost of producing meat,.

Attempts to avoid such rigidities in the pattern
of production have been made in, e.g., the United
Kingdom and Sweden. To a large extent, the
emphasis is put on supporting farm incomes as
a whole rather than the prices of individual prod-
ucts. Within the income ceiling price incentives
are given now for milk, now wheat, now bacon,
etc., according to current national policy or to
consumer demand.

The principle of farm income, rather than farm
price support seems to offer much greater oppor-
tunities for flexibility. But it m.ay be difficult to
operate, and a recent review of th.e United King-
dom system I suggested that in practice elle011r-
agement is sometimes given to commodities al-

ready in ample supply rather than to those where
further expansion is wanted, e.g. because of the
operation of a built-in formula for changes in costs
of feedingstuffs.

Price Supports and High Cost Production

In addition to the increased rigidity they impose
on agriculture, price supports have been criticised
as unnecessarily costly (since all farmers benefit
whether they need it or not) and as tending to favor
high cost production. Increasingly, therefore,
attempts are being uaade to reduce the costs of
production, especially on marginal farms, by sub-
si.dizing or otherwise lowering the price of "inputs,"
e.g. fertilizers, tractor fuel, farm machinery or other
equipment (see Chapter TM. Or selective sub-
sidies may be given for specific operations, e.g.
rearing cattle OD marginal hill farms.

Such methods are less expensive to the state
than rigid price supports, which . tend to maintain

E. M. H. Lloyd in the London Ti4rtes, 20 and 21
,Tuly 1955.
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prices at the level necessary to keep the less effi-
cient producers in business. They also benefit
th.e consumer, for by reducing production costs
they make it possible to set price supports at, a
lower level. Similar results may be expected
from expanded extension services, improved credit
facilities and similar MeASUreti tending to lower
costs of production.

Price Supports and International Trade

Again, price supports have been criticised for the
additional obstacles they ,place on international
trade. High support prices may involve, limiting
imports to avoid a fall in market prices which
would increase the li.ability of the state. Equally
they tend to lead to subsidized exports and fears
of unfair competition if domestic production ex-
ceeds effective demand on the home market at
the support price level.

The most interesting recent attempt, to limit such
interference) with the mechanism of normal trade is
the system of deficiency payments for cereals
.recently adopted in the United Kingdom. In
effect cereals are sold in the open market in
competition with imported cereals, on which
there a,re no restrictions. Any shortfall in the
average realized from the support price is then
made good by direct deficiency payments from
the Treasury to individual farmers.

This system clearly transfers the whole burden
of farm price supports from the consumer to the
ta,xpayer. But it has several advantages, for i.t
.frees domestic as well as international trade, re-
stores market differentials for differences of qual-
ity, and avoids any restricting effect on consump-
tion resulting from high support prices. In ad-
dition, the system may perhaps provide a means
of extending price supports to perishables, such
as fruits and vegetables, though this has not yet
been tried. As operated for cereals, however,
deficiency payments have been criticised as lead-
ing to an unnecessary outflow of currency (prob-
ably inevitable if the intention is to liberalize
trade), and also as unnecessarily expensive to the
state because of the low level of prices received
by farmers immediately after the harvest, though
these may largely reflect an insufficiency uf grain
drying and storage facilities, or difficulties in obtain-
ing credit. IVIoreover, th.e system of payments
to individual growers seems administratively com-
plicated, but might be simplified if sales were
centralized tlu-ough, e.g., a producers' marketing
agency. A still more recent scheme in the United



:Kingdom of deficiency payments for livestock for
slaughter seems to involve even more complex
methods of payment. In the United States a
system of deficiency payments, essentially similar
to that in the United Kingdom, is applied to wool
with the object of maintaining wool farmers in-
comes.

Price Supports in Countries Producing
Mainly for Export

'Price supports are perhaps most needed in coun-
tries producing largely for export because c.)f the
wide price fluctuations on world markets, but
they are correspondingly difficult to operate.
The exporting country has little control over th.e
selling price abroa,d, a.nd if, as is often the case,
agriculture forms a large sector of the total econ-
omy large government payments are impracti-
cable.

Buying in by the government or a marketing
agency when prices fall below a certain minimum,
a typical price support measure, has been some-
times adopted by primarily exporting countries,
e.g., as recently in New Zealand for wool. Such
methods are likely to succeed if fluctuations in
supplies and demand are not excessive, but may
otherwise involve a danger of heavy loss, even if
the country largely dominates world export
supplies.' Or, as in th.e case of Australian wheat,
the whole crop may be purchased by the govern-
ment or marketing agency at a zEixed price and sold
at different price levels on the domestic and export
markets. But the resources available are usually
too small to modify for more than a short time any
large fall in export values by such measures.

More often, therefore, reliance has been put on
alternative methods of income stabilization. The
simplest is the equalization fund under which part
of' the over-average returns in good years are set
aside to make up returns to produce's in bad years.
But for a number of reasons, some, of which are
discussed elsewhere, such funds have been difficult
to operate and there i.s a,lways a danger that ac-
cumulated funds may lose in value at times of
general inflation. State marketing agencies could
operate in the same way, but since the Avar have

The .most ra t C example was the destruction
in the nineteen-thirties of ex-cess stocks of Brazilian
coffee which had accumulated under the combined
influence of a series of bumper crops and a world
depression. Earlier, however, a collapse of coffe,e, prices
was successfully countered in Brazil by buffer stocks
(partly financed from abroad) in 1907-14 and again
immediately after World War I.
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been more often used for raising revenue rather
than fOr supporting prices tt.) growers. Changes
in exchange rates, especially in the case of pro-
longed changes in export price levels. have long
been one :method of securing greater dom.estic
price stability. A more recent modification has
been the system of multiple exchange rates which
made possible selective treatment for individual
products without necessarily affecting- the econ-
omy as a whole. Because of the importance of
international trade in the economy of countries,
however, none of these methods can as a rule
be effectively applied without parallel controls on
imports.

No entirely satisfactory solution of tire problems
of countries producing mainly z[0:17 export seems
likely, unless some m.eans can be foun.d f..)f
the 'fluctuations of commodity prices in export
markets by international agireement. This ques-
tion is discussed in the next section.

Price Supports as a Brake on Consumption

The foregoing paragraphs suggest that many of
the criticisms of traditional systems of price support
ultimately come romid in large measure to time
danger that, by maintaining high price levels, price
supports may limit consumption. This applies,
for example, to the periodic need to impose acreage
and marketing limitations ; to the danger that
price controls may divert production resources
away from commodities whose consumption could
be increased ; to the criticism that price supports
protect high cost producers ; and to the fact that
price supports sometimes necessitate restrictions
on :imports. It applies also to the fairly wide-
spread criticism that support prices ba,sed on a
parity formula leave no :freedom to allow for
changes in related production costs resulting from
technological improvements. Moreover, as noted
in Chapter 1I, price stabilization as such, by pre-
venting the fall in prices which norxnally follows
a bumper crop, tends to prevent terriporar3r in-
creases in consumption levels which may benefit
both consumers and producers. In all these ways
traditional meth.ods of price support may tend both
to retard improvements in consumption levels and
also to increase the risk of surpluses.

Special interest therefore attaches to the above
modified systems of price support (and alternative
means of aiding farmers) which, by lowei-ing pro-
duction costs, enable support prices to be set at
a lower level or -which, as in the case of deficiency
payments, combine price supports with the me-
chanism of the free market.



In considering the influence of price supports
on consumption levels, however, some other con-
siderations must be borne in mind. Particularly
important is the fact that not all agricultural prod-
ucts have a high degree of price elasticity. Sales
of meat and other livestock products might well
be increased appreciably by support methods
which permit lower and more flexible support
prices. But at least in Western countries this does
not apply to wheat which has a very low price elas-
ticity wh.en used for human consumption, and as
shown in Chapter V, wheat is in fact the only
commodity where stocks have so fu risen to
heights entirely unprecedented in time of peace.
Special methods of disposal may therefore be nec-
essary to deal with surpluses of products with
little price elasticity of demand.

The possibility of using such stocks to speed -up
economic development iii under-developed re-
gions is discussed in a later section. Another
possibility is sales at two price levels. For exam-
ple surplus potatoes have been sold at low prices
by the United Kingdom Ministry of Food and
surplus skim milk powder by the 'United States
Commodity Credit Corporation for Use as stock-
feed. In effect, this ITICallS transforming a prod-
uct with a low price elasticity of demand into one
with a higher elasticity. Before the war French
wheat exported for stock leed was dyed an unat-
tractive color to prevent so pplies finding their
way back into normal .trade, and the same method
has been used for disposing of surplus potatoes
for stock leed in the 'United Kingdom. Similar
safeguards may be poss.i.ble with other products
and may permit two price sales to be more widely
used for surplus disposal both on domestic and
export markets. Other means may also be

found of usefully disposing of surplus supplies, e.g
for manufacture.

It may be objected that two such price systems
abandon the principle of price supports. To the
extent, however, that surpluses have resulted from
unusually heavy crops, production costs per ton
are lower and farmers can therefore accept a lower
price without loss of income. How far two
price systems may be useful must depend on con-
ditions in each country ; they will normally he
used cautiously and only as a last resort.

If the cost of price supports is to be kept within
reasonable limits, some control of the suppli.es
reaching the market will often be necessary, and
any such restriction is bound to have a limiting
effect on consumption. Such limitations are min-
imal if production does not as a rule diverge wide-
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ly and over a long period from the level of
effective demand at a reasonable, but not inflated,
price. Restrictions on suppli.es Inay th.en be limit-
ed to the carry-over of supplies from heavy to
light crop years to iron out seasonal fluctuations
due to the weather. This was the concept of the
" ever-normal granary " in the United States ami
of the system of domestic reserve stocks now being
establish.ed in India.

But it is clearly impossible to insure completely
against the " danger " of a series of good harvests
and an excessive accumulation of stocks. And
it is perhaps worthy of note b.ere that the danger
of surpluses, to some extent inherent in suppott
prices, may be avoided by the alternative method
of stabilizing farm incomes through an equalization
fund, already mentioned in connection with
exporting countries. This method can also be used
in non-exporting countries, as in the 'United
Kingdom for wool.

Finally, the influence of price stipports on retail
prices and consumption levels should not be exag-
gerated. As shown earlier, on average the price
i'eceived by the producer is only about half .the
final .retail price paid by th.e consumer and the
cost of marketing, normally still more inflexible
than the farm price even under systems of' price
support, is thus equally important in its effect
on retail price,s 1,11.(1 consumption levels,

Price Supports ; Tentative Conclusions

It is too soon for any final judgement un the
success of the various modifications of the basic
concept of price support now being tried. Th.e

most suitable method iS in any case bound to vary
from commodity to commodity and from country
to country. Certain tentative conclusions, how-
ever, seem possible

Systems -which put primary emphasis
on maintaining farm incomes as a whole
are likely to give greater flexibility of
production than those which maintain
more or less fixed support levels for
each single commodity.
Measures aimed at reducing production
costs, e.g. fertilizer subsidies or grants
for specific operations, may make pos-
sible a reduction in support price levels
without reducing farm incomes, which
would result in a net economy to the
state and which would also benefit con-
sumers.



The danger of building up surpluses, to
some extent inherent in traditional meth-
ods of price support, may be reduced
by systems which do not preclude the
operation of the free market, such
as deficiency paym.ents. The same is
true of the method of stabilizing farm
incomes through an equalization fund.
These methods may of course have other
drawbacks which make them unsuitable
in any particular case.
For commodities with a low price elas-
ticity special disposal measures, e.g.
two price systems, may sometimes be
necessary to prevent an excessive accu-
mulation of stocks after bumper har-
vests.

THE STAGNATION AND PRICE INS TA-
BILITY OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE
IN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

It was pointed out in Chapter V that the volume
of world trade in agricultural products recovered
more slowly after the war than did agricultural
production, and since 1950 has shown no further
expansion. In contrast, world trade as a whole
has continued to grow vigorously throughout
the postwar period. Trade in agricultural prod-
ucts is thus less important in relatimi both to total
agricultural production and to the total volume
of world trade than it was before the war.

It is doubtful if this general tendency is likely
to be reversed. There appears to be a long-term
trend for production, both in industry and agri-
culture, to expand more rapidly than internation-
al trade, and with the rise in the levels of both
domestic production and consumption in under-
developed countries this trend may be accelerated.
The attempts of' many countries to attain a greater
degree of self-sufficiency in food and agricultural
raw materials, whether for security, social or bal-
ance of payments reasons, also work against the
expansion of agricultural trade. So too (loes
the policy of many countries to import- capital
goods in preference to consumer goods. The
increasing substitution of natural by synthetic
raw materials is yet another factor limiting the
growth of' trade in agricultural products.

These factors are likely to continue to retard
the expansion of international trade in agricul-
tural products, but they do not mean that no fur-
ther expansion is possible. There are moreover
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a number of factors which may work in the oppo-
site direction, e.g. the relaxation of international
tensions and the solution of problems of interna-
tional payments would weaken some of the main
in.centives to greater self-sufficiency ; the growing
need of under-developed countries for foreign
exchange is likely to act as a strong stimulus to
them to expand exports ; rising consumption
levels in under-developed and tropical countries
may gradually make them increasin.gly large
'importers of the products of temperate zones.

Again, the trend is not the same for all agricul-
tural commodities. As shown in Chapter V, im-
port requirements of wheat -which rose sharply
after the war are now gradually declining, and
trade in rice and in vegetable oils an.d oilseeds
seems to have settled down at a lower level than
before the war, but exports of other commodities
including fruit, sugar, coffee and, 'until recently,
rubber continue to grow. Moreover the volum.e of
trade in other produets, e.g. beef and cocoa, could be
increased if larger export supplies were available.
By shaping their production to the trends of world
demand, exporting countries might do much to
expand sales.

Another line of approach .is the, removal of ob-
stacles to trade. These, however, are bound up
with th.e general economic, social or strategic prob-
lems of importing countries and range beyond
the sphere of this report. There are also more
purely agricultural factors, such as improvements
in grading and packing, or the reduction of wast-
age :in transit which would often repay ,inereased
attention. Still more important, measures. to
reduce production and marketing costs of export,
products would often make it possible to export
profitably at lower price levels. Industrial ex-
pansion was largely achieved on this basis. Com-
petitiveness in price is particularly important for
raw materials suffering, from the inroads of syn-
thetic substitutes into their markets.

The extreme instability of prices of agricultural
products on international markets is a severe
handicap to importing and perhaps still more to
exporting countries. Price fluctuations are espe-
cially marked for raw materials and beverages.
International prices of certain foodstuffs have
attained a greater degree of stability than before
because of' the operation of domestic support
prices (particularly in the United States), of long-
term contracts, though these are of less importance
than in the immediate postwar years, and of inter-
national commodity agreements. But these sta-
bilizing influences have scarcely affected the situa-



tion of the majority of agricultural products, and
,price fluctuations of agricultural raw materials
since World War II have been at least as extreme
as in any former period.

Postwar experience has shown how difficult it
is to achieve progress in this field, but tangible
if limited progress has been made. The need for
greater price stability, and perhaps also the diffi-
culty of attaining it, are likely to be no less in
the coming than in the past decade. 'Progress may
perhaps best be achieved on a gradual, commodity
by commodity basis, as foreshadowed in the recent
FAO sponsored international consultation on price
stabilization of oli.ve oil, and the forthcoming
consultations for rice. Where international com-
modity agreements on the lines of those for wheat
and sugar are not feasible, periodic international
consultations on the outlook for export supplies,
import requirements, price policies etc. for specific
commodities would in themselves assist in securing
greater stabilization. International agreemeilt
on the management of national stocks /night be
still more effective. It may be, even, that the
next decade will see some attempts at more radical
solutions, e.g. by the operation of internationally
controlled and financed buffer stocks. A major
difficulty in the past has been agreeing on basic
price levels in international commodity agreements,
e.g. for wheat, and one possible means of progress
might be to attempt by international agreement
to limit the degree of price movement, up or down,
in any one year or shorter period, e.g. by a system
of export and import quotas, or by the agreed
management of' national stocks or an international
buffer stock.

The greatest threat to the stability of interna-
tional prices in the years ahead lies in the huge
accumulations of surplus stocks of SOMC agricul-
tural products which overhang the world's markets.
Particular importance therefore attaches to the
continuance, of interirational consultations on
stocks disposals and of .the restraint so far shown
by the principal countries holding surplus stocks
in placing them on international markets. Here
the internationally agreed FAO principles for sur-
plus disposal can be of outstanding value in pre-
venting a collapse of prices of the kind which oc-
curred between the wars.

FARM INCOMES AND PRODUCTIVITY

Changes in the balance between agricultural and
other prices during the war and immediate postwar
years lifted farmers out of the depression of the
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'thirties. Fatm price and income support .policies
have given them a greater degree of economic
security than ever before. Except in a handful of
countries, however, these developments have not
given the rural community income,s commensurate
with th.ose in oth.er oc'cupations. Nor have they
enabled farm incomes to keep pace with the gen-
eral rise in national incomes since the war. In most
countries the agricultural population is tending
to lose the relative gain.s achieved in the early
'postwar period.

Price changes, as they affect .the agricultural
producer, have been discussed in the two preceding
sections. Ultimately, however, income levels depend
very largely on the level oflabor productivity, and
unless output per man :in agriculture increases at
least as fast as in other occupations, the relative
economic position of the:farmer is likely tu contin-
ue to decline.

The technical advances iii agriculture summa-
rized in Chapter IV offer opportunities for a rapid
increase in the output per man in agriculture. The
limited data available, set out in Chapter VI, sug-
gest th.at at least in so-me of the more advanced
countries advantage has been taken of these oppor-
tunities, and that in these countries the growth
of labor productivity in agriculture has been fully
comparable with that la industry.

But technical advances cannot load to increased
output unless conditions are favorable for putting
them .into practice. This means first th.at the
knowledge uf th.e improved methods must be made
available to farmers through the extension and
advisory services, and that credit or other financial
resources for any necessary additional investment
is available. Th.ese points have already been
discussed. It means also that remunerative out-
lets must be available for any additional supplies
proanced, and this too has been considered in a
world context in the section on the likely growth.
of del-118,11d .

In any one country, however, the size of the
market for agricultural products depends not only
on the general level of economic activity. It de-
pends also on the relative size of the population
engaged in agriculture and in other occupations.
For example, if in an industrialized country 10
percent of the population work on the land, they
have the opportunity of raising their output to
the poi.nt where each farm family can feed itself
and nine other families in urban occupations. At
the other extreme, in an under-developed country
with 75 percent of the population engaged in agri-
culture, th.ere is only one-third of an urban family



to provide a market for each farm family. This
imposes a very low ceiling on the possible expan-
sion of agricultural output per man.

This obviously is a grossly over-simplified illus-
tration. It leaves out of account the export
market. It ignores also the possibility of raising
production to improve the food consumption level
of the farm population itself, often woefully inad-
equate in under-developed countries. Never-
theless it (loes bring out a general principle of very
great importance.

The conclusion, and it is not of course a nel,v one,
is that progress in industry and agriculture are
closely linked, and that an expansion of industrial
activity in under-developed countries is an essen-
tial precondition for any substantial advance in
agricultural productivity and in turn of the pros-
perity of the farm population. Increased invest-
ment in non-agricultural fields may thus be the
most rapid means of improving the lot of the
farmer.

There is the further point that in under-devel-
oped countries there is often a great density of
rural population, so that the average la,nd area
available for cultivation by each farm family is
too small to keep it fully occupied. The result is
widespread rural under-employment, unless there
are opportunities for part-time work in other °CCU-
pations. In such circumstances it follows that
for any real improvement in the economic condi-
tion of the farm population there must be a decline
not only in the percentage of the population engag-
ed in agriculture, but also in their absolute
numbers. Otherwise the average size of farxris
cannot be raised to an economic level. This
necessity forms, as it were, a " sound barrier,
through which it is extremely difficult for an under-
developed country to break, and increasingly so
in view of the accelerating growth of population
in such countries with the improvement in health
services.

The strong measures which most governments
have taken over the past decade to increase their
levels of food production and to develop agricul-
ture, especially in under-developed countries, are
now beginning fo bear fruit and to show up in
substantial increases in production. In some
countries, such as Greece and India, the expansions
in production have been remarkable, and in the
latter country have led to declining farm prices
and difficulties in moving the increased supplies
into consumption. This points to one interesting
possibility. Under-developed countries have chron-
ically been faced with a shortage of' capital. In
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the efforts to finance their economic development
they have often had to hold back on their domestic
financing of new development in order not to create
an inflathmar3, situation. In other cases, as in
some Latin American countries, the3r have had
to cut back their development programs to reduce
inflationary pressure. Increasing food supplies
may, however, change the situation and create
the possibility of higher levels of domestic invest-
ment without creating inflation. Under-devel-
oped countries might well watch this situation
and consider whether increased food supplies would
enable them to expand their levels of investment
without creating undue inflationary pressures.
Expansion in food production in under-developed
countries may thus in itself provide them with
additional possibilities for more rapid economic
development.

In addition, the surplus supplies in highly devel-
oped countries can themselves be used to finance
a more rapid rate of economic development, if'
supplied to under-developed countries under proper
terms and with adequate safeguards. The princi-
ples which apply to these uses of surplus food, and
the safeguards that need to be maintained to assure
increased economic development without depres-
sion of farm incomes have been explored in a re-
cent FAO study.

CONCLUSION

The problems which lie ahead and the guidance
which experience in past years may give in deal-
ing with them have been discussed under four sep-
arate headings. But it is perhaps worth stressing
in a final note how very closely problems in agri-
culture are interlinked. To quote only one exam-
ple, a reduction in the cost of agricultural produc-
tion through greater efficiency may contribute
towards an increase in consumption levels, to re-
ducing the burden of price supports, to the expan-
sion of world trade in agricultural products (par-
ticularly in competition with synthetic substitutes)
and to an improvement in farm incomes.

The problems which have been discussed are
small in comparison with those which faced the
world a decade ago, when the agriculture of a
large part of the world lay in ruins and millions
of' mankind were in danger of starvation. For

1 Uses of Agricultural 'Surpluses to Finance Eco-
nomic Developmen,t in Under-developed Countries
A Pilot Study in India Commodity Policy Studies
No. 6, Juno 1955.



all that today's problems may be even more diffi-
cult, of solution. Those of the immediate postwar
years were of an emergency nature, and all men
and all nations could .co-operate without serious
reservation to overcome them. Those which now
lace us inevitably involve a greater conflict of in-
terests, and agreement and co-operation, both
within each country and internationally, are con-
sequently more difficult to secure.

Almost for the first time since 1945, however,
the majority of governments have time and elbow
room in -which to formulate their policies. The
basic problems are still there undernourishment,
low farm incomes, heavy pressure of rural popula-
tion, and others but on the -whole governments
can take a longer-terra vie-w than before, without
being -unduly preoccupied with pressing day-to-day
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difficulties, such as inflation, trade gaps and short-
ages of essential supplies for agricultural develop-
ment. Progress has been uneven, and while some
countries are still struggling with these difficulties,
others, further ahead, are already laying down
their long-term plans. But this unevenness is in
itself an advantage. It enables an assessment
to be made, as has been attempted in the preceding
pages, of the practical merits and de-merits of the
various policies adopted by those countries which
have progressed furthest, and thus provides
guide-posts for the others, lt is in learning from
previous experience, and in avoiding past errors,
that the best policies will be discovered for the
future development of agriculture, forestry and
fisheries.





A TEN-YEAR REVIEW A.\ D SHORT-TERM OUTLOOK

BY COMMODITIES

WHEAT

Developments in Production and Trade

The world wheat economy over the past decade
has passed through three phases. In the initial
period, lasting through 1947/48, wheat produc-
tion, owing to the effects of the Ivar, prolonged by
some bad seasons, was inadequate to th.e point of
scarcity. -During these years it was necessary to
maintain the system of international allocation of
export supplies created in wartime by the Combined
Food Board and later continued by the Internation-
al :Emergency Food Council. In the second period,
lasting through 1951/52, world production grad-
ually increased and though world import require-
ments remained at high levels, exportable sup-
plies were large enough to meet the effective de-
mand. In the third anc.1 present period
supplies have become excessive,.

011 the demand side, the postwar situation present-
ed striking changes, some of which persisted even
after the immediate scarcities had been overcome.
Many traditional importing countries emerged with
higher deficits owing to population growth and re-
duced production. Some countries, previously sur-
plus 01' self-sufficient in wheat, required addition-
al supplies to feed increase(1 populations and
to satisfy the shift in consumer preference to
wheat from ()tiler grains, a shift associated with_
increasing standards of living and urbanization.

the territorial and political changes de-
prived some importing countries of important
sources of wheat and other grains, which 1V01'.0
Formerly part of their national territories, or with
which they had close political or economic connec-
tions. Import requirements, though. fluctuating,
have thus consistently been at substantially higher
levels than in prewar years.

Western :Europe, the main importing region,
did not restore its prewar le,vel of production until
1950/51. In some years there were abnormal def-
icits in France, Italy and Yugoslavia due to crop
failures, while Western Germany, which is consid-
erably more urbanized than the prewar Reich,
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and vhich. formerly 1..eceived substantial quantities
from Eastern Germany, has become one of the
world's largest wheat importers.

Large new import demands for wheat also de-
veloped. in Asia beca,use of reduced crops of food
grains, greatly curtailed supplies of rice and the
needs of growing populations. The increased
Far Eastern need was not fully met in the first
postwar years, owing to the high demands from
all other :importing regions. T.his situation persisted
even after recovery elsewhere, imports not reaching
their peak until 1951/52. India imported h.eavy
quantities in several years. Japan, now cut
off from its former sources of supply of rice and
other grains in neighboring countries, an.d with

considera,bly increased population., 'became and
still is one of the world's largest wheat importers.
The renaaining regions, though representing a
small :fraction of world import needs, also de-
ma,nded increased quantities.

These hi.gh demands were met mainly by in-
creased production in North America, notably in
the United States, where a run of favorable
seasons and expanded acreage under a systern of
high crop supports had brought about a large ex -
'pansion. l'he expansion in the 'United States
was large enough not only to supply a greatly in-
creased domestic usage, but also to make the coun-
try the world's largest wheat exporter over the
greater part of the 'postwar period. Canada also
grew more 'wheat both during and after the war
and increased its exports to levels higher th.an those
of the 'twenties. In Argentina and Australia,
shortages of labor and farm requisites and some
seasons of drought reduced production during and
immediately after the war, and these two sup-
pliers did not immediately regain their prewar
level of exports. In .fact, in Argentina wheat
:production was not firmly :restored until 1953, but
Australia was able to maintain consistently high.
exports from 1948 to 1953. These :four exporting
countries were time source over most of the postwar
period of about 90 percent of world exports.
Very little wh.eat has been supplied by the remain-
ing export sources. In this respect there are close
similarities in the two postwar periods. After



FIGURE C-1. World Production of Wheat, 1934-38 Average and 1945 to 1954
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both wars there has been an increased dependence
on the four major exporters, and particularly on
North America, though more pronounced in the
period after World War II, and in both periods
there has been a contraction in the exports of
the secondary suppliers, notably the U.S.S.R. and
the countries of Ea,stern Europe. By the thirties
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the latter group had recovered to a point where
they were supplying between a quarter and a
third of world exports, while by the end of the
present decade, even with the addition of exports
from France and Turkey, their proportion had
grown to only one-fifth. The growth of popula-
tion, increasing consumption and profound changes

1934-38 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 19541945 1946 1947



FIGURE C-2. World Exports of Wheat and Wheat Flour (wheat equivalent), 1934/35-1938/39 Average
and 1945/46 to 1954/55
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in the organization of agriculture make it unlike-
ly that the eastern group will recover their
former prominence ; in fact, in most postwar
years one or more countries in this group have
been in need of' imports.

TABLE C-1. 1.:1ND-011,8EASON STOCKS OF WHEAT
IN THE FOITR. MAJOR EXPORTING COUNTRIES

Sources : Official sources as far as available ; Food Research
Institute ; USDA ; Canadian D.B.S. ; and FAO.

. . . Not available.

By 1950/51 wheat production in countries other
than the four main exporting countries had re-
covered its prewar level. The prospect, of over-
expansion in world wheat supplies liad become
evident before this and liad led the United States
to introduce acreage restrictions for the 1950/51

crop mid tu schedule them again for 1951/52. In
the latter years, ()lying to the Korean crisis, the
restrictions were -withdrawn before the crop was
entirely SOWD and the high world demand of that
year resulting from a sti)eking demand associated
with the Korean -war and with low domestic crops
in some importing, countries, particularly India,
postponed the emergence of su-pluses. In 1952/
1953, however, bumper crops in the four major and
in some of the minor exporting countries, and a
shrinking import demand following good European,
crops, produ.ced large surpluses. In this one year
end-of-season stocks in the four major exporting
countries were increased from 13 to 28 million met-
ric tons. Production was maintained at about
the same level in the following year and stocks
were increased to 15 million tons, an unprecedented
level equivalent to about twice the volume of
recent annual Avorld exports. In 1954/55, sup-
plies for export a,nd carry-over were at record lev-
els and, despite a poor Canadian crop and cur-
tailed production in the United States following
the reintroduction of acreage restrictions, it ap-
peared doubtful that the total end-of-season accu-
mulation would be significantly reduced. A
further instalment of acreage restrictions in the
United States for the 1955/56 crop is expected to
bring new crop supplies in that country into line
with anticipated disappearance and possibly to
reduce stocks slightly. :However, si.nce world crop
prospects for 1955 appear to be good, heavy stocks
will again be carried into 1956/57.

The developments in production, trade and
stocks and the changes in the pattern of exports
and imports are summarized in Tables C-1 to 1.

TABLE C-2. NVHEAT PRODUCT LON ; 1945-1954 AND PREWAR A VERN,. E

Excluding China and Manchuria.
2 World, excluding U.S.S.R, Eastern Europe, China and Manchuria.
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YEAR
Argen-
tina
1 De-

cember

Aus-
tralia
1 De-

cember

Canada,
1

August

United
States

July
Total

Million mctrio iOnS

1924-28 ay. 0.5 0.2 1.4 3.1 5.2

1929-33 ay. 0.5 0.4 4.1 8.9 13.9

1934-38 ay. 0.3 0.5 3.3 4.3 8.4

1945 2 2 0.3 7.0 7.6 17.1
1946 1 2 0.5 2.0 2.7 6.4
1947 1 1 0.4 2.3 2.3 6.1
1948 2 0 0.7 2.1 5.3 10.11949 ... 1.2 0.5 2.8 8.4 12.9
1950 0 2 1.2 3.1 11.6 16.1
1951 0 5 0.5 5.1 10.8 16.9
1952 0 1 0.5 5.9 7.0 13.5
1953 20 1.0 10.0 15.3 28.3
1954 1 6 2.6 15.9 24.5 44.6
1955 prel.. 2.5 12.8 27.0

COUNTRY. OR RECIOS 1934,-38
average 1945

3.9
3.9
8.7

30.1

1945

5.6
3.2

12.3
31.4

1947

6.5
6.0
9.3

37.0

1948

Million

5.2
5.2

10.5
35.2

1949 1955

tous

5.8
5.0

12.6
27.7

1951

2.1
4.3

15.0
26.7

1952

7.6
5.3

18.8
35.3

1953

6.2
5.4

16.7
31.8

1954

7.5
4.5
8.1

26.4

Argentina
AustraliaCanada ......
United. States

6.6
4.2
7.2

19.5

metric

5.1
5.9

10.1
29.9

Total 4 countries.. 37.5 46.6 52.5 58.8 56.1 51.0 51.1 48.1. 67.0 60.1 46.5

Western Eimlie . . 30.8 18.2 26.1 17.7 27.9 30.1 30.6 30.2 32.6 35.1 35.2
Near East 9.6 6.5 8.5 7.6 10.8 9.0 10.7 11.9 13.3 15.7 13.3
Far East ' 12 1 11.8 10.3 9.2 10.5 11.4 12.0 12.1 11.0 11.5 13.4
Others 4.6 3.3 3.5 5.0 5.5 5.6 6.2 5.9 6.6 7.5 8.5

WORLD TOTAL 2 . 91.6 86.4 100.9 98.3 110.8 107.1 110.6 108.2 130.5 129.9 116.9



TABLE C-3. 'WHEAT AND kVity,AT FLouit EX PU RTS ; 1945/46-1954/55 AND 'P E WA ii A V E

t The following extraction rates have been used in converting flour to wheat equivalent : Argentina 70%, Australi I 72.0 %
Canada 72.6%, United States 71.5%. other countries 75.0%.

Figm,es include export s under the various United States foreign aid i)rograinas, flid shipments to territmacs md possessions,
but exclude exports of Roar !mote froii Canadian wheat imported .for milling in bond.

2:Including exports from U.S.S.R. inri countries within the Soviet orbit, but excluding trad.e within this group.

TABLu C-4. WHEAT AXD WHEAT F1,01111 IMPORTS ; 1946/47-1953/54 AND PREWAR AVER AA: E

Marketing and Price Developments

Government intervention in the production,
pricing and trading of wheat, already introduced
on a wide scale during the 'thirties, became much
more far-reaching during the war and postwar
years. The objective during and after the war
was mainly to maximize production ; later other
motives, notably the support of farm income, pro-
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Prewar average is the estimated quaatity received by present territorial area from all sources including other parts
of prewar Germany.

... Not available.

motion of commie development and protection
of the balance of payments, became prominent.
The measures taken have usually included guar-
anteed prices to farmers and control of exports
or imports. In general, government production
policies have been expansionist and have been
allowed to operate in individual countries irms-
pective of price and supply developments in other
countries. With the development of surpluses,

102.0108

j ly - June
1934/35-
1938/39
average

1946/47 1947/-18 1948/49 1949/50 1950/51 1951/52 1952/53 1953/51

-Million, metric ions, wheat equiva ent

Western Europe. . .

of which

112.5 I 12.4 17.3 16.8 12.6 12.9 14.4 13.8 12.0

Germany, West-
ern 11.3 2.2 3.6 3.3 2.4 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.4

Italy 0.7 1.3 2.4 2.3 1.2 1.3 1.8 1.2 0.6
'United Kingdom 5.8 4.6 5.3 5.7 4.7 4.2 4.9 4.7 3.9

Asia

of 'which

1.9 3.7 3.8 5.3 5.6 5.2 7.9 5.6 6.1

India
,Tapan. 6 :*3 0.7

1.3
1.0

2.0
1.6

1.7
2.0

2.1
1.6

4.1.
1.7

1.4
1.2

0.7
2.5

(11 hers

of which

3.2 4.4: 3.8 4.3 4.6 5.8 6.6 6.5 5.4

Brazil 1.0 0.9 0.6 0.8 1.1 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.6

WORLD TOTAL 17.6 20.5 24.9 26.4 22.8 23.9 28.9 25.9 23.5

COUNTRY

Ju I y - June
1934/35-
1938/39
average

19.15/46 1946/47 1947/48 1948/49 1949/50 1950/51 1951/52 1952/53 1953/51 1954/55
piel.

Million, metri tolm, wl eat equivalent'

Argentina 3.3 1.9 1_7 2.8 1.7 2.4 2.8 0.9 0.8 3.0 3.5
Australia 2.9 1.0 1.3 2.6 3.3 3.1 3.5 2.7 2.7 1.9 2.5
Canada 4.8 10.2 6.2 5.6 6.1 6.3 6.1. 9.4 10.7 7.8 6.8
United State s 1.3 10.7 10.8 13.1 13.8 8.2 10.1 13.0 8.7 6.0 7.4

Total 4 countries. . 12.3 23.8 20.0 24.1 24.9 20.0 22.5 26.0 22.9 18.7 20.2

Others 5.2 0.2 1.3 1.4 2.4 2.2 3.2 2.5 3.4 4.6 4.8

woimo TOTAL 3 17.5 24.0 21.3 25.5 27.3 22.2 25.7 28.5 26.3 23.3 25.0



the need for policy adjustments became evident
and, recognizing t.his, a feW countries have modi-
fied their policies, reducing price supports to farm-
ers and limiting the quantities of wheat to which.
they are applied. In some importing countries
also, there have recently been relaxations in gov-
ernment control of imports, in response to the
larger supplies and wider distribution of export
wheat and to the easing of hard currency difficul-
ties, but guaranteed prices to domestic producers
have generally been retained. In exporting coun-
tries, export sales are generally made by state mar-
keting agencies, which either handle all purchases
from domestic producers, or stand ready to take
over wheat offered them. These agencies, by
means of stock-holding and orderly marketing,
have prevented a disruption in world prices which
might otherwise have occurred a,fter the large har-
vests of 1952 and 1953.

International trade has been characterized by
a wide use of bulk -contracts administered by gov-
ernmental or semi-governmental agencies. Over
half of the wheat entering international trade in
the years 1949/50 to 1952/53 and a substantial
proportion of the exports in the past two years have
moved under the terms of the international Wheat
Agreement (IWA), while much of the .remainder
has moved under bilateral inter-governmental
contracts, frequently as part of comprehensive
trade agreements Or barter transactions. Cur-
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rency consideratiinis rather than price have often
determined the source and destination of wheat
movements and have been responsible for much
of the variaticm in prices that has ruled over the
period.

In these conditions of insulated national mar-
kets and multiple pricing in export markets, it is
difficult to speak of a " world " price in the earlier
sense of the term. During the term of the first
International Wheat Agreement, there were broad-
ly three export prices, namely, in ascending order
the price for TWA sales, in practice the maximum
of the IWA range ; the price for non-TWA sales,
usually determined by the domestic price in the
United States ; and the price for wheat froxn non-
dl ollar sources whi chi usually included a non-dollar
premium. After 1952/53, however, with the ad-
vent of surpluses and the lessening of the dollar
shortage, prices dectlined and time differentials were
largely eliminated. Tbe price for IWA sales de-
clined below the maximum of' the renewed Agree-
ment and the non-TWA price dropped to the TWA
level. The United States open market price,
which continued to be supported by the farm crop
loan arrangements, lost most of its significance as
an export price and the non-dollar premium dis-
appeared. Except in Canada and Australia,
where the prices received by producers are set
below the price obtainable from exports, countries
exporting wheat have found it necessary to pay

TAB-IT,E WHE AT P It ICES IN CANA DA A'ND FEE 'UNITED STATES' ; 1945/46-1954/55

In store :Port William Port Arthur.
The first five priees quoted in this colunm relate to the United. Kingdom-Canada contract, the remaining mices arethose which ruled for IWA sales.
including carrying charges from August 1947 to August 1953.
Since the first week of .August 1953, cash prices for contract and non-contract sales have been identical.
Preliminary.

6 Also applicable to some sales outside TWA.
.. Not available. -- None or negligible.

e a n a d a United States
Subsidies for IWANo. 1 Northern

Prices Manitoba National Prices
Hard
Winter exports Gulf ports

YEARS BEUINNI Nl; .11.31,1" received
by farmers
(average Coiitract,',..-,,..,' Other,,,,,,:,:,

ay.
support

prices (at

received
by farmers

(ay. all

No. 9
Kansas

City cash
all grades) l ''`iy,";`-' '''''.i"-;`'' farm) grades) (weightedaverage) lowest highest

...._
(-Ian. $ per bud el U. S'. $ per bu.shel I i n.S'. cents per bushel

1945/46 1.83 1.40 . . . 1.38 1.49 1.60 - .._
1946/47 1.83 1.46 2.27 1.49 1.90 2.09 --- --
1947/48 1.83 1.43 2.61 1.83 2.29 2.52 --- --
1948/49 1.83 1.87 2.14 2.00 1.98 2.19 ........ .........

1949/5(1 1.83 1.87
? .177

i
1 99' ' ''

1.95 1.88 2.16 49 67

1950/51 1.85 1..80 1.97 1.99 2.0() 2.32 53 76
1951/52 1.84: 1.85 2.31 2.18 2.11 2.44 39 74.
1952/53 1.84 1.86 2.23 2.20 2.09 2.27 40 62
1953/54. ... 11.91 11.93 2.21 2.04 2.30 68 "67
1954/555

-
41 .73 2.24 2.09 2.43 162 '87



su bsid i es on exports or to defray the export losses
of their marketing agencies out of government
funds. Owing to the existence of national market-
ing agencies, however, the fall in export prices
was less severe th.an it might .have been in free
market conditions. Some of the significant price
series for this period are shown in Table C-5.

Outlook

The large carry-over of wheat in exporting coun-
tries will continue to overshadow wheat markets
in the coming year. Production restrictions in the
United States combined with unfavorable weath-
er in Canada in 1954 checked the increase in
stocks in 1954/55 and continued area restrictions
in the United States may succeed in bringing about
a light reduction by the end of 1955/56.
Elsewhere no curtailment of production has been
enforced and in many countries the rising trend
in production has probably not run its full course.
There is thus little prospect in the immediate
future of a significant recovery in trade and the
pressure of supplies on grain markets is likely
to continue. Hitherto, government stockholding
and orderly marketing have prevented violent
changes in the export market and these safeguards
may continue and may possibly be reinforced by
the International Wheat Agreement if it is renew-

ed in 1956/57, and i.s extended to cover a large
proportion of world trade. In addition tc.) world
weather conditions, the disposition of the presen.t
surpluses in the United States and the changes that
may occur in the United States farm policy, will be
the main factors that will determine the future.

COARSE GRAINS

Production and Trade

.P.roduction of e08,FSe grains al the end of the
war was, in contrast to wheat, someWhat higher
than in the immediate prewar years and the subse-
quent decade has witnessed further substantia,1
increases. :However, some marked shifts had
occurred in the distribution of production. A
notable advance took place in the 'United States
with scarcely any increase in acreage, primarily
due to the general adoption of hybrid varieties of
maize. In postwar years, 'United States maize
crops have fluctuated around 80 million metric
tons compared with 53 million tons in the period
1934-38. Barley and oats have also been produced
in consistently larger quantities and grain sor-
ghums, a relati.vely minor crop, also shows a big
:increase since prewar years. Rye alone has shown.
some decline. Canada also increased its output

TABLE C-6. PRontrUTION OF COARSE GRAINS ' ; 1945-1954 AND PREWAR A VE.I.i,AO.K

' Rye, barley, oats and :maize.
World, excluding U.S.S.R., Eastern Europe, China and Manchuria.
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COUNTRY OR REGION
1034-
1938
avm

1945 1916, 1947 1948 1949 1950 1051. 1952 1953 1951.

Million 'metric tons.

Argentina 9.4 5.5 8.2 8.7 5.1 2.0 4.8 2.9 7.3 6.9 6.6
Australia 0.7 0.9 0.7 1.4 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.7 1.6 1.2
Canada 7.1 9.7 9.5 7.3 9.9 8.1 10.9 13.7 14.7 13.2 9.5
United. States 72.6 101.4 109.0 83.7 120.1 106.1 105.3 98.9 107.1 104.4 105.8

Total 4 countries.. 89.8 117.5 127.4 101.1 136.1 117.3 122.1 116.7 130.8 126.1 123.1

Western Europe . 42.7 28.4 33.8 32.2 36.3 39.2 37.1 42.5 40.4 45.8 44.3
Others 363 32.2 35.2 36.0 38.9 40.8 40.1 41.3 45.2 49.5 48.3

WORM.) To9'A1,2 .

of which
.Rye

168.8

9.4

178.1

6.6

196.4

7.3

169.3

6.6

211.3

8.4

197.3

8.4

199.3

8.8

200.5

8.2

216.4

9.8

221.4

9.4

215.7

10.2
13arley 27.9 26.9 29.6 28.7 33.4 31.9 34.9 37.4 41.3 43.4 43.7
Oats 37 4 42.8 43.5 36.2 41.8 40.1 43.5 44.2 43.8 42.3 43.8
Maize 94.1 101.8 1.16.0 97.8 127.7 116.9 112.1 110.7 121.5 126.3 118.0



of :feed grains through both acreage and yield in-
creases, 'barley in particular having expa,nded to
two to three times the ,prewar level, and 'because
of' this expansion Canaria has recently become the
largest exporter of feed grains. Australia, too,
has achieved a steady increase in acreage and yield,
and, in the .last years of the decade, its output
has been a,bout twice the prewar volume. The
expansion in these three countries ha,s been re-
flected in the pattern of world exports. A steady
advance in production, especially of barley, has
also taken place in the Near East, with crops in
the past three years approximately 50 percent
above their prewar level. The barley exports
from this region have recently been twice their
prewar volume and those from French North.
Africa were also considerably larger. The 'Union
of South Africa has raised its maize crop very sub-
stantially above the prewar average but, owing to
increased domestic needs, exports h.ave :rarely
reached the prewar volume.

Production in Argentina has followed a very
different course. Argentina was, before the war,
the principal exporting country, but has experienc-
ed a substantial decline in output through a com-
bination of reduced acreages and some bad sea-
sons. Its maize crop has generally been less than
:half the prewar 'volume and the better farm prices
of recent years have not 'brought about :Full re-

TABLE E-7. EX PO RTS 0 E COARSE (iru NS; 1945/46-1954/55 AND 1'IrFWAR A v 1!.; RAGE

' Rye, barley, oats and maize. Gross ext orts.
The United States has also exported substantial quantities of grain sorghuot in postwar years, som.otimes exceeding ono

million tons, but before the war such exports were very small.
3 Includes exports from U.S.S.R. and countries within the Soviet orbit, but excludes trade within this group.
-None or negligible. ... Not available.
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covery. There have been, Ito'WeVer, sizeable 'in-

creases in barley, oats and rye, crops which have
been less affected than maize by the wat and
postwar increases in farm costs and the shortages
of labor and production requisites. The decline
in Argentine exports of maize has been only
partly offset by larger exports of th.e other feed
grains.

Production in Western Europe WaS as low as
two-thirds of its prewar volume in 1945, but lta,s
shown steady prctgress during the decade, though
not recovering the prewar level until 1951. In
general, the increases in Northwestern Europe
Were more substantial than in other European
countries and a notable development has been the
increased importance of barley, particularly in
the 'United Kingdom, France and Denmark.

In contrast to wheat exports, trade in coarse
grains has recovere,d very slowly and fully re-
gained its 1934-38 level only in 1953/54. In the
first postwar years exports of' feed grains
were held back by the more pressing demands
on shipping presented by the postwar -wheat
requirement, rather than by limited stfpplies
(except for maize), and the dollar shortage
continued for some years to be a limiting factor,
since North Atnerica has regularly supplied half
or more of th.e quantities entering international
trade in the postwar years, as compared with little

CO UNTRY

July - Juno
1931/33-
1 935/39
average

1943/16 19,16/17 1917/18 1918/49 1949/50 1930/51 1951/52 19 52/5 3 1953/54 1954/55
prel.

11 (Idea me ric to.1

.Nrgentina 7.3 2.2 2.6 4.4. 2.3 1.9 0.6 1.1 0.9 3.8 2.7
wItich maize . ((L5) (1.1) (1.9) (3.0) (1.9) (1.2) (0.2) (0.6) (0.6) (1.3) (1.7)

Australia 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.5

Canaria 0.5 1.0 0.7 0.4 1.2 1.0 1.1 2.5 4.0 3.9 2.1

United States 2 1.1 1.0 3.4 1.4 3.2 3.6 3.9 2.7 3.9 3.1 3.0
of vhiel) maize (0.8) (0.5) (2.9) (0.8) (2.3) (2.8) (2.9) (2.0) (3.1) (2.8) (1.9)

Total 4 Countries 8.9 4.2 6.8 6.5 7.2 6.9 6.1 6.8 9.5 11.5 8.3

Otlwers
of which tr.S.S.1{ aun

5.9 0.3 1.4 3.1 3.5 3.9 3.6 4.6 3.5 3.3 2.9

Eastern .1,:urope (2.5) (---) (...) (1.3) (1.3) (2.0) (1.1) (1.5) (0.9) (0.5) ( )

WORLD TOTAL . 14.8 4.5 8.2 9.6 10.7 10.8 9.7 11.4 13.0 14.8 11.2



ITEM

TABLE C-8. IMPORT'S OF COARSE GRAINS ; 1946/47-1953/54 AND PREWAR AVERAGE

1934/35-
1938/39 1946/47 1947/18 1918/49 1949/50 1959/51

Million nietric tons.

Rye, barley, oats ain maize. Gross imports.
1946/48-194809 Bizone. Prewar twerage is the estimated quantity imported by the present territorial area, from all sources

including other parts of prewar Germany.

more than 10 percent before the war. Australia,
though, contributing little in comparison with
the exports of Cariada and the United States, also
shows a proportionately large increase. The
remaining sources of coarse grain exports, however,
have participated in trade on a very much reduc-
ed scale. In only two of the postwar years have
Argentine exports amounted to as much as half
of their prewar volume of about 7 million tons and
in some years its shipments have been very minor.
Owing to this decline, world maize exports are
still only about half their prewar volume. Ship-
me.nts from Eastern. Europe and the U.S.S.R.
have also fallen .far short of their prewar impor-
tance.

As before the war, the bulk of world exports was
directed to Western Europe, but its share is now
smaller both relatively and in absolute terms.
In 1953/54, its imports Were only 9.5 million tons
compared with 12.5 million tons before the war.
With the increase in domestic crops, however, total
European supplies are now somewhat larger than
they were before the war and animal consumption,
as well as industrial usa,ge, is on a slightly higher
level.
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,f ii i y - ju ii e

1951/52 1952/5:3 1953/54,

The non-European demand remains above pre-
war due to the import requirements of Japan.
Substantial quantities of barley, oats and rye have
also been imported into the [hilted States from
Canada (Table C-8).

Prices

Prices of feed grains reached their postwar peak
in 1947/48, following the removal of 'price controls
an.d the harvesting of a poor maize crop in the
'United States. In this year, prices of maize at
Chicago exceeded. $90 per metric ton and feed
grain quotations were correspondingly high in
Canada and elsewhere. In tire following year there
was a drastic decline to an average of $60 per ton.
A moderate recover.), followed and there Ivas a
second peak in 1951/52 of $72 per ton, coinciding
.with the Korean price boom. Thereafter, the
course of prices has been downwards, though with
some reversal in 1954/55.

On the whole, feedgrain prices have fluctuated
more than the " free " world price of wheat and
substantially more than the TWA wheat prices.
In common with wheat, there were wide spreads

Western Europe . .

or which
13elgium . . . .

12.5

1.4

5.0

0.5

7.0

0.7

8.0

0.8

9.3

1.1

7.2

0.7

9.2

0.8

8.2

1.0

9.5

1.3
Germany, W. 2 . I .6 0.9 0.8 1.7 1.8 0.8 1.8 1.8 1.2
Netherlands . . 1.3 0.3 0.7 0.6 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.6 1.3
'United Kingdom 4.3 0.5 1.5 o 1 1.8 2.0 2.7 2.1 2.8

Asia . . . . . . .

or which
tapan

0.3

0.2

1.3

0.3

1.2

0.3

1.0

0.6

0.7

0.5

0.8

0.7

0.8

0.6

1.9

1.3

1.3

1.1

Others 1.9 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.9 2.4 3.5

WoRLD '1.'orm,,

uf which

14.7 7.8 9.7 10.6 11.5 9.5 11.9 12.5 14.3

Rye 1.0 0.5 1.4 1.1 1.5 0.8 0.9 0.7 1.6
Bityley.. . . . 2.7 1.7 2.3 2.6 3.6 3.2 4.3 6.0 5.6
Oats 0.9 1.1 0.7 1.3 1.1 1.1 1.8 1.6 2.0
Maize . . . . 10.1 4.5 5.3 5.6 5.3 4.4 4.9 4.2 5.1
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FIGURE C-3. Prices of Coarse Grains, 1945/46 to 1954/55

Saurce : Die Weltinarkte wicl tiger Nahruugsmittel, Bonn.
In store at Fort Withal-I/Port Arthur.

2 Includes, from August 1946 to July 1948, equalization
fees applied to export sales.

In May 1954 export subsidies were applied for about 3
months amounting to nearly $7 per metric ton.

Preliminary.
... Not available.
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Iraq Barley cit. Europe

an"Mn "WM,' Canada Barley (feed No. 1)

aessametaassaaso Argentina Maize c.i.f. Europe

Chicago Maize yellow No. 3

between dollar and non-dollar prices up to 1951/52,
but sharp adjustme,nts in the following two years
have brought feed grains from different sources
to a fairly uniform level (Table C-9).

Current Situation and Outlook

Generally high levels of production in North
America in recent years have resulted in increases
in stocks. In Canada, the upward trend was re-
versed in 1954/55 owing to adverse weather.
Early indications, however, pointed to some in-
crease in Canadian sowings of feed grains in 1955.
In the United States, acreage restrictions were
applied to the maize crop of 1954 because of the

U. S. S pol metric ton

1945/46 30 27 53 49
1946/47 258 273 62 68
1947/4S 276 291 81 94
1948/49 46 51 50 60
1949/50 50 57 50 52
1950/51 57 60 56 66 84
1951/52 56 57 56 72 131 105
1952/53 52 59 54 63 86 76
1953/54 47 45 45 261 73 53
1954/554 53 52 47 60 76 64

1945/46-1954/55

YEARS

cash prices cif prices
North Seaports

Cauada

Oats Barley Barley 1VIalze

United States Argon.- Iraq
tina.

BEGINNING

JULY-JUN E
feed

No. P
feed

No. 1'

feed
No. 3

at Min-
neapo-

lis

yellow
No. 3
Chi-
cago

Maize Barley

1945/46 46/47 47/48 48/49 49/50 51/52 52/53 53/54 54/55



TABLE C-10. END-OF-SEASON STOCKS OF COARSE GRAINS ; 1945-1955 AND PREWAR AVERAGE

Source : Official sources as far as available slipplemented by (TSB A and PAO estimates.
- None or negligible.

growth of stocks, which have nevertheless increased
further in 1954/55 to a record level. For the 1955
maize crop, acreage restrictions will again be in
force and the level of' price support has been reduc-
ed from 90 to 87 percent of parity. Reduced
supports will also rule for other feed grains. Nev-
ertheless, early indications on the 1955 crop pros-
pects, based on sowing intentions, suggest that the
output may be larger than in the past year. The
increase in feed grain cultivation in the 'United
States, both in the current season and last year,
is largely attributable to the sowing of these grains
on land taken out of other crops subject to acreage
restrictions and marketing quotas. Although the
United States stocks of feed grains represent a
smaller proportion of requirements than those of
wheat and while the continuing upward trend in
consumption of livestock produce provides better
demand prospects, the potential effects of the
stocks on markets could be considerable, par-
ticularly when price levels adjust themselves to
the lower support levels (Table C-10).

RICE

The Last Decade

The last ten years have witnessed great changes
in the world rice situation. At the end of the war
production was low, needs great and trade disrupt-
ed. 'Unlike the war of 1914-18, when no actual
fighting took place in rice-growing areas, physical
destruction and economic dislocation were wide-
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spread from 11142 to 1945, and when military oper-
ations \yore ended, civil unrest, amounting in some
countries to actual warfare, prevailed over large
areas including three out of the leading four prewar
exporting countries. Political units were split up
and new trade barriers erected. :Drainage and
irrigation - the veins and arteries of rice culti-
vation - .were hampered and negleeted atol the
movement of labor, capital and goods needed to
maintain and restore them impeded. Thus in
1945, the -world produced about 25 million tons
less paddy than prewar, a decline of 17 percent.

The year 1952 marked a turning point. While
the recovery in production was slow until 1951,
inainly owing to political factors such as those
cited, demand was fostered by social changes, in-
ternational aid and the increased incomes of those
who benefited by the Korean boom. 'Throughout
this period, the am.ount of rice grown in Asia re-
mained below the prewar level, but in the mean-
time, population had grown rapidly so that in1951
the Par East had over 100 million more people to
feed than in 1938. Shoitages arose in countries
'which depended on imports for part of their rice
supplies, and prices rose sharply on free or " black
markets.

Three main methods were used by countries to
deal with these shortages : they tried to provide
more rice, to share out equitably what rice th.ere.
was, and to supplement rice with other foodstuffs.
The most effective long-term weapon was the in-
crease in production. The efforts of farmers, aid-
ed by governments and stimulated by relatively
high prices, led to a rapid recovery in the acreage

YEAR

United States Canada Argentina

:Rye
July

Barley
1 July

Oats
.Tuly

Nfitize
I Oct. Total Rye

1 Aug.
Barley
1 Aug.

Oats
I Aug. Total Afitize

AnrH

JtfilKon 'Orin ions

1935-39 aV. 0.3 0.8 2.5 9.5 13.1 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.8 0.4
1945 0.3 9.1 3.4 8.0 13.8 0.1 0.6 1.5 2.2 2.5
1946 0.1 1.3 4.2 4.4 10.0 0.7 1.2 1.9 0.3
1947 0.1 1.9 4.0 7.2 12.5 0.6 1.1 1.7 0.4
1948 0.1 1,1 2.6 3.1 6.9 0.7 0.7 1.4 0.8
1949 0.2 2.2 4.2 20.7 27.3 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.8 0.8
1950 0.2 1.7 3.1 21.5 26.5 0.2 0.4 0.7 1.3 0.7
1951 0.1 2.0 4.2 18.8 25.1 0.1 1.9 1.5 2.8 0.1
1952 0.1 1.6 4.1 12.4 18.2 0.2 1.7 1.7 3.6 0.3
1953 0.2 1.1 3.7 19.5 24.5 0.4 2.4 2.2 5.0 0.1
1954 0.4 1.5 3.4 23.3 28.6 0.5 3.1 1.9 5.5 0.1
1955 (pi-el.) 0.5 2.9 4.7 25.4 33.5 0.5 2.2 0.6 3.3 0.1



TABLE e- 1 I.Rci (PADDY) PaoniturtoN; 1946-1954 AND PREWAR Av s RADE

under rice which by 1948 had exceeded the pre-
wa area. Much of this additional land was, how-
ever, not yet well equipped for rice growing and
;yields consequently fell in some important coun-
tries. .Production therefore increased less tha,n
acreage, particularly in Asia. In other regions,
however, output rose sharply, particularly in
Brazil, Egypt and the United States and part of
this increase was made available for export. Thus
by 1951, Brazil and Egypt exported three times
as much rice as in 1934-38, while the United States
exports had increased seventbld. Intergovern-
mental action, under the auspices of' FAO, allo-
cated rice exports until 1949, in such a manner
that very little rice was allowed to go to countries
where it was not the main staple food. Thus
shipments to Europe were greatly reduced. On
the other hand, Asia which had in prewar days
provided 93 percent of the world's gross exports
and which had been a net exporter of' over two
million tons to other regions, now became a net
importer. Since the rice made available for world
trade was still less than half the prewar quantity,
Asia also imported large amounts of other cereals.
In 1934-38, 7 leading Asian importing countries
bought about 5V4 rnillion tons of rice and less
than1/4 million tons of other cereals (net imports)
in 1951 they took 31/4 million tons of rice but 71/2
million tons of other cereals.

This radical change in the world rice trade was
accompanied by far-reaching changes in market
structure. Almost everywhere outside the United

1.60

States both rice exports and imports 'were effected
by governments instead of by private traders.
Markets'veme insulated from each other and even
export prices varied from country to country,
sometimes even for different buyers from the same
exporter. Domestic rationing was widespread
and outlasted international allocation by some
years. Consumers had to take kinds and quali-
ties of rice to which they were unaccustomed,
particularly in japan which liad to find new dis-
tant sources of supply to replace the flow from
Formosa and Korea. Glialiges in marketing were
often accompanied by a deterioration in processing
and in some countries the rice exported was of
considerably lower quality than formerly. There
was increased inter-governmental activity on rice
problems, and an International Rice Commission
was set up under the aegis of FAO, but not, how-
ever, to deal with questions of international
trade.

Difficulties in obtaining foreign supplies aun
a widespread tendency toward autarky stimu-
lated many importing governments to greater
efforts to increase production. Export prices,
which liad dropped in terms of U.S. dollars after
the devaluation of sterling in September 1949,
rose again sharply after the outbreak of -warfare
in Korea, and thus gave a further impetus toward
the expansion of production. By the end of 1952,
the results were beginning to be noticeable. Larger
crops Were reaped in every continent and Asia at
last exceeded her prewar output. This increase

COUNTRY
1934 -38
average 1946 1949 1951 1952 1953 1954

prel.

:ma ion ?nark. Ions

India 132.3 33.0 35.3 "le 31.6, 34.3 41.3 36.9
.1-apart 11.5 11.4 11.9 11.3 12.4 10.3 11.4

Pakistan 11.2 12.8 12.4 11.8 12.4 13.9 12.8
Indonesia 29.9 7.7 8.4 9.2 10.0 10.8 211.1

13tirma 7.0 3.8 "5.2 5.5 5.8 5.6 5.9
Cambodia, Laos and Viei-Nam 6.5 4.3 '4.6 5.4 4.6 24.7 '4.2
Thailand 4.4 4.6 6.7 7.3 6.6 t8.2 6.0
Other Asia 9.9 7.6 11.1 13.7 12.2 13.1 12.2

Total Asia (excl. China mainland) . 92.7 85.2 95.6 95.8 98.3 107.9 100.5

Other continent 6.4 7.3 10.9 11.3 12.2 13.0 13.7

WoRLD ToTAL (excluding Eastern
Hurope, China and the 'U.S.S.R.) 99.1 92.5 106.5 107.1 1.10.5 120.9 114.2

Chit 'Mainland (estimate) 50.5 46.3 44.7 45.5 47.8 48.3

193e-38 average. 2 Unofficial estimate. ... Not available.



Net trade of
Europe

Net trade of
Asia

Net trade of
che Americas

FIGURE C-4. - Significant Changes in the Direction of World Trade in Rice, Average
1934-38, 1947 to 1953

Average
1934-38

1947 1948

was continued even more sharply in 1953. As the
Asian crop expansion had taken place mainly in
the importing countries, the reaction on interna-
tional trade in the following years was marl:ed.
India's imports fell by about three-quarters and
Indonesia's by well over one-half. Rice shipments
began to be determined by the decisions of im-
porters rather than by the quantities made avail-

M

1949

161

\\V

Wo,

1950 1951

TABLE C- 1 2. Wo RM.) TRADE IN MILLED RICE

VA

Area of squares is proportional to volume of trade.

1952 1953

able for export. In making these decisions, im-
porters could pay regard also to price comparisons
with other cereals which had gained more wide-
spread acceptance among consumers during the
period of acute rice shortage. Of these competing
cereals, the price of barley started to fall sharply
in the early autumn of 1952 and " free " wheat,
though less sharply, in the late autumn. Export-

- None or negligible.
Total exports are exports of doinestic rice from surp us producing countries ; in addition about 300,000 metric tons of do-

mestic rice in prewar and less than 50,000 tons in postwar years were exported by net importing countries. Imports are net
figures.

1934-38
t.verrige 1; 16 1948-50

average 1952 1153 1954 piel.

Ex-
ports

im-
ports

Ex-
ports

m-
ports

Ex-
ports

'On-
ports

Ex-
ports

Ini-
ports

Ex-
ports

im-
ports

Ex-
ports

Im-
ports

Burma
Thailand

3.1
1 .4

0.4
0.5

Maxie

1 . 9
1 . 9

tOnS, mined equivatel.

].3
1.4

1.0
1.3

1.5
1.0

United States 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.7 0.6
Cambodia, Laos, .Viet-Nam 1.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3
China 0.7 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2
Italy 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2
.Tapan 1.7 - 0.3 LO 1.1 1.4
India 1 .9 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.2 0.6
Malaya-Singapore 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.3
Indonesia 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.8 0.4 0.2
Other Asia 2.3 0.4 0.7 0.3 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.1 1.1 0.3 1.0
Other areas 0.3 2.2 0.6 0.3 0.6 1.0 0.5 0.9 0.4 0.9 0.2 0.7

WORLD ToTAt,' . 8.6 8.3 2.3 1.9 4.0 3.8 4.9 4.7 4.3 4.2 4.3 4.2

Net Imports Net Exports



ters, however, refused to follow suit for rice, with
the consequence that the volume of sales was
greatly :reduced. The decline in exports led to
a,n abnormal accumulation of stocks in South-
east Asia. By mid-autumn 1953 some price con-
cessions began to be made by governm.ent selling
agencies, but by then the pressure of the record
crops of 1953 liad led to a sharp fall in :Unite,d

FIGURE C-5. Net imports of Rice and Other
Cereals into Six Far East Countries, and Rela-
tive Price Movements, 1934-38 Average, 1947-54
Annual

Million m.t. Percent

1934-38 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54

Net imports of rice El Net imports of other
grains

Imports of rice as percentage of total imports of grains.
Price ratio of other cereals to rice, based on indices of import
unit values.

Note : Other grains include wheat and wheat flour, rye, barley, oats,
maize and sorghum and millets. The six Asian countries are
Ceylon, India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaya and the Phillipine
Islands.

States markets, and this downward tendency WaS

reinforced by the emergence of new exporters,
e.g. China and Pakistan. A further sharp decline
in imports was averted in 1954 as a result of a
very pool' rice crop in japan and of India's desire
to build up a food reserve. However, the Japa-
nese authorities, mainly owing to price considera-
tions, decided to cover more than half of' the de-
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ficiency created by the short-crop by imports of
cereals other than rice.

Thus for ahn.ost three years, exporting countries
have been unable to find buyers for as much rice
as they would have liked to supply. Nevertheless,
some corrective measures have begun to operate.
:Restrictions on rice consumption have been grad-
ually removed and .rationing has been abolished
almost everywhere Nvith the notable exception
of Japa,n. 'Foreign trade has been liberalized atol
imports again except for Japan restored
tc.) private merchants -whose interest lies in expand-
ing markets. Countries in Southeast Asia made
greater efforts to meet the wishes of buyers ; more
attention was paid to quality in processing, and
old stocks which had deteriorated were sold off
at out pri.ces for animal feeding. The fall in prices
reduced tire export pressure from other regions ;-
rice shipments from the United States and Italy
declined sharply, and tire burden of stock-holding
was partly shifted from Southeast Asia to North
America and to countries on the Meditermnean.
Tire 1954 world crop, though ample, WaS SOMC-

what smaller than the record figure of 1953, and
there WaS in particular a marked reduction in
Cambodia and Thailand, which produce largely
'for export.

Current Situation and Outlook

Supplies which could be made available for export
are still ample to meet any calls importers are likely
to make on them in the near fliture. Purchasing
power generally has been well maintained, but
tire demand for imported rice threatens to contract
in 1955 owing to tire changes in the two special
circumstances which NVCIPO a feature of 1954. Ja-
pan has reaped over a million tons more rice tiran
in tire previous year and India has already built
up most of her :intended reserve. The main sign
of growth in import demand is frOJ11 China and
Eastern Europe, though in both cases it is not
yet clear how far this will be an increase in net
imports. The share of world imports supplied
by Asia may be higher tiran in the postwar years
up to 1953, but much will depend on tire policy
regarding government stocks to be adopted by
tire :United States, since most of the exportable
surplus of tire 1954 crop in that country is now
in goveriunent hands.

Apart from these existing stocks, there will
almost certainly be less available for export from
the new United States production, since farmers
have approved time marketing quotas which imply
a reduction of almost one-quarter in the 1955 rice



area. Present world prices llave probably also
diminished the prospects of any marked revival
in production for export in Brasil. In some
other countries, too, where there is a fair choice
of alternative uses for land and labor, th.e expan-
sion of the rice area is likely to be halted. Wh.eat
prices .have kept steady over the last year, so that
the further decline in rice prices during this period
in some retail :markets has tended to make rice a
more attractive purchase, and this, coupled with the
-widespread abolition of rationing, is almost certainly
leading to some increase in rice consumption.

It is difficult to conclude whether these cor-
rective measures will be sufficiently far-
going to restore some kind of equilibrium
over a long-term period. Too many unknown
factors are involved for any positive reply to
be given. Long-term forces are at work. The
increase in knowledge about better rice farming
leads some authorities to believe that we are " 011
the threshold of a revolution in production.
More rice can certainly be grown ; the extent
to which this will be done will, over an average
of good and bad years, depend on incentives.
More rice could certainly also be consumed, apart
from the increase due to the growth in population.
For this to h.appen on any really large scale, the
millions of people in China and India will have
to earn greater purchasing power and the price
of rice will have to be sufficiently attractive, COM-
pared to that of other foods. Th.e traditional

TABLE C-13 Son A R. ; 'PRO DLTCT EON BY CONTI NENTS ; PREWAR A VE RAGE AND A NNITALLY 1946/47 - 1954/55
(CENTRIFUG AL ONLY)

rice exporting countries are, by the nature of
their economies, suited to meet such increased
demand. In the meantime, short-term fluctua-
tions will ocur. The desire to bring 'these within
bounds is spreading and ways and means are being
sought to achieve this -without running counter
to long-term developments.

SUGAR

Postwar developments in the world's sugar econ-
oxny can be broadly grouped into two periods.
The first period, marked by acute initial shortage,
prolonged rationing and strong efforts to expand
production, lasted from the end of the war until
1950. It was followed by a period of large pro-
duction increases, not fully matched by rising
consumption, accumulation of stocks and declin-
ing prices, which, eventually, led to government
measures to restrict production and the establish-
ment of the International Sugar Agreement.

From 1946 to 1950

The condition of the world sugar economy at
the end of World War II was similar in two res-
pects to the situation which prevailed after World
War I. Europe's production had declined and
in 1947/48 was one-third lower than immediately
before the War. Secondly, this loss was largely
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toN
1931/35 -
1935/39

vt9.9:41,
1946/47 1917/48 1945/49 1949/50

ou metric Ions

1950/51

- vale

1951/52

value

1952/53 1953/54 1951/55
prel.

Europe 6.6 5.2 4.5 6.8 6.8 8.9 8.7 8.0 10.5 9.4
Nertli and Ceo. America . 7.0 10.4 10.9 10.2 10.8 11.6 12.7 10.8 11.0 10.9
8 ()lit h America 1.8 2.5 9.8 2.9 2.7 3.1 3.3 3.6 4.0 4.3
Asia 4.3 1.5 2.3 2.9 3.1 3.2 4.2 4.5 4.4 4.5
Africa 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.0
Oceania 1.8 1.5 1.5 2.0 2.0 1.9 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.5

ToTAL (ex. V. K. K. R.) . 22.6 22.3 23.4 26.9 26.8 30.3 32.2 30.7 34.2 33.6

1934-38 arrume - 101

F.,tirepe 79 68 103 103 135 132 121 159 142
Nortii and Cen. America . 149 156 146 154 166 181 154 157 156
South America ... 139 156 161 150 172 183 200 222 239
Asia 35 53 67 72 74 98 105 102 105
Africa 109 127 127 127 145 136 155 173 182
Oceania 83 83 111 111 106 100 117 133 139

TOTAL (ex. U. S. K. R.) . 99 104 116 119 134 142 136 151 149



made good by a great expansion or production in
and increasing exports from the Western Hemi-
sphere, notably Cuba. Production in Asia on the
other hand, which h.ad not been adversely affected
by the first war, had declined by two-thirds in
1946/47, and net exports ceased altogether in the
immediate postwar years. Thus, at tlte end
of the war, sugar was scarce and rationing con-
tinued longer than for most other commodities,
partly also for currency reasons. Global pro-
duction figures do not reveal the full extent of
the shortage in importing countries during the
first postwar years. Although world production
increased by about 15 percent by 1948-50, when
Western Europe again reached its prewar level
of output, a large proportion of the expanded pro-
duction was in low income countries where rising
income had begun to stimulate the demand for
sugar. Exportable supplies were inadequate for
meeting the requirements of traditional importing
countries as well as the new demand in countries
of rising living standards.

TA,BLE C-14. SuEAR ; WoRLD iNET Exrwers ; PREWAR AVERAGE AND 1946-54.

. . Net a vaila ble - - None or negligible.

TAB LE C-15. SUGAR ; tc ES OF NIIIT :LAI:PORTS By CONTINENTS ; AN NI.TALLY 1946-54
(CENTRIFUGAL ONLY)

These circumstances helped to stimulate efforts
to expand production in deficit areas. Additional
stimulus was provided by exchange difficulties.
Although the major exporters did not exploit the
word shortage by inflating prices unduly, "real"
prices rose everywhere and were in 1946-50 about
150 percent higher than in 1934-38. To non-dollar
exporting countries, and to domestic producers, the
price relationship was made more favorable still by
'various fmancial techniques.

The major exception to this was the export
trade of the British Commonwealth to the United
Kingdom which was transacted at prices substan-
tially below free market prices. In return, how-
ever, the United Kingdom granted price guaran-
tees to Empire producers, which eyentually took
the form of a 10-year agreement in 1951. Indeed,
the United Kingdom guarantee was one important
factor stimulating production. Exportable sup-
plies from British countries rose from 1.5 million
tons in 1934-38 to 2 4 million tons in 1954, contrib-
uting 36 percent of the expansion of net world
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REGION 1931-38
average 1916 1917 1919

111111ga

19-19

nugrie I

1956

- raw

11151

value

I 952 1953 1951
prel.

Nt(rope 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.4 0.5 1.0
North and Can. America 3.5 4.7 6.6 6.8 6.2 6.3 6.7 6.4 7.0 3.7
South America 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.5 ().6 0.9 0.8
Asia ...... 2.8 0.4 0.8 1.1 0.9 1.4 1.8 1 .7

Africa 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.8 1.0
Oceania 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.9 0.7

ToTAL '.4 6.1 8.2 9.6 9.3 9.5 9.9 9.9 11.9 10.9

U. S. S. R. 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.] 0.1

TOTA 8.5 6.1 8.2 9.6 9.3 9.5 10.0 .10.0 19.0 11.11

itEGION 1916 1917 1948 19-19

1934-3'i

1959

average

1951

100

1952 1953 1951
prel.

Eurojw 85 92 127 115 119 123 108 150 104
North and Can. America . 8] 131 106 125 116 119 123 125 128

South America. . 200 150 150 200 200 200 150 200 150

Asia. . ..... . . 29 33 78 67 72 83 106 133 167

Africa 75 100 100 125 200 175 225 223 225
Oceania 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

ToTAL 96 107 Ill 113 117 120 141 134



exports over this period. Moreover, during the
last two years Commonwealth guaranteed prices
have been about 55 percent above the world market
price.

In general, expansion was aided also by nu-
merous technical developments, both in the agri-
cultural and industrial sectors, which increased
the profitability of sugar production and made
possible substantial ivage increases.

From 1951 up to the Present

The transition to abundance was effected very
rapidly between 1950 and 1952. In 1950 per
caput supplies (exclusive of the U.S.S.R. and China)
were still 2 percent below the 1934-38 average.
By 1952 production had risen by 42 percent and
per caput supplies had increa,sed to 15 percent
over prewar. This was due not only to the in-
crease in North American production, but also to
rising output in Europe (32 percent above prewar
;yea,rs) and Africa and Oceadlia. Thi8 develop-
ment demonstrated that the basic characteristic

'1' A.]] L. I.: C- I 6. Si 1-11A11 ; CO NS1rM t '[ON IN IL EelFi If. D 1 AT \V CONSUMPTION CO-UNTIL] es ; PREWAR AN D 1954

bat t America

CoUNTILY-

Dominican 1-1,cp.
Guatemala
Etaiti
11:3olivia
11]wiador
Peril
Argentina,

r ir a

Belgian Congo
Egypl,
Gold Coa,s1,
Nigeria .
Nya,saland
Algeria
Tunisia
.norocco
B. E. Afrii

Asia,

Ceylon
.1:ran
Iraq
Syria
Lebanon
Turkey

Taal

. .1retric Ions .

19 300
13 600
3 000

23 400
26 000
67 700

392 500

1 400
150 500

6 200
8 800

800
80 000
35 000

166 000
32 000

79 700
97 000
41 300

34 600

80 000

of the prewar sugar economy --- a tendency to
surplus production - .was still operating. In-
deed , stock increases and a. sharp decline in

rices which were widely anticipated, were pre-
vented only by the outbreak of Korean hos-
tilities and the general economic revival stim-
ulated by it. :However, in contrast to prewar,
the postwar production expansion was matched
by a tendency of consumption to rise, aided by
&rationing, expanding demand in large popula-
tion areas (e.g. the U.S.S.R. and India), and sus-
tained by generally full employment and rising
income in the highly developed countries. The
.rise in consumption in many countries was facili-
tated also by the continued outflow of various forms
of United State.s financial aid.

The situation became critical for producing
countries in 1951152. Early in 1952 Cuba harvest-
ed the greatest crop in its history (7.2 million
tons, as compared with the average of 5.7 mil-
lion tons during the previous five years, iuld
2.8 million tons in 1934-38). Exportable sup-
plie,s, especially from non-dollar exporting coun-
tries, rose sharply in 1952/53, although Cuba

Per (atml., Total Per Caput

Percent Inereas

Total Per Caput.

Kf/ . Metrin tons KY Ptoesni
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12.7
6.7
1.1
9.1

11.7
10.3
29.6

0.1.
9.5
2.0
0.4
0.5

11.0
13.6
25.0
2.3

14.2
6.1

11.0

9 .9

3,8

48
45
32
70
65

186
650

22
300

25
35

7
140
65

290
140

140
250
110

5 5
1 27
210

900
000
000
000
000
000
000

000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000
000

000
000
000
000
500
000

21.0
15.0
10.0
22.0
19.0
20.0
35.0

1.3
13.0
6.0
t.2
2.8

15.0
18.0
35.0
7.0,

17.0
12.0
20.0
15.0
20.0

9.0

/

i

1

154
231
966
199
150
175

66

471
99

303
298
775

75
86
75

338

76
158
166

138

162

4

2

1

65
124
808
142

62
94
18

200
37

200
200
460

36
32
40

204

20
97
82
52

102
88

Prewar Consumption 1954 Estimate



restricted i.ts 1953 crop .to about 25 percent 'below
that of the previous record year, and total world
production fell off. Net world exports reached
their .highest postwar figure in 1953 with 12 million
tons, or 41 'percent above 1934-38. .flowever,
Cuba liad entered the new year (1953) with an
increase of about 2 million tons in carry-over
stocks which, although segregated in various spe-
cial reserves, could not but affect the market. In
January 1953, free market prices declined to
about 3.50 cents a pound, as compared with 4.50
to 4.70 cents during January 1952. Cuba's sale
of a million tons to the United Kingdom at spe-
cial prices to facilitate de-rationing helped to sta-
bilize world markets ; but extremely favorable
weather conditions during the summer of 1953,
as well as increased plantings in some areas, result-
ed in a ciop for 1953/54 11 percent higher than
that of 1952/53 and 51 percent above the 1934-38
average.

It was at this point that the International
Sugar Agreement was negotiated to regulate free
market supplies so as to maintain prices within
a range of 3.25 'U.S. cents per lb. (minimum) and
4.35 cents (maximum). It came into operation
in 1954 and relieved the pressure on the naarket
of the great :increase in supplies. Even with the
maxim. um permissible reduction in export quotas
(20 percent of the basic quotas specified in the
Agreement), prices declined slightly below the
minimum at various times and the 1954 average
world export price was only 1/100th of a cent
above it (3.26 cents).

TAR IE e - 17. SUGAR; WORLD PRICES, CURRENT AND D ,ATE D, KNIT> :Pale E IND ICES ; Avxam:ms
1924-28 AND 1934-38 AND ANNUAL 1946-1954

it U.S. Wholesale :Price Index 1947/49 - 100
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Another ;factor, important especially from th.e
long-term standpoint, began to make itself felt.
Consumption continued to expand. India -
hitherto practically self-sufficient - entered the
market as a major importer in 1954. Besides the
comparatively minor decline in domestic ,produc-
tio.n, a large proportion of India's imports of about
750,000 tons was dite to a rise in demand following
the general economic development and the spread
of the tea-drinking habit. Imports rose also in
oth.er lo-w consumption countries, especially in
Africa and the Near East. Before the end of 1954,
the U.S.S.R. began to bu.y large quantities on the
world market.

In the aly months of 1955, the world sugar
economy attained a fairly satisfactory equilibrium.
Production expanded in all areas except Europe,
where beet crops were reduced by unfavorable
weather during the summer of 1954, and in Cuba
and Puerto Rico, wh.ere crops were restricted by
administrative measures. Instead of utilizing their
export quotas under the Agreement, some East-
ern European countries had to import sugar
to COVCI' 'their requirements. Stocks which :had
risen in. 1953 and 1954, began to decline some-
what and free market prices began to improve in
early 1955. Half of the 20 percent reduction
1955 quotas made by the International Sugar
Council in :December 1954 was restored in April
1955, and a further easing of export re,strictions
was decided in June. Consumption continued to
expand, particularly in Africa and Latin Amer-
ica.

YEAR
Current Deflated

centslib

'11 Pre]) 1

1924-28 are,

1)(11;11(,E

age -- 100

f'tn.rent

1934-3S average

1 )011)1

- 100

1924-28 average 2.82 4.39 100 10(1 294 237
1934-38 average 0.96 1.85 :14 42 100

1946 4.19 5.32 :149 121 436 288
1947 4.96 5.15 176 117 517 278
1948 4,24 4.06 150 93 449. 219
1949 4.16 4.19 148 95 433 226
1950 4.98 4,83 177 110 519 261
1951 5.70 4.97 202 113 094 268
1952 4.17 3.74: 148 85 434 209
1953 3.41 3.11 121 73 355 168
1954 3.26 2.95 116 67 340 159

World. Price Indices of World Prices



Outlook

In most major producing areas sugar output
is likely to rise in 1955/56, notwithstanding crop
restrictions in a numher of important producing
countries. On the other hand, there is every
reason .for anticipating further consumption in-
creases, especially in .Africa, Latin America and
the Near East. However, not only supply con-
siderations are likely to determine the trade pol-
icies with respect to sugar of the U.S.S.R. and the
Eastern European countries, and it is by no means
certain th-at they will continue to make major
im:ports. In India, also, consumption requirements
are likely to be met largely by increased domestic
'production a:nd. by :withdrawals from stocks,
-which may eliminate the need for further imports.
Of crucial importance to the :world free market
will be th.e development of the European beet
crops. Should weather conditio:ns produce a crop
in excess of ten million tons (as in 1953/54), Eu-
rope's import requirements would be severely re-
duced. The problem of effecting a balance under
the International Sugar Agreement between free-
market supplies and requirements could become
very difficult.

LIVESTOCK

Meat

Postwar Trends. At the end of World War II,
meat production in Europe WaS at a low level as

. herds hacl been depleted owing to scarcity of feeds
and war devastation. In the summer of 1947

Ihhirope suffered an -unusual drought. The scarce
supplies of high protein feeds were under interna-
tional allocation and feed grain imports were lim-
ited by the pre,ssing :need for food grain. The
situation improved as domestic feed supplies in-
creased and was helped by the European Recov-
ery 'Program. In most countries, meat rationing
liad been abolished by 1950, but in the United
Kingdom it remained until ;July 1954. In the
United States and Canad 1a, Aowever, meat pro-
duction was brought to exceptionally high levels
through the impetus of war needs and -facilitated
by ample feed supplies. Although domestic eon-
sumption was high, the United States and Canada
were able to export large quantities of meat in time
immediate postwar years in response to the strong
European demand. Production in Oceania was
more or less the same as in prewar years, but re-
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duced per caput consumption enabled the region
to make substantial expo:rts to Europe. Argen-
tina's production in 1946 was more than one-
tenth larger tiran pre-war, and there was a marked
increase in 1947, in which year exports were sub-
stantially above the 1934-38 average.

TA It C- I S. WO RL D PRO DUCTION ANO EX PO RTS
OF ME ; 1946-1954

Excluding :Eastern Europe, U.S.S.R. a n d China.

World meat production increased steadily after
1948 and by 1954 was 34 percent higher than.
prewar. In many countries, the growth of pro-
duction was furthered by increased livestock pro-
ductivity (Irle to improvements of breeding stock,
better :feeding and higher reproduction rates than
before tire war. In. Western Ihlitrope, production
in 1954 was 80 percent greater than in 1946 and
17 percent above prewar. In North. America,
after a decline from the high. level of the immediate
postwar period, a marked expansion started in
1951, and output in 1954 exceeded the pre-war
volume by two-thirds and the immediate postwar
level by 15 percent. In :Latin America, output
rose in tire first postwar years, but since 1949 it
has scarcely changed, being about one-fifth above
prewar. Oceania's production expanded steadily
and in 1953/54 exceeded time prewar volume by
28 percent.

With satisfactory progress in production, per
caput consumption in -Western Europe improved
considerably from the low levels of tire first post-
-war years, but by 1.953/54 pre:war levels had been
passed in only a few countries. In Oceania, per
caput consumption is still below prewar. On the
other hand, in North America, more meat was
consumed during tire -whole postwar period than
before the war and 1954 consumption of beef,
veal, pigmeat, mutton and lamb was nearly one-
fourth greater tiran in 1.935-39. In Latin America,
present consumption levels are higher than before
the war in onl3r a few countries, among them Urn-

Prewar O

1946 105 131
1947 107 106
1948 104 94
1949 .1:11 95
1950 116 96
1951 119 94
1952 124 94
1953 130 104
1954 134 111

VEA Production Exports



Uruguay

Australia

Argentina

New Zealand

United States

Canada

United Kingdom

Den mark

France

Sweden

Ireland

Belg./Lux.

Switzerland

Austria

Germany, Western

Union of South Africa

Cuba

Netherlands

Finland

Norway

Brazil
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Turkey
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Pakistan

upan

India

FIGURE C-6. Meat Consumption1 per Caput 1953/54
K ilogra ms per year

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

' Consumption of beef, veal, pig meat, mutton, Iamb and goatmeat.

guay, Colombia and Venezuela. In Argentina,
per caput consumption declined froxn the peak
which was reached in 1949 and was in 1954 a
-few percent above prewar. The great differences

108

80 90 100 120 130

in meat consumption levels between countries arc
illustrated by Figure C-6.

in view of' the predominant position of the Unit-
ed Kingdom among the importing countries,



bulk jlrc11Lses 11- the Ministry of Food on the
basis of long-term coittracts with the main slip-
pliers were an important feature of -world meat
trade in the postwar period. Such contracts were
entered into, for example, with Australia, New
Zealand, Argentina, I.Jruguay, Denmark and tre-
land. As imports of meat and livestock, except
bacon, into the United Kingdom reverted to pri-
vate trade in July 1954, the long-term contracts
were terminated, with exception of the bacon
agreements with Denmark and the Netherlands
which are due to expire in the fall of 1956.

The pattern of international trade in meat has
changed substantially during the postwar period.
The import demand of Europe declined very con-
siderably after the recovery of production. A no-
table increase in exports from a number of Euro-
pean countries occurred in recent years with the
result that in 1954 the total quantity of meztt
exported froial Denmark, France, Ireland and tlie
.Netherlands was more than double the prewar vol-
ume. North America, a most important moat
exporting arca in the immediate postwar period, has
become a net meat importing area in recent years.
Exports froxn South America, which in 1946 and
1947 had been on the high prewar level of arOUnd
800,000-900,000 tons yearly, declined after that
date as an increase in the quantities moving into
domestic consumption coincided with a reduction
in output, caused largely by severe droughts in
Argentina. In 1954, South. America's export vol-
ume was less than half of prewar. In most re-

cent years, the .U.S.8.11.. begat) to import meat.
In broad outline meat prices have been favor-

able to producers during the postwar period.
owing to the strong demand for meat, awl. have
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United States

Canada

AVImlesale wices 01 hve5t0,,k ....

France

Wholesale prices of meat, meat anima s
poultry and rabbit

erntany, W estern

Aleat animaLs (p rices received by
duce(s) '

Import prices of meat, and meat, animals

1)ennhark

Ave:rage unit values of eximrtr.s. o :)ce
veal- and pigmea! 88

Vciv 7,, land

'1\leat export 74-

TABLE C-21. 'N'1.1)".A.1" AN LIVESTOCK :PRICES IN S ELECTED COUNTRIES ; 1948-54

t 2 -noiìth porto rnding 30 j of years sta ted.

ttuided to increase more than prices of milk. An
0111 standing example of this is found in the ITnited
States where farm prices of beef cattle, rose by
263 percent between 1935-39 and .1948-52, while
milk prices rose by 146 percent only, causing a
decline in the number ()frank COWS and a striking
increase in beef cattle. 'However, in 1953 there
was a severe decline in cattle pri ces due to much
heavier marketings, and farm prices for beef
cattle were only 148 percent above prewar.

Meat prices were at their highest postwar levels
in 1951 and 1952. in North America they riegan
to decline in 1952 and the downward movement
continued in the following year when there was
a particularly heavy :fall of cattle prices in the
United States. Last year, on the other hand, the
decline was insignificant. In Western Europe,
in most cases the peak was reached in 1952. 1953
prices were generally lower, but in contrast, to
North America the year 1954 witnessed increases
in several :instances. In the United Kingdom,
prices received by producers under the policy inau-
gurated by the Agriculture Act of 1947 have been
rising steadily. In 1953, prices for fat cattle were
200 percent and those for bacon pigs 350 percent
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above the 1936-38 averages. For the year 1954/55,
g,ttaranteed prices for fat cattle and fat sheep re-
mained unchanged in comparison with the preced-
ing ..year and there was a reduction in the guaran-
teed price for fat pigs, the first in the postwar pe-
riod. Prices for meat from the Southern Hemi-
sphere have increased steadily until 1954, due
to strong import demand :in the United King-
dom and to rising costs of production in the export-
ing countries. 'It appears, however, that Further
major increases in prices for meat from the South-
ern Hemisphere are not likely.

Current Situation and Outtoolc. Supplies of meat
in 1955 are ample, and demand continues to be
firm. The prospects for the ..year are for a further
satisfactory growth in production. .Pigmeat will
account for in of the increase in the Northern
:Hemisphere as pig marketings are much heavier
than in 1954 in many countries, including Canada,
the United States, Western Germany, the Nether-
lands and the United Kingdom.. Oceania's produc-
tion in the season 1954/55 is substantially greater
than that of the previous year. While Argentina may
produce slightly more th.an last year, output in

1919 1950 1951

/05,7 UV

1952 1953 1954

104 112 129 110 100 99

104 114 137 I 18 100 99

103 116 142 110 100

81 77 106 110 100 106

80 98 100 110 1(t() 108
93 103 lob 11)0 103

89 89 100 110 100 07

68 71 90 100 108

a vai

COUNTRY" 1948

\-\tlmlesale prices ()I' meat 120
Alcat animals (prices received by

farmers) j 121



'Uruguay declined in 1954 and no increase i.s likely
this year.

World experts of meat, in terms of carcass weight,
are estimated to .have been 7 perce.nt larger in
1954 than in the year before and 11 percent above
prewar. As production in the main exporting
countries is generally running high, no decline in
the 1955 trade volume i.s likely in spite of th.e
expected shortfall in Uruguay. -United Kingdom
imports of all meats in 1954, expressed in product
weight, were 7 percent less than in the preceding
year, largely due to reduced receipts from Australia
and Uruguay. it is expected that the volume of
imports in 1955 will be larger, although consumer
preference for fresh, home-produced m.eat is making
it difficult to dispose of imported frozen meat.
Exporting countries, and particularly Argentina,
have therefore increased shipments of chi.11ed beef.
Except for bacon, imports of meat into the United
Kingdom are now in private hands and the choice
of consumers greatly influences marketing and
prices. Imports into t.h.e United States in 1954,
although less than in the preceding three years,
were 187,000 tons, expressed in carcass meat
equivalent.

Western Germany's import demand has been
gro-wing since 1952 and imports of meat, meat
products and live animals, expressed in carcass
weight, were 145,000 tons in 1954 against 81,000
tons two years earlier ; in view of the substantial
increase in the domestic production of pigmeat,
the cm.rent year's demand will be concentrated
on cattle and beef. In the past year, purchases
of meat in world markets by the U.S.S.R. and
:Eastern European countries 'ere much larger
than in 1953 and their total amount i.s estimated
at 120,000 tons, with Argentina, Uruguay, Den-
mark and France as the main suppliers. Two-
thirds were bought by the U.S.S.R., wh.ile the bulk
uf the balance went to Czech.oslovakia and Eastern
Germany. Purchases by the U.S.S.R. continued
in the current year.

In Western Europe consumption is now higher
than at any time during the postwar period, but
in several cases prewar levels have not yet been
reached. Current per caput consumption in the
'United Kingdom is estimated to be about 5 per-
cent below prewar, while in Western Germany th.e
shortfall is about 15 percent. In. the United States,
1955 per caput consumption will remain at the
high level of the previous year while slight increas-
es are likely in Canada and in Australia.

In general, cattle prices for the current year will
remain relatively stable at last year's levels. Pig
prices, on the other hand, have recently declined
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in many countries, due to the :increases in supplies.
In the 'United States, the hog/corn ratio, based on
prices received by farmers, was 11.7 in Ma:y 1955
against 16.8 the year before. A similar decline
oectirred in Canada. In the United Kingdom,
the guaranteed prices for 1955/56 fi-if fat cattle,
sh.eep and lamb were increased, th.e inciense fin'
:fat cattle being about 4 percent. At th.e same
time, th.e guaranteed price for fat pigs was reduced
by 5 percent.

In contrast to 1953, when the United States
government purchased a substantial quantity of
beef in order to contribute to the stabilization of
the cattle market, no such purchases were made in
1954. Storage holdings of meats in the United
States at the end. of April 1955 Were 16 percent
larger than the year before, but 9 percent less than
the average for the period 1950-1954. Whereas
beef stocks were reduced, there was a marked
inciense in stocks of pork. In Canada, total meat
stocks, except canned meat, were slightly lo-wer
at the end of April than the year before.

Dairy Products and Eggs

Postwar Trends. Immediately after World Wat'
JI, milk productio.n was at a high level in North
America but in Western Ein.ope it was one-fourth.
below prewar, owing to reduced livestock popu-
lation and lower yields. In Oceania, milk pro-
duction :Fell during the war because of' labor short-
ages, drought and marketing difficulties ; the pre-
-war level was regained in 1947/48. In Latin Amer-
ica, production in 1946 was about one-third high-
er than before the war. Western Europe has
since rehabilitated its production to the extent
that in 1954, 50 percent more milk WaS produced
than in 1946, but still only 16 percent more than
prewar. In North America, production declined
during the first postwar years, partly owing to the
poor harvest of 1947 ; it was fairly stable between
1948 and 1952, after which another upi,vard move-
ment started. In Oceania recovely was ham-
pered by severe drought in Australia in 1951 and
by high :farm wages. On a world basis, milk pro-
duction in 1954 was only about 20 percent highe:r
than before the war, while meat production -vas
34 percent higher. An important aspect of milk
production in the postwar period has been the
increase in milk yields per cow which occ:urred
many countries. In the United States the average
yield in 1954 was one-fourth above prewar. Sub-
stantial increases were recorded also in Western
European countries and Oceania.



:During the postwar period, consumption of
fluid milk has become the main outlet for milk, a,
position which before the war belonged to butter.
_However, it seems that milk consumption at pres-
ent price relationships may have reached a sat-
titration point in many Western Hemisphere coun-
tries. In fact, since 1950/51 per caput consump-
tion has scarcely changed in North America,
while it has declined in Oceania and in many
Western European countries.

TA BLE C-22. Wrout.o onerrtoN OF MILK, 13tirrn it,
CHEESE AND DRIED $KIM MILK

1946-1954

' Excluding 1.flasterit .Europc, 7.8.5.R. and China.

The 1.woduction trends :for butter and eheese
have been quite different during the postwar pe-
riod, as shown in Table C-22. Butter production,
which during the, war had declined much more than
production of cheese, expanded up to 1950 when
growing competition with margarine eaused a de-
cline. The downward movement was reversed
in 1953 largely due to heavily increased production
in North America. However, in 1954 butter produc-
tion liad hardly reached the prewar level while pro-
duction of cheese was nearly 50 percent above pre-
war, the upward trend of the latter being unbroken
during postwar years. The outturn of dried
skim milk in recent years has been more than
double the 1946 volume. Substantial changes oc-
curred in butter consumption during the postwar
period. In both the United States and the Unit-
ed Kingdom, the 1950-1954 average per ca-
put consumption of butter was 45 percent below
the prewar level, in the Neth.erlands 50 percent,
in Norway 40 percent, in Callada 33 percent,
in Western Germany 27 percent and in Australia
10 percent. On the other hand, margarine consump-
tion was much greater than prewar in Jnost coun-
tries. The downward trend in butter consumption
was reversed in many countries during the last
two years.
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T A C-23. PER CAPITT CO NSUM I"CIO N OF lIQl'Ilt
51,11,1:, I $ELECTED COUNTRIES ; PRENVA it, 19511/51

AND 1 953/54

Whole milk entiiyalent of cream included unless other-
wise stitted. ln some countries, par) of the t t iik OMISUITIO/i
consists M. standard milk.

2 Postwar : ealendar rea .s 1951 and 1954.
3 Excluding cream.

Work] exports of butter before the WM' [MCI
averaged 610,000 tons per year. After the war, they
were only 46 percent of prewar but liad reached
$O percent of prewar in 1950, when th.c trend
again turned dowirwards, and in 1954 the tonnage
was about 70 percent of prewar. Cheese exports
'were at a relatively high level immediately after
the :war and they are currently about 30 percent
above prewar. The major part of the butter and
cheese moving into international trade was cov-
ered by long-term contracts between the United
Kingdom and its main suppliers, i.e. Australia,
Neiv Zealand and Denmark. Whereas the New
Zealand contract was terminated by mutual agree-

rl 'A BLE C-24. WORLD EXPORTS OF BUTTE ,

ORE ESE AND PRESE RYE n MILK ; 1 1)46-11)54

(.01"NTRY" PrelVar

. . Kilog

1950/51

'o (1)0 per

1953/54

!par . .

1953/54
as %
1950/51

:Mil land 2 260 276 280 101
Norway 188 253 245 97
Swede]) 250 232 924 97
New Zealand . 190 224 216 96
Switzerland 2," . . 244 226 213 94
Nei herlands . . 146 196 199 102
Canada 2 .... 181 184 184 100
Austria 186 .165 176 107
'Denmark 2 167 172 171 99
I re land 2,3 141 167 165 99
Un ited States 2 . 150 160 160 100
Tjtuited Kingdom 107 158 154 97
Germany, Western . 139 1 19 131 110
Australia " 110 133 130 98
Belgium-la txemheu rg 81 104 109 105
France 86 91 87 96
1taly 36 48 50 104
tlreeee 42 31 39 126

YEAR II utter

Preoyir

'Itoese

/ 00

Dried Skint
ililk

1946 98 74 93 209
1947 98 77 98 221
1948 100 77 104 233
1949 107 86 123 311
1950 112 91 127 308
1951 113 89 130 256
1952 112 87 135 323
1953 118 96 146 445
1954 121 99 148 471

YEAR _Butter ('hese 12reseryeil
ltIilk

1 rewar 100

1946 46 97 255
1947 54 96 210
1948 62 86 187
1949 70 125 217
1950 80 129 210
1951 74 132 217
1952 70 121 210
1953 72 130 210
1954 70 128 209



TAB LE C-25. Expourrs OF1.31.7rTES C If EESE, CONDENSED AND EVAPORATED MILK AND r) u rE Mrix,
SELECTED COUNTRIES ; PREWAR, 1953 AND [954

ment in 1954, the remaining contracts are due to
expire in 1955. Tracio in preserved milk has been
about twice the prewar volume during most of
the postwar years, with dried milk expanding
much more than condensed and evaporated milk.

IDuring the first postwar years, retail prices of
milk and dairy products were, to a large extent,
.influenced, controlled or directly fixed by govern-
ments. This is one reason why prices of liquid
milk increased less during the 'forties than prices
of other dairy products, thus contributing to the
.increased consumption of fluid milk.

The egg supply situation developed satisfircto-
rily during the postwar period. Production (.)11
'world scale is estimated to be more than 50 per-
cent above prewar, with an increase of 75 percent
in North America and 25 percent in Western
'Europe. Consumption is above prewar in many
countries, with particularly heavy increases in the
'United States and Canada. In the first postwar
years, exports of eggs from European countries
were at extremely low levels and shipments from
North America accounted for the major part of
world exports. Later, however, European coun-
tries increased their shipments steadily. Exports
from the Netherlands in 1954 were more than
double the prewar volume and Denmark also export-
ed substantially more than before the war. Where-
as -United Kingdom imports of eggs in th.e shell
in the postwar years llave been less than prewar,
Western Germany has emerged in recent years
as the largest importer. In 1954, imports into
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(oil (te and
Evaporated Dried Milk

Western Germany were 75 percent larger than
thiise into the -United Kingdom.

TABLE C-26. 'Wo in PRODUCTION AND EXPORTS
OF EGGS ; 1946-1954.

' 'Excluding Eastern Europe, U.S.S.R. and China.

Current Situ,ation and Outlook,. Wrorld milk
production, which in 1954 increased by about 21/,
percent, is expected to show a further increase
of between 1 percent and 2 percent in 1955. In
the United States, the number of milk cows at
the begirming of 1955 was slightly less than the
year before ; this decline, however, may be offset
by greater yields, and production is expected to
be more or less equal to that of 1954. In many
European countries, production was adversely
effected by unfavorable weather in winter and
early spring, and milk production was smaller
than in the previous year. On the other hand, pro-

COI'N'P91" I 931-38
aver-

age
1953 1931

1934-38
aver-
age

1933 1931

o +1st,'lid

1934-38
aVer-
age

meIrle

1953 1 !I5-1
1934-38
aver-
age

1953 1954

D(111111tirk. 149 137 141 8 60 59 [8 42 30 11 12
Era/ 1(9' 4 1 3 11 17 19 5 13 17 '2
Ireland
It aly

24 3 I
24

1

17

.. ,

17
6
4

6 :3

Netherlands 50 53 59' 60 86 92 162 208 201f 17 32 36
Norway 5 .-) 2 3 4 .) 11

\ Fed CD 23 13 13 5 5 4
SWitZerland I9 18 22 6 4 5
Canada 2 33 7 2 9 8 4 2 18 1 I

United itates 2 1 3 2 15 69 60 58 90
Argent:111a 8 15 15 ,) 4 3 .. .. ..

-
21

Australia 100 40 48 9 24 44 7 37 20 2 26 2./5
New Zealand 140 161 135 87 103 94 3 11 6 7 5:3

ToTAL 502 425 414 257 348 341 235 399 352 30 200 2218

'YEAR .Production

PreWar average

1946 112
1947 113
1948 116
1949 125
1950 134
1951 135
1952 142
1953 145
1954 152

Including piovder. l'reliniinary. including maned - None (o. negligible.

ult e 1, e 11 eese

Exports

74
49
61
70
95
86
88
98

111



duction in Oemnia is greater than in the pre-
ceding season, mainly because of .favorable con-
ditions in Australia.

It is likely that in the current year slightly less
butter will be produced than in 1954. In a num-
ber of countries of the Northern :Hemisphere,
among them Denmark, Western Germany, the
:Netherlands and the 'United States, butter pro-
duction in the first quarter of tftis year vas below
the corresponding levels of last year. Clieese pro-
duction is likely to remain at the record level of
1954, as an expected decline in the United States
will be offset by larger production in. Europe.
Also a decrease in the volume of dried skim milk
production is likely.

In 1954, butter consumption showed increases
in the 'United States, Western Germany and the
'United Kingdom. Consumption in the 'United
States of both fluid milk and other dairy products
is expected to increase in 1955. Prospects are
that demand for dairy products in general will
remain firm.

Trade in dairy products in the current year may
not show any substantial. changes against .1.954.
A reduction in -butter exports from European
countries is likel.y, but shipments from Oceania
are expected to be larger than in 1954 and the
decline in the total export volume, if any, should
th.erefore be small. Cheese exports may be main-
tained as a trend towards increased production
has been evident in the major European export-
ing countries, such as Denmark, the Netherlands
and Switzerland. Import demand for butter and
cheese in the 'United Kingdom and Western Ger-
many is firm. The U.S.S.R. and the Eastern
European countries purchased, in 1954, about
57,000 tons of butter in world markets; this year,
hotvever, imports into this area are likely tu be
much smaller.

.Prices of dairy products in the current year
should continuo to be fairly stable, under the in-
fluence in many cases of price support operations.
In the 'United Kingdom, the guaranteed price
for milk for the season 1955/56 was increased by
about 2 percent, and in the Netherlands the guar-
anteed minimum price to producers for milk
is a ew percent higher than it was the year
before. In the United. States, support prices for
butter, cheddar cheese and dried skim milk for
the support year 1955/56 remained unchanged in
comparison with the preceding year, and Canada
will continue to support the butter price at the
same level as last year. In some countries, as
for instance in France, 'butter .prices may be some-
what higher than in 1954, when they declined
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appreciably. The accumulation of stocks in gov-
ernment hands, w:hich. during 1953 and 1954 took
place in th.e 'United States, was checked towards
th.e end of 1954 and at the end of March of this
year government holdings were less than the year
'before, with the greatest decline ir) driecl skim
in il k

TABLE (1-27. AVM LAIrr,p: S.UP lEti OF l)i.iitv
RODIrCITS, ()W:NE ilfY 'I' It t U.s. Commtt DIM 1-
( ,R.EDIT UPO (CAT t o , AT SeEo LE.I) 1)AT E

In countries outside North America, no particu-
lar changes in stock levels are expected to take
place during the current year.

Current egg production is running al high lev-
els. Owing to unfavorable prices in 1954, the
exPansion of laying flocks has slowed down anc:1
the 1955 growth in world egg production is there-
fore expected to be considerably less than the
year before. Trade is well maintained, owing large-
ly to the continuing strong demand in Western
Germany, and the volume of total exports iin. 1955
i.s therefore not expected to decline below 1954.
In the United Kingdom, the guaranteed price to
producers has been increased by about 2 percent. In
the United States, there was a heavy fall in
prices in 1954, but no further decline is likely to
occur this year. 0.n the average, egg prices :in
1955 will be MON) Or less at the levels of last year

FISHERY COMMODITIES '

The greater part of world fish production and
trade derives from the exploitation of a few major
species which occur in accessible abundance, e.g.
cod, herring, sardine. Fishing is therefore much
less selective than. agriculture, and changes in the
composition of catches are dite mainly either to

1 For this section see Table C-28,

. . Thousand metric to ns . . .

(Ireamery butt er. . 163 200 121 107

Cheddar cheese . . 177 187 152 149

-Dried skim :milk. . 272 137 42 39

ti i 1 31
'ROD 1 'C'T March .Tuly January MareTt

1954 1951 1955 1955



the varying abundance of the stocks or the varying
intensity in the :fishing of certain stocks. In
the postwar period, for example, the disappear-
ance of the California sardine caused landings
(which had reached 681,400 metric tons in 1936)
tc) fall from 149,200 tons in 1951 to 6,500 tons in
1952, while the North. Sea catches of the com-
mercially important " prime " varieties, especially
plaice and haddock, fell rapidly from their high level
,just after the war owing to the depletion of stocks.
Increased landings of herring in :Norway, menhaden
and tuna in the United States, most species in
;lapan, redfish in Iceland, etc., were due to heavier
exploitation. The only " new " resource of' major
commercial importance exploited during the period
has been the pilchard and maasbanker, of' which.
com.bined catches of the 'Union of South Africa
and of South-West Africa rose from a negligible
level pie-1949 to approxim.ately 500,000 tons
in 1953.

The adjustments required to meet changing
conditions of trade are therefore chiefly made in
the utilization of fish products and in this respect
the industry, at least in its more technically ad-
vanced sectors, has shown on the whole great
adaptability in the face of postwar changes of
demand for different types of commodities and in
balance of payments.

The immediate postwar emphasis on fish pro-
duction in bulk to meet current food shortages
shifted towards quality and variety as demand
'became more discriminating, especially as the
dollar-earning but highly competitive markets of
North America became more attractive to Euro-
pean and other exporters. The period saw the ap-
pearance of many IleW forms of edible fish products
designed to create consumer interest and a heavier
'investment in facilities for the preservation of
fish during storage and. transport.

At the same time the intensification of.' livestock
production, particularly in the -United States,
created and sustained a strong demand for fish
meals which greatly assisted the fishery industries
to dispose of offals, surpluses or unwanted species
and in some cases even to employ enlarged capa-
city primarily for the reduction of catches to meals
and also oils.

Fresh and Frozen Products

Consumption in its fresh state is still the largest
single usage of fish (between 40 and 50 percent
of total supplies live -weight) to which traditionally
a large part of the marketing organizations has
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been geared and on which consumer preferences in
many areas are firmly based. In the postwar
period, developments have been mainly in prepa-
ration, packing and transport, with more em-
phasis on fillets to facilitate handling, reduce
transport costs and to utilize otherwise wasted
offal.

At the same time the use of freezing .teenniques
already well established in North America has
extended gradually in Europe, at first to carry
over temporary stnpluses and then to diversify
presentation, and also to permit transport over
greater distances, especially in the case of Euro-
pean exports to North America. Since over half
the Western European landings of white fish. are
10 to 15 days old at discharge, the problem of
preservation oil board has become pressing and
a limiting factor in the drive to improve quality.
In the United States, particularly, freezing techni-
ques have been used extensively to diversify fish
products \via' the main emphasis on CatISUMer
appeal. Production of " fishsticks, " ami entirely
new product, the 1954 monthly output of which
expanded to several thousand tons is an example.

There were some important changes in the
postwar trade in fresh and frozen products. In
Europe the important prewar importers were the
'United :Kingdom and Germany. The 'United king-
dom has continued to import heavily, with a
marked increase of fres.h and frozen products
(1938 -- 83,000 tons and 1949 186,500 tons)
at the expense of more costly canned products.

German imports of fresh and frozen fish rose
sharply after the war to just over 200,000 tons
which was 30 percent above the prewar level,
but fell to below 90,000 tons in 1950 and subse-
quent years. Meanwhile, th.e 'United 'Kingdom's
exports of fresh ami frozen herring to Germany
'fell from over 35,000 tons in 1938 to 200 tons
in 1953. The other important European exporters,
Denmark, Iceland and Norway, all achieved sub-
stantial increases in the export of fresh and frozen
products, among which the trade in frozen 'fillets
is essentially a postwar development. Icelandic
exports of these products increased from about
17,500 tons in 1938 to over 156,000 tons in 1949,
after which they fell again owing to reduced imports
by the 'United Kingdom and Germany. Denmark
nearly doubled its prewar exports of 52,000 tons,
while Norway exported 182,000 tons in 1949 com-
pared with 120,000 tons in 1938. As a result
of declining trade to Western Germany and to
the United Kingdom, Norway's annual exports
dropped to less than 97,000 in 1950 although
some improvement occurred in 1951-52. The ex-



port of frozen products to the -United States has
become increasingly important to these countries,
while the weaker markets in Western Europe
have compelled them, during recent years, to seek
additional outlets in Central and Eastern Europe
and the Middle East. Japan overtook its prewar
exports after 1950 and in particular has doubled
its trade in frozen tuna with the -Ljnited States. In
general, although freSh fish has continued to dom-
inate domestic markets in most areas outside
North America, frozen products have slowly
gained ground and have been especially impor-
tant in diversifying and extending international
trade.

Dried, Salted and Smoked Products

Approximately one-quarter of the world's to-
tal catch is cured by me.ans of drying, salting
and, to a lesser degree, by smoking. These ways
of processing and preserving the catches are par-
ticularly important in Europe and in. Southeast
Asia and the -Far East.

Cured Cods, Hakes and Haddocks, etc. In Europe,
the Faeroes, Iceland, Norway, France, :Portugal and
Spain are significant producers of salted cod and,
apart from the latter three -countries which are also
large-scale consumers, these producers export
their output to th.e South European consumers as
\ veil as to Brazil and to the Caribbean area.

During the decade preceding World War
Spain and Portugal began the development of
a domestic cod fishing fleet and, after the war,
their policies for expansion .were accelerated and
at present they are producing an appreciable per-
centage of their d.omestic needs. This has re-
sulted in a general decline in the quantities re-
corded as entering interriational trade.

:During the postwar years, currency difficulties
and trade restrictions continued to afflict the ex-
porting countries, and the hard currency exporter,
Canada (including Newfoundland), had great diffi-
culty in selling salted cod. The switch, to
fresh and frozen products, with frozen fillets as a
significant element, was encouraged in Canada,
not only by the currency difficulties in the tradi-
tional salted fish, markets, but also by the increased
demand for fresh and frozen products in the United
States.

Immediately after the war, Iceland's enlarged
Hect continued direct landings of fresh fish for the
markets of the United Kingdom. Later on reduc-
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ed imports of fresh fish by the United Kingdom
and Germany caused Iceland to switch back
to salted cod production, assisted to some
extent by increased imports of salted cod by
Greece, Italy, Spain and Brazil, especially during
1947-52.

Dried OT Salted _Herrings, Sardines, Anchovies, etc.
Apart from Japan producing large quantities
(130,000 tons in 1952) of dried and salted sardines
and herring, mainly for domestic consumption,
the chief producers in 1953 of this product were
Germany (55,400 tons), Iceland (23,100 tons),
the Netherlands (72,000 tons), Norway (82,800
tons), and the -United Kingdom (30,500 tons).
Trade baniers and other restrictions have reduced
the traditional exports from Iceland, the Nether-
lands, Norway and the -United Kingdom to Wes-
tern.' Germany and the countries of Eastern Europe
although recent trade agreements have caused a
partial revival of the trade. In some exporting
countries the difficulties experienced in disposing
of salted herring have restilted in the establish-
ment of canning plants to absorb part of the catch
and, in addition, appreciable quantities of herring
catch.es are being utilized by meal and oil reduc-
tion units.

Dried OT Salted Miscellaneous Fish. In Asia,
the two focal points in the trade in dried and salted
products are the imports into Ceylon from Pakistan,
India and the Maldive Islands, and the trade into
Singapore from Thailand and Indo-China for trans-
fer to Indonesia.

Ceylon's imports from Pakistan, India and the
Maldives (which in 1938 amounted to about 16,000
tons) increased from 20,700 tons in 1947 to 25,600
tons in 1952, but dropped to less than 20,000 tons
in 1953 ; this drop was caused mainly by a decline
in the quantities supplied by India.

The trade through Singapore from Thailand and
Indo-China to Indonesia amounted to approxi-
mately 50,000 tons in 1938. During the postwar
years, supplies from the Associated States were
extremely low as a result of the continued hostil-
ities. Thailand's exports to Malaya, although
quite small in 1947-50, reached their prewar level
in 1951, and this, together with increased supplies
from Japan, enabled Malaya and Singapore to
rehabilitate the trade to Indonesia to a certain
extent. Exports to that country amounted to
37,000 tons in 1952 compared with 49,000 tons in
1938. This postwar increase was reversed in 1953,
when Indonesia took only 24,000 tons.



Canned Fishery Products

Nearly 10 percent of the total .world catch is
used by the canning :industry. However, in Africa,
North America and South. America, one-fifth of
the total catches are utilized in this fashion. In.
several European countries, as well as in japan,
canning industries are of great national significance.

The world's canned packs consist mainly of the
output from :Pacific sahnon, herring arid. sardines,
including pilchards, and from the tunas, bonitos,
true mackerels and horse mackerels. Small quan-
tities are packed from crustaceans and mollusks,
although these are high-priced products. In the
United States, the cann.ed pack (84,5-00 tons in
1953) of animal and pet foods utilizing fish is quite
significant.

Canned Pacific Salmons. The five Pacific salm-
OHS (which represent the bulk uf the group uf
species called salmons, trouts, smelts, etc.) are
landed in Callada (British Columbia), ti te United
States (Oregon and Washington), Alaska, Japan
and th.e Pacific coast of time 'U.S.S.R. In these
areas, the greater part of these five species are
canned, while the balance and most of their land-
ings in other parts of the world, which are com-
paratively small, are marketed fresh, frozen or
cured.

In Callada, the "British Columbia annual pack
uf' canned sahnon has remained stable during the
postwar decade at between approximately 30,000
to 40,000 tons and consists principally of pink,
chum and sockeye products. The United States
production in Oregon and Washington shows a
two-year cycle with a big pack in the odd years
these cyclical fluctuations (varying annually be-
tween 1.9,400 and 28,900 tons in 1947-53) are caus-
ed mainly by changes in pink salmon abundance
o.n local fishing grounds.

Alaska, which. produces mostly chum, pink and
sockeye, is the main source of the United States
canned salmon. Its postwar production has been
showing a downward trend from 94,000 tons in
1947 to 62,300 tons in 1953 caused principally by
a decline in pink and sockeye catches. The
sockeye fishery is subject to a four-year cycle of
which time levels were seriously affected by
the 1913 rock slide at Hell's (late on the Fraser
River, and have 'been partially restored since the
war as a result of the newly constructed fish-
pass.

The japanese postwar production compares very
unfavorably with the prewar level as a result
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of the loss of important fishing grounds to time
-U.S.S.R. The lack of available statistics on both
production and exports prevents an assessment of
the extent to which the U.S.S.R. salmon catches
and canned fish production have offset the Japa-
nese decline. The japanese output has been
increasing slowly during the last fi.ve to six years
as a result of m.othership salmon fishing expedi-
tions and this development is continuing.

In the United States, the decline in production,
as well as the virtual disappearence of the -United
Kingdom as an importer, has resulted in canned
salmon exports decreasing from 27,900 metric
tons in 1047 (compared with. 21,900 metric tons
ill 1938) to less than 1,000 to.ns annually during
the 1950's. Similarly, currency difficulties, import
and cm:Tetley controls have reduced the annual
exports of Canadian salmon, especially to the
-United Kingdom, Australia, NM Zealand and the
'Union of South Africa. The Canadiaii. producers
offset these losses by increasing exports to the
United States aided by declining Alaskan salmon
production and despite stiffened competition from
increased output of canned tuna. In 1954, the
-United 'Kingdom, Australia, NeW Zealand and the
-Union of South Africa took various steps to case
the imports of cannecl salmon which. therefore Ims
ami improved market outlook in 1955.

Canned Herrings, Sardines, Anchovies, etc. The
Portuguese industry experienced a critical situa-
tion with a decrease in the abundance of sardines
on their fishing grounds, principally in 1948-49.
Tinplate scarcities affected the Portuguese and
Spanish producers who, together with the irrench,
had to face increased competition from the ex-
panded Moroccan production, which amounted to
56,100 tons in 1950 and 42,500 tons in 1953, com-
pared with only 12,800 tons in 1938. 'With time
general stiffening of competition in the markets
for canned sardines, 'French Morocco later suffer-
ed a reversal in their market expansion, especially
through lowered demand from time -United Kingdom.

Immediately after the war, the German and
,fapaitese production was insignificant, but Nvith
the rehabilitation of th.eir economies, their fish
canning industries 'were rapidly improved and by
1953-54 had approximately reached prewar levels.

In the -United :Kingdom, the canned output
from herring (16,000 tons in 1952) increased,
partly in an attempt to find new utilization channels
in the face of increased difficulties in disposing of
salted aun other cured herring products. Simi-
larly, the Netherlands developed a canned her-
ring industry during the postwar years, producing



. Not available.

COUNTRY 1938 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953

TI o isand metric tons
Major producers

Canada (incl. Newfoun(lland) C 837 ... 988 1 053 1 000 1 048 1 013 940 925
L 760 598 878 955 899 962 927 849 837

japail CL 3 562 2 130 2 206 2 431 2 642 3 086 3 666 4 649 4 577
Norway C 1 153 ... 1 195 1 502 1 297 1 466 1 831 1 806 1 506

L 1 065 855 1 032 1 318 10S4 1 279 1 669 1 670 1 378
United Kingdom C 1 198 ... 1 172 1 206 1 159 989 1 086 1 105 1 122

L 1 098 925 1 047 1 098 1 049 926 993 1 038 1 030
United States ((ncl. Alaska) C 2 253 ... 2 283 2 410 2 504 2 590 2 365 2 391 2 385

L 1 930 2 02] 1 967 2 041 2 172 2 216 2 002 1 950 2 019

Medium producers
Denmark e 97 ... 206 226 258 251 293 324 343

L 89 190 195 217 245 241 281 312 331
France C 530 ... 476 468 474 454 528 488 520

L 463 ... 441 422 426 408 482 426 459
Germany, Western C 777 ... ... 409 501 553 680 665 730

L 714 265 . . . 368 459 512 636 621 694
Iceland C 274 ... 484 478 408 373 418 402 425

L 249 317 433 414 343 324 371 335 361
India CL ... ... 662 530 570 827 763 752 ...
:Korea, Soutlt CL 629 299 302 285 300 219 277 ... ...
Netherlands C 256 . . 295 294 264 258 294 314 343

L 256 195 256 258 234 230 262 277 310
:Philippines C 81 ... 251 1.95 238 226 299 318 312

L 81 50 251 195 238 220 296 313 306
Portugal C 240 ... 282 275 281 307 307 3:34 392

L 218 260 230 221 214 229 233 254 293
Spain C 408 ... 581 547 571 598 603 612 635

L :388 571 540 504 518 538 546 549 568
Union of South Africa C 74 .... 115 176 201 258 465 641 628

(incl. South West Africa) L 53 ... 106 165 191 254 460 631 623

Selected smaller producers
Angola CL 26 58 51 1E3 1131 136 177 157 222
Argentina CL 55 58 65 71 65 58 78 79 ...
Australia CL 34 36 38 39 35 33 38 46 59
:Belgian Congo CL 1 ... 14 18 95 43 37 48 ...
Belgium C 43 ... 81 71 68 59 57 71 74

L 39 70 75 64 61 53 52 63 66
Brazil CL 103 122 140 145 153 153 158 175 ...
Ceylon CL ... ... ... 24 36 43 37 26 26
China (Taiwan) CL 90 .52 63 84 80 84 104 122 131
Chile C 32 ... 61 65 77 88 94 119 107

L 30 61 60 64 76 87 91 118 107Egypt CL 38 42 47 43 55 44 50 54 ...
Faeroes CL 63 65 97 92 100 98 93 87 89Finland CL 44 26 46 46 66 66 66 58 62French Morocco CL 31 51 51 56 93 123 91 122 128
Greece CL 95 22 29 34 35 52 43 43 46
Hong-Kong C ... ... ... ... ... ... 35 40 36

L ... ... 14 22 27 31 31 35 :32Ireland C 13 ... 22 26 18 17 17 19 19
L 12 21 20 25 16 16 16 18 18Italy CL 181 169 160 157 179 186 186 215 214Malaya CL ... ... 119 139 162 170 162 162 164

Mexico CL 17 55 54 68 68 74 75 58 67New Zealand C 29 ... 3:3 34 :36 :34 34 35 ...
L 25 29 31 33 34 32 32 :33 ...

Peru CL 5 28 31 36 45 74 97 107 ...
Poland CL 13 23 40 48 49 66 72 ... ...
Spanish Morocco CL . . . 10 11 11 10 9 9 11 11Sweden e 129 ... 165 194 182 187 183 204 196

L 124 161 156 184 173 176 173 194 186Thailand CL 161 ... 151 161 154 178 187 192 205Tunisia CL 10 9 10 12 11 12 15 13 12Turkey CL 76 ... ... ... .. ... 110 100 103Uganda CL ... ... 9 11 12 15 20 23 23Venezuela CL 22 77 76 92 75 78 75 ... ...Yugoslavia CL 11 ... 12 14 28 27 24 23 24

TABLE C-28 TOTAL ANNUAL CATCH AND LANDINGS OF FISH, CRUSTACEANS, MOLLUSKS, ETC.,
I3Y SELE.CTED COUNTRIES ; 1938 AND 1946-53

C = Catch (live weight) L Landit gs (landed weight) CL = Catch and landings identical



14,400 tons in 1953 compared with 3,100 tons
in 1947.

New canning industries were developed. in
-Vmezuela and Mexico. In the "Union of South
A frica and Sputh-West Africa, the annual pro-
duction of canned pilchards, initiated during the
:war years, increased very rapidly after 1946.
The expansion in this region (from 3,500 tons in
1947 to 28,200 tons in 1953) tool( place in response
not only to an internal demand (lo a certain extent
facilitated by import controls to conserve foreign
exchange) b:ut also to expanded demands from
countries in Asia not able to buy from hard, cur-
rency suppliers.

In Callada, a large canned output (amount-
ing to 30,100 tons in 1947) was maintained in
British Columbia during the :war years and the
immediate postwar years, bit, witli the increase
in general food supplies a1.1.d the tightening of
import controls by soft currency markets, produc-
tion dropped rapidly to less than 2,000 tons by
1953,. the catches being used inste,ad for the manu-
facture of fishmeal.

In the United States, the very significant drop
in the natural abundance of the California sardines
in the traditional fishing grounds resulted in the
virtual wiping out of a fish canning industry
which., in 1952 and 1953, produced a canned
annual pack of only approximately 2,000 tons
compared with over 100,000 tons in 1950. To a,
small extent this decline was offset by an expan-
sion (to 15,500 tons in 1953) of canned products
from !Pacific anchovies and sea :herring as well as
the maintemince of Maine sardines canned °input
on a coniparatively high level (between 15,000
and 35,000 tons annually).

Canned Tunas, Bonitos, Mackerels, etc. Me
world production of canned products from tunas,
bonitos, mackerels, etc., has shown a very rapid
increase during the postwar ye,ars, and the 1953
packs of approximately 200,000 tons aggregate
three times those in 1938. This rapid expansion
was caused mainly by an increased market in the
-United States encouraging an expanded local can-
ned production from both domestic catches and
imported raw materials, as well as an increased
output of canned tuna in Japan and of canned
bonito in Peru.

The related industries, both L,side and outside
the United States, are very sensitive to the
level of United States tariff duties imposed upon
imports not only of the final canned product, but
also on frozen tuna destined for eventual canning
in the United States.
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With the rehabilitation of the Japanese, industry
after World War II, frozen tuna exports to the
'United States increased very rapidly (from zero
in. 1947 to 16,000 tons in 1952), and japan also
developed its canning industry to export tuna in
oil (300 tons in 1948 to 14,400 tons in. 1950) to
this market. The lapse of the United. States-
Mexico trade agreement restored the ad valorem
duty to 45 percent. As a result United States
imports showed a radical drop in 1951, when only
1,600 tons were imported compared with 10,500
tons in 1950. This decline -was balanced by
increased imports of tuna canned in brine.

Fish Meals

A.bout 15 percent of the world total catch is
used in reduction plants for processing to meals
and oils. -For some selected countries, whose
aggregate catch_ amounted to nearly 10,000,000
tons in 1953, approximately one-quarter of the
catch was used for reduction purposes.

Fishrneals, including fish. solubles and homoge-
nous condensed fish for animal feeding, are ob-
tained from two :principal sources of raw material
(i) offal, scrap and waste from fish dressed for
the fresh., frozen, curing and canning activities
and (ii) whole fish used entirely and extensively
for the manufacture of fishmeal and, in the case
of oily species, also .for th.e extraction of body
oils. After -World \Vam TI, there was a trem.endous
demand for fishmeal as poultry and animal feed-
iitg stuff and for inclusion in the balanced animal
leed rations by the animal husbandry and poilitry-
raising industries of !North America and Western
Europe and countries such. as South Africa.

'l'o keep pace with this increased world demand,
absorbing some 950,000 tons in 1953, production
was expanded in several ways. Not only were
existing fishmeal reduction :units expanded, wheth-
er based on offal. Or other disposition channels
or on :fish entirely available for fishmeal production,
but also new fisheries were establish.ed in areas
where catching for these purposes were unktiown
before World War II. In certain countries, raw
materials Were diverted to fishmeal iiroduction
with the disappearance oh the markets for canned
and fresh fish as the general world :rood situation
improved after World War II. Furthermore, im-
proved reduction techniques increased tile mate of
extraction and the introduction of stickwater plants
increased appreciably the quantities of protein
and :vitamins made available as fish. meal.



In the United States the .Atlantic menhaden
fishery, and in Norway the herring fishery, were
both expanded to increase the output of fishmeal,
and larger quantities than ever before were caught
exclusively for this purpose. In Angola, French
-Morocco, South-Wiest Africa and the -Union of
South Africa, :Denmark, the Netherlands and Chile,
IleW industries have been established and these
are making significant contributions to th.e world
output. The restoration of the postwar .fisheries
in the United Kingdom and Germany rehabilita-
ted their fish meal industries which use mainly
offal from trawl-caught landings. The United
Kingdom's difficulty in selling edible herring has
also encouraged the disposal of catches of this
species to fishmeal plants.

In :British Columbia, the decline in the demand
for canned PaCific herring by 1948, as a result of
the general improvement in the world food sit-
uation, resulted in large quantities of this species
being 'used for fishmeal reduction. In Norway
a similar development oceurred ; after the imme-
diate postwar period, utilization of herring as
human food in the fresh or frozen forrn declined
and larger quantities were turned over for fish
meal reduction.

Apart from minor fluctuations in the national
level of fish meal production in a few countries,
the general trend was usually upward from a world
total of about 400,000 tons in 1947 to 950,000
tons by 1953-54. A levelling-off occurred in th.e
Union of South Africa and South-West Africa as
a result of limitations being placed on the number
of fishmeal plants ami their capacities in a cau-
tious attempt at conservation of stocks.

An exception to tire general development pat-
tern, .h.owever, occurred in tire California pilchard
reduction industry, which produced less than 500
metric tons in 1952 and 1953, compared with
82,000 metric tons in 1938. This drastic decline
was caused by the virtual disappearance of tire Cali-
fornia sardine from its traditional fishing grounds.
However, the return of appreciable quantities
in 1954 seems to be an indication that this down-
ward trend might be reversed, at least partially,
in coming years ; the causes of this decline have
not yet been fully established and the future level
and rate of rehabilitation of the Californian in-
dustry is difficult to predict.

Outlook

With the expansion of meat, dairy and other
animal protein supplies, the fishing industry will
continue to face increased competition in advanced
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countries from meat for consumption, w.hich
development on tire other hand may be offset
by increasing demand for high quality fish pro-
ducts, such as frozen fillets, fish sticks, improved
cured and specially canned products, and by grow-
ing consumption in countries with rising incomes
and improving methods of distribution. The
increasing use of fish meal for animal feed together
with th.e strong demand for protein-supplying
animal feeds suggest a continued buoyant market
for this fishery commodity.

FATS, OILS AND OILSEEDS

Postwar Trends

Iirorld War II disrupted both trade and prod.ue-
tion of fats and oils. -World export supplies in
1945 Were less than one-half th.eir prewar level
and there was an im.mense unsatisfied demand in
Europe, the main market. Owing to war damage
and economic dislocations there liad been sharp
reductions in output of butter and animal fats in
Europe, and in copra, palm kernels and palm oil
in the traditional exporting countries of Indonesia,
the Philippines and Malaya. Export supplies had
also been cut by tire rise, in consumption in some
major prewar exporting countries where popula-
tion was increasing rapidly, notably in India,
Egypt and China. Antarctic production of whale
oil was limited to about 60 percent of the prewar
level by an International Convention in 1944.
However, United States production of' fats and
oils was about 30 percent or one million tons, oil
equivalent, larger than prewar. Government pro-
grams had led to a vast expansion in output of
soybeans and linseed to replace supplies cut off
by the war, and the United States developed a
large export balance of fats and oils in contrast
to an import balance before the war. There were
also increases in output of oilseeds in Wrest Africa
and Argentina during th.e war.

Recovery in world production was rapid in the
years after 1945, and by 1949 the postwar pattern
and trends in production, trade and consumption
of fats and oils Were mainly established. Total
world production of fats and oils (outside the
U.S.S.R.) was slightly higher than pre-war. In
North America and Africa production was sub-
stantially larger than prewar and both total con-
sumption and exports had risen. Total production
was about the same as prewar in South America
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Note : Prices are compiled from The Public Ledger, London.
They are converted to U.S. dollars from other currencies at official

rates of exchange and are cit. or c, and f. European port,
except as otherwise noted. A few series are estimated in some
months from related series.

Olive oil : North African, 1 %, f.o.b. From March 1955, Tunisian
1 %, f.o.b.

Groundnut oil : Indian, bulk, June 1953 through June 1954, South
African, drums.

Soybean oil : American, crude, f.o.b. U.S. port.
Cottonseed oil : American, semi-refined, bulk, f.o.b.
Coconut oil : Straits, 3 or 3 V, %, bulk.
Palm oil : Belgian Congo, bulk.
Castor oil : Bombay first, drums.
Linseed oil : Argentine, bulk. 150

Lard, refined : 37-lb tins, fas, ship, New York.
Tallow, inedible : American, fancy, bulk, f.o.b. New York.
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FIGURE C-7. Monthly Average Prices of Fats
and Oils in International Markets 1951-1955
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and Asia, but consumption was rising rapidly owing
to increased population and industrialization, and.
exports were declining. Production and con-
sumption in Western Europe steadily rose to
roughly th.e prewar level. World production has U.S.$ per metric ton

since risen further and is 1101V around 24 million 1100

metric tons, oil equivalent. Per caput consump- 900

tion of all fats and oils (edible and inedible) is to- 700

day slightly below prewar in Europe and North
America. It is higher than prewar in other areas,
however, and the deficit. in Europe, and North
America is roughly- offset by the increased use
of new substitutes for fats and oils, notably syn-
thetic detergents for soap, and rubber-based and al-
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kyd resin paints for linseed or other oil-based
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World export supplies of fats and oils, though 500

increasing, remained relatively scarce until 1949 400

and their distribution among importing countries 300

was determined largely by allocations of the In-
ternational Emergency Food Council and by 200

long-term contracts and other bilateral trading 100

arrangements between a number of importing and
exporting countries. Government controls of
trade and consumption of fats and oils, practically
universal duri.ng th.e war, were continued in most
countries. Prices rose abruptly whenever price
controls were lifted. To mitigate the effects of the
decline in Far Eastern exports and a scarcity of
dollar exchange with which to buy -United States
fats and oils, strong efforts were made to expand
commercial output in dependent territories, espe-
cially in French and British West Africa, and the
Belgian Congo. There were two other notable

1 In 1947 this became the international er-
gency Food Corrunittee of the FAO.
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features in trade. Oilseeds were increasingly crush-
ed in prOducing countries and exports of oilseeds
wee reduced in favor of oils. This -was mainly
a result of government ind.ustrialization plans in
producing countries such as Argentina and .India,
and i.t created a large unused capacity in the Euro-
pean and Japanese oilseed processing industries.
In addition, world exports uf liquid edible (Jils

(groundnut, soybean and whale oils) were materially
smaller than prewar while trade in " hard " oils
(palm kernel, palm and coconut oils, an.d tallow)
was larger. This was mainly a .reflection of large
decli:n.es :in exports of Manchurian soybeans and .1.11-
(-Han groundnuts, inereased e01111flercial outinit of
palm produce in tropical Africa, and a larger pro(Iuc-
tion 1.1T1d export of tallow :from the "United. States.

In 1941) there \vas a strildng rise in -world pro-
duction and trade in fats and oils and internation-
al prices fell shatply. United States production
reached a new record lewd, and there were also
large oilseed crops in Western Europe and In.-
don esia and substantial supplies of -.Nigerian ground-
nuts from the crop harvested in late 1948. In.dig-
enous exports from the "United States, about
half of which was financed by -United States funds
for foreign economic aid, rose from about 400,000
tons, oil equiivalent, in 1948, to nearly 1 mill ion to.ns
in 1949. Reflecting the recovery in world sup-
plies, government controls were relaxed in most
countries and the iLEF.C. allocations were discon-
tinued in February 1949.

There was a :Further upsurge in trade following
the Korean crisis in June 1950 when import de-
mand rose sharply as large stocks were built up
in the -United States and Western Europe. World
eXpoits rose to a .11.eW high level, and internation-
al market prices increased sharply, reaching a
peak in early 1951. 13uying policies then became
cautious, and -with large supplies in the United
States and Africa, prices declined until A.pril 1952.
By 1953 stocks in most importing countries had
been reduced. World import demand recovered
and most prices tose moderately. World exports
totaled 5.6 mili ion tons, oil equivalen t, or only
slightly lower than in 1951. Stocks in exporting
countries increased during 1953. 'United States
output reached a new :record level and th.e gov-
ernment accumulated heavy stocks of cottonseed
oil tinder th.e price-support program for cottonseed.
The government also was carrying large stocks of
linseed oil acquired in 1948. There were also large
government stocks of linseed oil in Argentina and
of groundnuts in Nigeria, -where the railroads liad
been unable to move all of the crop to seaports.
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Current Situation

-World production of fats and oils (excluding
the U.S.S.R.) in 1954 -WaS about 4 percent higher
than in 1953 and almost 3 percent above the pre-
vious record total in 1952.1 This followed favor-
able growing conditions for oilseed crops harvest-
ed in late 1953. The major increases were in

output of olive oil in the Mediterranean region and
of groundnut oil frwn bumper West African ground-
nut crops, There Were also increases' In United
States cottonseed oil and Indian and Philippine
coconut oil, which more than offset moderate
declines in lard and soybean oil in the United
States, rapeseed oil in Western Europe and sun-
flower oil in Argentina. Production of palm oil
and palm kernels continued al record levels in
Nigeria.

International trade in -Cats and oils increased
sharply to a new postwar record level. World exports
reached about 0.4 million metric tons, oil equiva-
lent, over 10 percent higher than in 1953 (see
table C-29). There were major increases in exports
of linseed and cottonseed oils and a substantially
increased trade in groundnut, coconut and palm
oils. Beginning in late 1953, heavy export sales
were made from government stocks of linseed and
linseed oil in the United States and Argentina and
cottonseed oil in the United States, at prices -well
below those prevailing in domestic markets. Unit-
ed States exports of cottonseed oil rose from 36,000
tons in 1953 Lo 260,000 tons in 1954, by far the
largest amount on record. World exports of
linseed and linseed oil in 1954 rose to a postwaT
ivcord of 630,000 tallS, oil equivalent, over twice
the volume in 1953. By the end of 1954, unsold
(rovernment stocks in Argentina and the "United
States liad been reduced to a relatively low level,
and Nigerian carry-over stocks of groundnuts had
been liquidated as a result of improvement in
-railway facilities. Exports of groundnut oil from
India, suspended in early 1953, were resumed in
mid-1954 following a record-sized groundnut crop.

:Despite the _heavy world exports, the general
level of prices of :fats and oils in international
markets in 1954 was only moderately lower than
in 1953 (see Fig. C-7). There were substantial
declines in prices of oils in the drying-oil group
(linseed, castor and tung) and of cottonseed and
olive oils. Prices of coconut and palm kernel

Production in-ludes the oil content of oilseeds
(including olives) harvested in autumn of previous
year, the oil being mainly consuined or marketed
in the calendar year indicated. U.S.S.R. produc-
tion data are not available.



TABLE C-29. .FArrs, Olns AND OILSEEDS ; WORLD INDUIEN-ODS NXPORTS IN TE OMS OV OIL BY REGION AND
:BY TYPE ; 938 AND _1950-54

oils declined moderately. HOWeVer, prices of
most other fats and oi.ls were about the sam.e or
higher than a year earlier. World import demand
for fats and oi.ls was stronger in 1954. Lower
carry-over stocks in continental Europe and the
high level of economic activity were major factors
in this strength. In addition, the U.S.S.R. be-
came a substantial buyer of fats and oils, im-
porting over 100,000 tons of Argentine linseed
oil and 33,900 tons of butter. In the United King-
dom, which accounts for over one-quarter of world
imports of fats and oils, total import demand re-
mained strong Clespite the disposal of the large
government stocks (Plainly of palm kernels) on
the domestic market. Consumer rationing of
fats was ended in May 1954, and per caput con-
sumption of butter and margarine combined was
about 5 percent higher than in 1953. Imports of
fats and oils WM freed from all restrictions other
than foreign exchange controls ; the long-term
contracts with Nigeria and other West African
territories were terminated at the same time and
only partially replaced with commercial contracts.
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Outlook

Production of fats and oils remains large in
1955 in most areas, with the major exception of the
Mediterraneail region. Mediterranean olive oil
output fell sharply owing to the poor olive crops
harvested in late 1954, particularly in :Italy.
Argentine production of sunflowersecd in recent
years has fallen sharply owing to a reduction
in acreage, in favor of grains. The governm.ent
fixed a relatively more favorable price for the
1955 crop ; the hectarage rose moderately but
total supplies of edible oils remain well below do-
mestic needs. The Frendl 'West African ground-
nut crop harvested in late 1954 declined substan.-
tially owing to unfavorable rains, and the Nige-
rian groundnut crop was also smaller. These de-
clines, however, were partly offset by a record.
harvest in India and a larger crop in China.

Production in the United States w.i.11 reach a IIBW
record level in the marketing year ending Septem-
ber 1955 ; cottonseed oil output is moderately
lower, but there wi.11 be large offsetting increases

1954
p rel.

Thousand tetrie tans:

Includes only indigenfius oilseeds Ind oils produced from indigenous materials. Tracio among Eastern European countries
and the U.S.S.R. is not included in postwar years.

1 Excluding U.S.S.R. except in 1938.
hiefly groundnut, soybean. mill oilseed, olive, rapeseed, sunflower, ktnd sesiime oils, ilnd oil equivalent of groundnuts,

soybeans, cottonseed, rapeseed. sunflower and sesame seed.
1 Chiefly coconut, palm ;I lid palinkernel oils, tallow, greases and oil equivalent of copra and palm kernels.
'The einthie production of whale oil in the Antarctic is counted here as an export. Sperin oils and fish liver oils are not

included in these figures. 70,0u0 her have been deducted from 1952 and added to 1933 to allow for stocks of Antarctic whale
oil from the 1951/52 seas))]) that were In d, sold until 1953.

1Ehielly linseed, castor and tung oils and oil equivalent of linseed and castor seed.

By Region

Europe
North and. Central America.
South America

495
157
665

1

402
003
580

1

399
130
596

I
301
079
177

1

354
227
342

1

360
805
395

AíHi 1 087 1 353 1 104 1 294 1 438 1 500
Asia 2 730 1 501 1 794 1 490 1 434 1 500
Oceania 396 378 354 410 428 395
Antal'clic 566 344 348 301 424 415

AVontai ToTAL 6 096 5 561 5 680 5 052 5 647 6 370

By Ti/pe

:Butter, fat content 509 396 350 333 360 365
Lard 166 260 351 317 249 300
Liquid edible oils" .. 1 797 1 299 1 292 1 077 1 307 1 570
:Efard oils 4 2 193 2 426 2 518 2 490 2 680 2 755
Whale and fish oils' 678 519 521 436 586 590
:Drying and miscellaneous oils' 753 661 648 399 465 790

WORLD TOTAL 6 096 5 551 5 6130 5 052 5 647 6 370

ITEM 1938 1951 1952 1953



in production of soybean oil and lard. Moreover,
although United States Government stocks of
vegetable oils were substantially lower than a
year earlier, domestic supplies of soybeans, includ-
ing farm stocks, were unusually heavy in April
owing to a relatively slow rate of crushing. Pros-
pects for the United States oilseed crops to be
harvested in autumn 1955 indicate another large
output ; cottonseed output will probably be
lower, reflecting a reduced acreage allotment for
cotton, but further increases in the production of
soybeans and linseed are indicated. Lard out-
put will also continue to rise following a large
spring pig crop, and United States tallow output
.is expected to remain. heavy.

:Elxports of United States cottonseed oil were
exceptionally large in the early months of 1955
and there were heavy stocks in bonded warehouses
at I)utch ports. Exports of groundnut oil from
India, witere supplies Were heavy, tose spectacu-
larly, and the price of groundnut oil reached its
lowest level since prewar. There were also in-
creased shipments of United States soybeans, lard
and tallow, and Philippine copra, a.nd prices of
most fats and oils in January-June 1955 were thus
substantially lo-wer than a year earlier. Linseed
oil, however, continued the price recovery that
began in autumn 1954 following the near-exhaustion
of government stocks in the United States and
Argentina.

Although world supplies of most :fats and oils
are abundant and exports will remain large this
year, world import demand 12e1119,111S generally
strong. It has risen substantially in the United
Kingdom following the reduction in stocks last
year, and the U.S.S.R. continues to be an important
buyer in world markets. By mid-.1955, moreover,
only srnall quantities of cottonseed oil held by
th.e United States Government remained unsold

:1.84

and the decline in world prices of cottonseed,
0-roundnut and coconut oils was halted. On bal-
ance, international prices are likely to be well
maintained during the second half of 1955 and
early 1956, provided world economic activity
remains high.

FRESH FRUIT

Postwar Trends

Production of all major fruits :has expanded
rapidly since the War. Output of oranges and
grapefruit is about 50 percent higher than in
1934-38 and other major fruits show an increase
of 30-35 percent.

Trade has expanded less, but the 1951-53 aver-
age exceeded that of 1948-50 for all major fruits
except grapefruit and 1954 brought a substantial
increase for all fruits except pears. This higher
level of exports is expected to be maintained also
in 1955. The over-all trend in production and
trade is shown in Table C-30.

Trends in exports from the various regions
show, however, great deviations from those of
-world trade as a whole, as seen in Table C-31.
Banana exports from South America and Africa
have increased sharply since the war, whereas the
central American countries have had smaller
exports, mainly dite to the effect of diseases and
hurricanes.

Orange exports from the United States have
increased more than 100 percent over the 1934-38
average whereas the average exports from the
Mediterranean region, in 1951-53, were only 22
percent up. In 1954, however, Mediterranean
orange exports reached a level 35 percent above

TABLE C-30. MAto:11 FRESH :FRUITS ; PRCYDITOTION AND EXPORTS

Production Exports

FRI= 1934-38
average

1948-50
average

531951-
' ' 'average 1954

1951-53
1il-percent

of
1934-38
average

1948-50
average 2

1951-53
average 1954

1951-53
in

Percent
of

1931-38 1931-38

1 housand netric tons Percent . Thousand metric tints . Percent .

Bananas 8 063 9 870 10 355 10 645 128.4 2 469 2 250 2 552 2 760 103.4
Oranges and tangerines . 8 800 11 340 12 971 13 720 147.4 1 768 1 480 2 060 2 340 116.5
Letituns dint limes . . . . 1 055 1 260 1 412 1 413 133.8 277 210 261 295 94.2Grapefruit ..... . , . 1 170 1 700 1 720 1 735 147.0 121 130 127 150 105.0
APPios (1.01)1) . . . . . . 6 900 8 900 9 226 9 980 133.7 720 500 714 715 99.2
Bears (table). . . . . . . 2 250 2 680 2 990 2 970 132.9 148 155 186 180 125.7Grapes 2 ..... . . . . 3 200 3 860 4 330 34 500 135.3 222 170 218 290 98.2

World excluding (luna and U. S. S. R. 2 Grapes sold for fresh consum ti loes. EstAin tte.



TABLE C-31. ExPorcrs or 113A-(;AN.A.s, OitARGES,
APPLES ANI) GRAPES ; I- AND REGIONAL

FRUIT A so REGION

of which
North and Central

Ainerica
South Arnerica .

Africa
Ca na ry lslaìids.

Oyauffe8 (Oil itagerily!s

of which
Mediterranean region.
'United Stairs
South America . . .

-Union of South Africa

(tablc)

of which
11-(.,-;1(rn :Europe . . .

-Unite(' States and,
(la/m(1a

Argentina amad Chile
Australia ancl, New

Zealand

(i-raja 8

0 f which
Wes( ern Europe . .

Liii!ocl States ami
Canada . . . .

Argent ina and Chile .
Union of South Africa,

2 469

1 620
420
141
130

1 768

I 261
150
160

85

720

199

348
12

108

222

165

24
9
8

2 250

1 450
420
187
154

1 480

1 006
203

91.
113

500

269

119
26

68

170

100

40
0

1(3

2 552

1 320
727
286
165

2 060

1 544
307

37
128

714

417

World, exports excluding China and U. S. S. 11.
... Not available.

prewar. The :Union of South Africa has achiev-
ed a remarkable increase in orange exports
reflecting trends in production, but South Amer-
ican ex-ports are much reduced, in spite of a
nearly unch.anged output. Domestic consump-
tion in South America is absorbing a larger
part of production than 'before time war.

The substantial .increase in :European apple
production has resulted in increased intra-Euro-
pean trade and in a vely sharp decline in exports
.from North America, and until 1953, in exports
from Australia and New Zealand. Exports of
table grapes from the -United States and South
Africa have risen, whereas European exports did
not reach the prewar level until 1954.

Europe is the most important outlet for export-
ers of fresh fruit (except for bananas), though
84 percent of the total supplies of fruit consumed

102
70

90

218

133

58
9

16

7'/ uso ad nielcie ton S

2 760

2 340

1 734
330
35

197

715

417

79
70

114

290

181

69
8

15
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i II the OEEC countries are of domestic origin. In
the early postwar years :European imports of
fruits were cut drastically to save foreign currency
and .until late in 1948 no imports were allowed in
Western Germany. The 1..ecovery in the :Euro-
pean economy since 1948 and the gradual liber-
alization of trade have brought a very marked
expansion in intra-European trade and lately also
in imports from other regions, mainly of bananas
and of oranges. Imports into :Western Europe
of some major .finits are shown in Table C-32.

With ftirther improvement in the European
balance of payments situation, in particular in
relation to the dollar region, sharper competition
fom the United States may be expected, mainly
for oranges. Before the war the United States
was a principal supplier to the United Kingdom
market, but since the war import restrictions
have practically prevented imports from the United
States. European continental countries, however,
llave taken more than prewar, partly as a result
of the subsidies paid to United States exporters
and this together witil. the large increase in exports
to the Canadian xnarket accounts for the over-all
increase in :United States ora,nge exports. Ter-
mination of European restrictions on dollar im-
ports and establishment of convertibility would
most probably result in a further increase in the
United States citrus exports to Europe, even
though the export subsidies, according to an
official declaration during the GATT Session, No-
veinber 1954, may be terminated when the restric-
tions against imports from the dollar area are
removed.

'I'ABLE C-32. IsktrO.RTS i N"1.0 WESTa ia It 0 OF
M,A,I Oil FRESH

r
1934-

:38
aver-
age

1948-
50

aver-
age

1951-
53

aver-
age

7954

'housand metric tons . .

Oranges and tangerines 1 280 1 148 1 690 1 910
Leinons and limes. . 198 162 184 217
C,rapefruit 80 70 67 93

Total citrus fruit. . 1 558 1 380 1 941 2 220

Bananas . , . 735 560 790 1 030
pples (tables) . 620 325 483 458
it'ears (table) . 125 135 152 157
G rapes . . 150 110 140 190

Total other major fruit 1 630 1 130 1 565 1 835

ItAN D TOTAL . . 3 188 2 510 3 506 4 055

1034 - 19 4:8- 195 I -
3S :53

aver-
;arc g,e



Outlook

It is a widely li.eld. .view in trade circles that
with the tate of new plantings in recent years,
the output uf oranges a few years ahead may
present a serious marketing problem. The Spanish
government has restricted new plantings of or-
anges since 1953 and advocated a similar policy for
other Mediterranean countries. No other coun-
tries, limvever, have as yet enforced restrictions.
Arca and production of oranges and tangerines
for all principal producing countries are shown
in Table C-33. In the 13 countries included in the
table, the area of oranges in 1953 was 21 percent
above the prewar average and 9 percent above
the 1948-50 average. As orange ti-ces reach 'bear-
ing age about 4-5 years after planting, trees plant-
ed in 1950-53 should produce their first crop
during 1955-58, and i.t is known that considerable
plantings were made al.so in 1954. The data foi the

Including, tangerines and clement'nes
2 Florida and California only and excluding non-bca,ring area.
3 1931-35.

Speoialized nid .t-nixed plantings converted into specialized equivalent.
5 Palestine.
3 1938 and 1939.

Hstintnted :from number of trees.
Esl ¡mates.
Excluding tangerines.

" Arca of all citrus, 1936, 1950 and 1959 'respectively.
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United States shown in the table represent bearing
area only. In 1952, however, 13 percent of the to-
tal orange area in Florida was non-bearing and cur-

, rently about 5,000 hectares are added annually
to the bearing area, resulting in an increased
output of at least 125,000 tons a year: Yields
have risen s.harply since prewar. The output uf
oranges by 1960 is expected to exceed the 1951-53
average by 1,300,000 tons in the United States,
600,000 tons in Spain, 200,000 tons in French
Morocco and 100,000 tons in the Union of South
Africa. Israel, Greece, Turkey and Brazil also
expect substantial increases. It is unlikely that
European imports will continue to .increase as
rapidly as in 1953 and 1954, unless prices should
fall substantially. There is as yet no indication
that production of orange juice and frozen con-
centrates, -which solved the surplus problem for
the citrus industry in Florida, will become uf
simil.ar importance in Europe in the near future

TABU'. ('-33. ORANGES ; A RNA AND PRODUCTION ; PitiNoicAL PRODUCINO CiOLTNTR IES

OWNTUN

Ar ea '1' reduction

1931-38
average

1948-50"average 1 9a3-
-

1953
1934-38
average

1948-50
average

1951-53
average

,g,/''''
1954

Prewar 1948-50 Prewar 1.94S-511
- 100 - 100 - 100 - 100

... Tholsay41 hee arcs ... .... illitifTS . 770usamd 'itefrie tols ...... .... Ilme8 ....
:United States ..... 2174.7 2220.4 2228.4 130.7 103.6 2 284 4 299 4 917 5 315 232.7 123.6

Spain 375.2 78.4 87.2 115.9 111.2 31 044 821 1 147 1 110 106.3 135.2
Italy 133 1 144.2 152.8 159.5 119.5 389 504 633 664 170.7 131.7
:Israel '25.1 11.5 11.9 47.4 103.5 5346 223 330 395 114.2 177.1Algeria ...... . . '16.6 26.8 29.8 179.5 111.2 91 230 278 318 349.4 138.3
'Egypt '12.7 12.8 '15.0 118.1 117.2 184 224 266 249 135.3 111.2
French 'Morocco . . . . "10.4 23.5 234.0 326.9 144.7 29 145 186 216 744.8 149.0
Turkey 87.5 814.0 818.0 240.0 128.6 35 49 91 '111. 317.1 226.5

Sub-total (7 countries) 180.6 211.2 248.7 137.7 117.8 2 118 2 196 2 931 3 063 144.6 139.5

:Brazil 1" 99 4 78.3 77.2 77.7 98.6 1 172 1 211 1 241 1 200 102.4 99.1
,l'apan. '4 0 31.0 33M 97.1 106.5 465 380 444 654 140.6 172.1
Union of S. Africa" . 23.0 21.9 25.6 111.3 116.9 132 198 208 245 185.6 123.7
Australia 16 8 19.5 21.0 125.0 107.7 100 131 121 '100 100.0 76.3
Jamaica '7.5 '15.0 '15M 200.0 100.0 '30 58 54 '60 200.0 103.4

Sub-total (5 countries) 180.7 165.7 171.8 95.1 103.7 1 899 1 978 2 068 2 259 118.9 114.2

GRAND TOTAL
13 countries . . .536.0 597.3 648.9 121.1 108.6 6 301 8 473 9 916 10 637 168.8 125.5



If exporters cannot develop 110W markets else-
where, .recent .investments in orange plantings
may prove unprofitable. The orange marketing
problem is likely to become one of the principal
problems of the fruit industry in the future.

DRIED VINE FRUIT AND WINE

In recent years, majo!' wine producing countries
in Europe and North Africa have had serious
marketing problems for common wine. Govern-
ment intervention has been necessary to d'spOse
of surpluses by distillation and to provide some
adjustment of production.

M81199414'.

It NM 0 N

Although. there WCFC surplus problems before
the war in years of abundant harvests, the area
under vines has expanded steadily io most coun-
tries. Only in France and Algeria is it still be-
low th.e prewar average. After a temporary set-
back during the war, yields per hectare are again
increasing, owing to better cultivation practices
and selection of disease resistant varieties. Of the
total grape output 80 percent goes into crushing,
12 percent is marketed fresh, and the remainder
is dried. There i.s a clear upward trend in the
quantities marketed fresh, but for viticulture as
a whole, wine production is likely to remain the
principal outlet.

Trade accounts for 'a rath.er small percentage
of production and up to 1954 was lower than
prewar. The bulk is consumed in the producing
countries. The trend in consumption during
this century has been downwards in the countries
with high consumption but other countries show
an increase. Recent years show a general in-
crease from th.e low level at the end of the war.
Restrictions on new plantings, with great emphasis

TABLE C- 34. -Wo RLD PR° DUC1111.0 N W

19011-13 1924-28
nvernge average

187

on quality, and compensatory payments for shifts
to other crops are widely used in the countries
with surplus problems, but in many hilly regions
practically no other crop provides a gross income
sufficiently high to provide a living on the small
plots of land now operated as vineyards. In such
areas an adjustment of production is largely de-
pendent on development of other rural industries
when possible.

Production of dried vine fruit is limited to few
countries and offers no solution to the surplus
problem in the grape industry as a whole. In
the United States, however, on the average of
1951-54, 34 percent of the grape crop went into
raisins and only 45 percent into wine. Surplus
problems in California have been solved by Fed

1931-38
average

1948-52
axerage 1953

eral subsidies on iraisin exports and on diversion
of surplus raisins from commercial channels.

World production and exports of dried vine
fruit are shown in Table C-35. Production and
export of currants (Greece, Australia) are still
below prewar. Production of raisins (mainly
U.S.A., Turkey, Australia) is higher but trade has

rl'ARDE C- 35. DRIED VINE FR'131111 ; WORLD PRO -
DUCTION D Ex PORTS

/?ai8;7t8

. . . Thousawd metric 1.011S .

\A7orld pinaidetted . 481 477 554 502
World export . . . 224 236 225 234

Currunt8

World production 180 97 93 82
World export . . 90 55 60 85

41` Itioa hectoliter

:Europe 126.8 151.5 156.2 140.4 165,9

1Nrorth Africa. . , 8.4 10.7 20.1 14.9 20.1

()filer region.; 10.8 16.8 18.7 30.1 '27.0

V-01t1,1) OT A 1, 146.0 179.0 195.0 185.4 '213.0

PrEm
1934-

38

age

1948-
80

aver-
age

1951-
53

aver-
age

191.1



expanded little, except for the United States
and Greece. Turkish exports since 1951 have
decreased sharply, a development partly attributed
to the United States subsidies and lately to the
Greek devaluation. Turkey itself has 110W intro-
duced subsidies and minimum prices. Demand
for dried fruits has not followed the upward trend
for fresh. fruit.

COFFEE

Postwar Trends

r_17he past decade marked the end of one and the
beginning of another of the long-term cycles that
seem to characterize the world coffee economy.
Three major cycles, of about twenty years duration,
have taken place since 1890. While consumption
grew gradually, production followed a cyclical
movement characterized first by an expansion
brought about by high prices, leading to the emer-
gence of surpluses and a fall in prices, followed by
a decline in production lasting until stocks were

TABLE C-36. COFFEE : PRODUCTION, TRADE, STOCKS ANO PRICES BY CONTINENTS AÑO
'WORLD TOTAL

' Including Oceania.
Actual.
Deflated : Wholesale price by U. S. wholesale Price Index 1917-49 = 100.

1947-40 = 100.
.. Not available.
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used up and prices began to rise. The last cycle
appears to have ended during 1948-49. Since 1949,
high prices have stimulated a new phase of expan-
sion. 'Whether events will follow the pattern of
previous cycles, or \ vhether international co-opera-
tion will succeed in eliminating at least the extreme
fluctuations remains to be seen.

The coffee situation in 1946 was substantially
different from that prevailing in prewar years.
Since the 'thirties, world production liad declined
by 20 percent and previously accumulated stocks
liad been worked down. In Brazil, both area
and tree population fell by about one-quarter dur-
ing this period. The decline was due in part also
to the very low .returns to producers in terms of
purchasing power. In Indonesia, the third largest
producing country before the war, plantations had
suffered severe damage. But low " real " prices
and other wartime factors had stimulated consump-
tion in the United States. Orderly marketing
had been effected during the war years by a quota
system under the Inter-American Coffee Agreement
and prices liad been raised gradually. Measured
in terms of purchasing pOWC17, however, prices to

:Retail price by U. S. Consumer Price Index

ITEM 1934-38
urna ge 194(3 94;1 1953 1954

piel.

T tousaml metric tons

I. Production
North and Central America 328 324 391 403 436
South America 1 784 1 355 1 475 1 594 1 570
Asia 155 31 67 110 94
Africa 142 226 239 334 335

' 2 415 1 942 2 175 2 448 2 442

f 1. 'World Nxports 1 650 1 760 2 070 2 090 1 760

.Net Imports
Nora) and Central America . 805 1 286 1 364 1 305 1 070
Europe 695 331 446 581 610

Wolu,d) ToTAL 1 613 1 770 1 960 2 007 1 800

IV. World Stocks 1 607 983 646 357

U.S. cents per lb

V. Prices
Wholesale Santos 4, NY" ..... 9.7 18.5 31.8 58.5 78.3
Wholesale Santos 4, NY" ..... 18.6 23.5 32.1 53.4 70.9
U. S. IRetail Price 2 25.1 34.4 55.4 89.2 110.8
V. S. Retai I price 42.2 41.2 54.4 78,0 96.3



TABLE C-37. COFFEE ; :PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN PRODUCTION, TRADE, STOCKS AND PRICES
By CONTINENTS AND WORLD TOTAL

ITEm

' Actual. ° Deflated.

194(1
in relation

to 1931-38
average

Il 49
in rela,tion to

1934-38
average

producers WCIV certainly no higher than during
the depressed prewar years. Due to the spectac-
ular rise in United States consumption, total
world trade was higher than prewar, although
European imports were less than half.

Developments in the world coffee, economy since
1946 fall into two periods, the salient features of
which are brought out in Tables C-36 and C-37,

The 1946-49 period was characterized by sus-
tained demand, .not supported by a commensurate
Ilse in production, a rapid decline in stocks and a
.rise in prices. :Production was still substantially
below prewar, and on a per caput basis in .the
major consuming areas about 23 -percent lower.
In the 'United States, which absorbed almost 70
percent of total world imports in 1946. rising
national income, changes in consumption hab-
its during the war years, and relatively low
prices continued to stimulate consumption. Al-
though price control had been terminated in
1946, large carry-over stocks prevented a marked
price rise, until 1949, when the last Brazilian

. government stocks were liquidated ; and in that
year United States imports reached an all-time
peak.
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1946

1953
in relation

to 1949 1934-38
average

1 951
in relation to

1916 1919 1953

European irnports, although held back by ra-
tioning and dollar shortages, h.aci also begun to
recover from the postwar decline and all indica-
tions poi.nted to the conclusion that prices, which
had risen gradually during the previous two years,
were bound to advance further.

The ri.se in prices, especially of non-dollar coffee,
began to stimulate interest in IICW planting. In
Africa, colonial governments began to organize
active campaigns to stimulate planting. Some
new plantings were made also in the minor produc-
ing countries of Latin America. However, Until
the last years of the decade IICIV plantings WCr0
110t on a large scale, and their output was not suffi-
cient to match population increases, and still
less to allow expansion of constunption.

'lime exhaustion of stocks, coupled with rising
European imports, was followed by an unprece-
dentedly ra,pid rise in prices. In 1950 the average
wholesale price in New York rose by more than
50 percent (Santos No. 4), as compared with, the
previous year. Taking the 1934-38 average as
100, the price of Santos No. 4 reached 524, and.
the deflated price stood at 265. Although United
States consumption and imports were reduced in

I. Production
Percent

North and Coi t. America 19 21 3 33 35 12 8
South America . . . . - 24 -17 9 8 - 12 16 - 1

- 80 -57 117 64 - 40 203 40 -15
Africa . . . . . . . 60 69 5 40 137 48 40 0.4
Wonno . . . . - 20 -10 12 13 1 96 12 - 0.2

I t. -Worl xp or t s ..... 7 25 18 6 -1,5 -16

I I I. Net Imports .
North and Ceo. America 60 69 6 -4 33 - 17 -22 -18
Europe - 52 -36 35 30 - 12 84 37 5

WORLD TOTAL . . . . 10 22 11 2 12 2 - 8 -10

IV. World Stocks - 39 -60 -34 - 45

V. Prices .
Santos 4 - N. Y. 91 998 72 84 707 323 146 34
Santos 4- N. Y. . . 96 73 37 66 281 202 121 33
U. S. retail 1
"U. S. retail

37-2 121
29

61
32

61
43

341
128

992
134

100
77

24,



1950 as a result of the high prices, various factors
combined to prevent a substantial reaction. In-
deed, in 1953 a .110W price advance set in, when
a freeze in Brazil reduced yields and destroyed
millions of young trees, and gained momentum
in 1954. .Retail prices in the 'United States FOSC
during the sumrner uf 1954 to almost 400 percent
alx.we the 1934-38 average and wholesale 'prices
to 800 percent.

The inevitable result followed. Consumption
in the 'United States, .which h.ad been sustained
by an unprecedented growth in per caput income,
fell precipitately in 1954 and imports declined by
19 percent as compared with the previous year
and by 23 percent in comparison with 1949. In
Europe, where the percentage rise in retail prices
was much smaller, since import duties had always
constituted a significant proportion of the con-
sumer prices, imports and consumption continued
to expand. But even in Europe high prices have
had very adverse effects on consumption. In
contrast to practically all other commodities, the
per caput consumption of which has recovered
or surpassedprewar levels, net Western European
imports of coffee in 1954 were still 4 percent
below the 1934-38 average, and per caput supplies
Nvere 13 percent lower.

More important from a long-term standpoint
were the production effects. Stable prices en-
couraged planting, both in Latin America and in
Africa. In Brazil, a major proportion of the price
increase was withheld from producers by tech-
niques of multiple exchange rates; ye,t coffee plant-
ing became extremely profitable even there. Vast
areas of 11CW lands were cleared, and considerable
replanting with higher yielding varieties took
place in old coffee areas of declining produc-
tivity.

TABLE C-38. TEA P RODUCTION BY MAJO It AREAS ; PREWAR. AND S PECIFIED POSTWAR YEARS

COUNTRY ()It REGION

Not available.

Prewar
a vera g,e 1916

Current Situation and Outlook

The decline in consumption and prospects of
higher production in the immediate future have
brought about a fall in pri.ces. During the first
part of 1955 prices Were 32 percent 'below the peak
in the previous year. Probably consumption will
begin to rise in consequence of the current and still
lower prices for distant positions. But substantial
stocks have been accumulated in the two chief
producing countries and prospects are for .further
production increases. Moreover, 1955 prices are
still generally very remunerative to producers and
may continue to stimulate new planting. Should
the experience of the three previous cycles be re-
peated, production might rise very substantially
during the next 5 to 7 years, while consumption
expansion would be mu.ch more gradual even at
prices -very substantially 10-wer than those of 1955.
Governm.ents of some producing countries forecast
great production increases in the next fe-w 3rears.
It is possible, therefore, that the world coffee
economy will again be confronted with very
difficult conditions in the future, unless effective
international co-operation can be developed.

TEA

Production

Productio.n of tea has expanded steadily in
postwar years in line with demand ; price fluc-
tuations, except during the past two years,
have not been .very great. Exports a,nd planting,
furthermore, llave been regulated by national
associations and, internationally, by the interna-

1919

190

19;52
1951

Percentage change
19.51 over

prewar 1946

Thousanfl metric tons Price ni

India 178 227 265 306 288 62 27
Ceylon 104 135 140 144 165 59
Inclones ia 75 2 27 37 46 39 130
Xapart 49 21 33 57 68

Total Asia 456 427 516 590 610 34 43

Africa 9 16 17 20 26 189 63

World 466 440 535 615 639 37 45



tional Tea Committee. Demand in the United
Kingdom, the largest consuming country, was
subject to :rationing during most of the postwar
period, and in other countries the development
has been orderly. Probably the most striking
single development during the past ten years
was the great increase in Indian domestic Con-
sumption.

There were, however, some important change,s in
the, geographic pattern of production. When prewar
markets were re-opened, India and Ceylon were
able to make up for th.e loss of Indonesian and
Japanese supplies. Indonesian production is still
about 40 percent below pre:war but in Japan
restoration was achieved by 1952. As a result
of the great, production increases ;n India, Ceylon
and Africa, workl output in 1954 was 35 per-
cent above, 'prewar. The largest percentage in-
'increase has taken place in .Africa, (ahnost 20(
percent above 1934-38). :Production will con-
tinue to expand, especially in Ceylon and Africa,
if demand continues to grow.

Except in Africa, where area Avas expanded, the
postwar expansion has been secured almost en-
tirely from higher yiekls achieved through better

'I'AnnE C-39. TEA ; INTERNATiONAL TRADE, DomEsTIC CONSUMPTION IN,PRODUCING COUNTRIES, AN D 1P RICES
PE.EwAi.i. AND SPECIFIED PoSTIA"Alt YEARS

World net eXports
World net 'imports
U. K. net imports

1\forth Ce n. America i Trip (:)rts .

U. S. A. net imports

DoineStie CODS umption in produe ing
countries

Prices
Calcutta

Tea for export

Colombo - all tea

London
All tea
Real price

404
387
194

55

38

110

12.3

13.6
40.6

308
310
160

60

42

120 122

Pence ver pot nd

'28.6

1988.

34.9

34.7

1947 prices. 3 London prices deflated by Sauerbeek-Statist Index 1948 100.
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agricultural practices and the use of higher yield,
.ing varieties. A considerable a,mount of replant-
ing has taken place, but in the signatory countries
of the International Tea Agreement th.e j?ermissible
quotas of planted and replanted areas have not
leen fully utilized in recent years. High.er yields
helped to compensate for increased labor and other
production costs.

Consumption

Adequate supplies and relatively low; prices, as
well as the fact that tea i.s a sterling commodity,
made possible early relaxation or removal of ra-
tioning and import controls. In the 'United King-
dom, although rationing was not terminated until
1952, quotas were generous and per capa con-
sumption was only slightly lower than before the
war. HOWeVer, the retnoval of rationing, which
coincided with rising ceiffee prices and a,ggressive
tea marketing policies, eventually began to affect
consumption, and in 1954 th.e prewar consuinption
of 4.2 kg. was surpassed. Consumption has risen
also in other Commonwealth countries, as well as
in Africa, Northern Europe and North. Anleriea,

. . Not available.

Prim Prewar 1916 1949 1952 1951

I3creentage change
1954 over

prewar 1946

._.......

440 472 17 53
430 467 21. 51
21.5 232 20 45

63 72 31 20

42 52 37 24

170 54 42

25.2 52.9 377 85

31.1 47.0 282 63

36.1 63.6 361
24.7 46.1 14

441
416
211

62

42

Thm sand ?nett-16 tons Perttnt



, The greatest percentage rise, however, has taken
place in some of the Asian producing countries,
.notably India, and is probably related to the rise in
:national incomes. In India alone, the quantities of
tea earmarked for domestic consumption in 1954
amounted to over 80,000 tons as compared to
68,000 tons in 1944-46 and 41,000 in 1937-39 in
India and Pakistan. Consumption in producing
countries as a whole is estimated to have increased
by ()vet' 50 percent since prewar years.

Trade

International trade, 'which in 1046 had fallen
by about 22 percent below 'prewar, recovered
rapidly in the postwar period. In 1954 net trade
was about 20 percent higher than in 1934-38
and 50 percent higher than in 1946. However,
the percentage of production exported has been
consistently lower than 'before the war, due to
the ri.se of consumption in producing countries.
Other changes include a decline in the entrepot
trade of the Netherla,nds and the United Kingdom
and increased purchases by consuming countries
at the Calcutta and Colombo auctions.

:Due largely to the operation of controls under
the auspices of the International Tea Committee,
tea prices were comparatively stable during
1933-38, whereas coffee and cocoa prices declin-
ed. In the postwar years the rise in tea prices
has been much less marked than that of coffee
and cocoa. Current money prices (Calcutta, for ex-
port) were 190 percent higher during 1948-52 than
during the last prewar years but coffee and cocoa
prices ha,d. :risen by 350 to 470 percent. .In 1952

l' A C 40. TEA., CoFFEE AN D COCOA
-PRICES ; Oe'!' UNIT VAL-u-ES

Note. London, all tea., pence per 1).. Caleutta, tea for export,
pies per 1h.. Coffee Santos 4, New York, cents per lb.,
Cocoa Spot, Accra New York, cents per lb.

... Not available.
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al) exceptionally large Indian crop, combined with
the continuation of rationing in the United :King-
dom until late ni the year and ample stocks,
brought about a sharp temporary fall in Indian
tea prices. 'However, in the following year un-
fiworable weather and restrictio.n of output by
producers in 'Northern :India resulted in a rise of
prices gained momentum. during 1954. By
January 1955, London:prices had :risen by an aver-
age of 72 percent as compared with the end
of 1953 and 154 percent as com.pared with the end
of' 1952. Subsequently there was a sharp reactio.n
and by April prices liad fallen to th.eir mid-1954
levels.

In real terms, however, tea prices were no
higher, and probably consistently lower than be-
fore the war until 1954 because of rises in a num-
ber of general indices import unit values, la-
bor cc.)sts, indices of cost of living in producing
countries, rice prices, etc. This together -with
rising incom.e, probably accounts for the increase
in consumption in India and a number of other
low-income countries. Also in the 'United King-
dom, average I'cal prices at the London auctions
'were substantially below prewar in 1951-53, and
:t.ose only 14 percent above the 1934-38 real price
in 1954.

Outlook

Future developm.ents will be mainly determined
by economic con.siderations. On the 011e hand,
there is no doubt th.at production in the main
Far Eastern countries and in Africa could be
further increased thraugh. replanting with higher-
yielding plant material, heavier manuring and
more efficient pest control, even Avithout expansion
of area. There is no reason for anticipating a re-
versal of current consumption trends, either in
the 'United Kingdom or in producing WW1 -

tries. On the other hand, existing taxation and
financial liabilities arising out of the recent labor
legislation have raised production costs, consid-
erably. Producers will undoubtedly try to
maintain remunerative price levels by adjusting
output to current demand, if necessary by restor-
ing voluntary crop .restriction. For the current
year, early crop reports point toward a somewhat
larger output in Ceylon and Southern India ; but
once the present heavy United Kingdom stocks
are absorbed, prices should show greater stability
than in the past year, alth.ough at levels below
the 1954 average.

YEAR

Tea
Coffee

mierarre

Cocoa

1(10

tx, K.
liiiport
Values*London Calcutta

10:18-38

1925-29 ay. 133 128 228 207 148
1930-32 ay. 92 72 114 102 104

1948 270 279 688 322
1949 319 331 371 326
195() ... 338 530 553 370
1951 327 300 565 614 493
1952 273 230 564 614 478
1953 326 326 609 640 422
1954 474 482 815 997 415



COCOA

Postwar Trends

Cocoa and coffee are the only two agricultural
commodities which have continued to be in short
supply during the entire decade. -While coffee
supplies should increase during the next few
years, the world shortage of cocoa is likely to
remain for many years. In relation to popula-
tion in the ten most important cocoa consuming
countries, world supplies during the last few
years have been 11 percent lower than the 1934-38
average.

During the 40-year period of great expansion
ending with the outbreak of World War 1I, world
cocoa, production .rose .froin 100,000 to 740,000
tons. :During the decade 1939-49 average world
production was 13 percent lower than during tire
last five prewar years. Tire disorganization of ship-
ping, the disa,ppearance of the European market,
the low producer prices of cocoa, the Iyartime de-
mand .for labor and other economic factors, in-
cluding tire rise in prices of other foods, led to
a shift in production efforts. The effect of these
factors was reinforced by agronomic forces, such
as growing senility of trees, increased incidence

B,HGJON

1_93

of pests and diseases (including the spread of a
11CW virus disease) and reduction in availability
of good forest land. World production recovered
after 1948 but this was due to a rise in Latin-
American production, African output :having con-
tinued lower tiran in the 1934-38 period, both
relatively and in absolute terms. While production
has been rising in the French and :Belgian territo-
ries, it has fallen steadily in tire two chief producing
countries, the Gold Coast and Nigeria. '1711e aver-
age of the five years 1948-52 was lower than that
of the last five prewar years, and tire trend has
continued during the last two years when produc-
tion -WaS 16 percent lower than in 1948-52. In no
postwar year has the Gold Coast approached its
TIM War peak of 305,000 tons.

Economic, social unid agronomic factors explain
the different trend in production since 1940 as
between Latin America and Africa. In ti-re for-
mer region, high prices have stimulated an increase
in cocoa planting and production, whidi, hesitant
at first, gained momentum as fanners began to
realize that high cocoa prices were more than a
transitory phenomenon. Abandoned cocoa farms
have been rehabilitated ; considerable efforts have
been made to improve cultivation practices and
to implement disease control techniques. In
Africa, cocoa growing, which is dominated by peas-

1946/ 1947/ 1948/ 19491 19511/ 1951/ 1952/ 1953/
1947 1918 1949 1930 1951 1952 1933 1951

TABLI C-41. Cocoa P ROO-UW.10N .11Y CONTI' S ; PRE W., 11 Avuraoa AND 1946/47 - 1954/55.

11,4'.(nolsz
1931/33
-1938/39 1916/

1947
1947/
1948

1048/
1949

1949/
1930

1950/
1951

1951/
1952

1952/
1953

1953/
1954

1951/55
are].aVePag,e

Thousand metric to) s

North an( Con. A uteri ea 65 59 65 60 65 65 62 76 69 75
South A morioit . . . 179 200 156 178 219 202 168 161. 188 299
Asia 6 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 6 fi

A frioa 495 408 398 516 486 518 461 517 476 472
Cooadlia 'i 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 4

\roir) ToTAt . 748 674 626 762 777 793 699 763 743 786

1951-38 arerage 100

North and Co.n. A ruerica 91 100 92 100 100 95 117 106 115
South America . 112 87 99 122 113 94 90 105 128
21sia 50 50 67 67 67 67 83 100 100
Africa 82 80 104 98 105 93 104 96 95
( fcean la 13:3 :133 103 100 :100 133 133 133 133

Would) ToTAL . . 90 84 102 104 106 93 102 99 105

TAM. C-42. COCOA ; N o 1 S 01i0 PRODUCTION IN V N. RIOITS CON NEWTS ; 1946/47 - 1954/55.

1954/53
piel.



ant producers, has had to cope with increasingly
difficult problems 'which tax the resources of the
peasant cultivators. Disappearnce of forest areas,
increased :incidence of pests and diseases, a rising
percentage of old. trees with declining productivity
have all combined to reduce output. It is probable
that these difficulties were aggravated by low
returns. Dnring the \var years and until 1948 "real"
prices 'received by farmers were even lower than
during the disastrous period of 1934-38. Although
farm prices have improved greatly since then,
governmental monopoly buying authorities have
paid prices substantially lower than farmers would
have received in a 'free market. It may be signifi-
cant that in the French African ter ,, itories, where
competitive marketing was restored at the earliest
opportunity', production has risen as com.pared
with prewar, although the agricultural problems
(except for the swollen shoot disease) have been
similar to those of th.e Gold Coast and Nigeria.

TABLE C-43. CocoA ; CUR:RENT AND ID EFLAT.N
PRICES IN THE UNITED STATES AN I

UNITED K4N D OM 1940-54

Deflated by national wholesale price indices.

Current Priee Deflated Price Current MIL' h'dPrice i'rice
YEAR

Accra
Spot value of ue, Value of value of val of

imports ."--("`' imports importa import,s
Unit, Spot Unit Unit U o it

1934-38 average = 100

TABLE C-44. COCOA. ; NET TIVIPORTS BY CONTINENTS ; 946-54.
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The decline in per caput supplies, coming at a
time of rapidly rising incomes, has inevitably
been followed by a great rise in prices.

In consumption, the outstanding development
of the last few years liad been the recovery and
growth of European demand. Europe's share in
world imports of cocoa beans has risen steadily
from about 40 percent in the immediate postwar
years to 51 percent in 1952, 55 percent in 1953 and
58 percent in I 954. Even as late as 1948 net imports
of cocoa beans an(l cocoa products(in ter)fls of beans)
were only two-thirds of the prewar average. On
the other hand, the United States, which absorb-
ed 42 percent of world supplies during the inune-
diate postwar period (37 percent in prewar years)
lias reduced imports severely, although per caput
income has risen more than in Europe. United
States :imports in 1954 Were probably only 32 per-
cent of world imports and trade during the first
five months of 1955 indicates that the 1954 per-
centage distribution of imports will persist during
the current year.

The distribution of imports since 1950 is mark-
edly different from the trend of 1900-1939. Dur-
ing the earlier period United States imports in-
creasecl more rapidly than Europe's, rising from
20,000 tons at the turn of the century (19 per-
cent of world supplies) to 242,000 tons (37 per-
(ent, of world supplies) during the last prewar
years, -while Europe's rose from 82,000 (77 per-
cent) to 365,000 tons (56 percent of -world supplies).
Even on a per caput basis the rise during these years
of high immigration into the -United States was
higher than in any other country except the United
Kingdom. Indeed, the real consumption increase
was probably higher in the United States than in
the Unitecl Kingdom, since in the latter substantial
stock building tool: place in the last pre-war years.

1991 38 arerage = 100

91 110 96 87 105 107

117 113 103 99 100 90
120 150 160 160 170 170
125 75 100 125 295 125
250 200 300 150 200 250
200 125 100 112 112 150
125 188 188 250 250 250

104 113 101 96 107 104

1946 190 176 127 119 158 87
1947 574 672 313 260 416 210
1948 654 643 329 325 683 303
1949 352 :367 187 196 476 201
1950 526 470 268 241. 691 256
1951 584 602 267 277 962 293
1952 584 578 275 275 879 260
1953 608 548 292 265 828 246
1954 948 906 452 434 1 242 367

REGION 1946 1947 1948

Europe. . . . 73 70 69
North and Central

America . . 118 111 105
South America 190 150 120
Asia . . 50 100 75
Africa . 400 400 350
Oceania . 162 188 150
U. S. S. R. . 62 65 150

Wonnn r.17oTAL 94 89 87

United States incited Kingdeci

1949 1950 1952 1953



TABLE C-45. CocoA ; PER CAPUT StIPPLIES IN THE
UNITED STATES, FRANCE, GERMA.NY AND THE

UNITED KINoDom

YEAR

1909

1924-1928 a,v.

1934-1938 ay.

1954 prel. . .

United
States

680

1 470

1 880

1 560

Franco

610

990

1 000

1 000

Grams

690

1 130

1 230

11 530

Western Germany only
Adjusted for estimated stock changes.

Outlook

High prices have for various reasons af-
fected United States consumption more than
European, and in 1954 the United States per cap-
ut absorption was 17 percent lower than in 1934-
1938. A decline in prices as a result of a substan-
tial rise in supplies over two or more years would
reverse this trend and open large new markets for
cocoa products. The economic outlook for co-
coa is, therefore, favorable provided research
on_ the synthetic substitutes, which has been great-
ly stimulated by high prices during the past
few years, (loes not meet with substantially greater
success than hitherto, and production of cocoa is
increased gradually to enable manufacturing, dis-
tribution and consumption to become adjusted to
an expansion of supplies. Indeed, the economic
outlook for cocoa a,ppears to be more favorable
than for any other major agricultural commodity.
Studies of the long-term relationship between con-
sumption, prices and income indicate that by
1960 the world would absorb about 150,000 tons
more than the output of the, last few years, or
20 percent, at a " real " price of 25 cents a
lb. (current 'money price, 28 cents). Such a

price would be remunerative to growers, and
would provide the countries in which cocoa
production can be expanded with badly needed
foreign exchange.

TOBACCO

Production and Consumption

World tobacco production has been greatly
affected by the steadily increasing dernand all
through the 20th century and in particular by
the meteoric increase in cigarette consumption.

Germany lidded
Kingdom

580

1 280

1 870

22 780

1195

The two world wars brought a sharp increase in
consumption in all countries wh.en ample supplie,s
of leaf toba,cco Were available and in countries
'where supplies Were short during the war years
there vas a rapid increase in postwar years. Where
women have taken up smoking or where smoking has
become common from a rather young age, the in-
crease in consumption per caput is sharpest and
particularly of cigarettes. These have HOW gained
supremacy also trt many countries -whichbe fore
World AVar Ti were predominantly cons-inners of
cigars or pipe tobacco. Cigarette consuinption
is still increasing in .nearly all countries except
the Uni.ted States where there has been a slight
decrease since the record high level of 1952, mainly
because of publicity regarding the health aspects
of excessive cigarette smoking. Consumers' pref-
erences have generally stimulated demand for
bright cigarette tobacco, such as flue-cured (bright
Virginia), often blended with Burley tobacco and
Oriental leaf. Cigarettes made purely from the
Oriental leaf type dominated in prewar years in
many European countries. in the early postwar
years demand for this type decreased, but is again
increasing, and larger quantities than ever are
being used for blending 'with oth.er types.

Consumption of cigar tobacco has shown a de-
creasing trend in the last decade and, moreover,
cigar tobaccos have been in very- short'supply in
the postwar years. However, in countries with
high income levels, demand seems to have main-
tained its level in recent years. Demand for the
darker toba,cco types used for pipe tobacco, chew-
ing tobacco and snuff has been shrinking over
th.e last 20 to 30 years. For tobacco consump-
tion as a 'whole there is a strong correlation be-
tween per caput consumption and real income.
"Hence high employment levels and increasing
real incomes have stimulated consumption.

Workl tobacco production in 1950-54 was more
th.an 20 percent above prewar level (see Table
C-46). Production of flue-cured tobacco, Burley
and Oriental tobacco accounted i.n prewar yearS
for respectively 20, 5 and 8 percent of th.e total,
wh.ereas on the average of 1953 and 1954 th.ese
types accounted for approximately 32, 8 and 8
percent of the total. Dark air-cured and fire-cured
tobaccos have decreased in volume.

The rapid increase in th.e output of flue-cured
tobacco reflects the development in ciga,rette con-
sumption and particularly of " straight Virginia
or " blended " types. Average yields per acre in
the United States have increased steadi.ly frorn
856 lb. in 1934-38 to 1,272 lb. in 1950-54. The



area restrictions :imposed in connection with the
United States price support program. , adopted ear-
ly in the 'thirties, stimulated farmers' endeavors
to raise the largest possible crop per hectare.
Yields in other countries have also increased. The
United States production of flue-cured is nearly 100
percent higher than the 1934-38 average. The

TABLE (1-46. 'TottAceo PRO utter' ON AN I) T RAD

1934- 1046- 1949- 1052-
35 ay. 48 ay. 51 ay. 54 ay.

. . Thonsalid netrin Ions .

Export of all lead' types.
e Including Germany , prewar boundaries.

relatively high and stable price of American to-
bacco, made tobacco growing, especially of the
flue-cured type, attractive in ()titer countries t) o,
and Canada, Southern Rhodesia and India llave
together increased production four times since
prewar and are now significant competitors in
the international markets. Brazilian ouptut of
flue-cured tobacco ltas also increased four to five
times since prewar. The preferential import du_
ties in the 'United Kingdom, the largest import-
er in the world, had a stinudating effect on ouptut
in Commonwealth_ countries also it) the 'thirties and
the dollar shortage in the postwar years gave another
impetus to expansion in the soft-currency ateas.
There has been a notable increase in tobacco grow-
ing in southern and western Europe, and S0111 e
of the overseas markets for United States flue-
efired leaf, such as the Philippines and Indonesia,
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are making great efforts to develop domestic pro-
duction of flue-cured leaf.

Among producers of Oriental leaf, Greece suffer-
ed from war and civil war and production did not
reach the prewar level until 1950 and is now some
10 percent larger, whereas 'Turkey has expandecl
production about 80 percent above MK) 1934-38
average. Yugoslavia has also increased output
heavily as Bulgaria and Rumania in post war
years ceased all exports to Western :Europe.

Output of cigar leaf in Indonesia, the Philip-
pines and Brazil has decreased, due to higlt la-
bor costs and a shift to other crops, including
cigarette leaf', and cigar leaf produetion is still
1,elow prewar level.

Trade and Prices

The changes in production are reflected in the
pattern of trade. Expoters of flue-cured leaf have
expanded their markets. In 1934-38 and 1950-54
the United States exported an average of respec-
tively 147,400 and 176,900 metric tons of this type.
Flue-cured exports from Canada, the 114hodesias
and India together rose from a prewar average

FIGURE C-8. World Exports of Leaf Tobacco

Thousand metric tons

United States of Arnerica

Otl=c,
principalc,ri nci pa l exporters of flue-cured cigarette

EM1Principal exporters of Oriental cig a rette tobacco

Principal exPorters °f cigar leaf

Other countries

P /' 0 (I II C' t i O II - 'l'o) 111
(Girni Nyeight). . .

(d. which
fhLe-Call'ed

715

560

3 095

841.

3 155

934

3

1

360

065
t ol)acco. 204 246 269 276

All other t),pes

xport - Tottl (di','
weight)

1 951. 2 008 1 952

583

2 019

540 527 587

Prineipal exporters
()Hine-cured . 234 314 322 304
Oriental '. . . . 112 96 114 121
of cigar . 118 86 86 92

Other countries . 76 31 61 711

I in p( t- 'rota' (dry
weigh))

of which

550 490 550 550

Into West Europe 9370 302 364 362
Into United Startes 30 39 43 47
Tnto Asia 80 41 47 52

1934-38 1946-48 1949-51 1952-54
average average average average



U.S.$ per kilogram
2.50

2.40

2.30 -

2.20

2.10

2.00

1.90

1.80

1.70

1.60

1.50

1.40

1.30

1.20

1.10

1.00

ITBNI

FIGURE C-9. - Export Unit Values of Leaf Tobacco, 1946-1954
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of 22,000 tons to 90,000 tons on the average of
1950-54. Exports of Oriental leaf from Greece
surpassed the 1934-38 average in 1953 and 1954,
hut Turkey exported more than twice the prewar
volume and its exports to the United States in
particular have increased. -Exports of cigar lea.f,
mainly from Indonesia, have decreased.

\-Verld imports of all leaf have on the average
oh' the last six years equalled prewar imports. As

TABLE C-47. EXPOWT ITNIT

I 917 1948 19.19
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total enusnitiption ruts increased, a higher degree
of self-sufficiency has thus been achieved, espe-
cially in Asia which has reduced imports since the
war. China was in prewar years an importmit
outlet for American tobacco.

Price movements for fine-cured and Oriental
type cigarette tobacco have been very different.
Figure C-9 shows unit values of Oriental and flue-
cured leaf exports in the years 1946-54, expressed

ALVES OF LEAF TOBACCO ; 1946-54

1954

U. S.$ per kyl. 1946-1954

Oriental leal
Greece . . 2.28 2.17 i .97 1.59 I .44 1.24 1.25 1.08 1.18
Turkey.

trod. leaf

1.79 1..53 1.28 1.16 1.16 1.15 1.08 1.18 1.34

United States. . 1.24 1.21 1.13 1.13 1.18 1.42 1.39 1.48 1.52
South Rhodesia . 1.39 1.45 1.47 1.06 1.19 1.24 i.32 1.35 1.29

Greece

0141391128161 0 MUM= Turkey

Southern Rhodesia (flue-cured)

xximuova war....art U.S.A. (flue-cured)

1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1951



TABLE Ç-48. SToc KS OF LE A P rPo BA CCO AND Di, PO SA LS ; TINT-TED STATES AND CAN AD A

Ilnited States
All types

Dl which : flue-cured

Canada
All iypes

of which : flue cured
13urley

1 544
785
481.

80
64

9

in U.S. dollars. Oriental tobacco, which in prewar
years was priced higher than flue-cured, has greatly
improved its competitive position by a substan-
tial decrease in price, expressed in U.S. dollars.
Devaluations of Greek and Turkish currencies
have contributed to this achievement. Rhode-
sian tobacco has also been in a more competitive
position since the sterling devaluation in 1949.
*United States export unit values show a slowly
increasing trend since World War

Outlook

In spite of the extensive control over tobacco
plantings, stocks in exporting countries have ac-
cumulated in recent years mainly in the United
States, Canada, Cuba and India. Stocks of
Oriental tobacco which for some years were
burdensome have practically been disposed of.
Table C-48 shows estimated stocks in the United
States and Canada at the beginning of the crop
year 1955/56 compared with actual stocks at the be-
ginning of the three previous years. The 'United
States stocks are expected to increase further during
the 1954/55 season, in spite of support to exports
given by sales in local currencies. Canadian stocks
may also increase, due to the record output in
1954. In th.e 'United States .area quotas for flue°
cured and Burley tobacco have been further re-
duced in 1955 to establish a balance between sup-
plies and demand and the tobacco market is ex-
pected to remain stable in 1955/56. For the coming
years American producers of flue-cured leaf have
expressed the view that competition will sharpen
with regard to price as well as to the quality and

Carry-over inth
crop year

198

1 658
840
528

82
69

6

Production

I 954 /1 955

Estim.
exports

1954/1955
pro!.

'Phousa.nd antele ions, fang weigh

1 706
869
543

79
69
4

998
602
302

83
78

9

Estim.
domestic

use
1951/1955

prel.

244 680
205 354

16 225

18 46
17 41

1 2

Estint.
carry-over

luto
1955/55

1 780
910
604

98
89

3

' the United States, due-cured leaf stocks on 1 Jul, plus stocks of other types on 1 October. Sor Canada, all stocks
refer to 1 October.

that efforts td reduce the cost of production
should be increased.

COTTON

Production

Postwar recovery in world cotton production
was slow and unbalanced. Not until 1949/50 was
the average prewar volume reached and this was
almost entirely attributable to increased crops in
the United States of which a substantial part went
into stocks. In all other majos' producing areas
production was still substantially below the pre-
war volume ; but there had been a notable in-
crease in crops of what had been :minor producing
ateas before the war.

The past five years have seen a further increase
in world cotton production and a considerable
change in the geographic pattern. Production
in all arcas outside the United States has increased;
but the increase has been rather modest in the
case of majos' producing countries participating
in world trade in cotton, Egypt, Brazil, Pakistan
and India. The advance has been very mark-
ed in the crups of the Soviet Union and China
and even more so in the crops of the lesser pro-
ducers. In fact the latter two groups in 1954/55
accounted for virtually all of the 18 percent in-
crease in production over the prewar volume.

Price incentives to cotton production have been
by no means unfavorable in the postwar years.
United States price supports have provided a basic
minimum to world prices for cotton. The latter
have, however, over considerable periods exceeded

1952/1953 1953/1951 1954/1955



these, sometimes by a vex), substantial margin.
011 the other hand, an outstanding feature of
postwar developments bearing on costs uf produc-
tion has been the strong upward trend in yields.
In recent years a world production about 20 per-
cent higher than prewar has been obtained from
approximately the same harvested arca. The in-
crease in yields, while fairly general, is by no
weans uniform, ranging from about 40 percent in
the United States to scarcely any in India. Much
of the increase is attributahle to a shif't from
older cotton producing regions to newer ones
where irrigation facilities have been developed,
e.g. Mexico, the Middle East countries, the
Soviet Union and the western region of the United
States. Since 1948/49, however, cotton crops :in the
United States, normally the rmroducer of 40 to
45 percent of the world output, have been contin-
(Tent on whether accumulated stocks called for
acreage restrictions. When these have not been
in force the volume of output has been fairly con-
sistently at about 20 percent above prewar. But
this has proved too large for commercial outlets,
and acreage restrictions were in operation in 1950/
1951 and again from 1954/55 onwards.

TABLE C-49. COTTON PRODOCTLON ; 1945-1954 AND
PREWAR Av ERAGE

Undia, Pakistan , 13cc zil and igut.
Source : International Cotton Ad vis ory Collimate°.

The incentives and scope for expansion in
major producing areas outside the United States
have been more limited. The governments ofIndia,
Pakistan and Egypt have modified the price in-
centive by tax and other regulations which held
the local price below the world level ; and, except-
ing Pakistan, yields have shown relatively small
increases in these countries and in Brazil in the
postwar era. At the sanae time, the govern-
ments of India, "Pakistan and Egypt have restrict-
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ed the land (and fertilizer) available for cotton
cultivation in the interests of growing more food
for rapidly increasing populations. In Brazil,
the incentives for other crops, notably coffee, have
been relatively MOM favorable.

Consumption and Trade

Conditions of demand for apparel and textiles
in early postwar years were extremely favorable
and raw material supply was not a primary prob-
lem. Large stocks of cotton were available in
many producing countries. Textile activity in such
countries, especially in the United States and more
generally in countries outside the former combat
zones, was at a high level. Elsewhere, par-
ticularly in Japan and in the major cotton import-
ing countries of Europe, however, the dislocations
of textile labor and destruction of textile ma-
cl:Linery had to be made good.

World cotton consumption did not recover the
prewar volume until 1940/50. In the United
States there had by that time been some reces-
sion from the wardrobe replenishment boom of
earlier yeas, but with the growth in population
and incomes since :prewar years, consumption was
of course 'substantially higher. In the other ma-
jo!' producing countries (outside the Soviet Union
and China) and in countries withi expanding tex-
tile industries based on domestic raw cotton,
consumption had increased proportionately even
more, although there had been a temporary set-
back in India following partition due to a shortage
of cotton. In the traditionally cotton importing
regions and also in China, where short crops had
followed political upheavals, consumption expanded
steadily but was still considerably below prewar
in 1949/50.

During time past live years, world cotton con-
smnption has increased approximately 20 percent.
This period has not been without its setbacks
which llave been due to temporary recessions in
the demand for textiles, particularly in the United
States and in the major cotton importing coun-
tries. Over the whole period, however, all areas
show an advance, the most modest being in the
United States. A steady advance has taken place
in the consumption of cotton producing countries
using in the main their OWO COtt011, particularly in
the Soviet Union and China. The relatively sharp
increase in consumption in the major importing
countries is attributable mainly to japan.

The position reached in 1953/54 as compared
with 1934-38 reflects important long-term (level-

SEASON
iti:(;INN NG

I A 1.51: UST

United
States

China
and

U

Other
Maj or

Produc-
ers

Others Tad I

witifric tons

1934-1938 ay. 2.8 1.3 1.9 0.7 6.7

1945 2.0 0.8 1..3 0.5 4.6
1946 1.9 0.9 1.3 0.6 4.7
1947 2.6 1.0 1..3 0.6 5.5
1948 3.2 1.0 1.3 0.8 6.3
1949 3.5 1.0 1.4 0.9 6.8
1950 2.2 1.3 1.6 1.1 6.2
1951 3.3 1.6 1.8 1.1 7.8
1952 3.3 1.5 1.8 1.2 7.8
1953 3.6 1.7 1.7 1.3, 8.3
1954 3.0 1.7 1.8 1.4 7.9



United Kingdom, Western Euro pe aictt Japan. Stover : International (Iotton Advisory Committee.

opments. First, the increase in cotton consump-
tion has been slow relative to its partial substitute
rayo n, due to price relationships being unfavorable
to cotton and to technological advances in rayon.
The disparity in rates of increase has (kinn i -
ished as the invasion of cotton markets by rayon
has been completed. Second, the increase in cot-
ton consumption has taken place virtually only
in cotton producing countries. The major cotton
importing countries, which are also majo] rayon
producers, and which_ have lost export markets
:for cotton textiles in cotton producing countries,
are constuning less cotton than twenty years ago.

World trade in cotton in early postwar years
was high in relation to consumption in importing
countries as wartime accumulated stocks were
shipped to clothe machinery being brought into
operation. With the failure of production to expand
and the diminution in export availabilities out-
side the United States, textile recovery in import-

COTTON
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ing countries became in Croilsingly de endent oil
the United States, Ndiere large quantities of cot,
ton were being accumulated in the course of price
support operations. AeCeS8 to United States cot-
ton was, however, limited by the dollar shortage.
Writh the advent of United States Foreign Aid
programs, United States exports expanded to about
20 percent above prewar in 1949/50, the total
volume of trade being slightly smaller.

Subsequently, world trade in cotton declined
and (lid not revive until 1953/54. II)uring this
latter period exports from both the United States
and other exporting countries have been highly
variable, but have tended on the whole lo decline,
while a marked expansion has occurred in the
exports of other producing countries, including
the Soviet Union. Comparing I953/54 with pre-
war, the total volume of trade was about the same,
hut it has been supplied to the extent of only
57 ptweent h y the four Major exporters (United

Paioisttui. :Brazil ato d E p Source : International Cotton kdvisory Committee.

SEASO
BEGINNING

A UM:7ST Ifnited States
TT. S. S. R.,
China and

Eastern Europe
Ntaj or

importers
Other niajor

producers and
minor importers

rittion metric tons

Total cotton
Tota i cottm
and revOlt I reent col( on

1934-38 ay. 1.4 1.5 2.4 6 . 7. 0 92

1945 2.0 0.9 0.9 1.5 5.3 6.0 88
1946 2.2 1.1 1.3 1.5 6.1 6.9 88
1947 2.0 1.3 1.4 1.5 6.2 7.3 85
1948 1.7 I .4 1 .(i 1.4 6.1 7.3 84.
1949 1.9 1.2 1.7 1.6 6.4 8.0 80
1950 2.3 1.4 1.9 1.6 7.2 9.0 80
1951 2.0 1.6 I .9 I .5 7.0 8. fi 81
1952 2.1 1.7 1.9 .(i 7.3 9.2 80
1953 1.9 1.8 2.1 I .8 7.6 9.6 79

1934-38 av. 1.1 1.2 0.5 2.8 0.6 1.0 0.7 0.6

1945 0.8 0.7 0.5 2.0 0.4 0.7 0,1 0.7
1946 0.8 0.8 0.5 2.1 0.4 0.8 0.2 0.7
1947 (1.4 0.9 0.6 1.9 0.3 (1.8 0,1 0.8
1948 1.0 0.8 0.5 2.3 0.5 (1.9 0 2 0,8
1949 1.3 0.7 (1.7 2,7 0.4 1.1 0 2 (Cl)
1950 0.9 0.7 1.0 2,6 0.4 1.1 0.4 0 8
1951 1.9 0.5 26 0,4 1.0 0 4 0 8
1952 0.7 0.7 1.1 25 O 3 1.1 0 4 0 8
1953 0.8 0 8 1.2 2,8 O 4 1.1 0 5 (1 8
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States 28 percent) as against 82 percent (United
States 39 percent) before the War. 011 the im-
port side, the majo]' postwar features are the in-
(Teased importance of the lesser importers and
the failure of the United Kingdom and Japan to
recover their prewar volume.

Stocks and Prices

1Vith world consumption on a higher plane than
the sloNvly rising volume of production, the heavy
postwar -Ivor11 stock of cotton was halved 1)y the
beginning of the 1949/50 season. :During this
period, 110WeVer, the corresponding advance in
priees was confined to non-U.8. cottons. AVith
the dollar shortage limiting demand, prices in the
United States fell to the support level and stocks
began to mount,

FIGURE C-10. Raw Cotton Prices (Including
Export Taxes and Subsidies)

Equivalent U.S.
cents per pound
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1946/47 47/48 48/49 49/50 50/51 51/52 52/53 53/54 54/55
Seasons commencing 1 August.

U.S.A. support price, inid. 15/16 inch
U.S.A. 10 mkt. average, mid. 15/16 inch

Sito Paulo, Type 5

Karachi, 289 F Punjab S.G.F

Alexandria, Ashmouni good

Source : International Cotton Advisory Committee
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A sharp :reversal to this devehtupiacutt occurred
Nvhen th.e effect of United States production IV-
strictions coincided with the upsurge in consump-
tion at the time of the Korean conflict. Prices
of all cottons, but especially those outside the
United Stat es, rose to extraordinary heights. Since
1950/51 the trend of rices has been downwards.
United States prices have declined to the support
level again and have remained in this region for
two or three years, vhi i I e stocks have again been
mounting.

The accumulation of United States stocks is
such that the -world volume is on the upgrade but
in other countries, both producing and importing,
stocks llave been deelining ove' the past tWO years.
illeantinte world prices for. all cottons have re-
mained keyed to the United States support price.

After advancing continuously over the past two
seasons, Avorkl cotton consumption shows signs
of levelling off. The main positive feature in the
situation is the increasing volume of consumption
in the industrializing cotton producing countries.
In the United States an awaited upsurge has
so fiar failed to materialize ; and 'iti the cotton
importing countries of .Hurope consumption is
barely being maintained, while in Japan it has
declined sharply. lf, as seetus likely, little further
headway is made in constunption as a whole, then
despite the considerable cut in United States pro-
duction, the Avorkl carry-over will increase again
at the end of the .1954/55 season, with possibly
all addlti011al concentration in the United States.

Out/ook

NA/tile special surplus disposals may give some
r('hiel, a :further cut in production and possibly a
cut in prices is in prospect. In the United States,
the acreage allotted to cotton for 1955/56 has
again heen sharply reduced, 80 that even with
the very high yields of the last season, the crop
could decrease by half a million metric tons. This
would more than offset any further increase
likely to occur in other cotton crops and the
world carry-over 'night begin to diminish.

however, producing countries other than the
United States, being able to dispose of prac-
tically ttll the cotton they can produce, either
to expanding domestic textile industries at rela-
tively low local prices, or in world rnarkets at a
shade below the United States support price,
will continue to expand production so long as
tinited States prices remain relatively high. An
adjustment in the latter either through a lowering



of the support or by means of an export subsidy,
which would of course affect the entire world struc-
ture, is therefore not to be excluded.

WOOL

Production

World wool production reached a peak in 1941/
1942 but by the end of the war, heavy slaughterings
in 'Europe, the Soviet Union and the United
States had reduced it by 10 percent. The predomi-
nance of the Southern Hemisphere countries had
thus increased. Low prices for crops before
the war and the strong -wartime demand for
meat had especially favored the rearing of cross-
bred sheep. The rapid adva,nce in fine wool
values after 1946 favored merino production in
particular, but it was not until quite recently that,
with a spectacular increase in the Australia,n clip

Southern_ Dominions

8outh America

Other countries .

IV011.1, ToTAL

1945/46 1946/17 1917/48 1948/49

Australia, New Zealand and Union of So tn. Africa. Argentina and Uruguay.

in the 1952/53 season, merino type wool has re-
covered its prewar proportion of about one-third.

The ten postwar seasons have seen an almost
continuous expansion in production, amounting
over the period to about 20 percent for the world
as a whole. The in crease has [leen proportionately
somewhat greater for the Southern :Hemisphere, but
this is entirely attributable to larger :Dominion
clips. In South. America, and more especially in
Argentina, production has scarcely been main-
tained. Contrary to the general trend, United
States production has declined sharply, despite
price support arrangements designed to encourage
production.

Outside the Americas, expansion has been fairly
general. European production has recovered stead-
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ily. A relatively important increase has occurred
in the Soviet Union, where considerable efforts
have been made to build up livestock numbers.
Carpet wool production in the Near East has
also risen substantially.

Consumption and Trade

The depletion of wardrobes during the war and
high postwar incomes resulted in abnormally heavy
demands for wool textiles in the early postwar
years. Wool consumption in Europe had surpass-
ed the prewar level by 1948 and in the United
States it had reached a level twice as high as be-
fore the war. Although the American industry
experienced some recession shortly afterwards,
the boom continued in Europe and the outbreak
of hostilities in Korea, followed by military or-
ders and a building up of textile inventories, gave
further impetus to activity generally. World
wool consumption reached a postwar peal: in 1950.

Up to this point constunption had been running

47AnnE C-52. Wonhn WOOL l'iterwcTIoN ; 1945/46-1954/55

1919/50 1950/51 1951/52

Thortsa.nd metric tons, eleao basis

1952/53 1953/54 1954/55

531

155

62

419

1 167

15 percent above, the slowly rising volume of
production, and was only sustained by continu-
ously drawing on stocks. Subsequently consump-
tion adjusted itself downwards. Since .1951 it
has climbed slowly ancl more in line with -produc-
tion, although arrested at times by recession in
the demand for textiles.

A noteworthy change in the pattern of con-
sumption in recent years is the decline in the
importance of the 'United States. Emerging from
the 'war as the largest consumer, United States
consumption had fallen to half of its earlier vol-
lime by 1954. While in this last year it may
have been unduly depressed, there is evidence
that the relatively high price of wool, augmented as
it is by a substantial import duty, has afforded

389 399 405 425 457 461 460 520 510

201 188 165 155 159 166 158 167 169

86 78 70 63 55 55 55 59 61

284 307 328 348 351 374 395 400 412

960 972 968 991 1 022 1 056 1 068 1 146 1 152



TABLE C-53. WonLn WooL CONSUMPTION ; 1946-1954

l'housa lid metric tons, elea me basis . ..................

opportunities for the highly developed man-made
fiber industry to make inroads into wool's markets.

Postwar trade in wool has been largely govern-
ed by the availability of supply both from stocks
and from current clips. As wartime accumulated
stocks WOPC approaching exhaustion by late 1950
and since export availabilities were otherwise low
in relation to import demands at that time,

TABLE C-54. WonLo ExPORTs

708 723

229 177

241 238

1 178 1 138

an international allocation scheme was proposed
but proved to be impracticable. Subsequent tu
the 1951/52 recession, trade has re-expanded more
or less on the basis of current exportable clips.
The most important deviations in this respect
have been the South American clips, the erratic
movement of which has been largely influenced
by fiscal and foreign exchange policies. Dominion

RAW WOOL ; :1946/1947-1953/54

Argentina and Uruguay.
' In calendar year beginning in season shown.

TABLE C-55. WORLD IMPOR or RAW WOOL ;2 1946-1954
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1 Retained.
',Excluding wool on skins.

Excluding J. O. imports, but incl ig sales of J. 0. Ivool to British mills at U. K. avieth
° Including U. S. S. It.

Sources : Gonunonwealta Economic Committee; Joint Organization; FAO Year Book of Food and Agricultural Statistics.

REGION
january-December

1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953

Thousal metric tons clean basis

-United Kingdom' . . 150 170 162 201 187 133 179 216 179

Europe (Contin.ent)" . 295 317 286 308 312 215 227 299 296

-United States. . . 292 181 219 124 212 164 166 133 93

japan 1 6 10 20 33 40 54 40

Other countries . . . 40 40 34 30 33 27 25 30 25

TOTAL IMPORTS . . 775 710 705 675 765 570 635 730 635

Onions:
October-September

1949/47 1947/48 1918/49

Thousand

1949/50

metri

1950/51

tons, clean

1951/52

basis

1952/53 I 1953/54

Dominion wool' . 725 465 548 572 433 465 483 471

South America 150 195 88 155 91 45 199 90

Other countries 63 65 67 86 69 55 78 64

TOTAL EXPORTS 940 725 705 815 595 565 760 625

Excluding W001 On skins.
1 Excluding' shipments from tbe Dominions to JOITIt Organization, Lo on but including J. O. offerings in the U. K.

Europe '

United States. .

Other countries. .

WOR D TOTAL .

510

339

176

606

321

185

655

320

191

1 025 1 112 1 166

REGION 1947 1948 1949 111 0 11)51 1952 953 1951

Including I Source : Commonwealth omic Committee (adj usted .

598683 723

294

195

614

224 216232

208 230

1 060

191

1 0301 2121 106



wools, accounting :for upwards of 70 percent of
the world market, have continued to ITIOVe freely.

The early postwar predominance of the United
States in wool consumption is reflected even more
markedly in its high imports following the de-
cline of the domestic clip. :However, by 1954
the United States proportion of imports liad
fallen to 15 percent compared with 38 percent
in 1946. At the same time the United Kingdom
and japan ha( re-assumed twsitions of greater
importance.

Stocks and Prices

At the end of the war vorld stocks of wool
represented about one year's consumption:. Three-
quarters of these stocks Were, however, in the
hands of government-financed agencies in the
United Kingdom and the United Stales consisting

Thousand metric tens
(clean basis)

1 200

10

800

600

400

200

FIGURE C-11. World Wool Stocks on 1 January
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of the equivalent of two :Dominion ato d one atol
a quarter U.S. clips. There was also a consider-
able carry-over in South America. :Pentrup
needs ensured a :ready market for these stocks
and a reserve price arrangement fin' :Dominion
wools guaranteed that their disposal did not
adversely affect the market for current clips.
:Liquidation of governmentally financed stocks WaS
completed by 1950/51, at which_ time world stocks
approximated six months' consumption.

During this period of stock liquidation, prices
of wool 1Vere On the upgrade. Events in Korea
precipitated a :Further sharp advance to a peak
in 1950/51. In the following months, prices :Cell
(wen more sharply than they had advanced, hut
have shown little fundamental weakness in the
last three years. They have been well sustained
by commercial demand ; government operations
have had only a marginal effect on the market.

1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955

Wool prod uction in previous season

EM2Commercial

Govern ment



Current Situation and Outlook

World wool production again reached a record
volume in the 1954/55 season. Dominion clips
were somewhat larger, but in South. America
and the Soviet "Union there appe,ars to have been
a setback. The movement of exportable supplies
(there are no significant stocks in major producing
countries) has been rather uneven, partly due
to impending price adjustments and particularly
to the temporary suspension of the sales tax
and the adjustment of differential exchange rates
in Argentina and the replacement of price supports
by income payments for domestic wool in the
United States.

At the same time demand has been affected
by a falling off in wool textile activity in 1954,
notable also because 'it (lid not extend to the in-
dustry's consumption of other (including man-
made) fibers. Titus all unfavorable temilency in
prices developed, but 'it was confined to the finer
wools. :Early in 1955, however, there was a pickup
in the rate of activity in the wool textile indus-
tries. It is particularly worthy of imte that the long-
awaited recovery in the United States industry
is at last appearing to materialize. Available sup-
plies WOUld allow for an increase fd about 5 per-
cent in wool constunption in 1955 atol present
trends suggest that this may be, realized.

JUTE

Production

The acute shortage of rice in the late War years
liad resulted in a large-scale diversion of latid
frorn jute to rice cultivation in Bengal, where
upwards of 90 percent of the world jute crop
is grown. World jute production was at a com-
paratively low level in relation to requirements in
early postwar years. High prices for jute did not,
however, have a sustained effe,ct on production
until after the partition. From 1949 onwards
a considerable expansion took place, as the jute/
rice price relationship had become more favorable
to jute planting. Expansion was even greater in
.India, where the advance in the price of jute
(relative to rice prices) following the devaluation
brought about an expansion in what had been
'formerly marginal jute gro wing areas. Conse-
quently, the Indian crop increased from about 25
percent of the total in 1948 to 40 percent in 1951.

The total expansion lifted the voluine of pro-
duction :in 1951/52 and 1952/53 beyond the im-
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mediate requirements of jute manufacturing in
In Pakistan the area licensed for jute

cultivation was consequently drastically cur-
tailed. In both India and Pakistan, however,
the price of jute liad fallen very sharply, while
the price of rice .had been maintained. The :in-
centive to plant jute was therefore much :reduced.
Total production in the past two seasons has been
about one-third less than in the two preceding
seasons ; and a substantial draft on stocks has been
necessary lo meet manufactliring requirements.

Consumption and Trade

Certain long-term changes in commodity hand-
ling techniques are unfavorable to jute as a
packaging material and these Were quickened by
the war. MOre0Ver, the shortage and relatively
high price of jute at jute goods up to 1951 encour-
aged the use of substitutes, notably paper. Con-
sequently, the manufacturing of jute has never
:recovered to the iinmediate prewar scale at any
time in the postwar period.

India's manufacturing preilominance liad in-
creased to four-fifths of worh'I. mill consumption
during the war, but has since subsided to the
iwewar proportion of th:ree-fifths. Following par-
tition, India became an importer of jute from Pak-
istan and banned the export of the commodity.
ln the period of short crops, export quotas were
in force in Pakistan, except for hard currency
countries and Argentina, which, however, are not
important manufacturers of jute. Consequently,
recovery in the European :industries uvas delayed
until 1951. Meanwhile a new jute manufacturing
industry has been encourage(' in Pakistan, which
now accounts flor about 5 percent of world ;jute
consumption.

Stocks and Prices

In the early postwar years jute was relatively
expensive, and prices advanced almost continuously
up to 1951. Producer prices did not, however,
follow the rise in the :international Inarket in

1950-1951. In the price decline which followed,
the Pakistani government was more successful
in maintaining export prices, which bad fallen by
50 percent in the 1925/53 season, than prices paid
to producers, which . dropped by 60 percent
well below the legal minima, in spite of the fact
that one-third of an annual crop uvas bought in



TABLE C-56. PRODUCTION AND DISPOSALS OF ,TITTE ; 1948/49-1954/55

by the Pakistan Jute Board. Those stocks were
liquidated in the past two seasons and prices, par_
ticularly prices paid to producers, have been rising.

While th.e supply of raw jute has been contract-
ing, activity in jute manufacturing has been on the
upgrade during 1954/55. Hours of work in In-

rijan jute mills have been increased and the new
Pakistani industry is steadily expanding operations.
In Europe and elsewhere jute manufacturing ap-
pears to have been well maintained. However, the
advance in prices was halted in February 1955,
when it was realized that supplies would not be
as tigh.t as had been anticipated.

Current Situation and Outlook

The sharp fall in the price of' rice last season
combined with the strengthening of' jute prices
has made jute a more attractive crop. All the
evidence suggests that the Pakistani target of a
maximum crop of 1.0 million tons will be exceed-
ed in 1955, probably by a considerable mar-
gin. For similar reasons a heavy crop is also
expected in India. The Pakistani government has
consequently announced minimum export prices
for the current season.

()ver the last forty years the use of jute has
remained stationary despite the increase in the
production of agricultural commodities, owing to
deVelopments in handling methods and the use
of other packaging materials (much influenced by
the relative price and price stability of the raw
materials). Prospects for a continued expansion
of jute usage in household uses appear more fa-
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vorable. Work is also in hand on the develop-
ment of entirely new uses. Such favorable devel-
opments may do 110 more than offset the adverse
trends, however, and with the expansion in manu-
facturing capacity, which is taking place in an
industry already burdened with excess plants,
intensified competition in the international market
appears to be in prospect. The extreme fluctua-
tions in supplies and prices also limit the growth
in jute demand, as markets lost to substitutes
in periods of short supplies and high prices are
difficult to recapture.

RUBBER

Production

At the end of the war, rubber production in
Southeast Asia, normally the producen' of about
95 percent of the world's natural rubber supply,
was of very small dimensions. Recovery was,
h.owever, speedy ; world output had surpassed
the prewar average by 1947. Most sectors in
Southeast Asia shared in the recovery, with th.e
notable exception of Indonesian estates.

With industrial demand increasing and Avith
the strategic stock purch.ases brought about by
events in Korea, production continued to climb.
It reached a peak in 1951 when it approached
double the prewar volume. The main feature of
this secondary expansion was the great increase
in the output of small holdings where, in the face
of a relatively sharp advance in the price of rubber,

inni 1948/49 1949/50 1950/51 1951/52 1952/53 1953/54 1954/55
(pie] )

l'roduction
Sullies me/ric tonm

Pakistan . ,

India
..... 1.12

0.37
1.18
0.56

1.20
0.60

1.32
0.85

1.36
0.84

0.76
0.57

0.76
0.57

ToTAL , 1,49 1.74 1.80 2,17 2.20 1.33 1.33

Disposals

India (est ) 1.20 0.98 1.04 1.12 1.00 0.96 1.09
consurnpt ion 1 Pakistall -- 0.02 0.05 0.09
Exports India 0.16 0.11 --
ovMseas 1 Pakistan 0.32 0.31 0.76 0.58 0.68 0.68 0.68

TOTAL ...... , . . L68 1.40 1.80 1.70 1.70 1.69 1.86



Source : International R ibbor Study Group,

producers gave more attention to tapping rubber
and less to rice and other crops. At the time, a
substantial measure of recovery was achieved on
estates in Indonesia, .which by 1951 was again

FIGURE C-12. World Production, Consumption
and Stocks of Natural Rubber

Million long tons
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Source : International Rubber Study Group.
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the largest rubber producer, accounting for 43
percent of' world output.

As prices fell steadily over the following two
and a half years, production declined slowly.
This decline affected all major producing countries
with the exception of Viet-Nam and Cambodia.
But it was confined in the main to small hold-
ings ; estate production in both. Malaya and Indo-
nesia remained rather stable. The total decline
was rather rnodest and still left rubber output in
1953 at about 75 percent above prewar. More-
over, by mid-1954 production on srnall holdings
was again tending to expand in the face of an
upturn in rubber prices and a sharp fall in the price
of rice.

Cons umption

At the end of the war rubber manufacturers
were largely supplied from synthetic rubber indus-
tries which had been constructed during the war,
notably in the United States. As natural rubber
became available in larger quantities and at com-
petitive pri.ces, it captured a larger share of the
expanding market. By 1949 natural rubber ac-
counted. for 76 percent of total natural and syn-
thetic rubber consumption in the .world and 58
percent in the United State,s, -where operations
in synthetic rubber plants had been reduced to
a legislated minimum.

Total natural and sy.nthetic rubber consumption
was stepped up by over 20 percent between
1949 and 1950 and has further expanded, reaching
something over twice the immediate postwar. and

TABLE C-57.

Prim 1945

l'Vorld

Total natural and
synthetic .

Natural . . .

Percent natural .

United States

Total natural and
synthetic

Natural . .

Percent natural .

1 146

267

23

812

107

13

V01111M.110

Production

Consumption

Commercial stocks

CONSUMPTION OF NATURAL AND SYNTHETIC RUBBER ; 1945-1954

1916 1947 1918 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1054

l'housamt metric tonq

2 548

1 796

70

1 253

607

48



also the prewar volume in 1954. During these
latter five years, however, market forces have not
been continuously favorable to natural rubber.
Following events in Korea, not only manufac-
turers' demands but also government demands
for strategic stockpiles were increased. Since suli-
ply could ilot increase on the same scale, the
price of natural rubber advanced far beyond the
level competitive with synthetic rubber; and in the
United States the govermnent, in order to ensure
that stockpile requirements for natural rubber
were met, introduced regulations limiting the scope
of its usage, while synthetic rubber output was
re-expanded to meet manufacturing requirements.
Thus, although world consumption of natural and
synthetic rubber continued to expand, natural
rubber's proporthm fell to 62 percent and in
the United States to 36 percent in 1952.

The last two years have seen the end (if stock-
pile purchases, a steady fall itt the price of
natural_ rubber to a level competitive with the
synthetic product and the virtual removal of
limitations on natural rubber consumptioli
the United States. In eonsequence, the consump-
tion of' natural rubber had expanded to a record
volume in 1954 and accounted for 70 percent of
total natural and synthetie rubber consumption
globally atol 48 percent in. the United States.

Stocks

Throughout the entire postwar period pt'odttetioti
has been more or .less in excess of' consumption
and the world's stock of natural rubber is flow
very large. By far the greater part of this excess
has, however, been absorbed in governmental
strategic stockpiles, the largest share being held
by the United States. While the, acquisition of
these stocks undoubtedly heightened market activ-
ity, especially in 1951/52 when time major por-
tion was acquired, it has more recently tapered.
off ; of course, release is governed by strin-
gent 'regulations.

Lip to 1949 commercial stocks were declining
as strategic stocks increased. 'Thereafter, how-
ever, a variable increase has taken place. "Excess
production has diminished steadily over the past
tutee years and by 1954 the small balance Wati
largely added to co.mmercial stocks. While the
ratio of these stocks to consumption has varied
in recent years, it has been tending to decline
and is now scarcely equal to six months' (qilt-
samption.
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Until mid-1954 natural rubber consumption
was increasing despite the reduced level of manu-
facturing activity, particularly in the 'United
State,s. Natural :rubber prices having fallen to
'levels competitive -witit those, for the synthetic
product, a larger share of time de,clining market
was captured. In the second half of' the ,vear,
however, manufacturing activity was definitely
on the upgrade, arid this resulted not only in a
further increase in natural rubber consiunption,
but also in a revival of synthetic rubber consump-
tion.

Outlook

The expansion in demand. has continued this
year. The International Rubber Study Group
estimates total consumption for the whole year
at 2,830,000 :metric tons (including 1,860,000
metric tons of natural rubber), which is 11 percent
greater than the record totals of the last tuvo
years. For the first time sduce the war, expan-
sion in the eonsumptiou of natural rubber will
be :limited by the viduine of current production
rather than by the competing demands of stra-
tegic stocks. Output is expected to increase,
as time result of rising prices, by only 2y2 percent
to 1,875,000 metric tons which leaves a very small
balance to 'improve the level of commercial stocks.
By mid-1955 prices of natural rubber were consid-
erably above the 'United States price of " general
puiliose " synthetic rubber. Time latter has 'remaiii-
ed unchanged for more than two years and pro-
duction has been reduced and re-expanded in
accordance with. changes in demand. Only about
two-thirds of capacity was used in 1954, but
this year output is expected to rise by nearly
40 percent to one million metric tons. Virtually
all the government-owned production facilities in
the United States have now been transferred to
private concerits. Their price and production
'policies will clearly have an important bearing
Orl the 'future demand for natural rubber. The
long-term demand for rubber in general is
extremely favorable. Howeve,r, the proportion
satisfied by natural rubber is likely to decline un-
less its output can be expanded fairly quickly al
prices competitive with those for synthetie rubber.

HARD FIBERS

At the end of the uva>' hard fiber production
uvas 25 percent below the prewar level, mainly
as a result of' devastation in the Philippines (abata)
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and Indonesia (sisal). The recovery in output,
which in 1951 and 1952 reached a level moder-
ately above the prewar average, was largely due to
the increased production of sisal in Africa and
Latin America. lienequen production fell away
from early postwar .high. levels. Abaca production
has recovered to only two-thirds of the prewar
level, being adversely affected among other things
by mosaic disease.

As compared with prewar there has been some
decline in japanese and, to a lesser extent, Euro-
pean usage of hard fibers, but this has been taken
up by increased requirements in the 'United. States,
which, included substantial strategic stockpiling.
The United States has accounted for 45 percent
of total hard fiber imports in the postwar period.
There has been some switch from abaca to sisal
in rope-making in other countries, notably in the
United :Kingdom, largely on account of balance
of payments difficulties.

The shortage of hard fibers in the first five
years after the war led to a more or 1ess continu-
ous advance in prices up to a peak in the second
half of 1951. With ample supplies and compara-
tively heavy stocks of cordage, hard fibers shared
fully in the general decline in commodity markets
in 1952. In spite of a setback in Philippine
abaca, output has remained high and the market
was generally weak in 1954. The improvement
in industrial activity, however, hnhis the promise
of a revival in demand in 1955,

Thous tnd metric ions
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Tice increasing rel.ative importance of sisal in
hard fiber supplies, already in evidence for the
last thirty years, has been reinforced by postwar
developments. Output is still rising and the
indications are that the international market is
likely to remain highly competitive.

FOREST PRODUCTS

Roundwood

The development of roundwood production in the
world has already been dealt with in Chapter IV.
The trade in roundwood, mainly industrial, during
the decade under review has not exceeded two
percent of the total production of industrial round-
wood in the world and has been principally con-
centrated in Eur(Tpe. This European trade in
industrial roundwood has varied between 3 and

percent of the total production in the region.
The main categories which have entered interna-
tional trade are pulpwood and pitprops, the trade
of which. amounted to about 10 to 15 percent of
their total output. In utilizing roundwood, Eu-
rope has a problem of uneven distribution of the
region's forest resources with respect to the wood
or wood.-using industries. The flow of this trade,
mainly :from the northern European countries,
reached its highest level in 1951 and 1952 as a
result of heavy buying by the main importing

60 128 104 90 199 157 145 140 117
54 110 82 73 106 139 123 120 106

203 202 264 268 309 345 367 364 397
136 136 159 163 165 191 203 207 217
122 130 136 120 114 99 108 98 119
108 117 123 104 98 89 95 87 104

75 63 60 59 55 56 54 53 53

450 525 565 540 605 655 675 655 685

... 120 150 160 215 220 190 210 250
159 219 176 167 210 238 234 220 183
... 60 90 85 85 100 100 90 90

300 400 415 410 510 560 525 520 525

TABLE C- 58. 1 E E it PaoDUCT 1 ON AN E '0 RTS ; 1946-1954
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countries. The decrease in roundwood su.pplies
from their prewar level from the 1.S. R. and
Eastern European. countries contributed to the
pressure on export supplies available in northern.
EurOpe. The volume of trade in pitprops and
pulpwood showed stro.ng :fluctuations ; that of
pulpwood iltereasing by nearly 300 percent in 1954
as against 1940, whereas that of pitprops declined
slightly. Trade :in other roundwood has remained
more or :less stable and has in general been limited
lunch more to trade between neighboring countries
with the exception of imports of hardwood logs
from other regions, which have shown some in-
crease during the period reviewed. In other re-
gions of the world th.e volume of trade in round-
wood has remained rather insignificant, with the

Secretariat estimate.
Exports to countries of Western Europe only.

985

380

584
(846)
126
111)
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exception of North America, where the usual
flow of pulpwood from Canada to the United States
has increased and where the volume of pitprop
exports to Europe has declined. The U.S.S.R.,
which was one of the main exporters of pulpwood
and other roundwood before the war, did not
resume pulpwood exports at all, and, in fact,
became a pulpwood importing country. Exports
of pitprops by the U.S.S.R. Were :resumed only
slowly and on a much lower level than prewar.

The development of' world trade in roundwood
during the past decade shows a rath.er clear slow-
ly declining trend. Tisis is a normal result of
the efforts made all over the world to reach a
greater degree of self-sufficiency, to reduce the
volume of trade in raw materials of forestry origin

TABLE, C-59. EXPORTS OF MAIN CATEGORIES R 0 UNDWOOD : 1946-1954

Thousand cubic asters

373

710

365
240
210
960
400

28

210

785
135)

2110
710

610

1 229 1 070 983 700 984
274 332 312 495 604

1 520 1 420 1 310 1 270 1 610

484 631. 396 503 670
204
180

225
240

, 215
200

244
190

250
200

1 290 1 770 1 120 1 550 1 600
1 200 1 340 2 170 3 160 3 300

33 28 60 60 25

3 390 4 230 4 160 5 710 6 045

2 870 4 285 3 511 2 198 3 633
(1 882) (3 478) (2 631) (1 431) (2 146)
4 493 7 355 6 401 4 488 4 641

(4 424) (7 322) (6 358) (4 460) (4 536)

7 410 11 640 9 920 6 690 8 280

2 278 2 342 3 858 1 924 2 280
(880) (1 122) (1 653) (588) (966)
2213 2276 2301 2357 2586

62 219 1 017 263 241.

2 560 2 840 5 180 2 540 3 110

Coniferous. Logs

Europe 1 095 3 247 2 936 1

North America . . 201 237 357

Wcylmo. . . 1 340 3 550 3 340 2

Broadleaved Logs

:Europe 270 284 385
North America . 124 219 253
Latin America . 170 210 190
Africa 570 720 880
Asia 100 180 280
Oceania 93 98 95

\Velum. . . . 1 260 1 650 2 010 2

Pulpwood

Europe 924 1 888 3 292 2
Finland . . (263) (303) (577)

North America 4 868 5 261 6 008 4
Canada (4 731) (5 059) (5 909) (4

WoRL-D. . . 5 800 7 160 9 310 6

Pitprops

:Europe 2 554 3 576 2 850 2
Finland (1 254) (1 618) (1 279) (1

U S. S. R. '20 150 242
CiMada .. ... 1 009 863 762

Vr ORLD. . . 3 590 4 500 3 690 3

ITEM 1917 1948 1950 1951 1932 1953 1951



and to increase trade in semi-finished and finished
products, In Europe, however, the decline will
probably be considerably slower .and from time
to time the market may experience certain up-
swings. ,For 1955, for example, the present indica-
tions point to a somewhat higher volume of trade,
in roundwood, principally in pulpwood and pit-
props, than the 1946-1954 average.

Sawnwood

A considerable change tc.ml.: place in the -world's
sawn:wood production and trade during the War
years. Three features of this development WOTO

of major importance to the world situation as a
whole. The first a,nd perhaps the most significant
was the heavy reduction of European production
to about 25 percent of the 1938/39 level, with the
resulting decline of about 59 percent in the main
producing countries' export possibilities, in a pe-
riod when the region's needs .far exceeded, the
normal prewar requirements. This was followed
by a slow gradual increase during th.e period 1946
to 1954 which stabilized the output at a level
about 10 percent lower th.an prewar. The trade,
however, practically regained the prewar levels,
mainly from great efforts to rationalize the use
of wood in the main exporting countries, primarily
in northern Europe, together with a noticeable
increase in th.eir production of sawnwood which
.led to greater export availabilities. This develop-
ment also partly compensated for a decline in
domestic production in some of the importing
countries, notably in Western Germany. The
second important featu.re in the world sawnwood
situation was the continuing growth of North
American output, which was able to meet th.e in-
creasing needs of that region and at the same time

maintain the volume of exports at its pre-war
level. The third feature was the drastic decline
in export supplies of sawnwood from the Soviet
'Union and the almost complete absence of Soviet
exports for a considerable period after the war.
Although the production of sawnwood in the

showed a rather steep rise, the enormous
reconstruction and other requirements of the coun-
try allowed only a fraction of the production to
be used for export.

In most of the other regions of the, world
except Asia, sawnwood production increased steadi-
ly during the decade and continued at a level
markedly higher than prewar. In Asia, however,
the main sawnwood producing country is japan
and its pv.kluction fell steeply immediately after
the war to less than half of the previous top levels.
Not before 1951 (lid the production of sawnwood
in japan regain and exceed the previous :highest
volume. The world situation in 1954 was char-
acterized by a rather slow but steady sise in the
volume of sawnwood production. In Europe only
limited possibilities exist for reaching a substan-
tial long-term rise in the region's sawnwood pro-
duction, but in Asia the great resources of broad-
leaved species still provide enormous unused re-
serves. The problem of utilizing broadleaved
sawnwood is not exclusively Asian; i.t is receiv-
ing attention throughout the world. A compar-
ison between prewar and postwar production of
broadleaved sawnwood shows rather strikingly
the great advances that have been made. In
:Europe the increased utilization of broadleaved
species as sawnwood helped avoid more serious
consequences of the shortage of sawn softwood
during the early postwar period.

The development of workl trade in sawnwood
s'howed several interesting aspects during the pe-

TAI3LE C-60. PRODUCTION OP CONIFEROUS (SOFTWOOD) SA.WNWOOD; 946-1954
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REMON 1945 1917 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954

e ............ ......... + , . Tho. isand standards yy .....
Europe 8 985 9 085 9 390 9 315 9 435 9 380 8 550 8 780 9 145
TY.S. S. R. I ... 7 000 7 500 8 000 8 500 9 000 10 000 11 000 11 640 12 500
North America . 15 617 17 272 17 853 16 658 19 356 18 907 18 653 19 400 18 496
La,tin America 1. 360 430 440 510 600 850 1 090 1 060 1 070
Africa 1. . . . . 100 120 140 170 190 200 200 210 220
Asia 2 300 2 580 2 790 2 630 2 920 3 030 3 230 3 220 3 220
Oceania 1 310 340 350 310 340 370 400 390 420

AVOIRLD 1 34 670 37 330 38 960 38 090 41 840 42 740 43 120 44 700 45 070

FAO estimates.
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9 625
6 000

21 002
5 170
1 300
4 190
2 358

49 640

Coniferous
sa wnwo

Thousami cubic meters

10 080
6 300

19 449
5 000
1 510
4 550
2 549

49 440

9 670
6 700

19 677
4 840
1 410
5 250
2 709

50 260

10 320
7 000

14 791
4 450
i 440
5 750
2 464

46 210

FAO estimates.
PAO estimates of boxboard component added oxee pi, for 1951.

riod 1946 to 1953. The volume of total exports
of both sawn softwood and sawn hardwood almost
doubled during this period. Regional develop-
ments, however, varied considerably. The in-

crease in the volume of sawn softwood exports
was primarily clue to a rise of some 140 percent
in the exports by European countries, notably
Austria, ,Finland and Sweden, whereas the expan-
sion of world trade in sawn hardwood was due
chiefly to increased exports by European coun-
tries, notably France, as well as from Asia. The
trade in other regi.ons On the 'other hand showed
less marked ch.anges although a steady upward
trend was discernible. T.he bulk of world trade
in sawn softwood is intra-regional and is primarily
concentrated in Europe. The same uneven dis-
tribution of supply and demand that determine the
course of trade in other forest products also set
th.e pattern for the region's trade in sawnwood.
in North America, on the other hand, the bulk

rI7ABLE C-62. EXPORTS OF SAW NWOOD

Broad:leaved
sawnwood

1949 100

of the trade is limited to imports from Canada, by
the United States, although during recent years
exports by both Canada and the United States to
other regions have shown some increase. Trade
in sawn softwood between 'Europe and other re-
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9 675
7 400

18 80:3
4 :360
1 420
6 590
2 553

50 800

9 665
8 300

19 614
4 730
1 600
7 000
2 837

53 750

9 100 8 935 9 275
9 100 9 600 10 500

19 595 20 719 IS 882
4 720 4 740 5 000
I 650 1 750 1 750
7 790 8 050 8 050
2 736 2 792 2 750

54 690 56 520 56 210

gions has suffered a steady decline, partly because
of the rising demand within the region and -partly
because the relatively high prices of European
sawn softwood make it increasingly difficult for
the European exporting countries to compete with
Canada and the -United States in markets such as
Australia and South Africa. Other sawn soft-
wood exporting countries, notably Brazil, have
succeeded, despite the considerable inciense in their
domestic requirements, in gradually stepping up
their exports, especially to the -United States
and Europe. Temporary monetary or trade
policy difficulties have at times, however, ham-
pered this development. The Pacific area and
South. Africa, formerly important importers of
sawn softwood, have become increasingly self-
sufficient. The violent price fluctuations on the
international sawn softwood market between 1950
and 1952, as well as the generally unduly high
price level of internationally traded sawn softwood
greatly contributed to th.e efforts toward self-
sufficiency made by these regions. The interna-
tional trade in sawn softwood is rather uniform
as to products and is traditionally set into a more
or less established pattern between countries, but
the world trade in sawn hardwood is much differ-
ent. The main difference is in the enormous
variety of broadleaved species, most of which have
become commercially important only recently.
World trade in sawn softwood (loes ilot present
any great possibilities fbr further development
either in composition of species or geographical
distribution of trade. Trade in hardwoods, how-
ever, has great possibilities for further expansion.
Many of th.e new species, introduced to th.e trade
during recent years, must become better known
and receive wider acceptance than hitherto ; Mien
suitalde 11Se8 have been found for all the various

134 158

174 226

181 184

205 198
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species, they will undoubtedly eventually replace
and supplement softwoods in many of their tra-
ditiona,1 uses.

As to the situation in .1955, all indications point
to a stable and firm ma,rket for sawnwood, both
coniferous and broadleavecl, in most parts of the
world. The 1955 trade figures may therefore
easily represent a 11CW postwar record level in the
world trade of sawnwood.

Plywood and Fiberboards

One of the most remarkable developments in
forest industries since the end of the war has been
the great expansion of world prod.uction of ply-
%yowl and fiberboard.s. in 1946, the level of
plywood production in most countries of the world
had fallen far below the prewar output ; world
production, however, was about equal to that of
prewar, dile primarily to the steady war-time ex-
pansion of the United States plywood industries
By 1954, the total production of plywood in the
world had increased by about two and a half
times from the level in 1940. In the U.S.S.R
1952 production reached the prewar top levels
and has since shown a further steady increase.

FAO estimates.
Importers' figures ; exports to countries of Western Europe.
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8 665
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35
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12 914

2 410
3 917
4 241

2635

10 :361

8 405

1 540

1 088

460

50

26 020

10 026

2 438
2 767
3 959

2603

9 354

8 063

1 090

636

35

100

40

21 250

12 610

2 775
3 154
4 465

21 037

9 266

8 151

1 410

923

40

100

50

24 510 127 690

tmi Asia, primarily in japan, the immediate post,-
\var output of plywood was about one-half the
prewar prod.uction. il)uring the decade reviewed,
i.t increased, however, to nearly four times the
1946 output and attained almost twice the pre-
war volume. In. Latin America, the total pro-
duction of plywood, after having shown a marked
rise from the prewar level., declined in 1947-50
due to decreased output in Brazil, the 1.egion's
main producing country, but t.ecovered remark-
ably during 1950-54, when output doubled. The
recorded expansion of the region's total produc-
tion vas due to the establishment and expansion
uf plywood industries in countries that had little
or :no production prior to the var. Africa, on
the other hand, is one of the regions where the
relative increase has been fastest. Economic and
industrial de,velopment in different parts of the
region and better knowledge of the great variety
of hardwood species available, made possible a
ten-fold increase in the region's plywood produc-
tion from the 1946 level and even more from the
prewar period.. In the :Pacific area, the expan-
sion of the plywood industries liad. already started
during the war and continued at a steady pace
during the decade, registering a rise of some 70
percent.

: 5 68:3 7 524 8 346 10

Austria 37 159 463 1

Finland 1 677 079 2 283 2
Swedwi 1 994 1 966 2 597 3

U. 8. S. R. 140 1370 2257

N(nt'ill Amp...Jut:A 6 412 8 909 6 596 6

Canada 4 885 6 145 5 470 4

L AT IN 1-\.A1 K 1(1 CA 1 210 1 170 1 400 1

IiiayiI . 867 793 943

25 30 45

ASIA 35 60 25

OCEANIA 20 25 55

17OTAL 13 530 18 090 16 720 17
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The main plywood exporting countries before
the war were Finland, Poland and the U.S.S.R.,
which between them accounted for some 75 per-
cent of the total 'world trade. Exports by .Poland
and the U.S.S.R. were cut heavily when the war
started, while _Finland maintained and even in-
creased the volume of i.ts plywood exports. Fin-
land. currently accounts for about half of total.
world trade, which latter is about 30 percent
smaller than prewar. The great increase of world
pl.ywood production during the period 1946 to
1954 has th.us primarily met the needs of domestic
markets in the main producing countries. The

TAr3LE C-64. PRODUCTION o:P PLYWOOD; 1946-1954

525 730 910 1 095 1 305 1 595 1 495 1 615 11 900
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10

6
18

1 315

240 275 '315
60 70 70

908 995 1 057

10 10 110
10 10 '10
43 49 '50

1 270 1 410 "1 510

United Kingdom has continued its predorninant
position as a plywood importer and still absorbs
some 30 to 50 percent of the total world trade, as
against 50 to 60 percent during the prewar period.

Another feature of the postwar development in
forest industries has been the expansion of fiber-
board production, which more than trebled from
the prewar level and more than doubled during
the review period. The main quantitative in-
crease took place in Europe and North America,
which both raised their output by about the same
tonnage from the 1938 1.evel.. Although the ton-
nage increase was about the same, the relative

FAO estimates. Planned figure.

TABLE C-65. PRODUCTION OF FIBERBOARD ; 1946 1954

Hardboard
it1,10 ION

Insulating Board

Thousand metric is

1946 1917 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1951

19-16 1947 1948 1919 195)1 1951 1952 1953 1954

255 320 380 515 045 545 620 c795
5 5 10 25 25 60 70 70

283 351 240 387 357 442 435 496
20 20 30 30 140

20 30 30 130
7 14 10 10 9 20 20 130

19 21 26 34 34 47 61 '80

570 710 665 990 1 110 1 175 1 265 R. 540



increase. in Europe was over five times as against
a rise of about two and a half times in .North
America. Since 1946, the European production
of fiberboards has more than trebled, while the
North American output almost doubled. In all
other regions of the world, fiberboard industries
(lid not exist before this decade. The Pacific area
and the U.S.S.R. show marked increases in pro-
duction ; elsewhere the development has been
relatively slow. Of the two categories of fiber-
boards, insulating and hardboards, production of the
latter has expanded more rapidly. The multiple
possibilities of utilizing hardboard .with plywood
have become increasingly important to more ra-
tional use of sawnwood.

World trade in fiberboards represents around
10 percent of the total production. Sweden alone
accounts for some 50 percent of the total world
trade, the northern European countries together
for over 70 percent. The volume of exports by
other countries is therefore rather .insignificant.
Imports are more even.ly distributed, although
the Uni.ted :Kingdom receives some 25 to 28 percent
of the world's total fiberboard. imports.

In 1955, the dema:nd for both plywood and fiber-
boards seems to have reached levels higher than
ever, and production figures for these two commod-
ities will therefore probably show a I1C\V record.
In the trade in fiberboards, all time highs appear
quite possible in 1955 ; in the ply wood trade a
postwar record Ina.), be reached, but owing to
.much lower Soviet exports the figure -would not
equal the preivar one.

Wood Pulp

At the end of the second :world war the pro-
duction of wood pulp had in most countries of
the world fallen far below prewar levels. The
two outstanding exceptions Were the United States
and Canada, where production continued to ex-
pand rapidly up to 1941, remained fairly steady
in the succeeding years and resumed its rapid
expansion imm.ediately the war was over. Thus
the total world production in 1946 was roughly
the same as in 1937/38, the rise in North. American
output having compensated for the decline else-
where. The end of th.e war saw a tremendous
upsurge in the demand. A good deal. of capacity,
especially in Europe and the U.S.S.R., liad been
destroyed or damaged during the war and great
efforts were needed to restore capacity to its
prewar level. At the same time, a number of
factors contributed to a remarkable growth in the
demand for pulp and papel': industrial recovery,
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economic progress, improving living standards, ris-
ing literacy. Thus from 1946 to 1954 the world's
wood pulp production rose by about 85 percent.
This entailed a considerable rise in raw material
requirements corresponding to some 45-50 mil-
lion cubic meters of pulpwood. This tremendous
rise in pulpwood needs led at times to serious
shortages of traditional softwood pulping species,
permitting at the same time improvements in the
utilization of traditional materials and more ex-
tensive use of other materials. The most impor-
tant outcome of this latter developrnent has been
the significant rise in the volume of temperate
hardwoods used for pulping. The last decade
has seen intensive research in many parts of th.e
world aimed at hroadenin.g the raw material basis
of the pulp and paper industry. This has stemmed
partly from anxieties in the long-established pro-
ducing centers as to the :future adequacy of reserves
of traditional materials, partly from the desire to
establish. .new industries based Orl indigenous ma-
terials in many parts of tire Avorld where traditional
conifers are lacking. The technical advances
which have been made in. recent years have belied
sume of th.e fears expressed at the Preparatory
Conference on World Pulp Problems convened by
.:UA.0 in Montreal in 1949. Today, it can be
stated with confidence that the world as a whole
:possesses sufficient fibrous resources -- conifers,
temperate and. tropical hardIvoods, bamboo, grasses
and agricultural ..iesidues and the requisite
techniques to sustain any conceivable future rise
in the world's pulp and papel' needs. North
Am.erican wood pulp production in 1946 already
stood at 78 percent ove]' the 1938 level ; by 1954
it h.ad increased to more than 50 percent above
the 1946 figure. In marked contrast, European.
wood pu.lp production in 1946 WaS only half that
of prewar. Indeed, in 'Germany and the Eastern
European countries production liad fallen to levels
which represented only some 10 to 15 percent of
the output immediately before the war. Th.us the
mills of Northern Europe, which .h.ad been less
adversly affected during the .war period., account-
ed for 78 percent of Europe's wood pulp production
in 1946, as against 57 percent before tire war.
The three northem countries have always account-
ed for the bulk of the world's pulp export trade
in response to the strong demand for pulp and
paper in th.e postwar years, production recovered
rapidly and by 1954 output in these three coun-
tries was some 12 percent over the prewar level.
Elsewh.ere in Europe recovery was slower. .11.1

Germany (Western and Eastern.), recovery Ivas



long delayed, and in spite of a rapid rise in recen)
years production still remains some 700,000 tons
below that of prewar. Certain other countries,
for example France and Italy, have been able to
expand their output over prewar levels largely
through the increased pulping of hardwoods. In
the U.S.S.R. large pulping capacity was destroy-
ed during the war and output in 1946 was less
than half that of prewar. Great efforts \ vere made,
however, to restore and expand pulping capacity,
and by 1954 production was almost double that
of prewar. The Soviet Union's enormous forest
resources, of which only a relatively small propor-
tion are today used industrially, ensure the Soviet
pulp industry excellent possibilities of further
rapid expansion.

Before the war, japan vas by far the greatest
wood pulp producer in the .Far 'East, but by the time
the war ended production liad fallen to a ver y low
level. The last decade, however, has seen an
astonishing growth in the japanese pulp industry
so that by 1954 wood pulp production was roughly
seven times that in 1946, and three times that of
prewar. This sustained and rapid rise continued
until May 1954; since then monthly output figures
have shown no significant changes.

Until recently, the paper industry in China

Europe
R.

North America .
Latin Amen ('0
Africa' ......
Asia'
Oceania ..

WonI,D .....

Euriqw
8. . ,

North America
Latin Anlerica
Africa'.
Asia' .

()ceania ....
11roith0'

F.10 estimates.

3 640
250

9 483
40

80
41

13 530
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4 450
400

10 836
70

120
71

15 950

5 150
600

11 836

15
190
43

17 910

has been largely a small-scale craft industry, bas-
ed OIL 11011-WOOd. :materials, and there has been
little production of wood pulp on an industrial
scale. However. China's papel' needs have been
rising rapidly since the end of the civil war,
atol, in addition to encouraging maximum output
from hand-made paper mills, existing wood pulp
mills have been restored and expanded and ROW
ones built. Nevertheless, because China's forests
are localized and limited in extent, China's papel'
industry still relies largely on pulp malle from rice
straw, bamboo and, more recently, bagasse. Else-
where in the Far East, though there are several
countries with a sizeable production of papel'.
notably India, these irldustries are largely based on
either materials other than wood, or imported
wood pulp, or both..

This is true, also, generally speaking, of Lat-
in America and Africa, but in these regions, as
in the .Far East, with paper demands rising rap-
idly,. there is an increasing disposition to expand
domestic production based on indigenous materials.
Titus wood pulp production in Latin America, for
example, has roughly trebled since 1946.

The last decade has seen no significant changes
the pattern oh' international trade in wood

pulp. Throughout this periOd exports have been

Mechanical
Itr:otox

Thousand met /, ((S

eleinnical

Thousand metric /0 OS

AO estimates except for ',.teier 1916-18. None or negligible.
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concentrated in th.e hands of Canada and the north-
Orr" European countries, which in 1946 accounted
for 97 percent, but th.eir share declined steadily
to 86 percent in 1954. The main importing countries
have been the :United States and the United
Kingdom, each of which normally imports from
1 IA to 2 million tons annually. Th.e 'United States'
imports represent only a small proportion of its
total pulp needs ; the United :Kingdom, however,
Europe's largest paper producer, depends ahnost
entirely on 'imports of wood pulp. The rapid
expansion in the 'United. States' pulping capacity
in recent years has somewhat diminished its de-
pendence on imported wood pulp, and in 1954,
for the first time, the North American region
became a net exporter of wood pulp. One effect
of the disparate development of wood pulp capac-
ity in different parts of the world during the war
and postwar periods has been to intensify the
high geographical concentration of pulp produc-
tion and consumption. This led to serious diffi-
culties for small consuming countries in 1950/51
when, during the boom that accompanied the
K.orean war market, pulp prices trebled in some
instances. These events stimulated efforts in many
of the less developed countries to reduce th.eir
dependence on imported supplies by developing
indigenous productim.

TABLE C-67. ' o11.06 OF WOOD POLP

ITEM 19-16 19,18 1950 1952

Thous( nil metric tons ......

In 1955 both the production and trade of wood
pulp are likely to register new advances over
previous record levels. Much new pulping ca-
pacity, both wood-based and other, will start
production in this year. The demand, domestic
as well as for export, shows no signs of declining
and the maintenance of industrial activity on
a high level almost everywhere in the world makes
it rather unlikely that any sudden changes before
the end of this year either upwards or downwards
mild take, place in the present trend in the world
demand for wood pulp.

Paper and Board
Before the \var the total world prod.uction o

paper and board had just about reached 30 million
t011S ; half of this WAS produced and consumed in
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North America. The War and the postwar yeaf
further intensified this geographical concentration
of production and consumption, and in 1946 North
America accounted for about 75 percent of the
total world papel and board production of some
30.2 million tons. Thus the enormous disparities
in consumption levels between North America
and most other parts of the world before the war
had grown even greater by 1946. Today, how-
CVer, the great efforts to raise the standard
of living in many of the countries with low income
levels, mostly outside North America and :Europe,
have brought about a more rapid relative increase

their paper and board consumption levels than
in those countries which had enjoyed a high pre-
war tate of consumption. The concentration of
practically all the world production and consump-
tion in North America and Europe led in 1950-51
to great difficulties in meeting adequately the
requirements of all regions of the world and l'OSUlted
in some shortages and a strong boom ou . the market.
These developments greatly intensified, the cam-
paign made by the United Nations and its spe-
cialized agencies, notably FA( ) and UNESCO, to
facilitate the establishment of Dei' papel' and board
capacity in the less developed regions and coun-
tries and to make them more self-suflicient.
because of its responsibilities in the field of 'forestry
and forest economies, has carried the main burden
of these efforts, which, although they mainly bear
ffil. long-term prospects, ha,ve slniwn immediate
positive results.

The fact that the world production of paper
and board in 1946 was more or less 01.1 the prewar
level had been entirely a result of the stee,p rise
in the North. American output until 1941. The
production of paper then llattened out together
with wood pulp production in this region and did
not resume its expansion until 1945/46. The
North American production of board had how-
ever increased throughout the war years, mainly
because of' increased utilization of waste papel' in
board manufacture.

In other principal paper and board producing
regions, namely Europe, the U.S.S.R. and Asia,
the production has suffered enormous damage,
either by the destruction of industries or by short-
age of* raw materials. The level of output had
consequently fallen to less than half of the prewar
production in each of the three regions. The po-
tential needs, however, had risen considerably as
a result of various increased requirements mention-
ed in the previous chapter. The main postwar ex-
pansion of papel' and board industries took place

3 260 3 960 4 740 4 220 5 660.hemica wood pulp .

Mechanical wood putt, 690 810 010 970 1 150
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5 130 5 800
300 600

17 860 19 659
165 270

205 295
115 115

23 775 26 740

FA.ci estimates. None or negligible.

largely in regions where available raw material
resources permitted such expansion. In Europe,
where the capacity hall already been to a great
degree set by the region's forest resources, the
main efforts were directed to the re-establishment
of the prewar level of production. Only in a few
countries, such as :Finland and Sweden, did the
available domestic; raw material supplies permit
further increase in capacity. In several other
countries, such. as 'France, Italy and the United
Kingdom, the utilization of IleW species for pulp-
in.g and better recovery of waste paper made pos-
sible some increases over th.e prewar production
level.s.

In the U.S.S.R. the volume of paper and board
production rapidly increased from the low 1946
level and soon exceeded the prewar top levels.
With ample raw material supplies and continued
steady progress in most fields of economic and
industrial activity, the U.S.S.R. will undoubtedly
have a relatively greater further expansion of
paper and board industries than most other coun-
tries.

Of all the problems which the world's paper and
board industries have to face today, the most

F.A.0 estimates. None or negligible.

Thousand metri; tons

270
330
529
696)
35

115
30

310

6 925 7 855 9 150 10 215 9 065 10 175 111 520
815 965 1 185 1 400 1 530 1 700 1 800

20 387 18 844 21 255 23 965 21 173 23 150 123 850
300 340 570 690 715 700 750

50 50 120 130 140
430 625 860 1 170 1 370 1 675 1 850
115 125 200 220 180 200 265

28 970 28 755 :33 270 37 710 34 155 37 730 40 175

TABLE C-69. NEWSPRINT pRODUCTION ; 1 946-1 954-
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important is to Seellre adequate newsprint supplies.
The manufacture of newsprint depends more than
most other products of this category on long
fibrewood pulps, especially spruce, and is therefore
.h.ighly concentrated in the spruce regions, i.e.
North America, .where Canada alone accounts for
over half of the total world production, and the
countries of northern Europe. Until more pro-
gress is made in utilizing other species for news-
print manufacture, the world's newsprint indus-
tries will continue to be concentrated in these re-
gions. The increase of world newsprint capacity
has so far been limited to the raw material supplies
of the tradition.al principal producing countries.
In papel' and board production, however, the biggest
expansion during the past decade .has taken place
in papel' of wrapping grades and in board, both
of which can use a considerable variety of raw
materials. This development, thereffire, has .n.ot
been limited to th.e traditional prewar producing
regions and, countries alone, but has been tied close-
' AT to the rising industrial activity and higher
standards of living all over the world.

The pattern of world trade in papel' and hoard
(lid not change perceptibly after the Ivar. By

Thousalul metric tons

2 570
360

5 708
(4 789)

65
--

140
30

8 875

Europe. . . . . 1 440 1 575 1 870 2
u.. s. s. R. ". . 110 135 270
N'ortil America . 4 789 5 129 5 315 5

Canada. (4 088) (4 373) (4 520) (4
Latin America . 10 20 30
Africa .
Asia . . 80 95 110
Pac i ti o Area 30 30 30

1VoRLD 6 460 6 985 7 625 8

2 645 2 615 2 825 "2 950
400 425 450 475

6 009 6 165 6 160 6 510
(5 004) (5 159) (5 190) (5 429)

75 105 110 1110
---

185 390 530 1560
30 35 45 150

9 345 9 735 10 120 '10 655
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REGION 1946 1947 194S 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954



TABLE E-70. EXPO RTS OF PAPER AND -BOARD

1940 the total volume of trade had fallen rather
low in comparison with prewar levels, but th.e geo-
graphical distribution liad remained by and large
the same. Canada and the northern European
countries still accounted for th.c bulk of world
exports. The United States and the .ljnited
:Kingdom were the most im.portant newsprint im-
porting countries, while imports of other papel,
and board were more evenly distributed among
countries in different regions. There was., 110W-

ever, a distinct trend after the war toward a
greater degree of finished paper exports by the
main exporting countries at the cost of pulp ex-
ports. The existence of papel' industries in many
countries that depend largely on imported sup-
plies may be threatened by th.is development.
Reduction in pulp exports may be contrary to the
natural wish.es of most importing countries, but
they are a logical long-term development in :world
pulp and paper trade.

While in 1955 the international trade in wood
pulp is still likely to reach new record levels, new
papel' making capacity has also been put up in
most of the principal exporting countries and the
results of this will no doubt show strongly already
in the 1055 trade figures. The demand continues
firm and so far no particular stock accumulation
has been noticed either at the mills or consumers.

Prosp ects

What are then today the short-term prospects
of production from the forests in different regions ?
In the world as a whole the development can be
expecte,d to continue toward a greater output of
wood pulp and its products, while the production
of most less finished forest products is likely to
remain more or less stationary. In Europe and
North America, where the available forest resources
are already under rather heavy exploitation,
there is little possibility of any sizable increase in
the total volume of roundwood production. The
demand for wood pulp is rising faster than that for
sawnwood and other semi-finished products, the
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relative importance of pulpwood in total fellings
can therefore be reasonably expected to increase
:further. In addition, the trend discernible in
certain, hitherto principally exporting countries,
of an. :increased degree of finishing and of a greater
integration of pulp and papel' industries, tends to
indicate no rise, perhaps even a slight decline, in
the available export supplies of wood pulp. These
countries may be expected to have an increasing
output of papel' and board. This development
may have some unfavorable effects on the ex-
pansion possibilities of the main wood pulp im-
porting countries' paper industries. Great ef-
forts are being mide tc.) obtain better use of the
available forest resources :in every part of the world,
notably with regard to hardwood pulping. ThiS
\ 611 in du.e course greatly alleviate the otherwise
possible stiortage of pulping 1.'t1,11' materials in those
countries that greatly depend on imported supplies
of either wood pulp or pulpwood. In the less
developed countries, such as lLati:ii America
Africa, the expansion of sa.w.milling and wood
pulp and paper manufacture can be expected to
continue MOTO Or less at an even pace. The :rising
standards of living, together with economic
industrial e.xpansion, liave a similar bearing ou.
ahnost al h the .most important forest products,
the main weight, however, clearly shifting towards
paper and board, particularly at the present :rapid
rate of :increase in literacy. Consequently, the
substitution for those :forest products \All:jell are
more easily replaceable by other material.s
continue hand in hand with efforts to further ra-
tionalize the use of wood :in its less finish.ed forms.

As to the possible progress in increasing the
available roundwood supplies it seems reasonable
to expect, in regions such. as Latin America and
Asia, ami increase in the rate of purely industrial
and other forest plantations uf' fast growing spe-
cies like poplars and eucalypts. Plantations for
watershed protection, shelter belts, and protection
of agricultural lands, etc., will also yield some
ind:ustrial wood. This development will be sup-
plemented by the further opening up of hitherto
totally or partly miexploited forests :in Latin
America, Asia and Africa and the better knowledge
and use of certain less known hardwood species
which can reduce the growing strain. 014 available
supplies of coniferous species. The rapid expansion
and the enormous .possibilities of furth.er increase
in the Soviet Union's roundwood production should
.not be overlooked. It may gradually contribute
toward greater supplies, chiefly of ccmiferous spe-
cies, bein.g made available for export.

1949 - 100 ......
Newsprint ..... 107 126 135 137 142
Other paper and

board 117 124 126 150 185

ITEM 1948 1950 1952 1953 195 I
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ANNEX TABLE 1. IN DE X NITMBERS OF FOOD AND TOTAL A GRICULT URAL PRODUCTION

Including estimates I r the U. S S. R., Easte n Eurom and China.

ANNEX r. ABLE 2. INDEX NimrBERs OF Pila CAPUT FOOD AND TOTAL AUIIIeuiJrcaAL PIIODIJC rioN

Including estimates fJr the U. S. S. R., Eastern Europe and China
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Reo tON I 1946/17 1917/48 1918/19 1919/50 1950/51 1951/52 1952/53 1953/51 1951/55

114'0014 .4RODUCTION

Preum r average 100

Western Europe 76 85 94 104 110 115 115 122 124
North America . 138 135 142 134 139 139 152 151 145
.Latin America . 115 120 121 122 130 125 135 136 139
Oceania , . . , 92 108 109 116 111 104 117 120 116
Far East (e.xe I.

China) . . . 91 93 97 100 100 102 105 110 109
Near East . . 103 102 114 112 120 126 135 144 138
Afri ea . , . . , 107 111 117 124 128 130 137 142 142

All above regions 103 106 112 114 118 120 126 130 129
Wo RLD . . 93 97 104 107 111 112 117 120 120

TorrAn A GRIM:1;1'1'1;AI.
PROIYucTioN
Western Europe 77 85 95 104 110 115 115 122 124
North America . 134 129 139 133 133 137 148 148 141

La,tin America . 111 114 116 119 125 121 131 132 135

Oceania 95 107 110 117 112 107 121 122 120

Ear East (excl.
China) 88 92 96 99 100 103 106 109 109

Near Eas 102 101 113 112 121 126 135 143 138

A-Frica 108 112 118 125 130 133 140 144 145

All above regions 101 104 111 113 116 119 125 128 127

WonnD . . . 92 96 103 106 110 112 117 120 120

1414GiON 1916/17 1947/48 1918/19 1919/50 1950/51 1951/52 1952/53 1953/51 1951/55

PER CAPUT FOOD P RO-
444.4cTwN

Prewar ave = 100

Western :Europe 72 79 87 95 100 103 103 108 109

North America, . 124 119 123 114 116 114 123 120 113

Latin America . 94 96 94 94 97 91 96 95 94

Oceania, 85 97 97 100 92 85 93 93 87

:Far East (excl.
China) . . 80 81 83 84 83 84 85 88 86

Near East . . 91 89 97 94 99 102 107 113 106

Aft i ca.. . 93 95 99 104 105 105 109 110 109

All above regions 91 92 96 97 98 98 102 104 101

lArontiD . . . 85 88 93 94 97 97 100 102 101

PER CAPUT TOTAL
AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCT ION

Western Europe 72 79 87 95 100 103 103 108 109

North America . 121 114 120 113 111 113 120 117 110

Latin America . 91 91 91 91 93 88 93 91 92

Oceania 87 97 97 100 93 87 96 95 91

Far East (excl.
China) 77 79 82 83 83 85 86 87 86

Near East . . . 90 88 96 94 99 102 108 112 106

Africa . . . . 94 96 100 104 106 107 111 112 111

All above regions 90 91 95 96 97 98 102 103 100

WORLD . . . . 85 87 92 94 96 97 100 101 100



ilDaloN AND COUNTRY
1)rewar 1947/48 1950/51

Number

EuRorE

ANNEX TABLE 3. DAILY INTAKE PER CAPUT Or CALORIES AND ANIMAL PROTEIN;
P.REWAR, 1947/48 AND 1950/51

Calories Total Protein Animal 1,rotein

Prewar 1947/48 1950/51. Prewar 1947/48 1950/51

(Ira ms Grams

3 Calendar year ending during the consumption year.
2 Including Pakistan.
3 Including unreported production, tito total calorie su.pply per mind is estiimited at 1970 calories.

1952/53.
***Calendar year beginning* daring 111e consutnption year.
" 1949.

1952.
... Not available.
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Austria 3 000 2 300 2 790 88 73 81 39 21 35
lErance 2 870 2 480 2 830 97 83 93 43 35 13
Germany, Fed.Rep 3 040 2 240 2 810 85 76 76 43 24 36
Greece 2 600 2 300 2 510 84 69 77 23 18 17

Ireland 3 400 3 260 '3 500 99 104 '96 47 50 '49
Italy 2 520 2 230 2 430 82 71 77 20 16 20
Netherlands 2 840 2 750 3 025 80 81 82 41 39 39
Norway 3 210 2 950 3 180 90 96 104 49 49 57
Portugal .,. 2 290 2 460 ... 62 67 ... 19 20
Sweden 3 110 2 940 3 230 95 95 95 59 62 60
Switzerland. . . 3 190 3 080 3 240 96 93 97 54 96 51

"United Kingdom 3 110 2 990 3 100 80 90 88 44 44 46
Yugoslavia, 3 020 2 140 2 400 95 65 76 22 11 90

FAR EAST

China 2 230 2 115 ... 71 66 ... 6 5
India 21 970 21 690 1 640 256 248 95 28 28 6
japan 2 180 31 670 2 100 64 50 54 10 8 10
Philippines 1 910 1. 770 11 960 53 49 '43 20 18 110

NEAR EAs'r & AEiticA

Egypt 2 450 2 340 2 340 74 67 69 9 10 13
Turkey. . . . . . 2 450 2 120 2 510 79 68 80 12 . 12 19
Union of S. Africa, 2 300 2 490 "9 550 68 73 "72 23 96 "26

LATIN AMERICA

Argentina 2 730 53 210 53 110 98 "110 "98 62 566 '63
Brazil 2 150 '2 340 "2 350 68 "63 559 32 "25 "17
Uruguay 2 383 "2 890 72 940 90 "91 799 61 659 767

NORTH. AMERICA.

"United States. . 3 150 3 220 3 180 89 97 91 50 61 61

OCEANIA

Australia 3 300 3 260 3 280 103 105 97 67 67 65
New Zealand . . . 3 260 '3 210 13 275 100 '100 1104 67 164 170



A N N TABLE 4. PER (A 1'11l' N SUM N SE LE CONT,WW D [TI ES;
PREWAR, 1947/48, 1930/51 AND 1. Al EST A VAIL A.B17!) YEAR.
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ll,E ION A D C M RN,NTY ropiod (1 1 , Pulses
and Nuts

Star chy
Roots 2

Total
Silt:4%1r m e at '

Milk and
Dairya. ,

,

1,..8 m,! ",acs ,

Kilograms cr year
E1T ROPE

A USiT i a P reWar . 138 4 06 24 41) 900 20
1947/48 . . . . 138 6 11$ 12 90 100 10
1950/51 . 127 3 107 24 38 180 19
1953/54. . . 116 3 103 26 44 200 19

France Prewar . . . 124 143 24 61 150 16
1947/48 . . . 102 7 176 17 54 110 13
1930/51 . 118 7 195 27 62 160 10
1 953/64 . . 109 6 124 30 71 160 .15

(1erinaiiv, \ Vest en.' ., 'Prewar . . . . 113 3 185 26 53 160 24
1947/48 . . . . 126 3 180 15 20 85 7
1050/51 . 101 3 187 28 37 155 24
1953/54 . . . . 98 3 174 26 42 170 24

Greece I'rewar , . . . 163 16 14 II 20 80 16
1947/48 . 143 13 30 9 13 50 15
1950/51 . . . . 158 14 39 10 12 60 16
1953/54 . - 149 13 38 10 14 60 16

I re land Prewat. . . . . 131 2 195 38 55 150. 16
1947 132 i 197 26 60 170 19
1950 131 2 189 40 53 200 23
1953 133 2 183 40 54 200 23

Pa y Prewa r 164 22 37 7 90 75 13
1947/48 . . 151 16 40 7 13 70 I()
1950/51 . . . . 153 15 33 12 16 90 12
1953/54 . . 155 14 46 16 19 95 13

Neth 1. ands ... Prewar . . . . 107 6 116 33 38 200 24
1947/48. . . . 101 4 155 32 24 920 17
1950/51 .... 101 4 142 40 32 195 30
1953/54 . . . . I12 4 107 40 36 220 30

Norway Prewar . . . 119 3 130 37 38 250 28
1947/48 . . . 1.21 2 115 93 30 230 24
1950/51 . . . 116 3 126 24 36 345 28
1953/54 . . . . 99 3 104 40 34 340 2-;

Portugal 1947/48 1115 16 116 14 14 20
1950/51 . . . 127 8 130 13 14 26 1

Sweden Prewar . . . 96 4 129 46 49 300 21

¡947/48. . . . 83 3 131 42 44 950 21

1950/51 . . . 92 4 116 50 51 315 24
1953/54 . . . 79 3 103 45 51 300 24

Switzerlainl :Prewar . . . 110 5 00 39 53 330 18
1947/48 . . . . 117 5 111 36 30 950 16

1950/51 . . . 118 9 84 :39 46 320 18
1953/54 . . . . 105 9 75 40 50 310 17

United mg o . . . Prewar . . . 95 5 82 45 64 150 95
1947/48 III 5 115 38 43 190 90
1950/51 . 100 6 110 37 50 220 26
1953/54 . 92 6 98 47 57 210 23

Yugoslavia, Prewar . . .

1947/48 .
228
176

7

4
55
1 0

4
4

23
15

120
50

7
4

1950/51 .... 174 8 97 6 22 90 8
1952/53 . . . . 189 5 33 8 18 90 10



N N EN rl' A.1314,1 4. P to (1APUT GO »TIO-N OF SELEC COMM.° D LES
PRFAVAR, I 947/48, 1950/51 AND LATEST AVAILABLE YEAR (Concluded).

4' For the Far East tho first, column under "Cereals' refers to rice, the seco il column tu other cereals
In terms of flour and milled rice.

'Includes flour in terms of fresh product.
'In terms of carcass weight. Includes poultry and offal.
In terms of of liquid milk. Excludes butter.
In terms of product weight.
Including Pakistan.

... Not available.
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ItEnioN .1;41) CoHNTRt Period ( 'ere"' '
Pulses

and Nuts
Starchy
Roots '''

Total
Sugar Meat '

Milk and
Tpr141(.17.,

Oils and
Fats 5

Kilograms per years
11'A I( AST. *

CHI nu Prewar . 87 85 25 30 I l' 6
1947/48 . . 80 83 24 35 10 6

India Prewar." . 79 64 22 8 14 3 65 :1

1947/48" . . 68 18 20 7 14 3 56 4
1950/51 . 55 56 23 8 14 1 47 3
1952/3 . . 58 60 23 10 12 I 47 3

1 :an Prewar . . 134 28 8 63 14 4 4 o-
1947 / 48 . . . 105 32 4 56 3 I 2 1

1950/51 . . . . 109 45 5 56 5 2 6
19T:3/54 . . . . 103 46 5 56 13 3 10 2

) . i ' ) )1 nes Prewar . . 97 31 17 26 13 17 5 3
1947/48 . . 79 37 17 24 7 14 5 5
1952/53 . . . . 96 36 12 50 14 12 -: 3

N EAR EAST A ND A FRICA

Egypt ProWar. 182 20 5 14 7 41.1 5
1947/48 . 182 I) 7 11 9 50 6
1950/51 171 10 8 15 12 60 4
1952/53 167 10 7 .17 12 60 4-

Turkey Prewar . . . . 193 I° 6 8 17 35 7
1947/48 . . . 162 8 11 6 16 35 6
1950/51 . . . . 192 11 19 II 16 40 7

'Un ion uf out1t Africa Prewar . . 156 2 16 03 38 76 4
1947 151 5 19 39 45 78 4
1951 160 15 33 38 80 6
1953 166 4 14 41 41 80 6

LATIN AM ERICA

Argentina Prewar . . . 106 66 27 107 160 10
1948 126 2 88 33 116 165 17
1951 111 4 101 33 103 165 19
1952 .. .100 3 55 31 99 135 20

Brazil Prewa . 78 23 91 25 50 . . . 6
1948 79 26 123 30 39 6
1951 90 24 122 30 29 7
1952 89 25 120 33 97 . - 7

Uruguay Prewar . 85 2 40 24 107 150 13

1949 96 3 43 36 114 150 16
1952 94 I 58 32 126 165 15

NORTH A MERIDA

United Stales . . . . 'Prewar . . . 90 7 64- 49 64 200 22
1947/48 . . . . 82 7 57 47 78 220 21

1950/51 . . 76 7 49 50 75 250 22
,I P53 72 7 46 48 37 240 22

OcEAN1A

Australia Prewar . . 101 2 49 54 120 160 19

I 947/48 . . . 98 4 60 52 112 170 16
1950/51 . . . 99 6 42 59 110 195 19

1952/53 94 4 43 48 IOS 175 19

New Zeal: RI . . . Prewar . . 87 3 50 50 109 220 21

1947 92 4- 46 46 95 250 18
1950 88 4- 51 54 106 270 23

1953 87 5 40 46 100 270 25



ANNEX TABLE 5. A.MOUNT OF i gSTITUTIONAL A.GiRICULTURAL CREDIT IN USE UY 'REGIONS AND COUNTRIES
1951, 1952 AND 1953

(in U.S. $ equivalent')

227

1WHON AND COUNTRY
Total amount of loans advanced during :--- Total amount of loans ontManding at end of

1951 1932 I 1933 1931 1932 1933

Million U.S. dollars Million U.S. dollars
ETTROPE

Austria,
Belgium

33.3

13.5 21.0 26.8
--

83.3
46.5
89.7

58,1

100.7
Finland2 -- - -- 185.7 192.2 199.9
France 1 240.2 1 629.0 - 964.8 1 197.7
Germany (Western) . . . 179.1 298.3 220.2 329.1 455.7
:Italy -- - 1 220.0 1 414.2 1.741.3
Norway 2 - ---- 209.4 204.2 210.3
Portugal 14.6 18.7 18.4 22.0
Spain 11.3 - 46.8 42.9 -- ---
Sweden 2 _ --- ----- 583.8 574.9 618.0
Yugoslavia 55.0 79.7 35.6 55.4 127.0 131.9

NORTH AMERICA

Can.ada - . 526.0 565.9
United States 2," 2,33 502.0 2 851.0 2 784.0 7 837.0 8 408.0 8 249.0

LATIN AlVIERICA

Argentina - 789.4 1 080.0 860.0 1 083.9
Brazil 2 310.3 467.6 512.6 384.5 532.2 ....

Chile 2 98.3 __... ----- 111.3 131.6
Colombia 154.6 208.6 ---- 72.5 107.2
Cuba -- 16.1 --- 63.3 58.3 55.8
Dominican Republic. ,

Ecuador
. . 8.5 14.6

16.7

--
---

15.3

20.4
Honduras ._.... 1.8 2.6 -- 2.1 2.5
1V1exico 316.5 135.0 118.9 126.0

Puerto Rico .__ 30.3 20.9 32.5 35.1

OCEANIA

Australia 581.4 697.6 - -- 485.4 537.1.

New Zealand 87.4 100.5 79.4 200.6 237.3 239.0

FAR EAST

Burma 7.6 12.6 11.2 - -- 4.3
Cambodia 0.2 0.4 0.8 ---- 0.5 0 8
Ceylon 2 6.3 7.1. - 9.5 12.2 --
India 2 122.1 104.7 -- 115.0 142.1 -
:Indonesia`,
.Tapan

-
1 267.3

32.0
1 151.5

36.5
1 217.4

-
459.8

17.2

601.2

29.2
1 075.5

Pakistan 55.2 35.3 - 9.9 - --
Philippines 79.4 97.3 112.4 85.2 143.2 160.3

Thailand 3.5 8.9 9.3 9.8 16.3 21.4



ANNEX TABLE 5. AntOusT OF INSTITUTIONAL AGRICULTURAL CREDIT IN USE BY REGIONS ANO COUNTRIES;
1951, 1952 AND 1953 (Concluded)

(in U.S. $ equivalent')

NOTIV : Figures in this table refer to credits granted by financial Institutions (pu die and semi-public institutions, banks, insur-
ance companies, co-operatives, etc.) only and do not cover advances by merchants, dealers, private money-lenders, etc.
The latter, of course, play an important role particularly in the more underdeveloped areas.

Figures in national currencies are converted into dollars on the bashs of 1953 rates of exchange. The origi ial data do not
always refer to calendar years. Such split-year data are put under the calendar year in which most months of the split year fall.

2 Data for 1951 or/and 1952 are revised because of corrected figures received from the countries or of changes in exchange
rates.

2 Excluding loans guaranteed by CCO.
SOUrCC : Replies to FAO Credit Questionnaire.
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REGION ANO COUNTRY
Total amount of loans advanced during: Total amount of loans outstanding at end of

1951 1952 1953 1951 1952 1953

NEAR EAST

Million (I.S. dollars Million U.S. dollars

:Egypt.. 34,6 54.7 60 0 21.5 19.7

Tran . . 2.1 3 1 6.3 6.8

Israel' 21.1 35.0

Turkey 239,2 482 3 362.8 165,8 195.3

AFRICA

Algeria 181.4 172 0 82.5 101.6

Gold Coast 0.8 1.4 0.3 0.3

Madagascar 1.5 0.9 1.8 3.1

Morocco 7.5 70 10.9 11.9

Mozambique ... 01 0.6 0.11 0.6

Nigeria 0.8 1.7 0.4 0.7

Northern Rhodesia
Southern. Rhodesia 3.6

1.4,

2.9
53
-- 3 4

1.4

6.6
3.9

Tanganyka 0.4 0.3 -- 611 0 8

Tunisia -- 4.2 7.4 -- 11.8 15.2

Uganda 6.7 55.9 -- 24 8.1

West Africa (French) 1.8 45 0.4 5.7



COMMODITY

COMMODITY

ANNEX TABLE 6. WESTERN EUROPE ; PRODUCTION OF SELECTEE) COMMODITIES

1934-38
average

1934-38
average

1946/47

1946

1947/48

1947

1948/49

229

1948

1949/50

1949

'Baxley, oats ami maiz New series including estimates of oil extracted by solvent.

ANNEx TABLE 7. WESTERN- E-UROPE ; EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF SELECTED COMMODITIES

1950

1951/52

Thousand metric toms

Thonsand metric tons

1951

1 952 /5 3

1952

1953/54 1954/55
pre im.

1953 1954
prelim.

Bread grata
Coarse grain ' . .

Sugar (centi.ifugai) .

Citrus fruits. . . . ,

Apples. . . . . . .

Win.e . .... , . ,

38 260
35 186

3 962
1 993
7 467

[4 Ill

31
28

3
1

5
10

575
313
467
397
791
318

22
27

2
1

6
12

315
575
946
644
174
068

34
30

4
1

5
12

093
105
396
8:34
900
153

37
32

4
1

7
11

191
106
354
624
840
779

37
30

5
2

11
14

344
314
884
166
460
143

36
36

5
2
7

14

590
115
799
218
042
243

39 290
33 752
5 423
2 640

II. 222
13 246

41
38

7
2
9

15

942
994
081
442
214
544

42
36
6
2
9

15

900
700
450
400
900
100

()live oil 2 810 725 1 160 373 1 026 488 1 397 706 1 102 764
Tobacco 187 175 235 223 245 26] 282 238 278 270
13eef and veal . . . . 3 920 3 041 3 129 3 090 3 586 3 787 3 859 4 027 4 202 4 500
Pigmeat...... ,
Muttoii and laird)

4 183
732

2 092
513

2 217
454

2 656
502

2 653
581

3 933
573

4 240
580

4 689
614

4 782
637

5 000
680

Eggs 9 134 1 334 1 626 1 866 2 211 2 356 2 325 2 375 2 550 2 700
Mi I k 80 974 63 595 63 355 73 426 81 564 86 745 87 710 89 431 92 943 95 000

Index of All Farm,
Products 100 77 85 95 101 110 115 115 122 124

GROSS EXPORTS

Wheat an.d wheat flour 1 276 269 252 284 660 1 360 940 623 1 040 2 30(
Sugar 795 227 565 1 177 1 161 1 970 2 150 1 315 1 510 1 561
Citrus fruits. 1 181 299 381 579 810 846 1 149 1 180 1 420 1 25(
Win . e 501 310 270 375 470 455 515 510 545 591
Bacon, ham and sal.ted

pork 265 54 46 34 1.06 192 195 220 270 261
Eggs in shell 200 26 42 76 140 250 195 200 224 251
Raisins 118 10 42 63 90 95 69 94 112 121

GROSS IMPORTS

Wheat and wheat, tl.our 11 652 12 660 14 929 6 863 15 190 10 680 14 430 .13 560 12 890 13 10(
Maize 8 479 144 3 445 3 760 5 000 4 :300 ,3 800 3 950 4 240 4 251
Rice (milled equiv.). . 1 270 35 72 185 300 570 480 260 320 40(

Sugar 3 433 2 379 3 345 4 150 4 050 4 450 4 400 4 020 5 170 3 751

Vegetable oils and oil-
seeds 2 763 1 074 1 494 1 704 2 318 2 437 2 795 2 481 2 399 2711

Oranges 1 360 635 951 J. 094 1 189 I 411 1 627 .1 647 1 980 1 991

Beef fresh 671 563 615 512 487 417 268 240 400 361
'Mutton 350 439 456 390 366 400 252 370 :365 341

Canned rneat 80 451 252 .1.36 155 .175 245 210 190 20(
:Butter 578 237 257 346 :399 439 429 349 351 32(
Ch.eese 229 26] 234 205 :300 274 304 255 280 271

Rubber 359 383 406 463 489 673 741 696 655 681

Cotton (lin.t) L 752 1 203 1 085 1 121 1 481 1 583 1 468 1 344 1 430 1 571
Jute 591 247 223 :302 350 400 540 411 570 471
'Wool. (clean basis) . . 501 428 484 474 534 509 353 429 530 47(

Coffee 086 318 390 428 458 489 500 553 585 621

Tea 256 197 200 211 241199 245 252 252 281

Cocoa,

Tobacco

:365

372

269

324

256

311

255

272

355

376

405

369

365

400

328

323

389

370

40(

381

Wine 1 682 1 170 870 1 225 1 280 1 350 1 370 1 550 1 588 2 011



ANNEX TABLE 8. 1+".; ASTERN E UROPE ; Pitopurrm[Nr oF PRINCIPAL elm PS

1creals.
b -- Potatoes.
e - Sugar beet.

. Not aNailable.

ANNEX TABLE 9. IT . 8.8.R, 313[38'A AND EASTERN E U R OPE ; PRODUCTION OF CE R EA LS
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2 Include pulses.
2 Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Eastern Germany, Hungary, Poland, Rumania.
" Official sfiltements indie4Ite the figures for 1953-51, as similar to 1952.
2 Estimate.
... Not available.

YEAR

1947

1948

1949

1952

1953

1954

a

21

2.9

4.3

4.0

Bulgaria

1)

0.1

e

02

0.5

0.4

0.4

0.8

0.8

a

3,5

4.7

5.4

4.8

5.0

(zechoslovakia

b

4.7

6.6

9.3

8.5

e

2.5

4.5

4.5

4.7

5.5

Eastern

a

3.5

4.4

4.5

6.0

5.3

5.0

b

Germany

e

9

3.1

4.1,

3.5

5.0

5.0

6.1

Million

ITungary Poland Rumania

a

4.0

6.3

3.7

5.3

5.2

istric Ions

b

1.1

9.1

2.6

1.1

2.2

2.3

e

1.9

1.8

1.8

1.2

2.5

2.5

a

8.4

11.7

12.0

b

7.0

4.5

6.0

6.2

1.6

1.2

1.0

2.3

e

0.6

0.8

0.8

0.9

8.0

12.4

8.5

12.0

12.0

13.3

30.8

26.8

:30.9

26.6

31.3

33.8

3.5

4.9

4.8

6.0

6.9

7.3

YEAR U.S.S.R. 2 China 2 Eastern
Europe 2

9nstrie Ions

1947 28.5
1948 114.7

1 949 124.5

1950 124.5

1951 191.2

1952 131.0 163.9 33.0
1953 3(1:31.0) 165.0 37.0

1954 3(131.0) 170.0 137.0



I,OMMODITY

V--

Wheat
:Maize
Rice (paddy)
:13eef and veal
Piguneat
fintter
Eggs
Milk
Soybeans
t:Iroundunts
Cottonseed I. ...
Tobacco
Cotton (lint) . ...

Index of A11 Form
Products

NN T.A BLit', I O. N 0 RT II AMERICA ; PRODUCT ION O 8E LE( TE O COMM 0 TJ

1934-38
31,VCrage

133 800
165 600

956
4 077
3 591
I 144

"1 421
54 628

1 170
540

4 927
619

2 756

100

1916/17 1917/48

42 640
81 988

1. 474
5 474
5 512

832
3 705

63 315
5 507

925
3 187
1. 117
2 571

134

1 Excluding imports from U.S.A. Teiritories.

46 510
60 084

1 597
5 980
5 200

905
3 710

61 430
5 026

990
4 246
1 006
1 881

129

1948/-19

45 760
91 888
1 736
5 242
4. 993

843
3 691

59 195
6 119
1 060
5 393

955
3 226

231

139

1949/50

'PIisa ICI metric /os
40 002
82 611

1 848
5 337
5 082

920
3 739

60 757
6 355

846
5 950

957
3 497

133

I 950/51

40 310
78 032

753
5 :302
5 :38)010

3 893
60 205
8 235

924
3 724

975
9 171

133

1951/52

41 735
74 046
2 077
4 877
5 668

789
3 924

59 315
7 792

760
5 703
1 127
3 284

/37

11)52/5:3

54 074
83 801
2 182
5 275
5 777

782
4 039

59 623
8 224

620
5 610
1 086
3 282

1-18

1953/54

48 540
81 632
2 :386
6 855
4 984

887
4 092

62 633
7 428

720
6 120

995
3 570

148

1054/55
prelim.

34 529
75 891
9 669
7 148
4 958

905
4 244

6:3 866
9 465

473
5 173
1 080
2 966

141

1937-41 a vera g,e. Average production for 1934-38 was abnormally low owing to 1he 'Teel s of the extreme di oughts of
1934 and 1936.

A N N EX TABLE I. Noter ii AmEiticA ; ExPoicrs AN ti IMPORTS OF h; E I, ECT COMIVI:0 DITIES

commotirrv 1931-38
average 1916 .1947 1948 19-19 1.950 1951 13152 1953 1954

Thousand metric tons
Oraoss ExPoivrs

Wheat a.nd wheal flour. ti 030 15 852 19 664 18 560 18 080 12 440 20 790 22 040 16 780 13 1.00
Maize 800 621 3 248 602 :3 405 2 450 2 540 2 530 3 370 1 950
Elite equiv.). 70 374 436 394 516 490 500 790 700 570

Sugar 80 327 208 46 39 220 100 110 70 50

Vegetable oils and oil-
seed 16 98 144 257 460 322 456 293 295 560

Oranges 195 :373 399 319 235 233 315 350 430 401

Beef. . . .. 7 176 80 55 47 40 43 32 18 14
Pork- 9 34 5 4 7 3 12 7 21. 21
Canned inea t 10 449 161 3:3 15 10 12 14 21. 34
Cheese 34 133 105 61 69 50 50 3 10 4

Cotton (lin)) 1 294 928 620 641 1 169 1 341 1 163 924 645 941

Tobacco 204 313 241 201 2:33 229 250 197 247 220

GROSS irrs

Sugar, 3 200 3 577 5 090 4 423 5 066 3 9:30 :3 820 4 040 3 993 4 00))

Vegetable oils itral
seeds 770 387 549 464 412 49:3 491 363 387 452

Citrus fruits 1:31 285 262 235 221 216 241 270 290 295

.Rt [Libor 523 398 757 791 712 8184 795 856 700 645

,fit ...... 74 80 45 79 67 82 112 45 98 44

Wool (clean basis) . 68 322 195 234 135 224 175 175 143 100

Calfee. . 807 1 276 1 154 1 296 1 368 1 147 1 259 1 260 1:31)) 1 070

Tea 56 61 57 58 62 77 59 63 '70 72

Cocoa....... 261 297 286 266 304 317 287 273 271 243

11obacco :32 38 42 39 41. 41 48 48 48 49



COMmolivpv

Maitre

Wheat

Sugar (centrifugal) . .

Coffee

Meat

index of All Farm
Products

1934-38 1946/47 1047/48average

17 982 16 680

8 620 7 560 9 240

6 887 10 996 11 616

2 112 1 680 1 706

5 135 5 362 5 899

/00 111 114

Beef and voal, pigment, mutton a,nd lamb.

ANNEX TABLE 13. LATIN AME RICA ; EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF SELECTED COMMODITIES

GROSS EXPOR,TS

ANNEX TABLE 12. LATEN AMF..RICA; PRODUCTION OF SELECTED COMMODITIES

Thoitsand metric tons

16 330 14 989 13 502 15 615 15 006 16 582 19 214 19 000

7 923 7 695 8 580 4 880 10 640 9 820 11 344

11 304 11 503 12 238 14 092 12 400 12 664 12 775

1 844 1 866 1 795 1 932 2 008 1 980 2 007

5 846 5 959 5 954 5 910 5 920 5 895 5 930

116 119 125 121 131 132 135

COMMODITY

Wheat and wheat flour
1V1aire
Rico (milled equiv.). .

Sugar

BRef
Mutton
Pork
Canned meat

Cotton (lint)
Wool (clean basis) .

Coffee

Tobacco

Cocoa

Uttoss ImPowrs

Wheat and wheat flour
Rice (milled equiv.). .

Sugar

Potat oes

Cotton 1 i nt

Coffee .... .. 0 o

1031-38
average

3 445
6 620

110

4 030

507
67
12

123

340

117

1 398

57

208

1946

1 443
2 355

313

5 881

269
148

26
170

561

189

1 519

115

207

1947

2 305
2 557

352

7 868

363
148

6
150

443

162

1 467

72

187

1948/49

232

1948

2 250
2 688

346

8 604

341
90
16

153

379

169

1 658

62

156

1949/50

1049

1950/51

1950

Thousand metric 1071,S

1951/52

1951

1952/53

1952

1053/54

1953

1954/55
prelim.

1954
prelim.

2 070 2 790 2 600 270 2 620 3 150
1 105 850 640 720 1 120 2 150

144 240 230 300 160 110

7 734 6 770 7 180 6 980 7 820 6 300

416 255 183 145 167 170
75 56 30 57 60 70
15 11 15 7 14 18

113 121 124 72 80 100

321 400 440 400 565 725

103 158 68 104 161 95

J. 779 1 452 1 559 1 593 1 700 1 360

73 72 72 73 69 66

206 222 180 147 199 210

1 670 1 835 2 516 2 160 2 310 2 950 3 070 3 510 3 390 3 150
390 224 386 320 355 410 430 320 340 270

240 462 307 337 367 380 380 300 390 370

180 130 193 310 221 220 220 200 235 175

9 56 49 50 54 59 45 50 50 80

29 60 58 55 45 43 40 34 43 45



COMMOJJIT

'Wool (clean basis) . .

Meat'

Butter

Wh ea t

Sugar (centrifugal) . .

Index of All Farm Pro-
ductv

Beef and veal, pigmeat, mutton and lamb.
2 New Zealand 1936-39, Australia 1939.

ANN-Ex TABLE 15. OcEA.NIA.; EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF SELECTED COMMODITIES

COMMODITY

ANNEX TABLE 14. OCEA IA ; PRODUCTION OF SELECTED COMMODITIES

Wheat and wheat flour
Sugar

Copra

Beef. . ...
Mutton and Iamb .

Pork . . . .
Canned meat. .

Butter. . .

Cheese. . . ,

Wool (clean basis) .

Claoss IMPORTS

Wheat and wheat flour
Sugar

1934-38
average

Thousau 1 metric toas

323 364 373 388 417 410 405 466 454 470

1 415 1 414 1 458 1 511 1 619 1 589 1 518 1 648 1 742 1 783

2377 282 323 340 351 354 334 376 352 352

4 380 3 300 6 100 5 350 6 070 5 185 4 450 5 440 5 510 4 640

942 672 760 1 098 1 080 1 034 872 1 097 1 468 1 510

100 95 107 110 117 112 107 121 122 120

1934-38
average

1946/47

1946

1947/18

1947

1918/49

233

1948

1919/50

1949

1950/51

1950

Thousand nutrir tois

CROSS ExPowrs

1951/52

1951

2 787 1 492 1 291 3 486 3 193 3 220 3 348 2 223 2 730 2 100

560 261 168 470 600 510 370 380 920 800

132 57 88 95 107 126 132 132 120 145

155 131 176 169 136 129 107 96 203 176
272 320 322 286 335 321 232 342 307 341

37 23 11 12 19 16 13 10 14 12
8 63 48 59 46 47 59 112 79 80

240 172 201 220 219 225 184 221 202 184
95 97 113 100 118 124 128 118 122 117

293 412 414 438 472 445 362 440 448 410

1952/53

1952

1953/54

1953

1954/55
prelim.

1954
prelim.

60

80

119

86

174

83

205

100

200

80

190

130

200

100

280

110

250 250

100 120



ANN.Iii:X TABLE 16. FAR EAST ( KXCII.).7 i) IN el111. E A MAINLAND) ; PROD'UCTION OF S ET.,:reTIED COMM() DITIE

COMA/01)1TV

Total . . .

Sugar (con tri fugal and
cru(le)

titarehy roots .

Pulses
Oilseeds (oil equiv)
rrea
'.1'obacco
Cotton
,rute
Rubber

Index ol 11 Poi-in
Produ'ets

CONIM 001 TN"

liOSS EXPORTS

Rice (milled equiv.) . .Sugar..... . .

Vegetable oils and oil-
seeds

Rubber
CO ItO /1 (lint)
,Tute
Coffee
Tea,
Tobacco

itoss 'Fmroams

Rice (milled. equiv.). . .

Wheat and wheat flour
Total cereals' . . .

Vegetable oils and oil-
seeds

Rubber
Cotton (lint)
,lit te

1934-38
average

64 080
12 Ill
26 404

102 595

1 9 31-38
Uverage

59 615
10 325
21 682

91 622

Thmtsa metric tons

(ereals

1946

60 950
9 177

23 333

93 460

1917

1918/49

64 965
10 453
23 420

98 838

6 583 3 815 4 748 4 984 5 174 5 516 6 470 6 630 6 682 6 972
21. 960 21 500 21 600 24 400 25 100 25 700 25 900 28 400 29 100 29 100
7 960 8 220 9 650 9 860 9 870 10 000 9 560 10 510 11 220 11 450
4 400 3 920 4 000 3 840 4 340 4 620 4 760 4 620 4 980 5 100

454 446 442 468 500 532 569 587 567 600
793 596 552 534 586 626 631 638 705 768

i 090 644 629 553 753 803 875 933 1 009 1 025
1 526 1 010 I 565 1 392 1 186 1 706 2 023 2 110 1 043 1 090

983 780 1 203 1 477 1 439 1 805 1 812 1 707 1 636 1 720

AN NEX TABLE 17. FAR EAST (F.XCIAT DING ('111NA MA 1 NLAN D ) ; .EXPOBTS A NI) liArconTs SimEcT.r.r)
Commo.uurriES

''hmisami metric II) ((S

8 922 1. 298 1 644 2 676 2 853 2. 982 3 629 3 148 2 720 3 000
3 185 95 50 472 877 1. 159 1 003 1 390 1 915 1 750

1 707 648 1 045 1 067 1 181 1 320 1 513 1 331 1 169 1 291.
1 150 1 075 1 537 1 755 I 665 2 250 2 260 2 020 1 870 1 960

685 197 219 281. 932 288 244 310 355 185
781 353 284 580 635 1 136 1 070 570 990 790

98 8 7 7 1.5 30 31 24 41 40
357 288 333 :356 421 383 440 401 450 440
96 43 36 50 51 73 84 67 60 54

6 127 1 692 1 777 2 526 9 520 2 764 3 717 3 907 3 295 3 200
1 000 2 944 3 198 3 320 5 252 4 006 5 935 5 757 6 354 3 800
7 689 5 372 6 945 6 834 8 976 9 143 11 706 11 614 11 232 8 200

376 87 119 178 269 347 305 278 297 410
253 198 364 359 302 559 666 496 389 457
912 272 280 246 435 618 604 690 667 700

30 4 10 13 265 329 480 300 270 240

1 Includes barley, oats, maizc, millet a Id sorghum as well as wheat and rice.

234

1948

65 904
11 409
25 071.

102 384

13149

63 879
11 955
23 193

99 027

1950

1971/52

64 386
12 138
23 689

100 213

1951

1952/5:3

67 976
11 025
26 872

.105 873

1952

1953/51

74 608
11 525
29 957

116 090

1953

1954/55
prelim.

69 773
13 440
29 800

113 013

1954,
prelim.

1949/50 1959/51

Rice, (milled equiv.)
1NrIleat,. . -
Other cereals. . .

loo 88 92 96 99 100 103 101) 109 109

1911/17 1917/48



Common rr v

Wheal
Barley
Total grains'.
Sugar (centrifugal) .

Citrus fruits.
Cotton (lint)
Tobacco

Index of .411 Forth 1 9'o-

CoMMODIT1"

' Inchiding oats.

A N N EX TA II LE 18. N P:Ali ST ; PROD UCT ION OF SELECTED ( !WU:(101)1T! NO

1934-38
average

9 595
4 200

21 093
224
786
562
86

100

1934-38
L) verage

1910/47

8 .500
4 180

20 433
334
843
387
137

194

102

1947

235

10 810
4 830

24 629
367
725
559
98

1918

113

$ 980
4 470

21 778
362
649
607
124

\Vheat, barley, rye, oat s. maize, min ,t and sorgbmns. and rice ()addy).

A N N EX TA 1.E 'N EA It 11]..A.S1r PO It I'S AN D 1 Al pu; 'ro 0 I, SELECTED COMMODITIES

1919

10 730
5 060

24 332
416
860
707
120

1959

121

'honsa mi metric tons

95 I

13 255
t; 300

28 516
503
986
796
199

/35

1952

15 740
0 910

32 374
563

1 090
668
155

195:3

143

13 430
5 580

28 930
600

1 090
730
1:33

1951
iii

lluoss Exco RTS

Wheat and .w.heat, flour
13ar1ey
Maize
Millet and-sorghum .

Rice (milled equiv.)
Total cercals-1

Sttgar

Olive oil
Total vegetable oils and

oilseeds

Lemons and limes . . .

Oranges
'rutal citrus fruits . . .

(l011011 (lin))

Wool (clean basis) . .

Tobacco

toss IMPORTS

Wheat and wheat flour
Barley
Maize
tiorghtun
13 ice (mined equiv.). .

Total cereals I

Sugar

Vegetable oils and oil-
seeds

Lemons ami limes . .

Oranges
Total citrus fruits . .

Coffee

Tea-

235
360

10
150
150

-918

70

12

10

12
328
340

470

16

35

300
20
10
40
94

170

320

38

4
8

12

37

20

11.9

496
7

64-

262
953

13

6

I I

3
227
231

311

14

30

411
67

1

25
23

529

208

96

1

13
14

4-3

19

224
339

45
101
182
908

8

I

6

2
350
359

392

13

49

291
78

100
51
23

544

239

16

1

9
10

47

37

1

70
36
23
40

357
526

31

1

18

9 _

30(1
308

415

19

44

777
49

375
9

70
280

388

30

3
3

44

41

1

1

1

200
445

7
148
368
168

17

2

28

3
191
194

462

8

841

242
28

176
47
51

544

447

34

1

3
4-

46

51,

I

1

1

370
580

10
85

200
245

10

3

24

5
201,
206

570

19

55

360
60

190
65
80

755

620

28

1

6
7

44

50

1

1

,

2

150
550

20
90

350
170

10

5

20

11
29(1
231

44-0

18

70

940
90
40
05
70

205

400

44

4
33
37

35

56

1

1

I,

620
630
40
70
80

440

10

5

97

21
920
241

4611

13

02

710
60
60
65
60

955

470

48

4
34
38

36

52

I

1

1

840
840
40

155
70

945

90

9

33

18
960
278

635

13

76
.,..

350
80
40
55
70

595

650

35

2
27
29

37

58

I

1

2

1

250
050

50
50

100
500

10

4

23

15
425
440

485

9

55
_..,....

900
50
30
50
GO

090

600

38

2
20
22

35

60

1910/19 1919/50 1950151 1951/52 1952/53 1953/51 1954 /55

Thonsand metric tono

11 860
5 350

25 701
485
940
674
124

126

1917/18

7 56(1
3 750

18 825
387
987
406
137



COMMODITY

W heat

13orley

Maize

Rice (p.uldy)

Sugar (centrifugal) . . .

Crotualnuts (oil equiv.). .

fltdea! of .1 /I em, Pro-
thicis

A N N TABLF. 21. At'ittcA ; ExPoitTs AND ImPoirrs 01' 81:1-1,10.CT ND CO NUM 0 1) LT 1.1,8

Commourrr

C;12085 14:X1'01:TS

'

Soga r

(IroU11(1111IlS (oil equiv.)
Palm .k.ernel (oil equiv.)
I:you/alma il.
Palm oil

Citrus fruits

Cotton (lint)

:Wool (clean basis) . .

Coffee

t!ocoa

Tobacco

ROSS I I1 eoicrs

Cereals'

Sugar

A ?'N 1'Y TA131,10, 20. 1P -,'It01)1:CTION 8.1 EUT1.1 D 01:111110D IT I 11:-:

1934-38
average

Thousand metric tons

2 500 2 500 2 020 2 530 2 SOOt 3 2251 2 960 3 450 3 630 4 073

2 090 1 630 1 670 2 410 2 820 2 240 2 410 2 790 3 170 9 915

4 490 5 118 (3 235 4 756 5 447 5 600 5 032 6 565 7 041 6 700

1 684 1 888 1 875 9 002 2 078 2 4261 2 434 2 495 2 670 2 700

950 1 024 1 140 I 236 1 276 1 438! 1 335 1 496 1 590 1 722

437 618 669 682 645 5991 789 800 855 837

/00112 118 125 .1301 133 144 115108 140

1934-38
average

1 468

660

331
:302

3
243

1 620

:130

53

114

462

:31

781

:370

1940/47

1910

:323

511

2:39
293

214

I 253

167

123

199

4:33

34

2 905

244

1917/48

1917

1948/49

1948

1949/50

1911

'1'hmrsyl led netrit.

298
329

80
334

3 970

196

51

231

517

6:3

954

459

1950/51

1950

1 475 1 490

746 660

962
:347

89
346

4 690

190

531

252

509l

74

1 026

530

1951/52

1951

185
311

77
326

4 710

190

50

286

487

72

1952/53

1952

1 255

760

258
394

87
350

4 740

220

60

290

468

74

1 351

630

1953/54

1953

1 295

850

284
:335
146
:371

4 930

220

60

985

523

77

1 414

700

1.954/55
prelim.

1954
prelim.

850

98(1

340
356
10))
:185

5 550

2:35

65

290

440

82

720

IN'heat aml wheat flour, bailey, maize, :4orght/in, rice, oats.

:111:0(;RAFIA FAUSTO FAILL1 - BOMA

1 365

800

447

510

229
249
43

2:35

2 979

153

5:3

9,),t

385

45

981

325

7:37

637

257
293

61

286

3 270

164

57

244

428

58

1 102

:397
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